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'In all human activities we find a fundamental polarity ... We may speak of a tension 

between stabilisation and evolution, between a tendency that leads to fixed and stable 

forms of life and another tendency to break up this rigid scheme. Man is torn between 

these two tendencies, one that seeks to preserve old forms whereas the other strives to 

produce new ones. There is a ceaseless struggle between tradition and innovation ... ' 

E. Cassirer 
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Abstract: Masks of Authority. Charles V and state portraiture at the 

Habsburg courts, c. 1500-1533 by Paul G. Matthews 

This dissettation studies the development of paintings (on independent supp01ts) of 

members of the Habsburg dynasty during the first third of the sixteenth century. 

During this period there was a move from the limited bust or half-length p01trait of c. 

1500 to the three-qumter or full-length figure of c. 1530. There was also a shift from 

humanising pottraits of members of the dynasty towards representations of them 

where their faces become immobile masks. The likenesses of the Habsburg dynasty 

became increasingly authoritarian, frequently depicting them in armour. The 

dissettation asks why these shifts came about, arguing that they reflect a reaction to a 

significant moment of political and intellectual change, the coronation of Charles V 

as Holy Roman Emperor, and the pretensions of Charles' court to elevate him to the 

status of 'Last World Emperor '. 

The dissettation has the following structure. An introduction delineates the 

research methodology used, firstly , by defining and justifying the subject, scope and 

structure of the disse1tation as a whole and, secondly, by examining the primary and 

secondary sources of information about Habsburg p01traiture during the period under 

discussion. The first chapter considers the existing secondary literature on Habsburg 

state portraiture, and questions some of the methodologies that have been used in 

earlier research. The second chapter defines some of the general characteristics of the 

state portrait. Chapter Three provides a brief background to the genre from ancient 

Rome to the fifteenth century, before looking at the tradition in the Burgundian 

Netherlands and the Austrian Erblande before Charles V' s accession. Chapter Four 



Abstract 

examines the production of potiraiture at the Habsburg court in the Netherlands in 

relation to Habsburg policy objectives up until Charles V's accession to the throne of 

Spain. Chapter Five covers the management of Habsburg potirait iconography in the 

Notih and the ancestral Austrian lands from Charles' election as Holy Roman 

Emperor in 1519 to his arrival in Italy in 1529. The final chapter discusses Charles' 

visit to Italy, Germany, and the Netherlands between 1530 and 1533 and looks at the 

dramatic change that overcame Habsburg iconography at this time. This is followed 

by a Conclusion, document appendices, a Checklist of works related to the text, and 

the Bibliography. 
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A note about names 

Names are generally anglicised unless the original form is commonly known: thus 

Mary of Austria, Queen of Hungary, but Don Carlos, Prince of Spain. As a rule 

individuals are known by the highest title that they attained during their lifetime even 

if they have not yet achieved it in the narrative: hence in the discussion of the period 

1500-1519 Charles, Duke of Burgundy, is referred to as Charles V although he had 

not yet acceded to the Imperial title. When an individual is more commonly known 

by another name, however, this is given over their rank: thus Philip the Fair rather 

than Phi lip I of Castile and Joanna of Aragon-Castile and not Joanna I of Spain. 



Introduction 

In 1557 the painter Anthonis M or produced a portrait of the Habsburg king of Spain, 

Phillip 11, that showed him in full-length, wearing armour, and with his face arranged 

into an arrogant and authoritarian mask (Fig. 1 ). 1 These three elements are 

pmticularly characteristic of Habsburg portraiture during much of the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries and this dissertation aims to examine how and why they first 

entered Habsburg iconography. In particular it posits that they first come to 

prommence during the early reign of Philip's father, the Holy Roman Emperor 

Charles V. To that end, this dissertation examines the characteristics of ruler 

portraiture at the Habsburg courts from the end of the fifteenth century up to Charles' 

imperial coronation in Italy and departure for Spain in 1533, hypothesizing that these 

elements do not merely evolve from the dual Burgundian and Austrian traditions of 

Habsburg ruler pmtraiture, but are part of a reaction against the Humanist and 

Burgundian leanings of Charles' early education towards a belief in his destiny to 

unify Clu·istendom as a 'Last World Emperor' . 

The introduction that follows delineates the research methodology used in the 

dissertation, firstly, by defining the subject, scope and structure of the dissertation as 

a whole and, secondly, by examining the primary and secondary sources of 

information about Habsburg pottraiture during the period under discussion. In 

1 
El Escorial, panel, 152 x 93 cm., inv. no. 1653 (10014146). See Friedlander, 196776, xiii, pp.172, 356; 

Woodall, 1989, pp.430437; Madrid, 1990, pp.59, 72, 130, no.! ; El Escorial, 1998, p.496, no.160; Toledo, 2000, 
p.513 , 110.302. 
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Introduction 

particular it notes some of the limitations that this material imposes upon a study of 

this type. 

Subject, Scope and Structure of the Dissertation 
This dissertation closely focuses upon Habsburg portraits made at the courts of 

Charles V, his aunt Mm·gm·et of Austria, and his brother Ferdinand I. To a lesser 

extent it also examines portraits made at the courts of his grandfather Maximilian I 

and his father, Phi lip the Fair. 2 Mm·gm·et (1480-1530), regent of the Netherlands after 

the death of Philip the Fair, will receive particular attention as she was important not 

only for raising Charles and his siblings but also for establishing an extensive portrait 

collection at her court at Mechelen in the Netherlands. This is recorded in inventories, 

which allows us to recreate the visual environment that Charles grew up in. 

Charles V (1500-1558. r.1519-1556), was successively Duke of Burgundy 

( 1515), King of Spain (1516), and Holy Roman Emperor (1519), and wielded 

unprecedented power across northern Europe, the Mediterranean basin, and the New 

World. 3 His siblings were also significant subjects for court portraitists. These were 

Eleanor (1498-1558), later Queen of Portugal and France4
; Isabel (1501-1526), 

2 There is no adequate biography ofPhilip the Fair but see Hiifler, 1883a; and Hiitler, 1883b. For his government 
see Cauchies, 1987. For biographies of Mm·gm·et of Austria see Altmeyer, 1840a; Juste, 1858; Hare, 1913; 
Hartman, 1908; Tremayne, 1908; Justi , 1912; Wiart, 1935; Boom, 1935; Dumont, 1953; De longh, 1954; Strelka, 1957; Kiinigsberger, 1980; and Tamussino, 1995 . For her correspondence, documentation, andtineraries see Van den Bergh, 1845; Le Glay, 1839; Quinsonas, 1860; Bruchet, 1927; and Bruchet and Lancien, 1934. During her 
youthful betrothal in France her portrait was taken by the Master of Moulins (Jean Hey?) for what was almost certainly one wing of a devotional diptych: see Checklist, no. I. Other portraits of Margaret were also produced in France, such as the untraced portrait of Charles and Margaret that Jean Bourdichon was paid for in 1490 ('du ray et de la royne en deux tableaux au pres du vif: see Montaiglon, 1855-56, p. 14). 
3 There are innumerable biographies of Charles V but see Prescott, 1900; Brandi, 1939; Tyler, 1956; 
Schwarzendfeld, 1957; Vienna, 1958; Toledo, 1958; Habsburg, 1969; Fernandez Alvarez, 197181 ; Fernandez Alvarez, 1975; Rady, 1988; Rodriguez-Salgado, 1988; Kohler, 2000. For his itinerary see Foronda y Aguilera, 1895 . For his impact on the visual arts as a whole in Italy see Eisler, 1983a; Eisler, 1983b. For surveys of his iconography see Gltick, 1937; Cloulas, 1964; Hackenbr<£h, 1969; Checa Cremades, 1987; Checa Cremades, 
1988; Bodmt, 1997; Bodart, 2000. 
4 For Eleanor of Austria see Moeller, 1895; and Boom, 1943 . 
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subsequently Queen of Denmark5
; Mary (1505-1558), later Queen of Hungarl; 

Ferdinand (1503-1564), Charles' successor as Holy Roman Empero/; and Catherine 

(1507-1575), later Queen ofPortugal. 8 

As the title implies, tllis dissertation takes as its focus Charles V, but it does not 

concentrate on the full fifty-eight year span of his life. Rather, the work fol lows a 

narrow chronology, from c. 1500 to 1533. This is because, as we will see, there was a 

change in Habsburg ruler iconography from the bust- and half-length portrait of c. 

1500 to the adoption of the full-length portrait with a mask-like face in the early 

1530s. These characteristics subsequently became paradigmatic for many thousands 

of potiraits of Charles and other members of the Habsburg dynasty that were 

produced across Europe during the following two centuries. The dissertation also 

limits itself to portraits painted of Charles and his family on independent supports. 

Therefore, on the whole, it does not look at sculptures, prints and drawings unless 

there is a verifiable relationship with the major themes of Habsburg portrait painting 

ofthe period. 

As this dissertation looks at the production of ruler potiraits within the 

Habsburg realms, its geographical limits are correspondingly vast: the dynasty had 

dominion over the Netherlands, Spain, much of the New World, Germany, Austria, 

and Italy, as well as Hungary and most of Central Europe. Thankfully, however, most 

5 For lsabel of Austria see Altmeyer, 1842. 
6 For Mary of Austria see Juste, 1855; Ortvay, 191 0; Stracke, 1940; Boom, 1956; De Iongh, 1959; Heiss, 1971 ; 
1-Ieiss, 1974a; Heiss, 1974b; Duverger, 1972; Utrecht and ' sHertogenbosch, 1993; Gorier van Royen, 1995; 
Doyle, 2000. For her iconography see Gltick, 1934. 
7 For Ferdinand I see Bauer, 1907; and Sutter Fichtner, 1982. For his correspondence see Bauer, 1912; Bauer and 
Lacroix, I 937-38; and Wolfram and Thomas, I 973~4. For his iconography see Hilger, I 969. 
8 For Catherine of Austria see Llanos y Torriglia, I 923. For her patronage see Jordan, I 993; Jordan Gschwend, 
1993; Jordan, I 994a. 
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artists sited their workshops close to the main Habsburg administrative centres or 

followed the peripatetic Habsburg courts. Thus the majority of Habsburg ruler 

portraits this study looks at were produced in the Habsburg realms in the Burgundian 

Netherlands or in Southern Germany. The only other major Habsburg court was in 

Spain, but there was only a feeble tradition of ruler portraits, and immigrant 

Netherlanders largely produced these. 

The study is structured in the following way. The first chapter examines the 

existing literature on Habsburg state portraiture, questioning some of the 

methodologies that have been used in earlier research. Chapter Two defines some of 

the general characteristics of the state portrait. Chapter Three provides a background 

to the genre prior to c. 1500 and looks at the significance of the Burgundian 

Netherlands and examines the two different traditions of ruler portraiture - the 

Burgundian and the Austrian - that existed in the Habsburg realms around 1500. 

Chapter Four examines the production of portraiture at the Habsburg court in the 

Netherlands in relation to Habsburg policy objectives between 1506 and 1518. 

Chapter Five covers the management of Habsburg portrait iconography in the North 

and the ancestral Austrian lands from Charles' election as Holy Roman Emperor in 

1519 to his departure from Spain for his coronation in Italy in 1529. The final chapter 

discusses Charles' visit to Italy, Germany, and the Netherlands between 1530 and 

1533 and looks at the dramatic change that overcame Habsburg iconography at this 

time. The conclusion and appendices follow this. 

Finally, there is a checklist of portraits mentioned in the text. Only members of 

the Habsburg dynasty and their wives are included. The decision to exclude the 

4 
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husbands of Habsburg women was taken because it would have broadened this 

dissertation to include Danish, Portuguese, and Hungarian royal iconography. In the 

sixteenth century women were expected to leave their family behind when they 

married and to become members of their husbands' families. Thus, a figure such as 

A1ma of Hungary is included, while her brother Louis is not. 

To locate a work in the checklist, check the footnote reference in the main text, 

look under the subject 's name in the checklist, and then locate the corresponding 

number. The checklist is ordered by sitter and then in groups of works deriving from 

a common type, in chronological order of the existing or presumed original. If the 

author has inspected a work then the type number also contains an asterisk. Each 

entry lists known information about the author, location, media, dimensions of the 

work, as well as abbreviated references to its provenance and principal literature. 

Images that include more than one sitter can be found at the end of the list. The 

checklist does not pretend to be exhaustive, a task outside the realm of a Ph.D. 

dissertation. It should be noted that a surprising number of institutions and 

individuals failed to acknowledge or reply to repeated letters- where information has 

been forthcoming it has been repeated here. 

The sources and their limitations 

There is extensive primary and secondary source material for the study undertaken in 

this dissertation. The main type of primary material used is the surviving portraiture 

of the Habsburg dynasty from between c. 1500-32. These are widely dispersed and 

often difficult to access, however every major painting under discussion has been 

viewed by the author to verify its material condition and to confirm its relationship to 

5 
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other Habsburg portraits. A great many ruler portraits have been lost over the 

centuries as they did not have the higher status associated with other genres . 

Therefore, the following dissertation comes with the caveat that only a partial 

reconstruction of Habsburg ruler portraiture- and its significance -can be made. 

Thankfully, however, many portraits acted as a source for copies and variants. 

As we will see, one of the most interesting characteristics of Habsburg ruler 

portraiture is its use of multiple copies of the same type and the production of series 

that were disseminated across the Habsburg realms and abroad. Usually these stem 

back to an original, most often produced in close proximity to the court from a life 

sitting. By establishing the authorship of these types we can establish their 

geographical and chronological origin, and so gain a better picture of Habsburg taste 

and the dynasty ' s relationship to its court artists. 

To this end, a 'genealogical ' narrative has been chosen as it provides the 

greatest clarity regarding the development of new types, the generation and 

dissemination of copies and variants, and also as a means of tying the portraits back 

to the socio-political context of their production. It will become apparent by this 

method that moments of political and intellectual change frequently resulted in 

changes to the iconography of Habsburg portraiture. This approach will also allow 

those who follow me to make greater use of the many Habsburg portraits that have 

hitherto languished in obscurity or confusion - with a clear clu·onology and 

authorship in place future studies on their circumstances of production will become 

easier. 

6 
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The second source of primary evidence concerning the commission, production, 

and use of Habsburg ruler portraits comes from surviving documents. Much, 

however, has been lost - the destruction of the archives of the Brussels painters' 

guild, for example, seems likely to have been catastrophic for a study of Habsburg 

patronage in the Burgundian Netherlands. Archival documents are often fragmentary 

and when they survive they frequently do so out of their original context. It should be 

remembered that documentation - whether inventories, financial documents, or 

contemporary correspondence - might by its survival or absence give a misleading 

impression of the nature of Habsburg collections and patronage. Thus, despite the 

large number of portraits of Maximilian I that exist we have little idea of their usage 

in Central Europe because of an almost complete absence of contemporary 

inventories from that region. Alternately, while we might today consider Mm·gm·et of 

Austria's collection at Mechelen exceptional on the basis of the detailed inventories 

that do survive, presumably this was not the only collection of Habsburg portraits in 

the city: unfortunately, for example, we have no information about the decoration of 

the separate comi established for the children of Philip the Fair and Joanna of 

Aragon-Castile, nor of the city chambers, or of any of the residences of the numerous 

wealthy members of the Burgundian comi. Rather, Mm·gm·et's significance as a 

patron may merely reflect the happy accident which has left much of the official 

documentation of the Burgundian court during her regency intact in Paris, Lille, and 

Vienna. The archives of Charles V, by contrast, are much more widely dispersed and 

their sheer volume has often discouraged scholars. 

7 
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This leads me to another example of the shortcomings of putting too much faith 

in the surviving documentation. As only two relatively sparse inventories of Charles 

V's pictures from his lifetime are known it is usually extrapolated from this evidence 

that Charles was not much of a connoisseur. This seems to fly in the face of t1e 

contemporary anecdotal evidence that records his patronage of many of the most 

significant artists of his day across the whole of Europe, from Bernard van Orley, to 

Hans Schwarz, from Jakob Seisenegger, to Titian. Clearly, the surviving 

documentation is both an aid and a trap. 

The first of Charles ' inventories was compiled for his departure from Brussels 

to Spain in May 1536 and is very much an indication of the sort of goods to be 

carried on a long sea voyage.9 The second (Brussels, Archives Generales du 

Royaume, Reg. no. 98, folio xii, r} was ordered by Charles son, Philip II of Spain, in 

1556 and is probably concerned with works at the Governor's Palace at Brussels. 

Neither, therefore, gives us much information about Charles ' collections in Spain and 

elsewhere. An inventory of the goods Charles had with him at Yuste at the time of his 

death in 1558 is brief in the extreme, reflecting Charles' desire for a simple 

retirement. 10 Three years after Charles' death another inventory was carried out, but 

this is similarly unforthcoming. 11 Research by this author at the Spanish archives at 

Simancas has so far failed to find any further inventories, although this is akin to 

9 
See Miche1ant, 1872. 

10
SeeSanchez Loro, 1958. 

11 
See Beer, 1891 . 
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looking for a needle in a haystack. It seems reasonable to assume that some of Philip 

II ' s enormous collections must have come via inheritance from Charles.12 

As I have noted above, the most important sources for our knowledge of the 

display and use of Habsburg portraits during the first third of the sixteenth century are 

the inventories taken of Margaret of Austria's collection at Mechelen in 1516 and 

1523-24. The 1516 inventory (Lille, Archives du Nord, serie B.3510, piece 123295) 

was first published by Le Glay in 1839, but since its publication a large part ofthe 

original has been lost and now consists of only four folios, beginning with article 97 

of Le Glay's edition.13 This was republished as part of the Inventaire sommaire des 

archives departementales anterieures a 1790: Nord: Archives civiles, Serie B. 14 The 

1523-24 inventory (Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Cinq Cents de Colbert, no. 128), 

signed by Mm·gm·et on 17 April 1524 at Antwerp was first published, somewhat 

inaccurately, by Laborde in 1850 and more successfully by Michelant in 1871.15 It 

appears that copies of the inventory were updated as further works entered the 

collection, as is demonstrated by a partial, annotated, copy (Vienna, Haus-, Hof- und 

Staatsarchiv, Familien Urkunden, no. 1176) that is dated 20 April 1524 and which 

was first published by Zimerman. 16 Mm·gm·et 's executors updated this copy of the 

inventory after 21 March 1530, thereby giving an idea of further additions to her 

collection. There are also three fragmentary lists in Lille. The first is entitled 'Ce que 

Madame a trouve au petit cabinet der;us 'l 'oratoyre' and which probably dates from 

12 
See Sanchez Canton, 1956-59 

13 
See Le Glay, 1839, ii , pp.477-83. 

14 
See Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, viii , pp. 209-12. 

15 
See Laborde, 1850, pp. 36-57, 80-91 and Michelant, 1871 , pp. 5-78, 83-136. 

16 
See Zimerman, 1885 . 
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after 1508, the year of the Venetian artist Jacopo de' Bm·bari's arrival in the 

Netherlands, as it includes a work by him.17 The second dates from after Mm·gm·et's 

death and is entitled 'S'ensuivant les painctures de devotion qu sont encores es 

cabinetz et libraries de feue Madame' .18 The third is a description of a number of 

engraving plates by Jacopo de' Barbari .19 Finally, Margaret's last will and testament 

was published in 1890 and mainly lists jewels and decorative arts, although Juan de 

Flandes' eighteen panels on the 'Life of the Virgin' are included (no. 116).20 Many of 

the works in Margaret's collections seem to have been inherited by her successor as 

Regent ofthe Netherlands, Mary of Austria, Queen of Hungary, as can be seen from a 

1556 inventory published by Pinchart.21 Many of these works subsequently 

accompanied Mary on her retirement to Cigales in Spain where they were again 

inventoried in 1558 (Simancas, Legajo 1017, folios 143v-145v, dated Cigales, 19 

octubre 1558).22 

Another type of evidence lies in documents that record the commission or 

receipt of works of art. Invoices, such as that presented by Jakob Seisenegger to his 

patron Ferdinand I in 1535 (reproduced here as Appendix 2) are key documents 

despite their humble origins. Many such documents have been lost over the centuries, 

but some are known through nineteenth-century transcriptions: an example used here 

17 
See Le G1ay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, viii, pp. 208-09 . 

18 
See Le G1ay, 1839, ii , p. 483; and Le G1ay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, viii , p212. 

19 
See Ga1ichon, 1873 , p. 229; and Le G1ay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, viii, p. 212. 

20 
Jahrbuch der kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des allerh6chsten Kaiserhauses(hereafter known as JKSAA.) , 

1890, pp. v-xii, no. 6286. 
21 

See Pinchart, 1856a and Pinchart, 1856b. 
22 

See Beer, 1891 , pp.clviii-clxiv; Perez Gredilla, 1877, published the section relating to portraits. 
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(reproduced as Appendix 1) is the list of works created for Margaret of Austria that 

the painter Jan Vermeyen presented to her executors. 

Anecdotal remarks made in contemporary correspondence are also often useful. 

These can either refer to pictures or miists (such as the Burgundian envoy at the court 

of Henry VIII referring to a painter having made a good likeness of Mary Rose 

Tudor) or to whether or not Charles V had grown a beard (crucial for determining the 

clu·onology of his portraiture during the 1520s). 

Another type of evidence is the contemporary interpretative document. 

Unfortunately, however, these are rare and seldom indicate that the state portrait had 

anything more than a purely representational function.23 The earliest writer on the 

topic of the state potirait, Lomazzo (1584), is also of little use for although he advises 

the aspiring potiraitist to create a concetto or 'idea' of the virtues of the subject, he 

scarcely expands on this, merely advocating including objects such as crowns and 

sceptres to signify the subject's social status?4 From Lomazzo it is difficult to 

determine what visual strategies were employed to suggest the ruler's qualities, what 

these qualities were, or whether secondary objects were intended to carry particular 

significance. 

A more useful contemporary aid to the task of interpretation, however, is 1he 

literary genre of the speculum prindp;s (books of advice to princes).Z5 The messages 

23 
Indeed, the only works amongst thousands of surviving sixteentiKentury state portraits for which an explicit 

iconographical scheme survives are Vasari ' s portraits of Alessandro de' Medici and Lorenzo the Magnificent. 
That Vasari felt the need to explain the symbolism of his works to his patrons clearly suggests that such intentions 
were exceptional: see Marrow, 1986, p. 169; Campbell, 1990, pp.l30-32 . 
24 

Lomazzo, 1584, p. 432; Jenkins, 1947, p. 41. For the relationship of theory to portraiture see Olin, 1996. 
25 

The panegyrics of hum anist writers at the various courts are of little use as they make quite extravagant claims 
unrelated to the reality of most ruler portraits. Ficino, for example, welcomed Charles VIII of France into Italy by 
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conveyed by both the speculum principis and the state portrait were intended for a 

specific and highly elite audience - while the former were dedicated to princes, state 

portraits were exchanged between kings, hung in princely collections and given as 

gifts to successful courtiers. If this shared audience allows us to draw a parallel 

between the two media, then the speculum principis may illuminate our 

understanding of the state portrait. 

The high points of the genre 111 the first half of the sixteenth century are 

Erasmus ' Institutio principis Christiani (1516), Castiglione's If Cortegiano (1528), 

Machiavelli's If Principe (1532), More's Utopia (1516), Guevara's Libra Aureo de 

Marco Aurelio (1518) and the Re/ox de Principes (after 1526), Bude's L'institution 

du prince ( 1518), and Seyssel 's La grant monarchie de France ( 1515). Significantly, 

Erasmus, Castiglione, and Guevara wrote for, or dedicated their works to, Charles V. 

As we will see, Erasmus' work is particularly significant for understanding 

Charles V's early iconography. The text closely follows Cicero's debate in his De 

officiis between Plato's contemplative philosopher king and Aristotle's vigorous and 

active ruler, and emphasises the potential fallibility of a young ruler. As we will see, 

this emphasis on the ruler's human qualities is also to be found in the ruler portraiture 

of the Burgundian Netherlands in the period examined by this dissertation. 

As I have said, a study of this kind is necessarily subject to the vagaries of 

historical survival of both portraits and documents. The individual researcher is also 

constricted by geography and language. Archival deposits are scattered across Europe 

drawing explicit parallels between the king and Jupiter, Hercules, Aeneas, and Charlemagne and comparing him 
with God and Christ. However, these topoi rarely appear in the visual arts and their only parallel was in ephemeral 
and highly public decorations for coronations, royal entries, feasts, heraldry and so on. 
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in both public and private hands. The majority are uncatalogued or inaccessible. 

Another problem is the wide range of languages used in the Habsburg realms. In 

order to consider not just the primary but also the secondary sources the researcher 

must (at the very least) have reading ability in French, German, Spanish, Italian and 

Dutch. For the study of the field to be furthered fluency with other European 

languages - from Portuguese to Hungarian- is also desirable. 

Documentary research was carried out in archives at Brussels (Archives 

Generales du Royaume), Lille (Archives du Nord), Paris (Bibliotheque Nationale), 

Vietma (Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv), and Simancas (Archivo General). Here the 

published documents were crosschecked against the originals. However, no further 

inventories or documentary material were discovered. This does not mean that 

relevant and important documents are not there or elsewhere, rather that the extent of 

the evidence already uncovered was sufficient for the term and scope of a Ph.D. 

dissertation. 

There is also an abundance of secondary material for a study of this kind . An 

enormous number of studies on Charles V, Maximilian and their contemporaries have 

been produced. These are too numerous to mention, but the most important can be 

found in the footnotes of the present work. It should be noted, however, that the 

essential work on Charles V and his political legacy must remain that published by 

Karl Brandi in the 1930s. Here is not the place to discuss specialised studies of 

Habsburg iconography, as this is the subject of the next chapter. Yet I would like to 

briefly note that the abundance of studies of Charles seems to have obscured the 

significance of other family members or their retinue. It seems likely that these 
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figures might have had a greater role in the development of Habsburg ruler potiraiture 

than is usually appreciated: Charles V can hardly be expected to have exerted day-to

day control over the whole spectrum of Habsburg iconography. This lacuna has had 

an appreciable effect on this dissertation and it is hoped that future historians will 

address this issue. 

In conclusion, then, it is surprising that no single study on the main focus of 

Habsburg art patronage, their portraits, has hitherto been undertaken. This is 

patiicularly remarkable given that the dynasty left literally thousands of portraits by 

hundreds of artists, an immense fund of documentary evidence, and an extensive 

secondary literature. There seems to be two reasons for this omission: firstly (and 

most obviously), as Habsburg portraits were the bread-and-butter work of comi 

artists, the pictures lack the glamour of the large-scale building and decorative 

projects that the Habsburgs also commissioned. Secondly, and more importantly, 

Habsburg multinational ism has robbed the field of the unity it deserves. The demise 

of their empire has led to their marginalisation. Not only is the number of surviving 

portraits daunting and much of the literature on them in a range of languages, but the 

traditional focus of ati historians on national schools and catalogue raisonne has been 

an impediment. The following study hopes to begin to fill this gap. 

14 



Chapter 1: Historiography 

The last two decades of the twentieth century have seen a major revival of interest in 

portraiture from classical antiquity to the present day. Major monographs as well as 

numerous articles and exhibitions have appeared which vary widely in both 

methodology and focus. 1 These have included studies that attempt to reconstruct the 

oeuvre of particular artists, the role of the workshop and the art market, and the 

function and significance of the portrait. Inevitably, the ruler portrait has become a 

particular focus of this research. The following chapter looks at the historiography of 

the ruler portrait - and particularly the Habsburg ruler portrait - from the nineteenth 

century to the present, commenting on and criticizing the methodologies emplpyed by 

my predecessors. 

It is surprising that the best-known monograph on the topic of the ruler portrait 

is over fifty years old. In 1947 Marianna Jenkins looked at the development of the 

state portrait from antiquity to the twentieth century? In particular, she proposed that 

during the sixteenth century an international style of ruler portraiture was developed 

in the courts of Western Europe which became paradigmatic for the representation of 

rulers in Western culture. Looking at Jenkins' work today, and aclmowledging its 

continued value, it is clear that her study is nevertheless badly out-of.date. Jenkins 

not only fails to look at the context of the display of portraits but also largely ignores 

I 
Some of the more important recent works on the portrait genre include Martindale, 1988; Diilberg, 1990; 

Campbell, 1990; Brilliant, 1991 ; Schneider, 1994; Woodall , 1997; Pommier, 1998. 
2 

Jenkins, 1947. Her research seems a natural development of Waiter Bachstitz' s 1934 study of the sixteenth
century court portrait that, while not solely concerned with ruler portraiture, also posited an international;tyle. 
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the process by which works were commissioned, created, and replicated. In 

particular, little attention is paid to the political context, and function for which the 

works were created and disseminated. Nor is any attempt to reconstruct their 

reception attempted. Given the enormous amount of research that has been 

undertaken in the past half-century no single scholar could now attempt a monograph 

that aims to look at the state portrait over more than two millennia. The following 

work therefore aims to address one particular manifestation of the genre, painted state 

portraiture at the Habsburg comts during roughly the first thi11y years of the sixteenth 

century. 

This pmiicular focus was chosen as a means of following up one of Jenkins ' 

most impot1ant points, that the Habsburg dynasty played a decisive role in the 

development of the genre of the state pmirait across Western Europe. 3 For a number 

of reasons which we will examine below, most writers on the state portrait have 

generally failed to approach the patronage of the Habsburgs as they themselves would 

have seen it: modified by their temporal location but serving a wider and pan-national 

function. The Habsburgs had a sense of 'mission', believing that they had been 

chosen by God to usher in His kingdom and were therefore independent of temporal 

authority and national boundaries. Seemingly inevitably, scholars have focused on the 

development of national schools at the expense of phenomena such as the Habsburg 

ruler portrait that transcend political and geographic boundaries. This has deprived 

the material of the unity it deserves and explains why the title of this dissertation 

refers to Habsburg courts. 

3 
Jenkins, 1947, p. 28 . 
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Nineteenth-Century Research into State Portraiture: a Nationalist 
Agenda 
This inability to view the Habsburg ruler portraiture as a cotmected whole is hardly 

surprising. As an area of study the geme of the state portrait has been fragmented by 

the nationalism that has beset Europe since the end of the Napoleonic wars. In 

particular, the creation during the nineteenth century of new nations such as Belgium 

and the unification of Italy and Germany led to a new politically and racially charged 

assertion of difference: across Europe half-forgotten traditions began to be reasserted 

or, sometimes, newly invented.4 As part of a nationalist agenda the past was 

plundered to shore up numerous national projects and it was against this background 

that the discipline of ati history emerged. As we will see, one of its first tasks was to 

conjure up the spirits of past rulers to provide legitimacy for the nation state. 

Every society needs its pantheon of Heroes. Across nineteenth-century Europe 

there were numerous attempts to create a new sense of national unity by propagating 

some sort of foundation myth. Inevitably this involved resuscitating the supposed 

founders of the nation state, figures such as Henry VIII, Francis I and, surprisingly, 

the multinational Charles V. Events in the sixteenth century were reinterpreted as the 

foundation of national states and widely publicised.5 In countries such as Belgium 

and Spain (the former a newly-created independent state which had only achieved 

4 
See Hobsbawm and Ranger, 1983. 

5 
Thus, by the mid-century numerous biographies of late medieval and early modern figures who were associated 

with the first stirrings of national ambitions began to be published. The quality of these works ranged from the 
penny dreadful to works with the highest scholarly credentials. Some were less scrupulous than others, distorting 
history for their own purposes. It is not mere coincidence, for example, that K.A.C. Hofler should have presented 
the Netherlands-born Charles V and Pope Adrian VI as Germans in his Der deutsche Kaiser und dei· /etze 
deutsche Paps/. Kart V. und Adrian VI. (Vienna, 1876) at almost the exact moment when German unification was 
taking place. This phenomenon was linked to the rise in educational standards across Europe in the first third of 
the nineteenth century. Not only was there a new spirit of enquiry in the universities but for many history served 
as a source of inspiration for the present: see Paret, 1988, p.18; Taylor, 1999, pp. 92-99; and for Victorian 
biographers see Broughton, 1999. 
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independence in 1830, the latter reeling from the loss of its South American colonies) 

history paintings based on episodes in the lives of these rulers became extremely 

popular.6 

To gain legitimacy it was essential for this new belief in relating history to 

contemporary political life to have a verifiable, factual basis. Therefore during the 

first half of the nineteenth century contemporary portraits of sixteenth-century figures 

began to take pride-of-place in the national collections that had became de rigueur for 

the European states to establish. The same impetus led to the foundation of 

institutions that were dedicated to the celebration of national culture and history, such 

as the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nuremberg and the National Portrait 

Gallery in London.7 Accordingly, the iconography of national heroes began to be 

systematised, with figures such as the National Portrait Gallery's first director Sir 

George Scharf beginning to compile comprehensive listings of portraits in English 

private collections. 8 Similarly, in France, Louis Dimier began to catalogue French 

royal iconography, while in the German-speaking world historians from Jakob 

Burckhardt to Percy Ernst Sclu·amm worked on the iconography of the Holy Roman 

Emperors and the rulers ofthe various principalities. 

With the rise of mechanical reproduction and the development of photography 

at the end of the nineteenth century the authentic features of sixteenth-century rulers 

moved from the gallery into widespread circulation across Europe, an activity that 

was contemporaneously occurring from Istanbul to Stocld1olm and from Moscow to 

6 
See Reyero, 1991 ; Ghent, 1999b; and Valladolid, 1999. 

7 
For state patronage of the visual arts in Britain see Pem·son, 1982; Pointon, 1997; Taylor, 1999. 

8 
For example, Scharf encouraged Freeman O' Donoghue to produce a descriptive catalogue of Elizabethl 's 

iconography in 1894. 
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Madrid. While part of the publishing boom of the time, this phenomenon was also 

related the popularity of monarchy before the First World War, an institution which 

was widely seen as a paradigm of stable government. 

As the twentieth century developed rulers were increasingly called upon to 

embody 'national values' and encourage patriotism. Greg Walker, for example, has 

recently noted that, with the support of Conservative politicians the film maker 

Alexander Korda made his 1933 film of 'The Private Life of Henry VIII' in a spirit of 

opposition to Appeasement, his Henry arguing that, to avoid war in Europe, England 

should build 'ships, ships, and more ships! '9 

It is against this background of state-sponsored nationalism that research into 

Habsburg patronage begins. The fragmentation of the Habsburg empire in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries provided three potential loci for research: Spain, 

Belgium, and the Austro-Hungarian empire. All tlu·ee were monarchies looking back 

to the sixteenth century Habsburgs for inspiration. Of the three, however, there was 

little impetus for research in chaotic and backward Spain during the nineteenth 

century. In the newly independent and increasingly industrialised Belgium, on the 

other hand, there was strong support for the collation and publication of archival 

material related to that state's historical forerunner, the court of Burgundy. Research 

which emphasised the historical unity of the Southern Netherlands found a home in 

publicly financed journals like the Bulletin de la Commission royale d'histoire de 

Belgique and the Bulletin de l 'Acadhnie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres et des 

9 
Walker, 200 I. 
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Beaux-Arts de Belgique, while an extensive publishing program sponsored by the 

state produced volume after volume of meticulously edited original documents. 

A similar policy prevailed in Central Europe. Austro-Hungary had been forced 

into existence by Napoleon in 1804 but unlike Belgium, where there were only two 

peoples attempting to create a single nation, the new state had dozens of ethnicities 

and languages. Thus substantial funding was provided for the production of works 

that encouraged unity and patriotism, such as crown prince Rudolf's 24 volume 

popular encyclopaedia of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. 10 Even more importantly, a 

logical step in the stabilisation of the state was the creation of institutions that 

glorified the history of the single unifying characteristic of the Austro-Hungarian 

Empire, the Habsburg monarchy .11 

In 1876 this led to the foundation of an institution in Vienna based on the 

enormous imperial art collections, the Kunsthistorisches Museum. Its journal, the 

famous Jahrbuch der kunsthistm·ischen Sammlungen des allerhochsten Kaiserhauses, 

was intended to disseminate the glories of Austro-Hungarian Kulturwissenschaft and, 

unsurprisingly, during the first fifty years of its life published numerous articles on 

specifically Habsburg topics. In its early years the focus was frequently on 

10 
Die dsterreichisch-ungarische Monarchie in Wort und Bifd; Auf Anregung und unter A1itwirkung Kronprinzen 

Erzherzhog Rudo/f(Vienna, 1887-1902). 
11 

The silver wedding of Emperor Franz Joseph and Empress Elisabeth in April 1879, for example, was celebrated 
with a pageant in Vienna where around 10,000 people were dressed in the costumes worn during the reign of 
Charles V. 
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Maximilian I, significantly enough during his lifetime a figure associated with a 

revival of German culture. 12 

Independently, and somewhat less programmatically, from the mid-1880s 

German art historians such as Valentin von Loga, Wilhelm von Bode, Max J. 

FriedHinder, and Friedrich Winkler also began looking at Habsburg cultural 

production and iconography as part of their research into Netherlandish and German 

art of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 13 Most of their research was published in 

the Jahrbuch der preussischen Kunstsammlungen. 

The work of these Austro-Hungarian and German historians brought to light 

forgotten pmiraitists such as Hans Maler, Juan de Flandes, Bernard Striegel, and 

Jakob Seisenegger as well as unearthing vital documents such as the annotated copy 

of Margaret of Austria's 1523-24 inventory of her collection at Mechelen. From these 

foundations it began to be possible to discus~ the developmental iconography of 

Habsburg ruler portraiture. 

The Historiography of Habsburg State Portraiture 
Since the 1880s the field of Habsburg portraiture research has had tlu·ee main areas of 

activity, namely the iconography of individuals, the developmental iconography of 

the state portrait, and the funding of cross-cultural exhibitions by the European 

Union. We will look at each of these in turn. 

12 
In 1888, for example, two volumes of the Jahrbuch were dedicated to the publication of facsimiles of 

Maximilian ' s unfinished chivalric novels, the Weisskunig and Thew·dank. On the foundation of the Vienna 
Jahrbuch see Esau, 1996. 
13 

For surveys of art historical methodology in Germany during this period see Dittmann, 1985; and Brush, 1996, 
pp. 19-53. 
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During the first half of the twentieth century the dominant figures working in 

the iconography of individuals were two Austrians, Gustav Gltick (1870-1952) and, 

to a lesser extent, Ludwig van Bald ass (1887 -1962), both of who published mainly in 

the Viennese Jahrbuch.14 These scholars worked on the topic as one facet of their 

work on German and Netherlandish art of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and 

their approach was largely empirical, eschewing aesthetic consideration and 

endeavouring to establish a developmental chronology based on documentary 

evidence. Both were part of the movement towards formalism that emerged in the 

German-speaking world in the 1890s. Working in tandem, each held the position of 

Director of the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, one of the most inherently 

conservative posts in Austrian cultural life, and their publications span from the last 

years of the Austro-Hungarian and German Empires through the political mu·est of 

the Austrian Republic of the 1920s and to the Anschluss with Germany in March 

1938. While in the Austro-Hungarian empire research into Habsburg pmiraiture had 

served to emphasise the antiquity and legitimacy of continued Habsburg rule- even if 

it did have a certain Fin de siixle melancholy - by the 1920s and 1930s it had come 

to represent a longing for the cetiainties of the past. It is impmiant to remember that 

the field was founded in the pages of the Jahrbuch der kunsthistorischen 

Sammlungen des allerhochsten Kaiserhauses and the Jahrbuch der koniglich 

preussischen Kunstsammlungen, journals whose royal appellations were removed and 

their titles democratised after the deposition of monarchy in Austria and Germany in 

the aftermath ofthe First World War. 

14 
For Gllick see Burchard, 1953; and Wendland, 1999, i, pp. 20 I Q5 . For Baldass see Heinz, 1963a; and Tolnay, 

1964. 
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In 1905 Glilck produced his first article specifically on the Habsburgs (on 

children ' s portraits) while in 1913 Baldass published his doctoral dissertation on the 

portraiture of Maximilian I. Appropriately enough, both appeared in the pages of the 

Vie1ma Jahrbuch. While after his study of Maximilian Baldass became mute on 

specifically Habsburg topics he did, however, publish articles during the thirties on 

Michel Sittow, a court painter who had produced portraits for both the Habsburgs and 

the Spanish Trastamara dynasty. Significantly, as they were not on Habsburg 

portraiture as such, the articles were not published in Austria but in England, where 

Baldass hypothesised the artist had also worked. 

It was Glilck, therefore, who gave the most attention to the topic of Habsburg 

portraiture. From 1927 to 1940 he produced a long series of articles on the 

iconography of Charles V, his wife Isabella of Portugal, his sisters Mary of Hungary, 

Isabel of Austria and his brother-in-law Christian II of Denmark. It is important to 

note that while these are still the best introductions to the topic, trese articles are now 

quite outdated and containing numerous factual errors . In pmiicular, Glilck fails to 

relate the production of portraits of the Habsburgs to their socio-political environment 

or to look at Habsburg portraiture as a unified whole. That said, however, in contrast 

to the majority of historians his work does look at the dynasty as a group of 

individuals rather than focusing exclusively on the figure of Charles V. Glilck 

perhaps gives the best idea of the wide geographical, intellectual, and stylistic scope 

of Habsburg patronage. 

It seems likely that these articles were the preparation for a longer monographic 

treatment of the subject, but with the appearance of National Socialism Glilck was 
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forced to flee Austria in 1938 because of his Jewish parentage, first to England and 

then in 1940 to the United States. With the Vienna Jahrbuch closed to him it is telling 

that Glilck's work on Habsburg iconography ends with his emigration and in his later 

years he largely turned his attention to Rubens, Van Dyck and Pieter Breughel the 

Elder. 

Glilck's work has had a few successors in the post-war period. The iconography 

of Philip the Fair, Ferdinand I, and Don Carlos have all been closely studied, but it is 

significant that each figure has been seen in isolation, removed from the pan-national 

context which determined their representation.15 The main artists who worked for the 

dynasty have also received detailed monographs, but by their nature these have 

seldom looked at the nature of specifically Habsburg patronage. One of the few 

attempts to look at Habsburg patronage as a whole, Hugh Trevor-Roper's Princes 

and Artists, is disappointingly brief, unreasonably hagiographic and makes frequent 

errors of detail. Much better are Dagmar Eichberger's recent articles and her 

f01ihcoming book on the collection of Mm·gm·et of Austria that have particularly 

focused on her portrait collection, its usage and significance. Particularly interesting 

have been the cross-disciplinary works on the public and private images of Charles V 

and Philip II by Frances Yates and Marie Tanner. It is important to note, however, 

that these have not been concerned with portraiture, but rather with the intellectual 

and cultural background of these figures. 

Closer to the inheritance of Gltick and Baldass has been the work of the 

Spaniard Fernando Checa Cremades, and the Austrian Gunther Heinz. Significantly, 

15 
See Onghena, 1959; Hilger, 1969; Betz, 1997. 
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both have headed the national galleries of their respective countries. Checa has 

successfully attempted to place both Charles V and Philip II as international patrons 

on the broader European stage, but has given little attention to the development of the 

geme of the state portrait, preferring to concentrate on the symbolic language of 

Spanish Habsburg iconography and its relationship to contemporary literature. Heinz, 

on the other hand, has focused on the codification of individual iconography and is 

thus closer to the tradition of his predecessors as Director of the Kunsthistorisches 

Museum, Gustav Gltick and Ludwig Baldass.16 Nevertheless, his work has primarily 

concentrated on pictures in the Austrian state collections and has had little to say 

about the development of the geme as a whole. 

The second focus of research into Habsburg portraiture has been as part of work 

on the state portrait as a geme. As we have seen, the best-known author on this topic 

is Marianna Jenkins but Waiter Bachstitz also looked at court potiraiture in the 1930s, 

and in the 1970s Hans Froning worked on the development of one of its main 

innovations, the full-length. 17 Neither, however, gained a wide readership, perhaps 

due to their inaccessibility and to the narrowness of their topics. 

It may be significant that their books appeared during or shortly after periods of 

political umest, when the geme of the state portrait gained a new lease of life. In 

particular, Bachstitz and Jenkins' works should be seen against the background of the 

rise of fascism in the 1930s. During the twentieth century dictators had been drawn to 

the achievements of the founding dynasties, Hitler memorably being pmirayed as a 

German knight, while Mussolini appropriated the symbols of ancient Rome and was 

16 
Hei nz, 1963b; Heinz, 1975; Heinz and Schi.itz, 1982. 

11 F . ronmg, 1973 . 
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concerned with the glories of the Italian Renaissance. In Spain the fascist Falange 

movement adopted the yoke and arrows of Ferdinand and Isabella and promoted the 

glories of the Spanish past. In 1948, for example, during the 'aPios de hambre' or 

'hunger years' when cats and dogs were disappearing off the streets of Madrid and 

Barcelona, Francisco Javier Sanchez Canton was allowed to publish his lavish and 

celebratory - if rather intellectually lightweight - Los retratos de !os reyes de 

EspaPia. 18 Froning's work might also be seen against a background of the cultural 

unrest experienced by the Western World during the 1960s and 1970s, a period when 

the political portrait experienced renewed vigour. More recently rather conservative 

articles on the development of the full-length have appeared, again largely by German 

authors such as Kmi Locher and Maria Kusche. 19 

The third and perhaps most interesting stimulus for work on Habsburg 

portraiture has been brought about by the rise of the European Union during the 

second half of the twentieth century. The Habsburgs have been appropriated for the 

new pan-European order and exhibitions on them attract EU funding: a figure such as 

Charles V can be presented as a 'European' while at the same time being a relevant 

and appropriate topic for a regional gallery. Since 1945 exhibitions with a Habsburg 

theme or a clear relationship to them have appeared in Germany, Austria, Belgium, 

the Netherlands, France, and Spain. These began within a decade of the end of the 

Second World War: in 1955 an exhibition dedicated to Charles V opened at Ghent 

and this was followed in 1958 by parallel exhibitions in Madrid and Vienna to mark 

18 Sanchez Canton was no fascist, however, rather a monarchist who ended his volume with a sad elegy to the last Spanish king, Alfonso XIII. As Jonathan Brown has noted, Franco's official portraits derive from conventions developed by the Habsburgs during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: see Brown, 1994, ppJ 58-59. 19 Locher, 1985; Kusche, 1991. 
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the quincentenary of his death. In the same year exhibitions were held at Mechelen 

and Brussels that looked at his aunt Mat·gat·et of Austria and his granddaughter Isabel 

Clara Eugenia, while in 1959 and 1969 exhibitions on Maximilian I were held at 

Vienna and Innsbruck. The patronage and political significance of Mary of Hungary 

was examined at Utrecht and 's-Hertogenbosch in 1993, while the reign of Philip 11 

has been celebrated in exhibitions held in 1998 at Madrid, El Escorial, and 

Valladolid. In 1998 and 1999 major exhibitions on his daughter Isabel Clara Eugenia 

appeared at Brussels and Madrid. Numerous other shows with a Habsburg link have 

also appeared (such as the Toison d 'Or exhibition held at Bruges in 1962; or the 

Kunst voor de beeldenstorm: Noordnederlandse kunst 1525-1580 held at The Hague 

and Amsterdam in 1986). 

Perhaps the most interesting development, however, has been the exhibitions 

that focus on a patiicular theme, such as the 1987 exhibition at Mechelen that looked 

at the Habsburgs ' influence upon that city, or the huge and more pan-European 

Hispania-Austria exhibition held in Innsbruck and Toledo in 1992 which focused on 

cross-cultural exchange during the double marriage of John of Aragon to Margaret of 

Austria and of Philip the Fair to Joanna of Aragon-Castile in 1492. Coming to the 

present, the year 2000 saw the huge Carolus exhibition moving between Ghent, 

Bonn, Vienna, and Toledo to celebrate the 50d11 anniversary ofthe bitih of Charles V, 

locations which underline, once again, the multicultural and pan-national nature of 

the Habsburg dynasty. 

*** 
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As we have seen, the study of Habsburg p01irait iconography has largely followed the 

cultural imperatives ofthe day. Nineteenth-century nationalism has largely given way 

to European multiculturalism. If one were to criticize earlier work on the genre it 

might be for the favour of one analytical category, stylistic analysis, to the neglect of 

others, such as the reception and use of these works of art. All too often the images 

have been taken to have little meaning other than as records of appearance and style. 

This is clearly not the case, as I hope the following disse1iation demonstrates. To be 

fair, however, the huge geographical scope of these works, their large numbers and 

their frequent inaccessibility have all stood in the way of art historians, particularly 

those working before the widespread adoption of cheap and easy 

photography/reprography. The advent of new technologies, closer European relations, 

and a growing appreciation of the significance of less well-known members of the 

Habsburg dynasty bears well for the study of the genre. 
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Chapter 2: The Conception and Reception of the State Portrait and its 

Subjects 

Before looking at specifically Habsburg portraiture it is important to attempt a 

definition of the genre of the state portrait, and to briefly look at its antique roots and 

re-emergence in the late Middle Ages. This chapter does this before going on to 

examine some of the theoretical concepts of monarchy that shaped not only the form 

and subject matter of the sixteenth-century state pmirait but also its reception. In 

particular it focuses on the body of the ruler, its representation, and the relationship of 

the genre to Ernst Kantorowicz's theory ofthe 'King's two bodies'. The chapter then 

examines the symbolic attributes of the ruler, the apparent absence of allegory in 

sixteenth-century ruler pmiraiture, and asks whether the contents of portraits might 

have carried hidden symbolism for their contemporary audience. 

Definition of the state portrait 

For our purposes here, a state portrait is an image of a ruler that presents the sitter 

according to a series of conventions that underline his or her innately superior and 

sovereign qualities. That is to say, portraits of rulers depict not only the individual but 

also their social role. 1 It should be remembered that artists, and most particularly 

portraitists, create visual conventions for the representation of people as they should 

be, wish themselves to be, or occasionally are. As with other subjects in the visual 

arts, the mimetic representation of actual human beings is largely governed by learnt 

conventions. While children around the world produce similar images of people- the 

1 
See Pommier, 1998, p. I 00 . 
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familiar stick figure - adults create portraits made under the sway of conscious and 

subconscious conventions for the 're-presentation' of individuals according to their 

social status. As Clifford Geertz has commented, 'At the political centre of any 

complexly organised society ... there is a governing elite and a set of symbolic forms 

expressing the fact that it is in truth governing. '2 

Thus one way of thinking about the state portrait is as a machine that uses a 

series of visual conventions to define status and role to its audience. Sixteenth-

century European culture was founded on a pyramidal model with God at its apex. 

Beneath Him lay the imperfect mirrors of his nominees on earth, the Holy Roman 

Emperor and the Pope who, in their own turn, were imperfectly mirrored by kings, 

then princes, and so on down the scale. The ruler, therefore, was an example of virtue 

for all and, as royal entries make clear, the embodiment of moral abstractions? 

Sixteenth-century portraiture visibly reiterates this diminishing scale of God-given 

virtue, in particular emphasising the nobleman's inherent, inherited, and ' natural' 

wotih. Thus portraits produced for royalty and nobility were intended to publicly 

asseti dynastic and familial legitimacy by presenting the sitter as the embodiment of 

the values of the society over which they governed. This was particularly the case in 

ruler pmiraiture, which was inevitably also connected to political propaganda and 

statecraft. The point is that our reception of aristocratic portraiture is derived from a 

discourse that they themselves initiated. In short, one of the functions of the state 

portrait is as a device for social control. It is unsurprising, therefore, that the genre 

2 
Geertz, 1985, p. 15. 

3 
See Th0fner , 1999. 
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should have first emerged in one of history's most authoritarian societies, ancient 

Rome. 

In one of the first monographic studies on the state portrait Marianna Jenkins 

characterised the genre as the re-emergence of a tradition which first appeared in the 

ancient world.4 While portraiture played an active role in both public and private life 

in ancient Rome, with its fall the tradition foundered and for over a thousand years 

the features of particular individuals was generally not portrayed.5 For most of the 

Middle Ages rulers normally adopted the seal matrix of their predecessor, modifying 

only the inscription because the seal already carried the image of the 'ideal' ruler. In 

exactly the same spirit, coins from the early Middle Ages often carry depictions of 

Roman emperors who were said to be related to the existing prince; there was a 

legitimising translatio imperii of virtue between the ancient and modern rulers.6 

During the second half of the foutieenth century, however, bust-length, lifelike 

portraits of rulers painted on independent supports began to appear, depicting such 

rulers as John 11 of France and RudolfiV of Habsburg (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3)?. 

Bust-length profile portraits seem to have been the norm for these Images, 

alluding as they did to Roman comage. In Northern Europe by the mid-fifteenth 

century, however, most artists had rejected the profile portrait for the three-quarter 

4 
Jenkins, 1947. 

5 
For portraiture in classical antiquity see Brilliant, 1963; D' Am bra, 1998; and Bartman, 1999. 

6 
Schneider, 1994, p. 13. 

7 
For the portrait of John 11 (Paris, Musee du Louvre, canvas on panel, 55.6 x 34 cm., inv . no. R.F. 2490) by an 

anonymous artist see .Tenkins, 1947, pp.7-8; Vaivre, 1981 ; Sterling, 1987, i, pp.146-49; Campbell, 1990, pp.56-
61 , 65 , 81, 112, no. 63 ; Schneider, 1994, p.l3. For the anonymous portrait of Rudolf IV (Vienna, Dorn und 
Diozesanmuseum, parchment on panel, 38.7 x 22.2 cm (painted surface), iw. no . I) see Klinstler, 1972; 
Campbell, 1990, p. 57, no. 64. For the rebirth of ruler portraiture during the Middle Ages see Schwindrazheim, 
1937; Prinz, 1971 ; Martindale, 1988; Campbell, 1990, pp.56-61 ; and Lowden, 1993. Documentary evidence 
suggests that portraits like these were used in small dynastic galleries, as part of marriage negotiations, or placed 
over tombs: for a discussion of these issues see Martindale, 1988. For the rise of individualised portraiture see 
Boehm, 1985; and Warnke, 1998. 
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view and portraits of individuals- not just princes, but also members of the nobility 

and merchant classes - began to appear not only on independent panels, but also in 

devotional diptychs and large-scale triptychs. As we will see in tre next chapter, the 

Burgundian Netherlands played a key role in this development and its rulers, soon to 

be absorbed into the Habsburg dynasty, set about creating powerful formulae for 

reproducing the ruler's image. 

The Face of the Ruler and the Habsburg Physiognomy 
As we have seen, accuracy in facial physiognomy was not important to rulers during 

the Middle Ages. However, by the sixteenth-century it was virtually mandatory for 

state portraiture. The precedent for this desire lay not in the High Middle Ages but in 

the classical past, as verisimilitude was valued in Roman (and particularly Roman 

Republican) portraiture.8 As we will see, in the sixteenth century this was more than 

an urge for a reasonable likeness. Indeed, there were several practical motives in 

encouraging accurate portraits, and numerous reasons why the Habsburgs m 

patticular should have been concerned about the replication of their features. 

First of all, for centralising rulers like Charles V, Hemy VIII and Francis I, it 

was in their interest to disseminate their individual features - the embodiment of 

royal authority in their realms - along with more traditional royal symbols, such as 

the generic crown, throne, cloth of honour, orb, sceptre, sword, or personal device 

(for example Hemy VIII's Tudor rose, Francis l's salamander, or Charles V's two 

columns). Indeed, they realised that human features inspired more loyalty than these 

8 
In AD 130-37, for example, Arrian, governor of Cappadocia, complained of a portrait of Hadrian that didn't 

look like him, while the orator Fronto wrote in a letter to Mm·cus Aurelius that the portraits of the emperor 
displayed on the streets of Rome little resembled him : see D' Am bra, 1998, pp. 96-97. 
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abstract symbols. Fifteenth-century artists had already grasped this fact when they 

began to paint increasingly realistic devotional images.9 

Secondly, there was a religious parallel in the replication of an accurate likeness 

of the ruler, a semi-sacred figure. The three most significant European rulers of the 

first half of the sixteenth century - Franc is I, Henry VIII and, of course, Charles V-

were a peculiar mix of medieval and modern; two were believed to have the power to 

heal by touch, the third was seen by some as the last world emperor. All three saw 

themselves as figures equal to the saints and chosen by God to rule over their 

realms. 10 Just as icons of holy figures were said to be accurate copies of ancient 

prototypes - and to therefore carry greater legitimacy and authority - the same was 

true of ruler portraits. An accurate copy that replicates the salient points of the 

original holds more sway - and disseminates the ruler 's authority further- than an 

inaccurate duplicate. This may explain why certain images and portrait 'patterns' 

were repeated over and over. Clearly, while today we tend to ignore these copies they 

were not empty of significance for their audience. 

Thirdly, in a Europe before DNA testing familial resemblance was 

understandably important in a political system based on blood descent. 11 In 

portraiture parallels between individuals were drawn not only by the repeated use of 

the same pose and gestures, but also by looking for physiognomic similarity. 

9 
See Ringbom, 1965. 

1° For the sacral role of the king see Bertelli, 1998. 
11 

Davies, 1998, pp. 13-14 . 
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Likeness implied legitimacy, both personal and politica1.12 While an emphasis on 

clear consanguinity between family members in portraiture is evident at least as far 

back as Pliny, the Habsburgs seem to have been particularly concerned with it, 

probably because they were so physically marked by inherited facial characteristics.13 

For the Habsburgs this meant an emphasis on the extreme prognathous of the 

jaw that famously affected the dynasty. This carried profound political implications. 

Charles V's sister Eleanor, for example, allegedly had the Burgundian royal tombs at 

Dijon opened in order to compare her own features with those of her ancestors. 

Inspecting the contents, Eleanor supposedly noted with satisfaction that the so-called 

'Habsburg jaw' came not from the Austrian line but from her Burgundian ancestors. 14 

Whatever the truth of the anecdote, the point is that this distinctive physiognomic 

feature underlined the rightful accession of her brother Charles as Duke of Burgundy, 

a point of contention with the Valois dynasty of France throughout the sixteenth 

century. 

Less well known was the characteristic hooked nose of Habsburgs, apparent on 

the tomb effigy of the first member of the dynasty to hold the imperial office, Rudolf 

I (Fig. 4). 15 The emphasis on Maximilian I's profile in his portraits may allude to 

Rudolf, but it is also significant that the iconography of his father, Frederick Ill, also 

emphasises his aquiline nose (Fig. 5), as do the numerous profile portraits of Charles 

12 It has been shown, for example, that Mm·gm·et of Austria was particularly interested in physiognomic accuracy 
in representations of family members during her construction of one of Europe's first large-scale portrait galleries: 
see Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, pp. 227-28. 
13 On Habsburg physiognomy see Rubbrecht, 1910. For the inheritance of the Habsburg lip and jaw, an autosomal 
dominant trait, see Wolff, Wienker, and Sander, 1993. 
14 Bourdeilles, 1990, p. 369. 
15 See Checklist no. l 
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V (Fig. 6). 16 Not only did this signify political continuity and thetranslatio imperii of 

Habsburg virtue, but was also linked to medieval legends that when a second 

Charlemagne arose he would have an 'eagle's nose' .17 

Such notions were tied to the Aristotelian idea that the outward appearance 

mirrored the inner state. Sixteenth-century viewers expected to be able to read the 

underlying character of individuals through their exterior physical appearance, as 

Giovanni Battista della Porta makes clear in his De humana physiognomia libri 

quattuor of 1570. 18 In 1504 Pomponio Gaurico suggested that an aquiline nose 

symbolised an individual's animus regal is or 'regal spirit', while in his 1645 

Iconologia Cesare Ripa thought that it signified liberalitas. 19 More directly, Paolo 

Giovio commented that the ancient Persians would have thought that Charles V's 

aquiline nose signified his liberalitas or clemency, while the Venetian ambassador 

Federico Badoer more modestly thought Charles' high forehead and blue eyes were 

signs of intellectual vigour?0 With all this emphasis on Habsburg physiognomic 

characteristics it is understandable that when Charles V's daughter Joanna acted as 

Regent of Spain in the 1550s she was in the habit of dropping her veil at the start of 

16 See Checklist (Frederick lll), no. I and Checklist, Group, no. 11 . 1. For the relationship of Rudolf IV and 
Maximilian, as well as their general iconography see KorkdHinkfoth, 1996, p. 162 and Woods-Marsden, 1993, 
pp. 55-56. However, the latter' s suggestion that the profile of Maximilian's nose may also have recalled the 
imperial eagle and the eagle ' s heads on human bodies in tenth and eleventh century images of St John seems 
unduly speculative. 
17 

See Tanner, 1993, p. 124. 
18 

A convincing case, for example, has been made that Julius II's leonine qualities were emphasised in Raphael ' s 
portrait of him: see Metier, 1963. Also see Partridge and Starn, 1980, p.26-27 ; Schneider, 1994, p. 20. 
19 

Ripa, 1645, p. 373 ; Gauricus, 1969, p. l47 . See Woods-Marsden, 1987; and WoodsMarsden, 1993, pp. 55-56. 
20 

See Burke, 2000, p. 408. 
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audiences with foreign ambassadors, saying 'Am I not the princess?' 21 Her features 

alone underlined her political legitimacy. 

As a result, the Habsburgs seem to have been quite obsessed with verisimilitude 

in their portraits. Charles V's son, Philip 11 of Spain, appears to have been less than 

pleased with the portrait of Mary I of England that he received in 1553 as part of the 

negotiations for their marriage for according to Elizabeth I he 'cursed the painters and 

envoys when he first beheld Queen Mary'.22 For their part, the portrait of Philip that 

the Habsburgs sent to England as part of the match was accompanied with a letter 

from Mary of Austria, regent of the Netherlands, which apologised that it was three 

years old, but said that it had been considered very lifelike at the time?3 As we will 

see in a subsequent chapter, however, they were nevertheless not afraid of blurring 

distinctions between individuals, when one acted as the instrument of another. 

The King's 'Two Bodies' and the 'concetto' of the Ruler 
While facial verisimilitude was encouraged, there is still a peculiar disjunction 

between the magnificence of these rulers in their flattering portraits and their real-life 

shortcomings. Whilst various elements could be added to a composition to imbue the 

subject with majesty, atiists still felt it necessary to idealise their subjects. 

Thus artists played down Francis l's bandy legs or Hemy VIIJ's obesity, features 

well-known to us through numerous ambassadors' reports (sometimes unflattering 

21 Prescott, I, 1855, p. 87. Perhaps amazingly to our eyes, her clnracteristic Habsburg features were not only 
considered sufficient proof of her right to rule but of her ' beauty' , a standard topos for the description of 
aristocratic women (see Wooclall , 1997, p. 3). 
22 

Klarwill , 1928, p. 218. 
23 

Bergenroth, De Gayangos, Hume, and Tyler, 1862-1954, xi , p. 355. Also see Hope, 1990. 
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descriptions of princes would accompany the shipment of the prince's portrait)?4 In 

his portraits Charles V never appears with the glasses that we know he wore at the 

end of his life. This modification of reality appears to have affected bodies and faces 

differently. A comparison of the proportions of Hemy VIII's armour with Holbein's 

cartoon for his destroyed Whitehall mural portrait of the King and his family 

demonstrates that the artist has elongated his body, an ancient device used for holy 

figures (cj Fig. 7 and Fig. 8)25 Jean and Franc;ois Clouet's portrait of Francis I use 

costume to increase the ruler's width so that he completely fills the picture frame 

(Fig. 9)?6 

How is it that the frequently enormous discrepancy between bodily reality and 

representation in state portraits was acceptable to their audiences? Simple answers 

might be that it was considered indecorous to mock the physical shortcomings of a 

figure that was associated with the manifestation of divine will, or that it was the 

influence of the idealising ltalianate school. A more enlightening response, however, 

is more complicated. 

Firstly, the contemporary viewer would have been aware of a contemporary 

concept which Ernst Kantorowicz described as the 'king's two bodies' . According to 

this theory, while the ruler possessed his own physical body he was also the temporal 

24 
See Pope-Hennessy, 1966, p. 157. 

25 
London, National Portrait Gallery, drawing mounted on canvas, 257.8 x 137.1 cm., inv. no . 4027. The armour 

can be seen at London, Tower of London, HM Royal Armoury, inv. no . 11 .8 . Similarly, the physical deformation 
of Charles V ' grandson and namesake, Don Carlos, is seldom represented. For his iconography see Zimmermann, 
1909- I 0; and Betz, 1997. 
26 

Paris, Musee du Louvre, panel, 96 x 74 cm., inv . no. 3256. 
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representation of the political body of the state?7 The ruler - and his image - was 

therefore more than his or her individual self but also the temporary embodiment of 

their office, which was itself nearly eternal and had the same time span as the 

angels?8 With the death of the individual ruler, this nearly immortal political body 

passed from the deceased king to his successor; thus when a king died the cry was 

'The king is dead, long live the king! ' Viewing a state portrait, audiences would have 

understood that they were experiencing a representation of the king's public corpus 

politicum, or 'political body'. It therefore followed that in life and in representation 

rulers had to embody the qualities inherent in their political office and, by extension, 

the state. Indeed, as the ultimate example of virtue, the individual ruler or member of 

the ruling family acted as a model for emulation by the rest of society~9 

As we have seen, Lomazzo, the earliest writer on the topic of the state portrait, 

emphasised that the portraitist had to depict a ' concetto ',or 'idea' of the ' virtu' of the 

sitter, and by this he would also have implied the ruler's 'political body' .30 Northern 

atiists, even though they were more closely tied to working 'au vif or 'nae t '!even', 

would also have been careful to convey this idea, emphasizing the appropriate 

qualities for the sitter's rank, such as innate nobility, strength, and so on.31 

27 
Although it has antique antecedents the class ic passage on concept of the corpus politicum is John of Sal isbury' s Prolicraticus, bk 5, ch.2. For its evolution see LiebeschUtz, 1943, pp.33-39; Kantorowicz, 1957, pp. 207-08; Davies, 1998, p. 15 . 

28 
Bouza Alvarez, 1988, p. 16. 

29 
Johannesson, 1998, p. 19. 

30 
Lomazzo, 1584, pp. 8, 432-33. Also see Gombrich, 1986, pp.89-124 and esp. p. 96 . 31 
See Melion, 1991 , pp. 65-66. 
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It should also be remembered that p01iraits had also long had the magical 

function of acting as a proxy for the depicted.32 If the king was not there to let his 

authority be felt then his portrait had to do it In Roman times the Emperor himself 

was required to pass judgement; when this was not possible a portrait bust took his 

place. Therefore it was essential for his likeness to be as accurate as possible; as the 

literal embodiment of regal authority, to be otherwise would diminish the value of the 

judgement. The same concept was widely understood in the sixteenth century, as it is 

today. 33 

Thus, the ruler's image was entitled to the same respect as the depicted. In 

1644, for example, Velazquez's Fraga portrait of Philip IV of Spain was displayed 

beneath a royal baldachin in the Church of San Martin in Madrid?4 Very rarely, the 

ruler's proxy image might suffer disrespect. Mary I of England is said to have 

scratched and kicked the portraits of her husband Philip 11 of Spain, an act that would 

have spelt death for anyone else.35 This was indeed the fate of those who made an 

attempt on the life of Elizabeth I by attacking her portrait. 36 In Reformation England, 

for example, iconoclasts stopped short of destroying royal portraits for fear of 

committing an attack not just on the reigning dynasty or the institution of monarchy, 

but the state itself. Indeed, as A.R. Myers has noted, in Shakespeare's King Lear the 

King of France is simply called 'France ', and inHemy Vthe French dauphin's insult 

32
ln 1341 , for example, Jeanne de Bretagne and her daughter wanted to visit Santiago de Composte la but, afraid 

that the trip would be too dangerous, statues of themselves were sent in their place: see McNeill , 1998, p. 119. 
Escaped criminals were also sometimes executed or punished in effigy: see Schneider, 1994, p26. 
33 

See Goffen, 1989, p. 26. 
34 

Davies, 1998, p. 25. A 1733 description of diplomatic protocol informs us that during his absence the ruler ' s 
image was displayed between the baldachin and the chair of state and that it was treated as if the monarch were 
actually present: see Schneider, 199'1, p. 26 . 
35 

Drey, 1990, pp. 7-8 ; Campbell, 1990, p. 225 . 
36 

See Strong, 1987, pp. 40-41 ; Honig, 1990, p. 77. 
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to the English King is interpreted as an insult to the English people. 37 The dignity of 

the ruler in a portrait represented the dignity of the state and his powerful appearance 

the strength and power of his lands. Thus the ruler's physical body was as much a 

personification of the political body of the state as a flag, a throne, or a cloth of 

honour. This can still be seen today in the continued inclusion of ruler's likenesses on 

currency and stamps. As Louis XIV (probably apocryphally) said 'L 'eta!, c 'est 

., 38 
m01. 

Stand-ins for Regalia: Hidden Symbolism? 
As we have seen, the ruler's body and its representation had a special significance, 

and while Lomazzo had discussed the desire to express a concetto or 'idea' of the 

virtues of the subject in portraits, he scarcely expanded on this, merely advocating 

including objects such as crowns and sceptres to signify the subject's social status?9 

These objects would seem to carry unambiguous significance because of their 

relationship with royalty. 40 Surprisingly, however, during the sixteenth century the 

Habsburgs (with the exception of Maximilian I), the Tudors and the Valois seldom 

chose to include allegorical symbolism or regalia in their state portraits, unlike their 

Italian counterparts, the Medici. 41 These rulers were not allergic to allegory or 

symbolism, however, as is demonstrated by any number of surviving designs for 

triumphal arches. One explanation for the absence of allegory in painted ruler 

37 
Myers, 1982, p. 349. 

38 
See Rowen, 1980, esp. pp. 70. 76. 

39 
Lomazzo, 1584, p. 432; Jenkins, 1947, p. 41. For the relationship of theory to portraiire see Olin, 1996. 

40 
However, this was not always the case for as Erasmus noted, ' the crown, the sceptre, the royal robes, the collar, 

the sword belt are all marks or symbols of good qualities in the good prince; in a bad one, they are accusations of 
vice.' See Erasmus, 1997, p. 153. 
4 1 

See Checa Cremades, 1994, pp. 48-50. For Medici state portraiture see Brown, 1961 ; Forster, 1971 ; Kirwin, 
1971 ; Langedijk, 1971 ; Beck, 1975; Fryde, 1977; Langedijk, 1981; Simon, 1982; Simon, 1983; Gaston, 1983; 
Cox-Rearick, 1984. 
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portraits is that in the majority of European states - but to a lesser extent in Florence 

- the iconography of the ruler portrait derived from the strictly norrallegorical 

Burgundian state portrait. 42 We will look at this tradition in greater detail in a 

subsequent chapter. 

While items of regalia are usually absent from sixteenth-century state portraits, 

what is very common is the inclusion of objects of an often mundane character (such 

as gloves or batons) . These may or may not have carried additional significance when 

displayed in conjunction with the image of a ruler.43 As I have noted in the 

introduction, we have no documents that imply the contents of state portraits carried 

explicit iconographical significance. Fmthermore, the absence of overt allegory in 

ruler portraiture causes difficulties of interpretation: are objects like armour included 

because they carried hidden symbolic connotations or merely because they were 

appropriate accessories for a king't4 The problem, as Jean Baptiste Bedaux has 

succinctly put it in another context, is that 'the more natural the place of an assumed 

symbol in the composition, in other words the more successful the disguise, the 

42 
Writing about portraits of Charles V' s great-grandson, Philip IV of Spain, John H. Elliott has attempted to 

explain the absence of regalia by commenting that 'the divinely ordained nature of Spanish kingship, operating 
through a legitimate line ofdescent, [ ... ]precluded the need felt elsewhere to reinforce the image of kingship with 
the visible symbols of royalty.' While certainly correct in noting that coronations were foreign to Spain, the last 
one taking place in Castile in 1379, and that Spanish kings also lacked the usual regalia of kingship, Elliott is 
surely mistaken in his belief that the Spanish crown therefore failed to develop a symbolic language as the 
supremacy of the king was so taken for granted that it could be understated in their portraits. Rather, the absence 
of allegory can be explained by the derivation of the Spanish tradition from Burgundian state portraiture. Elliott is 
correct, however, in noting that some less powerful rulers (such as the Medici) were reduced to employing 
allegory for , as he pithily comments, 'those who are only second try harder.' See Elliott, 1985, pp.149-51. For 
Spanish coronations see Ruiz, 1985. Also see Linehan, 1992.For their lack of regalia see Schramm, 1954-65, iii , 
pp. I 025-31. Interestingly, however, when painted portraits were reproduced in massmarket prints, regalia was 
often added to the composition to make the status of the subject explicit. It seems that original portraitists spent 
more time painting than reading theoretical texts. 
43 

Clark, 1986, p. 93 . 
44 

The issue of hidden symbolism was first raised by Panofsky, 1934, pp. 11727. For criticism of Panofsky's 
method see Marrow, 1986, pp. 151-52; Bedaux, 1990, pp. 21-67; Hall, 1994, pp. 95-129. For a balanced 
discussion of the problems raised by hidden symbolism see Lane, 1988. 
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harder it is for the scholar to postulate metaphorical intention on the part of the 

0 

' 45 pamter. 

Armour is a good example of this problem for, as we will see, it frequently 

appears in Habsburg portraits. First of all, it symbolised the ruler's role as a knight 

militant ready to defend the Church, recalling St. Paul's spiritual weapons of 'the 

armour of God'; the 'breastplate of righteousness', the 'sword of the spirit' and the 

'helmet of Salvation' (Ephesians 6: 11-17; I Thessalonians 5:8). Medieval glosses 

expanded upon the list in great detail, and the portrait in armour drew a parallel 

between the ruler and sacral figures including military saints like St. George (always 

favoured by the martial elite) and the figure of the Christ-knight, a popular chivalric 

literary topos that also occurs in the visual tradition. 46 It is significant that the portrait 

of the ruler in armour begins to occur with increased frequency in the sixteenth 

century, coinciding exactly with a growth in popularity in the literary and visual topos 

ofthe miles christi.47 

Armour also carried a temporal significance, and Lomazzo believed that the 

Romans included armour in imperial portraits because it was fitting for rulers. 48 It 

similarly acted as an exemplum to remind kings that they were the descendants of the 

Crusaders and of figures such as Charlemagne and Constantine who were commonly 

represented in armour. The centralisation of power into the hands of Francis I, Henry 

VIII, and Charles V meant that, unlike earlier rulers who had also been aware of the 

45 
Bedaux, 1990, pp. 464 7. 

46 
See Evans, 1982, pp. 20-21. 

47 
For the miles christi theme, particularly popularised by Erasmus, see Wang, 1975; for a discussion of the visual 

development of the visual topos see Llompart, 1972, pp. 63-94. 
48 

Lomazzo, 1584, p. 432. Numerous sculptures exist, for example, of CharlesV in Roman armour. For the 
presentation of Charles V as classical hero see Checa Cremades, 1987. 
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Roman legacy, these three had the political and financial means to at least dream of 

equalling the achievements of their Roman predecessors. Strangely, however, 

although they are depicted in Roman armour on innumerable arches, coins, and 

sculptures (particularly after the mid-sixteenth century) they are seldom depicted in 

this way in pmiraits on independent supports.49 While this is puzzling, it may be that 

where we see the depiction of a ruler wearing late Gothic or Renaissance armour the 

'period eye' would have discerned an allusion to Rome.50 

More prosaic objects might also influence the reception of a pmirait, with court 

costume in particular carrying a political charge. At Blois on 8 December I 501, for 

example, Joanna of Aragon-Castile changed her clothes from Burgundian to Spanish 

fashions to indicate her displeasure at her husband Philip the Fair's pro-French 

rapprochement. 51 Similarly, Catherine of Aragon is described as wearing a Spanish 

head-dress with her hair down upon her shoulders at one of the jousts held at the 

Field of Cloth of Gold in June 1520, presumably indicating to the world her well-

known reluctance to an Anglo-French alliance at Spanish expense.52 During her 

marriage to Francis I Eleanor of Austria irritated the French by continuing to wear 

Spanish dress.53 Magnificent costume was also seen as a sign of the wealth of the 

kingdom, and in later life Charles attracted criticism for wearing a simple black 

49 One of the earliest representations of a Habsburg ruler in Roman dress is the 1515 bas-relief of Maximilian I 
wearing a muscle cuirass that is attributed to Hans Daucher (Base), Historisches Museum, inv. no. 1932. I 160. See 
Base), 1991, p. I 19, no. 88). This is a direct ancestor of Leoni'sCharles V defeating FuiJ'. 
50 

Individual pieces of armour seem to have carried great import, the inclusion of the helmet suggesting the role of 
the king as the ' head ' of state. Occasionally these would be included in portraits where the subject appears in court 
dress. Armour was also an expensive commodity and its inclusion in ever lengthening portraits allowed the ruler 
to display his wealth, taste, and martial nature, all attributes of kingly magnificence. 
51 

Anderson, 1979, p. 144. 
52 

Russell, 1969, p. 132. 
53 

Anderson, 198 I. 
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costume. Less commonly rulers sometimes appeared naked, as can be seen in Leone 

Leoni's all' antica sculpture of Charles with removable armour, a work which 

acquires new meaning in the light of Lomazzo's assertion that the Roman emperors 

were presented nude to signify their openness (Fig. 10).54 

Even the ruler's hair also played an important role. To shave or not to shave, for 

example, was an important consideration. According to Suetonius Julius Caesar grew 

a beard in mourning after a defeat by the Gauls and vowed by it not to shave until he 

had taken vengeance. Emulating him Pope Julius 11 wore a beard between 1511-12 as 

an act of penance at the loss of Bologna, swearing that he would not shave until the 

town was retaken.55 In August 1519 Henry VIII rashly promised not to remove his 

beard until he met again with Francis I. For his part, Francis promised not to shave 

until that date. This was a common chivalric vow, however within a few months 

Henry was seen clean shaven, a slight taken up at the highest levels by the French, 

with Louise de Savoy, Francis l's mother, demanding an explanation from Sir 

Thomas Boleyn, the English ambassador. Boleyn disingenuously blamed Henry's 

wife, Catherine of Aragon, who suppotied Charles V and disliked any rapprochement 

between Henry and Francis. 56 The beard was also significant for the Habsburgs: as 

we will see, Charles V's beard alluded to his hero, Marcus Aurelius and, as Peter 

Burke has noted, the contemporary panegyrist Guillaume Snouckaert suggested that 

54 
Madrid, Museo del Prado, Bronze, H. 199 cm., inv. no. E-273 . For Leone' s portrait see Madrid, 1998, pp. 385-

87, no. 81. For the nude portrait in general see Chapeaurouge, 1969. 
55 

See Partridge and Starn, 1980, pp.43-46; and Ettlinger, 1987, p. l28. In a similar vein in 1939 Adolph Hitler 
vowed not to remove his uniform until the war had been won. 
56 

See Knecht, N .D., pp. 38-39. 
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to please his subjects he cut his beard square in Germany and pointed it in ltaly~7 In 

short, every aspect of the ruler's pose, appearance and costume had a symbolic 

function. 

*** 

To conclude, it seems that as the sixteenth-centlll'y developed it became increasingly 

clear that the state portrait embodies two conflicting representational problems. 58 On 

the one hand, how to produce an idealised image wherein the subject appeared as 

much like the paradigm of a ruler as possible (that is, to be presented as a divinely 

ordained leader suffused with the virtues appropriate to a prince)? On the other, how 

to emphasise the characteristics of the ruler's own physiognomy in order to 

inextricably link them with the crown19 In short, it seems that facial verisimilitude is 

imp01iant, while the body is represented in an idealised matmer. 

As we will see, the latter aspect was supported in portraits from the Habsburg 

courts by mechanisms - armour, swords, pose, and demeanour - which confirm the 

stability, political supremacy and Catholic orthodoxy ofthe Habsburg dynasty. These 

porh·aits achieve this goal tlu·ough a style of p01iraiture that paradoxically eschews 

direct allegory and obvious symbolism in order to create icon-like symbols full of 

allusive significance. As Castiglione commented, 'the true art is what does not seem 

to be art' .60 In the next chapter we will see how these mechanisms developed in the 

57 
G. Snouckaert van Schouwenburg, De republica, vita, moribus, gestis,ftnna, religio11e, sa11ctitate: Imperatoris, 

Caesaris, Aug usti, Qui11fi, Caroli, Maximi, Mo11archae, Libri VI~ Ghent, 1559, cited by Burke, 2000, p.409. 
58 

Meller, 1963, p. 53. 
59 

Jenkins, 1947, p.40; Polleross, 1991 , pp. 86-87. 
60 

' .. .pero si po dir quell a esser vera arte che 11011 pare esser arfe ': see Castiglione, 1967, p.67; and Castiglione, 
1981 , p. 128. 
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two main centres of the Habsburg world during the late fifteenth and early sixteenth 

centuries, Austria and the Burgundian Netherlands. 

46 



Chapter 3: The Parallel Traditions of the Habsburg Realms 

For much of the fifteenth century the Netherlands and Central Europe were 

geographically distant, politically distinct and attistically divergent. In 14 77, 

however, the central European Habsburg dynasty succeeded to the Duchy of 

Burgundy, through the death ofthe last Valois Duke of Burgundy and the marriage of 

his daughter Mary to Maximilian I of Habsburg.1 This match made for two uneasy 

bedfellows and the following chapter outlines the differing natures of the ruler 

portrait in Burgundy and Austria during the late fifteenth and early sixteenth 

centuries. In short, it asks whether Habsburg sovereignty over the Netherlands 

significantly altered the nature of Burgundian ruler portraiture during this period and 

whether Netherlandish forms altered their Austrian equivalents. 

The Burgundian Netherlands 
During the fifteenth century the Burgundian Netherlands - soon to be the Habsburg 

Netherlands -was the most advanced market place for the arts of its day. This was 

true in all fields and genres, but most particularly in ruler portraiture. During the early 

fifteenth century the use of oil-based paints by the court artists of the Dukes of 

1 
Since the late Middle Ages the Habsburg dynasty had been the hereditary rulers of lands (Erbland~ in Central 

Europe comprising Upper and Lower Austria, the Tyrol (with its capitals at Innsbruck and Bolzano), Carinthia, 
Salzburg, Styria, and Carniola. The successive accessions of three Habsburgs (Frederick Ill , Maximilian I, and 
Charles V) to the position of Holy Roman Emperor led to the increasing dominance of the dynasty over large 
swathes of Central Europe and Italy. The Valois Dukes of Burgundy owned a patchwork of lands between France 
and Germany and were the wealthiest and most influential power in Europe. The Dukes of Burgundy controlled 
the French fiefs of Flanders and Artois, with their prominent trading cities of Ghmt and Bruges. As fiefs of the 
Empire they also held the Franche Comte, with Dole and Besan<;:on, the province of Brabant, with Brussels, 
Mechelen, Louvain, Antwerp and 's-Hertogenbosch . To the south they owned the counties of Luxembourg and 
Limburg as well as Hainault with Valenciennes and Mons. Finally they also directly controlled large areas of the 
Rhine delta, including Holland and Zeeland, with the cities of Amsterdam, The Hague, Leyden and Delft, as well 
as the island cities of Veere and Middelburg. Indirect ly the Dukes also exercised control over the lands that 
divided these territories, such as the Archbishopric of Cambrai, Liege, Utrecht, and Gelderland, although these 
technically owed their allegiance to either France or the Empire. 
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Burgundy allowed figures such as Jan van Eyck and Rogier van der Weyden to 

increase the illusion of reality in both their portraits and their devotional works. 

Along with their French contemporary Jean Fouquet, Van Eyck and Van der Weyden 

expanded the p01irait from a bust to a half-length that imbued the figure with volume 

and presence. It is no accident that both these Netherlanders worked as portraitists for 

the Dukes of Burgundy, whose glorification was a significant part of their campaign 

to carve out their own state as a distinct entity from France? This policy encouraged 

the development of the portrait as an instrument of state and established the artists of 

Burgundy as the most skilful proponents ofthe ruler portrait? 

As can be seen in his famous 'Timotheos', Van Eyck introduced new levels of 

realism into Netherlandish portraiture, often displaying the subject behind an 

illusionistic parapet (Fig. 11).4 Van der Weyden developed this further, as can be seen 

in his portrait of Charles the Bold, where he concentrates on the sitter's salient 

features by placing him against an isolating monotone background, infusing Charles 

with an air of contemplative abstraction and giving a sense of artificiality that fitted 

2 For the iconography of the Dukes of Burgundy see Wescher, 1941; Sterling, 1959; Luttervelt, 1951; Winter, 
1976, pp. 749-869; Smith, 1979, pp. 279-331. 
3 As such, there was an urgent need to replicate and disseminate the authorised copies of the ruler ' s image, so 
stratagems such as pattern drawings and pouncing were developed . To produce the large numbers of images 
required by the court its artists maintained large workshops. There seem to have been several stages in the process 
of producing ruler portraits. Firstly, the court commissioned an artist to produce a likeness, often with a specific 
purpose in mind, whether this be a betrothal or a diplomatic gift. The artist produced a pattern or design from 
which copies could be 'pulled' , usually by members of the workshop, and the surviving evidence suggests that 
while the head had to remain constant the hands cou ld be varied at will. Some of these portraits would have been 
ordered as gifts, but it is unclear how often other copies were produced for other patrons (in which case, the 
quality of the copy probably equalled the status of the purchaser and, of course, the price) or for the open market. 
Most probably both occurred . Artists without close links to court copied these pictures, invariably disturbing the 
veracity of the image. The most important points are, firstly, that in origin most state portraits were ' authorised ' 
and, secondly, they often had a source in a concrete event or temporal need.For workshop practice see Campbell , 
1976; Campbell, 1981 ; Perier-d'Ieteren, 1982-83; Wilson, 1983; Perier-d ' Ieteren, 1985; Asperen de Boer, J.R.J. 
van, M. Faries, and .J.P. Filedt Kok, 1986; Jacobs, 1989; Wilson, 1990a; Wilson, 1990b; Wilson, 1991 ; Campbell, 
1993; Farmer, 1994; Campbell, 1997a; Wilson, 1998; and Jacobs, 1998. 
4 

London, National Gallery, panel, 33.4 x 19 cm. , inv. no . 290 . 
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well with the elevation of the ruler in Burgundian court ceremonial (Fig. 12).5 

Allegorical details fail to appear and the sitter appears sombre and reflective before a 

black background. The focus of the painting is on the individual and not the world 

around him. 

The viewer's expenence of the Burgundian ruler portrait is mediated by a 

Kantian schematisation of the sitter's features in order to present a concept of the 

individual as an example of the category of ruler. While this fitted well with medieval 

society's tendency towards the classification of experience into received concepts, 

Rogier's portraits never cross the line from clarifying the individual's place in society 

towards formalising it.6 In short, the individual sitter is presented as the ideal image 

of the noble. This was a very different approach to the method of Italian quattrocento 

artists who followed Alberti's advice to concentrate on the 'most beautiful' or, to put 

it another way, to make the sitter appear like a preconceived ideal of a noble. 7 

It seems clear that during the fifteenth-century the rulers of the Burgundian 

Netherlands were particularly aware of the value of presenting themselves as 

embodying the concept of ideal rulers. Artists such as Van Eyck and Van der Weyden 

had the technical skills to promote this vision and the style that they developed had a 

strong influence on artists working at other courts across Europe, with the exception 

of ltaly.8 What is interesting is that images of Burgundian rulers do not follow ideal 

5 
Berlin, Nationalgalerie, panel, 43 x 32 cm. , inv. no. 545. 

6 
Panofsky, 1971 , pp. 289-90. 

7 
On this issue see Tinagli , 1997, pp.48-49. 

8 
These formulas spread across Europe with great speed. This seems to have been for two reasons. The first is that 

artists emigrated from the Netherlands in large numbers, a subject that has not yet received the study it deserves. 
The second was the enormous political and cultural influence of the Burgundian court during the fifteenth century. 
Thus, by around 1500 across much of Europe the most important portraitists working at court were Netherlanders. 
In England and Spain, for example, the trend was for a rather old-fashioned style that reflected the close economic 
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classical models - unlike Italian ruler portraits of the same period - even though the 

study of antique texts was a central part of their education. It seems to have been a 

question of exposure to appropriate visual rather than textual source material and, as 

we will see, it is significant that with the arrival in Italy of their descendent Charles V 

in 1529 images of him that display classical influences should begin to appear. 

Van der Weyden's death in 1464 marked the end of the 'high' period of 

Burgundian ruler portraiture. The court seems to have chosen followers of his style, 

rather than to search out fresh ideas. Innovation in Netherlandish portraiture during 

the last quarter of the fifteenth century increasingly lay with the burgher class, the 

principal patrons of art in the Netherlands.9 New developments in burgher portraiture, 

such as showing the sitter in a room with a window opening onto a landscape, failed 

to reach the iconography of the Dukes of Burgundy. Years of political turmoil from 

the death of Charles the Bold in 14 77, through the regency of Maximilian I and Mary 

of Burgundy, to the majority of Philip the Fair in 1493 may explain this, although it 

may equally be that the powerful and persuasive formulas devised by Van Eyck and 

Van der Weyden were thought to be unsurpassable. 

and cultural ties between these lands and the Low Countries . In each the most significant portraitists were either 
from the Netherlands or foreigners who had trained there: in England, the King's painter in the early part of the 
century was Maynard Werwicke, a Netherlander; while in Spain the most talented portraitists were Michel Sittow, 
an Estonian trained in the Netherlands, and Juan de Flandes ('John of Flanders ' ). For Netherlandish portraitists at 
the English court see Alexander, 1983, pp. 148-!50, p. 162; Hepburn, 1986, pp. 35-37; Ho ward and Llewellyn, 
1992, pp. 226-28; Foister, 1993, pp. 32-50. For the development of the royal portrait in Spain before the sixteenth 
century see Sanchez Canton and Pita Andrade, 1948, pp.21-l 0 I. Despite the existence of a robust native tradition, 
in France there is still something Netherlandish in the styles of the best artists used by the court in the late 
fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, such as the Master of Moulins (Jean Hey?) and Jean Perreal: See Beard, 
1935 ; Dupont, 1947, pp. 235-39; Ring, 1949; Jantzen, 1963 ; Hochstetler Meyer, 1982; Scheller, 1983a, p. 82. 
Meanwhile, in the fractured territories of the German-speaking world, portraitists also tended to follow types 
devised in the Netherlands. Although the Italian states had a more independent approach, Netherlandish 
innovations, such as the three-quarter view, bust-length figure, often before a background, were increasingly 
influential in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. 
9 For the trend towards 'vivre noblemen!' see Prevenier and Blockmans, 1986; and Wilson, 1998, pp.l3-85. 
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Charles the Bold's successors, Maximilian I and Mary of Burgundy, do not 

appear to have been very interested in portraits of themselves. We have few surviving 

fifteenth-century pm·h·aits of Maximilian as ruler of the Netherlands, the only 

significant examples being Giovanni Candida's outstanding potirait medal of him and 

Mary in full classical mode (Fig. 13) and a panel of Maximilian in armour next to 

Mary of Burgundy that was originally painted for Ter Dunen Abbey in 1480 (Fig. 

14). 10 It seems that it was only with his depmture from the Netherlands, where he'd 

spent most of his time either fighting or being imprisoned, that Maximilian was able 

to develop an interest in propagating his own iconography. 

The Maximilian and Mary were not averse to having portraits of their own 

children painted, as is shown by a diptych dated 1483 of Philip and his sister today 

respectively split between Philadelphia and Versailles (Fig. 15 and Fig. 16).11 The 

artist of the Philadelphia/Versailles diptych is anonymous, but he is clearly in the 

tradition of Rogier van der Weyden in the way he places the figures against a dark 

monochrome background and idealises the infants' features. 

This diptych is particularly significant because it is the earliest survtvmg 

portrait of Habsburg children. The iconography of successive generations of the 

dynasty's children ultimately derives from this small diptych. In all the children are 

1° For the Ter Dunen picture see Checklist, Group, no. I . For Candida's medal see Checklist, Mary of Burgundy, 
no. I and Checklist, Maximilian I , no. I. 
11 See Checklist, Group, no. 3. This was probably the work described in the 1516 inventory of Margaret of 
Austria's collection at Mechelen as 'Ung petit double tableau/ en /'ung des coustez duquel est le feu roy dom 
Philippe, et en I 'autre est Madame ayant ung begiun en sa teste, du temps qi 'ilz estoient petitz enffims'. See Le 
Glay, 1839, ii , p. 482; and Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, iv, p. 211 . It seems likely that the same 
work was mentioned in a second 1523-24 inventory as ' Item, ung petit double tableau viewmt la representation 
de feu le roy Do m Philippe et de Madame, du temps de leur mynorite et portraiture, habillez de drapt d 'ot' See 
Laborde, 1850, p. 80; Miche1ant, 1871 , p.86; Zimerman, 1885, p. xcviii, no . 138. As Phi lip reached the age of 
majority in 1493, a fact that would most likely have been known to the inventory takers, it is unlikely that the 
panels resembled other diptychs of Phi lip and Margaret that we will look at below. 
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painted as miniature adults, revealing little of the spontaneity of actual infants. The 

decision to paint the children was surely connected to the death of Mary of Burgundy, 

whose early demise had left the infants as the last link to the House of Burgundy. If 

they died without issue then the Burgundian Netherlands would have reverted to 

France after a century of independence. The image memorialises infants who not only 

carried the survival of their dynasty but also their nation on their shoulders. 

As the inscriptions on the panels tell us that Philip and Mat·gat·et are 

respectively aged five years and three years and three months, the picture must have 

been painted in September 1483. Intriguingly, by this date Margaret had left the 

Netherlands for France in connection with her betrothal to the future Charles VIII. It 

may be, given the very exact age given on Mat·gat·et's panel, that Maximilian or the 

widow of Charles the Bold, Margaret of York, dispatched a painter to the French 

court to depict the infant. 12 If this is correct, then on the painter's return Mat·gat·et's 

portrait was paired with one of her brother holding a flower, perhaps a symbol of the 

transience of youth, or alternately indicating his own betrothal to Anne of York, 

daughter ofEdward IV ofEngland. 13 

As we have noted, Maximilian had left his son to be raised in Burgundy, while 

Mat·gat·et had been dispatched to France. Philip the Fair's portraiture follows the 

traditions introduced by Van Eyck and Van der Weyden. In many of these portraits it 

seems that the repetition of existing patterns is more important than innovation, 

12
Philip and Margaret's mother, Mary of Burgundy, had died on 27 March 1482. Mm·gm·et of York appears to 

have left most of her possessions to Mm·gm·et of Austria on her death in 1503, which may be how the diptych 
came into Margaret's collection. 
13 

Portraits like this may have stimulated the appearance of the genre at the French court, as can be seen in the 
Master of Moulins' 1494 picture of the infant Dauphin CharlesOrlant, the short-lived son of Charles VIII of 
France and Anne of Brittany (Paris, Musee du Louvre, panel, 28 .5 x 23.5 cm ., inv. no. R.F.l94228), for which 
see Sterling and Adhemar, 1965, pp. 12-13, no . 30. 
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which makes sense for a dynasty with a shaky hold on the Duchy of Burgundy- by 

repeating earlier formulations of the Burgundian ruler portrait they underlined their 

legitimacy as Dukes of Burgundy. Very little is known about Philip ' s artists and their 

success at court seems astounding when we compare their works with what Hans 

Memling, Gerard David and others were contemporaneously creating for the burghers 

of Bruges, Ghent, and Antwerp. While it has been said that the fault lies with the 

essentially conservative nature of Netherlandish ruler portraiture, or the resistance to 

change of the Brussels painters ' guild, the major factor must be the uncertain political 

climate in the Burgundian Netherlands during the last quarter of the sixteenth 

century. 14 

The court pmiraitist during Philip's minority seems to have been the 

anonymous Master of the Princely Pmiraits, active in Brussels in the last quatier of 

the fifteenth century, who has sometimes been associated with the documented artist 

Jan van Coninxloo. As with many of the painters who worked for the Habsburg comi 

in the Netherlands he remains anonymous due to the destruction of the archives ofthe 

Brussels painters' guild. His collaboration with the Master of the Legend of Saint 

Catherine and the Master of the Legend of Saint Barbara on one wing of a triptych 

today in Melbourne shows that he was associated with the inheritors of Rogier van 

der Weyden's workshop (Fig. 17).15 The best description of his portrait style is given 

by Catheline Perier-D'Ieteren: 

'The face is constructed according to planes marked by a long heavy nose, a 

wide mouth with a fleshy lower lip, and big eyes with round, dark pupils. The 

14 
For a di scussion of the guild system in late fifteenth-century Brussels see Ainsworth, 1982, p.l3 . 

15 
See Checklist no. 1.3. 
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bearing of the head, slightly bent on a massive neck with dark skin tones, 

underlies the contrast between the face with realistic features and the chest 

with its lack of depth and essentially decorative role. '16 

The style ofthe Master of the Princely Portraits is paradoxical, for while the depiction 

of his sitters' features is far more realistic and less idealising than Van der Weyden's 

portraits, at the same time the artist shrinks their figures to almost childlike 

propotiions. Whilst they retain the basic pattern for Burgundian ruler portraits, the 

half-length figure and three-quarter view against a monotone background, for all their 

charm the Master's portraits of Philip the Fair move away from Van der Weyden's 

delicate balance of realism and idealism towards a different and more abstract 

aesthetic. 

This can be seen in the first of his portraits of Philip, which shows the young 

prince with a hunting falcon, a type also used in the Melbourne triptych (Fig. 18).17 It 

was a commonplace to depict rulers with such animals during the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries. Hunting was considered an integral part of the ideal ruler's 

persona, an attribute of the active life, a noble vitiue, and an essential preparation for 

war. 18 Not only did the hunt provide good training for the monarch but it also 

cemented ties between the ruler and his nobles. 19 While it is impossible to exactly 

determine Philip's in this image, a second portrait by the Master clearly shows Philip 

16 
Perier-D'Ieteren, 1990, p. 4. 

17 
See Checklist no. 1.1. 

18 
For the significance ofhunting in royal iconography and life see Balis, 197980, pp. 14-41 ; Orso, 1990, p.61 ; 

Gallego, 1991 , p. 227; Bertelli , 1992, p. 180; Vocelka and Helier, 1997, pp. 39§1. Also see Rzepinska, 1971 , 
pp. 45-65; Rowlancl , 1973, esp. pp. 59-63; Schneebalg-Perelman, 1982; Schneebalg-Perelman, 1986, pp.126-33. 
19 

See the series of pictures by Lucas Cranach the Elder from the 1540s that show Charles V hunting with Johann 
Frieclrich, Duke of Saxony in Madrid (Museo del Prado), Vienna (Kunsthistorisches Museum), andelsewhere. 
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as slightly older and holding the scroll of paper that usually signifies the ruler's 

administrative function (Fig. 19).20 It would be reasonable to suggest, therefore, that 

the two works probably date from between c.1485 and 1493. These portraits, and 

particularly the former, are closely related to Philip's image on the Melbourne 

triptych that Jean Riviere has plausibly dated to 1485-86?1 The two independent 

panels advertise to Philip's subjects his developing maturity, from pupil of the arts of 

war, to governor of the Burgundian Netherlands. As we will see, these youthful 

images would have an influence on the early iconography of Charles V. 

The successor at Philip's court of the Master of the Princely Potiraits may have 

been Pieter van Coninxloo (fl.l505-1513). The artist's activity as a portraitist is first 

documented in 1505, when he received payment for a picture of Philip's sister 

Mm·gm·et that was shipped to England in October of that year as part of a proposed 

marriage with Henry VII.22 This is probably the half-length portrait that survives in 

the British Royal Collection (Fig. 20).23 Looking at the rather awkward 

draughtsmanship of Margaret's features one can see why, when the Imperial 

ambassador in London showed Catherine of Aragon the portrait she commented that 

an artist formerly in the service of her mother, Michel Sittow (who we will look at in 

greater detail below), 'would have painted them better and more accurately. >2
4 As 

20 See Checklist, no. 2. 1. 
2 1 Riviere, 1987, pp. 94-123, ii, pp. 294-315 , no. I. 
22 

See Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, viii , p. 311. The account reads 'A Pierre de Coninxlo, pain/re, 
demourant if Bruxelles, la somme de douze livres pour ung tableau fitict it la pourtraicture de madame de Savoye, 
que le Ray a fait ache/er de lui et icel/ui envoye par Thoison d 'or au ray d 'Angletere' . For the plan to marry 
Margaret to Henry VII see Bruchet, 1920, pp. 149-63; and Wellens, 1982. 
23 See Checklist, no . 2. 1. 
24 

The original runs 'dixo me a mi la sei1ora prinr;essa que mejor y mas cierta y peifectamente /as pintara 
Michel ... ': cited in Trizna, 1976, p. 31 , n.6. A second portrait on canvas had also been brought to England. 
Presumably this was also by Pieter van Coninxloo. 
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Mm·gm·et was in Savoy from November 1501 to March 1507 it seems likely that Van 

Coninxloo produced the pmirait from an earlier model. This is patiicularly probable 

given that, firstly, Mm·gm·et does not wear the widow's weeds she adopted after the 

death of her second husband Philibert of Savoy in 1504 and, secondly, that she was 

opposed to a match with He my. 

The type may go back as early as 1494-95, as can be seen in a diptych of 

Margaret and her brother before a background of heraldic shields in London, which 

has been somewhat tenuously attributed to Van Coninxloo (Fig. 21)?5 A second 

version of the diptych at Schloss Am bras, attributable to the Master of the Guild of St 

George, has had the shields removed although the names of their possessions are 

inscribed on the frame (Fig. 22)?6 In both Margaret's costume is slightly different but 

the pose of the head (particularly in the former) is nearly identical. The shield motif 

recalls the decorations of the Van Immerseel chapel at Antwerp and the now-

demolished 'Wappenturm' at Innsbruck. An inscription on the Schloss Ambras panels 

gives the sitters ' ages as 16 and 14 so the diptych must have been painted between 22 

July 1494 and 10 January 1495, a period when Maximilian was deeply involved in 

negotiating the double marriage of his children with the heirs of the Reyes 

Cat6licos .27 As we will see, the use of portraits as a tool in marriage negotiations 

would be considerably expanded during the reign of Charles V. 

25 
See Checklist, no. Group 4.1. 

26 . 
See Check list, no. Group 4.2. 

27 
The earliest dated example of the type appears in a choir book illustration and is dated 1499: Location unknown 

(formerly Middelburg, Gemeentearchiet). See Onghena, 1959,pp . 163-64, no. 65 ; Campbell, 1998, pp. ll 0-15. 
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Philip's image seems based on an oft-repeated type that is very much in the 

tradition of Rogier van der Weyden's ruler portraiture.28 The best examples of this 

type are works in the Louvre and at Upton House, Banbury (Fig. 23 and Fig. 24).29 

These are so much superior to the other works we have been looking at that it 

suggests the latter are either works from Pieter van Coninxloo's workshop or by 

followers. Alternatively, they might be by some other unknown artist working for the 

Burgundian court between the Master of the Princely Portraits and Pieter van 

Coninxloo. 

In the Louvre and Upton House portraits Philip is presented in half-length 

against a neutral coloured background and with hi:S hands gesticulating. These 

pictures reinterpret the Burgundian tradition, which is retained but updated, the 

movement of the hands giving life and activity, the face appropriately grave and 

reserved. These pictures therefore anticipate the development of the Burgundian ruler 

portrait during the reign of Charles V by more than a quarter of a century. The heads 

of these portraits share numerous stylistic similarities with the portrait ofMargaret of 

Austria from Pieter van Coninxloo's workshop, and overall it seems reasonable to 

tentatively attribute them to this master. 

Most likely the type dates from soon after the young duke's attainment of his 

majority in September 1494 and his marriage to Joanna of Aragon-Castile on 20 

October 1496. In 1492 Maximilian, shortly to succeed his father as Emperor, had 

negotiated a double marriage for his two children with the son and daughter of 

28 
These can be divided into two large groups, depending on which way Philip faces. See Onghena, 1959; and 

Friedliinder, 1967-76, iv, p. 81 , nos 83a-g. 
29 

See Checklist, nos. 3.1 and 3.2. 
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Ferdinand V of Aragon and Isabel I of Castile. While Mm·gm·et was unlucky, her 

husband Jolm of Aragon dying six months after her arrival in Spain, Philip's marriage 

was extraordinarily fruitful, producing six children, all of whom would become 

emperors, kings or queens. 30 In addition, the death of Isabel I of Castile in 1504 made 

Philip and Joanna monarchs of not just of Castile but also of its enormous empire in 

the New World . Philip pursued a determinedly independent policy from his father, 

encouraging closer ties with both France and England. 

The appearance of the portrait at this juncture can probably be directly linked to 

Philip's attempts during the late 1490s to revive the concept of an independent 

Burgundy, an idea destroyed by the death of Charles the Bold? 1 The portrait therefore 

consciously follows the 'classical' tradition of Burgundian ruler pmiraiture and 

attempts to identify Philip with his Burgundian ancestors and to distance him from 

the Habsburg traditions of Maximilian's iconography, which we will look at 

shortly.32 With Philip's accession to the throne of Castile, portraits of him in the 

3° For Joanna of Aragon-Castile see Fuente, 1870; Roesler, 1870; Rodriguez Villa, 1892; Vallejo Navera, 1935; 
Charol, 1938; Imann-Gigandet, 1947; Sanz y Ruiz de la Pefta, 1942; Gillon, 1952; Pfandl, 1955 ; d'Hulst, 1958; 
Brouwer, 1978; and Ferm'lndez Alvarez, 1994. 
31

0nghena, 1952, p.l9. 
32 

Although they fall outside the scope of this study, it is worth noting that certain equestrian prints and sculptures 
of Ma-"Ximilian and Philip share the same characteristics. These focus mainly on the cult of St George, whose 
Order Maximilian was encouraging during the first two decades of the sixteenth century. These include a print by 
Hans Burgkmair ofMaximilian that was paired with one of the saint (see Hollstein, 1954-, v, pp.J08-09, nos 253 
and 254) and an 1518-20 woodcut by Hieronymus Hoper of Maximilian in the guise of the saint (see Baldass, 
1913-14, p.306; Hollstein, 1954-, no. 88). Sometime around 1525 the sculptor and medallist Hans Daucher also 
took up the theme, producing a baHelief of Maximilian on horseback (Vienna, Kunsthisto1isches Museum, 
Kunstkammer, inv. no. 7236 . See Kata/og der Samm/ung ji"ir Plastik und Kunstgewerbe, 1966, pp. 37-38, no . 
250). Phi lip also seems to have been portrayed in the role of St George, as can be seen in the painting of thtOath 
of the Grande Arbalete of Mechelen, as well as in a wooden equestrian sculpture (Sint-Joris-ten-Distel, Eglise 
Saint-Georges . See Bruges, 1962, p. 147, no. 70). Around 1515 Maximilian commissioned a painted and carved 
altarpiece dedicated to St George from Sebastian Scheel and Sebald Bocksdorfer with what may be disguised 
portraits of his grandsons Charles and Ferdinand on the wings as Saints Achatius and Sebastian, of St Florian as 
Louis II of Hungary, St Ursula as Anna of Hungary, Saints Catherine and Mary as Isabella and May of Austria, 
and St Bm·bara as Margaret of Austria (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (Exhibited at Schloss Ambras) , inv . 
no. PA 212: see Hilger, 1969, pp.20-21, 144, no. 4; Innsbruck, 1969, pp.l44-45 , no . 537; Schramm, Fillitz, and 
MUtherich, 1978, no. 164; Polleross, 1988, pp.l41 , 262, 287, 344, 351 , 358, no . 218; Innsbruck, 1993, no. 102). 
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'classical' tradition of Burgundian portraiture continued to be produced, sending a 

message of reassurance to his powerbase in the Netherlands that he would first of all 

remain the ruler of an ascendant Burgundy. 33 As we will see, the same pattern would 

be repeated in the iconography of Charles V. 

It was at this point that full-length pmiraits of Philip and Joanna were included 

on the wings of a now-dismembered triptych of the Last Judgement today in Brussels 

(Fig. 25).34 These panels, formerly in the Town Hall at Zierikzee, have been 

attributed to the Master of the Joseph Sequence (Master of Afflighem Abbey) (jl. 

Brussels, c.1495-1500). Appearing in armour and wearing the arms of both Castile 

and Burgundy, Philip holds an upright sword, an appropriate motif for a Last 

Judgement triptych. 35 This sort of imagery was not new and impmiant precedents to 

the Zierikzee triptych are the portraits by anonymous authors of Charles the Bold in 

armour holding a drawn sword at Dijon, painted in 1474 according to the inscription 

(Fig. 26), and the 1480 full-length of Maximilian in armour from Ter Dunen Abbey 

that we looked at above.36 

The image of the ruler holding a sword aloft has an explicitly symbolic 

meaning which would be more uncertain after its translation to portraits on 

independent supports. While the sword motif obviously recalled images of St. Paul 

33 
Erasmus makes plain the fears of the Netherlanders in hisPanegyricfor Archduke Philip of Austria (1504): see 

Erasmus, 1997. 
34 

See Checklist, no. Group 5. 
35 

Presumably the triptych was intended to serve as a warning for judges, plaintiffs and the defence to be honest. 
From the early middle ages town halls housed the aldermen who acted as judges in civil and criminal trials and 
Last Judgement scenes were a popular topos for the rooms that they occupied: see Miegroet, 1988, pp. 11617. 
Incidentally, Miegroet's identification of one of the participants of Gerard David ' s.Juslice ofCambyses as Philip 
the Fair (Miegroet, 1988, pp. 130.33) seems improbable. The features do not resemble the standard portrait type 
used by Phi lip and neither does he wear the Order of the Golden Fleece which, as head of the Order, he was 
obliged to always wear. 
36 

0 
.. 
ljon, Musee, panel, 45 x 34 cm. See Bruges, 1962, p. 118, no. 36; Bartier, 1970, pp. 190-91; Innsbruck, 1969, 

p. 21 , no. 59. 
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and of St. Michael it would have also carried connotations of Justice, an obvious 

attribute for a ruler and one apparent in all types of media, from coins to tapestries~7 

Across Europe a drawn sword was carried before the ruler in processions to remind 

the spectators of his role as ultimate judge. Erasmus wrote that 'The sword carried in 

front of him [the ruler] signifies that under his protection the country is to be safe, 

both from outside enemies and from crime within'. 38 For a secular ruler such as 

Philip the Fair, particularly when seen in conjunction with an image of the Last 

Judgement, it signified his commitment to ushering in the return of Christ. 

This tradition of depicting the ruler in armour had not only Burgundian roots, 

but also appears in the Austrian tradition that we will look at below. It is therefore 

significant that during the sixteenth century the portrait of the ruler wearing armour 

would be far more popular in the Habsburg lands than it would be in either France or 

England. This Austro-Burgundian iconography, when adopted by Philip's son the 

Emperor Charles V, an individual with an intense sense of religious purpose, would 

carry an unprecedented resonance to its audience. 

An interesting point about the Zierikzee triptych is that the likeness of Joanna is 

also known from several half-length versions, the best of which is an example in 

Vienna (Fig. 27)?9 These may not necessarily be copies of Joanna's image on the 

triptych but its source. In particular, there is a strong stylistic similarity with Pieter 

37 
For the association of the drawn sword in Protestant England with the 'Verbum Dei' or 'the sword of the Spirit, 

which is the word of God' (Ephesians 6: 17), especially when it was held in conjunction with abook, suggesting 
the Bible in the vernacular see King, 1989, pp. 56-57; and King, 1995, pp. I 04.07. The possession of a book was a 
popular attribute for portraits of the Protestant reformers (see Foister, 1981 , p.l38). Despite the claims made by 
humanists, it is only rarely that the scholarly king interested in classical literature was considered an appropriate 
topic for visual representation. 
38 

Erasmus, 1997, p. 50. 
39 

See Checklist, no. 1.1. 
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van Coninxloo's portrait of Mat·gat·et of Austria. It is unclear, however, whether the 

similarity is the result of copying or a reflection of a shared author. Whatever the case 

it would surely have made sense for a portrait of Joanna to be commissioned shortly 

after her arrival in the Netherlands in September 1496, and this model seems to have 

been used by the Master of the Joseph Sequence. A second portrait type of Joanna is 

!mown through later copies, which because of its similarity to images of her 

daughters of around the same period, can probably be dated to her sojourn in the 

Netherlands between April 1504 and January 1506 (Fig. 28).40 These images seem 

likely to reflect types that hung in the collection of Margaret of Austria after her 

arrival in the Netherlands in 1507. 

What seem to be the last ad vivum likenesses of Philip the Fair and Joanna of 

Aragon-Castile are probably the unique portraits convincingly attributed to Juan de 

Flandes, today in Vienna (Fig. 29 and Fig. 30)~ 1 Most authors have dated the pictures 

between 1496 and 1500 and argued that they were intended as independent portraits. 

However, this dating and interpretation ignores several impotiant points. Firstly, as 

Joanna is seen in Spanish and not Burgundian dress, it is likely that the painting was 

created in Spain. Thus the works probably date from either the couple's first visit to 

Spain between January and December 1502 (the date of Philip's departure, Joanna 

remained behind until April 1504), or during their second, when they arrived as King 

and Queen of Castile on 26 April 1506. As neither panel follows Philip or Joatma's 

Burgundian iconography they were probably the products of an ad vivum portrait 

sitting. Secondly, it is probable that they were paired: the two panels are the same size 

40 
See Checkli st, no . 2.1. 

41 
See Checklist, Joanna of Aragon-Castile, no. 3 and Checklist, Phi lip the Fair, no . 4. 
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and when placed together the strong shadow cast by light streaming tlu·ough a 

window forms a single rectangle behind the figures. It therefore seems likely that they 

were intended as a pair, even if it was uncommon to place the woman on the left. This 

can be explained by the fact that Joanna was Queen of Castile in her own right, 

despite the claims of her husband, and is thus appearing in that role on the side 

reserved for rulers. Philip, of course, died six months after arriving for his second 

visit to Spain at Bm·gos on 25 September and Juan de Flandes' portrait is perhaps the 

last image of Philip to appear in his lifetime. In death, however, as the father of 

Charles V, his Burgundian portraits would be endlessly replicated. 

This abundance of usually poor quality copies has obscured not just their 

originals, but also the significance of Philip's iconography for the development of the 

Burgundian ruler portrait. To sum up, Philip the Fair ' s reign was a period of re

evaluation of the Netherlandish tradition that anticipates the initiatives of Bernard van 

Orley and Jan Gossart twenty years later. While Maximilian was the architect of 

Habsburg ascendancy in the sixteenth century it was Philip and Joanna's marriage that 

acted as the cement that held these plans together. As Philip's inheritance equalled 

that of Charles there is a good chance that if he had not died in 15a5 then many of the 

features of sixteenth-century Habsburg ruler portraiture on independent supports, 

such as the portrait in armour or the full-length, might have developed a quarter 

century earlier than they ultimately did . His early death, however, occurred before he 

had had a much impact on either politics or the development of ruler p01iraiture in the 

Burgundian Netherlands. We will now turn to look at contemporary developments in 

the Austrian lands. 
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The Austrian Ruler Portrait 

While the political use of the portrait had been made clear by the Dukes of Burgundy, 

the Habsburgs' mania for replicating images of themselves really begins with 

Maximilian 1.42 While Maximilian's attempts to rule Burgundy had been defeated he 

nevertheless brought back with him to Austria an awareness of the power of the ruler 

portrait. His father Frederick III ' s long reign (1440-1493) had been characterised by 

financial constraints and political dithering that had led to a decline in the prestige of 

the imperial office. Images of Maximilian reflect a new hope for the empire, 

especially as he had driven out the Hungarians from Austria in 1487, and routed the 

Turks at Villach in 1492. With his accession to the imperial throne in 1493 

Maximilian set about disseminating an iconography of himself as Holy Roman 

Emperor. 

The foundation of this iconography derives from images of his father, 

expressing what Peter Moraw has called ' the fundamental bond of continuity between 

Maximilian and his father (Fig. 31).43 As with his father's iconography, Maximilian's 

Austrian portraits fall into two main types, the ' imperial ' (Fig. 32) and the so-called 

'privatmann' (Fig. 33).44 However, to his 'imperial ' portraits Maximilian chose to 

add full armour, the imperial crown, and both sword and sceptre, thereby elevating 

42 
For Maximilian' s iconography and influence on the visual arts see Baldass, 19 13-14; Baldass, 1923 ; Vienna, 

1959; Innsbruck, 1969; McDonald, 1976; Mi.iller, 1982; Deutschler, 1983; Trevor Roper, 1985 ; 1nnsbrck, 1992. 
Anja Eisenbeif3 is currently preparing a Ph. D. at the University of Heicle1berg on Bernard Striegel ' s portraits of the 
Emperor. 
43 

Moraw, 1991 , p . 122. See Checklist, no. 2. For Freclerick ' s iconography see Eger, 1965; and Wiener Neustadt, 
1966. 
44 

For these pictures see Checklist, no. 2 .1 and Checklist, no. 6. 1. 
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coin and seal iconography to a new status (Fig. 34).45 We will look at each of these 

types in turn. 

The painter Maximilian largely employed for his pmiraiture was the South 

German painter Bernard Striegel of Memmingen (1460-1528).46 Striegel 's first 

'imperial' portrait of Maximilian seems likely to have been created after 

Maximilian's accession in 1493, most probably during Maximilian's visit to 

Striegel's hometown of Memmingen the following year. The earliest surviving 

documentary evidence for the production of the type, however, comes in the form of 

a receipt dated 28 December 1507 for 20 Gulden rheinisch as payment for the things 

painted and made for Maximilian at the Imperial Diet at Constance in that year. This 

may refer to the portrait dated 1507 that was destroyed by fire in Strasbourg in 194 7 

(Fig. 32).47 It seems, however, that Striegel had been making versions of the portrait 

for some time, as can be seen by an example in Berlin dated 1499 (it has also been 

read as 1490 or 1496) (Fig. 35).48 This shows Maximilian behind a parapet, in front 

of a cloth-of-honour, and with a window opening behind. The type had a long life and 

survives in numerous copies by Striegel, his workshop, and followers in Augsburg, 

Vienna, Munich and elsewhere.49 

45 For this coin from Hall see Innsbruck, 1963 , no . 52. 
46 For Striege1 see Parker and Hugelshofer, 1925; Rettich, 1959; Otto, 1964 (especially pp.63-81 ); Rettich, 1965; 
Rettich, 1967; Honold, 1967; and Thtimmel, 1980. 
47 

See Checklist, no. 2.1. 
48 

See Checklist, no. 2.2. 
49 For this large group see Baldass, 1913-14; Weizinger, 1914, p.114; Baldass, 1923; Mackowitz, 1955; 
Mackowitz, 1960; Otto, 1964; Go1dberg, Salm, and Scheftler, 1967; Stange,1967-78; Innsbruck, 1969; Heinz and 
Schtitz, 1982; Innsbruck, 1992, pp.341-42, no. 153; Ghent, 1999a, p.167, no. 4; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, pp.111-
12, no. 4. 
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The surviving versions, many of which seem to be the work of either Striegel 's 

workshop or subsequent copyists, can be subdivided into three types depending on 

the view seen through the window, either the Matiinswand in the Tyrol, a simple 

landscape, or a long inscription. In all these portraits Maximilian wears armour, the 

arched crown of the King of the Romans on his head, and holds his sword in one 

hand, leaning the imperial sceptre on one shoulder with the other. While details of his 

costume might vary, the pattern ofMaximilian's head, crown, and the arrangement of 

his hair remain constant. This was probably ensured by the use of cartoons by 

Striegel and his followers. 50 

As they derive from Roman coms the profile portraits of Ferdinand and 

Maximilian have ancient origins. While the format had largely fallen out-of-favour 

across Europe by the end of the fifteenth century (the exception being in patis of 

Italy) it was still considered appropriate for imperial (as well as papal) portraits. The 

format clearly acted as confirmation of both the antiquity of both offices but also as a 

link to a time when God had appointed both offices to represent his will on earth. 

Other elements in Maximilian's imperial potiraiture are also related to religious 

iconography. The baldachin, of which the cloth-of-honour was pati, designated a 

sacred space, whether it be occupied by God, a religious figure or a person appointed 

by God, such as the ruler or even the local lord.51 Often a window opens out beside 

50 
See Checklist, no. 2.15. 

51 
In court etiquette the baldachin could be used independently to npresent the ruler's office: at Charles V's court 

the cloth of honour is documented as acting as a surrogate for the emperor when he was absent and all would bow 
before it (Er! anger, 1967, p. 17); Mary Queen of Scots had her cloth of honour ceremonially removed in 1585 to 
signify her loss of sovereignty (Edinburgh, 1987, pp.l35-36). The baldachin had an increasingly christomimetic 
role in the formal state entry into a city as the sixteenth century wore on: for the royal entry see Stirling-Maxwell, 
1875; Chartrou, 1928; Guenee and Lehoux, 1968, pp.9-29, 253-57; Graham and McAllister Johnson, 1974; Yates, 
1975, pp. 14143, 149-72; Graham, 1979; Mitchell , 1979; McFarlane, 1982; Eisler, 1983a, pp93-110; Eisler, 
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the baldachin. The inclusion ofthe window and its attendant view in portraits appears 

to have been first developed in the Netherlands during the second or third qumier of 

the fifteenth century and although it had largely died out in the North by around 1500 

it continued to be extremely popular in Italy.52 Interestingly, despite the 

Netherlandish ongm of the motif, the window view was never adopted for 

Burgundian ruler portraiture. 

The window frame could also act as a v1s1onary space.53 In some of 

Maximilian's portraits, such as one example at Banbury (Fig. 33), allegorical details 

can be seen in the landscape, such as the eagle and a swan fighting in mid-air, a motif 

which derives from Pliny's observation (X, 203) that the swan was not afraid to enter 

combat with the eagle and often won.54 The inclusion of a detail such as this -

unusual in most fifteenth- and sixteenth-century ruler portraiture - presumably 

derives from close contact with the Italian peninsula. More commonly, the inclusion 

of the landscape suggested that the ruler was looking out of the window over his 

possessions in the moment before the viewer entered the room. In a sense, tllis idea 

recalls some of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth-century Netherlandish p01iraits 

of Habsburgs that place the prince against a plain background decorated with the 

sllields and emblems of their lands; it should be remembered that the person of the 

ruler was identified with his realms. Indeed, in many of Maximilian's portraits the 

1983b; Bryant, 1986a; Bryant, 1986b; Mitchell , 1986; Dunbar, 1992, pp.195-204. Around the start of the 
sixteenth century death-bed portraits began to appear with a baldachin above in order to suggest another, holy, 
world. 
52 

See, for example, Dirk Bouts ' dated 1462 Portrait of a lvfan (London, National Gallery, inv . no . 943). For a 
discussion of the open-ilir portrait see De Vos, 1994, pp. 367-68. 
53 

Stromberg, 1984, p. 55 . 
54 

Schneider, 1994, p. 86 . 
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window reveals a landscape, frequently identifiable as the mountains of his beloved 

I 55 Tyro. 

With Maximilian's death in 1519 the window view and the cloth-of-honour fell 

out of favour in imperial portraiture after the accession of the Burgundian-educated 

Charles V. Neve1theless, during the 1540s both were reintroduced into Habsburg 

portraiture via Italy in Titian's images of Charles V, Isabel of Portugal, and Mary of 

Hungary. Clearly, the development of the sixteenth century Habsburg ruler portrait 

feeds from many interconnecting streams that at times run underground but keep 

reappearing on the surface. 

A second, higher quality, and substantially different imperial portrait of 

Maximilian with a plain red background is at Innsbruck (Fig. 36).56 Here Maximilian 

wears the mitred imperial crown, and so the picture seems likely to have been painted 

after he proclaimed himself as emperor, without a coronation, in 1508. Wearing 

similar armour to that in the Ambras picture that we have just looked at, 

Maximilian's attributes are quite different to those in the first type. Firstly, his sword 

shows the double-headed imperial eagle and an allegorical female figure, while the 

diagonal of the cross-ended sceptre does not pass over Maximilian's hair. The central 

part of Maximilian' s face, however, is identical to that of the first type, but his hair is 

shorter and runs in an uninterrupted line across his neck. Very likely Striegel reused 

55 The view out of the window also suggests that the sitter is high up, as high as their social status; their altitude 
acts as a metaphor for the ruler' s virtuous, godlike qualities and, practically, suggests that the sitter is ensconced in 
the high castles of the mighty. In the seventeenth century castles and mountains in the background might indicate 
the ruler ' s steadfastness: see Warnke, 1994, pp.42-43 and Harbison, 1995, pp.I47-48. For the emblematic 
symbolism of the sun and the weather in the landscape view see Warnke, 1994, pp.ll9-24. 
56 

See Checklist, no . 3. 
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the cartoon of his earlier imperial portrait and was given access to Maximilian's 

costume and accessories. 

These then were Maximilian's 'imperial' portraits, but he also propagated a 

second type that was closer to Burgundian models. This was the 'so-called' 

'Privatmann' type that portrays him in comi clothes (Fig. 33).57 'Misleading', of 

course, because the dividing line between the public and the private did not exist and 

in these portraits Maximilian often holds supplications from his subjects.58 The 

petition would have carried an imperial resonance, alluding to Jaw and letters in 

Roman sculpture, as well as to Maximilian's clemency.59 What seems to be the 

earliest example of this type of image (perhaps deriving from a lost-original by 

Striegel) portrays the Emperor in bust-length, strict profile and wearing a fur hat (Fig. 

37) .60 The panel bears a date, 1504, and an inscription that states that Maximilian is 

f01iy years old, although this is palpably incorrect given that Maximilian was born in 

1459 and not 1464. 

A rather similar portrait was made by Ambrogio de Predis, the Milanese court 

painter who had entered Maximilian's circle through the Emperor's marriage to 

57 
See Checklist, no . 6. 1. 

58 
Furthermore, it seems that, with the possible exception of miniatures, there is little that is private about the 

painted image of an aristocratic sitter. Even if a portrait of the ruler hangs in the most private of their spaces, his or 
her bedroom, there is little to distinguish its iconography from other works visible in other parts of the palace. The 
hanging regime and choice of pictures, however, may carry meaning suggesting familial affection and most 
probably personal recollection. These sentiments are generally lost taus, however, as it does not seem to have 
been a common custom to write affectionate or personal letters. It is only rarely that such emotions break through: 
on one occasion, for example, Maximilian playfully wrote to his daughter Margaret of Austria that he was 
thinking of putting himself forward for election as Pope and that he took pleasure in the thought that she would 
have to be more respectful towards him . For a discussion of the public vs. private debate see Arnade, 1996, p. 13. 
59 

D ' Am bra, 1998, p. I 0 I. 
60 

See Checklist, no. 5. 
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Bianca Maria Sforza (Fig. 38).61 Looking at this portrait Jolm Pope-He1messey 

suggested that the use ofthe profile view in Maximilian's iconography began in 1502 

under the influence of his Italian wife.62 However, as we have seen, the profile 

portrait in Maximilian's iconography derives from that of his father.63 

A second version of this type was apparently devised by Striegel and also 

shows Maximilian in near-profile, as can be seen in the example at Upton House, 

Banbury (Fig. 33).64 Maximilian is again portrayed against a cloth-of-honour and 

with a landscape visible out the window behind but now wears cou1i dress and holds 

a scroll. Maximilian's head is clearly derived from the 'patron' used for Striegel's 

first imperial pmirait type, right down to the parting of his hair. However the type has 

been updated, as Maximilian appears older, with wrinkles around his eyes suggesting 

the type began around 1510. 

These portraits are similar to a third 'Privatmann' type, known from two 

examples at Kreuzlingen (Fig. 39) and Vie1ma.65 These depict Maximilian against a 

red backcloth wearing a brocaded costume in gold with a fur overcoat or tabard. Once 

again he holds a piece of paper and a landscape can be seen behind . Unlike the 

previous example, however, Maximilian is depicted in strict profile and Gertrude Otto 

61 
See Checklist, no. 4.1. For Bianca Maria Sforza see Calvi , 1888. For de Predis see .T. Shell in Bora, Fiorio, 

Ma.·ani, and Shell, 1998, pp . 123-30. 
6? 
- Pope-Hennessy, 1966, pp. 166-67. 

63 
Comparing these two pictures, the Berlin picture may well be earlier than its inscription suggests as it seems to 

show Maximilian without the wrinkles seen in de Predis ' portrait. In 1506 Albrecht Di.irer depicted Maximilian in 
strict profile in his Al/adonna of the Rose Garlands (now in a ruinous state), seemingly basing the Emperor ' s 
image on one of these profile portraits (see Checklist, no. 4.3). Indeed, even before his accession to the imperial 
throne he is shown in profile in the full-length made for the seminary at Bruges in the 1480s. See Calvi, 1888, 
pp. 48-50; Seidlitz, 1906.07, p. 17; Malaguzzi Valeri , 1913-23, ii, pp. 7-8 . 
64 

See Checklist, no. 6.1. 
65 

See Checklist, no. 8. 1 and no. 8.2. 
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has suggested that this type emerged in relation to the genesis of the famous Family 

ofMaximilianl, painted by Striegel in 1516, which we will look at below~6 

The Austrian Absorption of Netherlandish Prototypes 

It should be clear by now that the Burgundian and Austrian traditions of ruler 

portraiture were quite separate. What is interesting is that despite their hegemony 

over Burgundy the Habsburgs continued to maintain local traditions and there was no 

attempt to impose one style over another, a policy that would today be called 

'inclusive'. 

This can be seen in Striegel 's famous 'Family of Maximilian I', which absorbs 

Netherlandish prototypes into an Austrian idiom (Fig. 40).67 Here the images of the 

sitters in the picture seem to be based on several different portraits from both the 

Austrian and the Burgundian schools. Maximilian's p01irait is related to the Austrian 

panels that we looked at above. Charles', on the other hand, is derived from a 

Netherlandish p01irait type, perhaps by Michel Sittow, which we will look at in detail 

in a subsequent chapter (Fig. 75 and Fig. 76).68 Louis' is based on a superb study that 

Striegel made in 1515 (Fig. 41).69 The p01irait ofPhilip the Fair may also have been 

based on an independent image as several surviving independent bust-length copies 

66 See Checklist, no. Group 8.1. 
67 See Checklist, no. Group 8.1. Two late sixteenth- or early seventeenth(;entury copies are also known and are 
today at Paris and Madrid. Inscriptions on these identify the other sitters as the Emperor, his son Philip the Fair, 
his grandsons Charles and Ferdinand, his adopted son Louis II of Hungary, and Mary of Burgundy, all placed with 
a parapet in front of them, a cloth of honour behind, and before a wide landscape scene. See Checklist, Group, nos 
8.2 and 8.3. 
68 

See Checklist, nos 5.1 and 5.2. 
69 Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, panel, 29 x 22 cm., inv . no. 827. See Rettich,l959, p. 148; Ankwicz and 
Kleehoven, 1959, p. 193; Otto, 1964, pp. 68 , 102, no. 61 ; Stange, 1967-78, ii, p. 217, no. 949; Utrecht and ' s
Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 30, no. 12; Innsbruck, 1992, p. 393, no. 209; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p. 136, no. 47 ; 
Toledo, 2000, p. 186, no . 9. This was not the first time that Striegel had portrayed Louis, who appears in a votive 
painting with his father and sister commissioned in Budapest, Szepmiivesti Muzeum, panel, 43 x 30.8 cm., inv. 
No. 7502. See Rettich, 1959, p. 165; Ottq 1964, pp. 64, 101 , no. 53; Schallaburg, 1982, pp. 50304, no. 522; 
Utrecht and s'-Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 46, no . 24 . 
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of the type survive?0 There do not seem to be any surviving prototypes for the most 

generalised portraits in the painting, those of Ferdinand and (presumably) Mary of 

Burgundy. 

I say 'presumably' because one significant problem posed by the painting is the 

identity of the female figure standing between Louis and Philip. While the 

inscriptions on the later copies imply that she is Mary of Burgundy these could easily 

be incorrect. What is particularly troubling is that the figure wears contemporary 

German headgear and not the tall, conical hennin fashionable in Burgundy which, as 

we will see below, was an essential part ofMary of Burgundy's iconography.71 

Despite her early death Mary's features are known from several surviving 

panels that probably derive from a common prototype. All match Maximilian's 

description of her as having a 'snow white complexion, brown hair, a small nose, 

small head and face, mixed brown and grey eyes, pretty and bright. .. The mouth is 

rather high, yet clear and red'. 72 The type portrays her in profile wearing the hennin 

and a distinctive necklace with inve11ed kite-shaped pendants. 

The earliest surviving example seems to be a panel at Kreuzlingen that has been 

rather doubtfully attributed to Michael Pacher, especially as it is painted on oak and 

so probably Netherlandish (Fig. 42).73 Another alternative likeness, presumably a 

Netherlandish copy of a lost ad vivum portrait, shows her in three-quarter profile and 

70 
See Checklist, no. 6.1 and no. 6.2. 

71 
For biographies of Mary of Burgundy see Hommel, 1945; Cazaux, 1967; Dumont, 1982. For her iconography 

see Mackowitz, 1955a; and Konig-von Dach, 1983. 
72 

' . .. schneeweiss, ein prauns Haar, ein kleins Nasi, ein kleins J-/tiuptel und Antlitz, praun und graue Augen 
gemischt, schdn und /auter ... Der lvfund is! et was hoch, doch rein und rottWiesflecker, 1991 , p. 47). 
73 

See Checklist, no. 3. 1. 
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holding a falcon (Fig. 43)?4 In all these portraits the face of the Duchess of Burgundy 

is shown as a pretty mask, giving little idea of either private personality or public 

policy. 

Throughout his life the Emperor retained passionate feelings for Mary, both 

from a personal and a dynastic standpoint. Her impmiance is made particularly clear 

by the frequency of her depiction on the Triumphal Arch, the Triumphal Procession, 

and in Maximilian's literary efforts. Not content with reanimating his decea:;ed wife 

in print, during the first decade of the sixteenth century Maximilian is also 

documented as commissioning portraits of her from painters in Innsbruck.75 These 

modify her Netherlandish iconography to suit local expectations of how to depict a 

ruler. 

Two portraits of Mary produced in Germany and now in Vienna and Schloss 

Ambras derive from the Netherlandish portrait at Kreuzlingen that we looked at 

above, but place her before a cloth of honour and into the format of Maximilian's 

74 
See Checklist, no. 2.1. Like her husband, Mary was a passionate hunter, bringing her hunting birds into the 

bedroom within a few nights of her marriage to Maximilian I, who wrote to his friend Otto von PrUschenk that 
although he admired her sporting instincts perhaps this was taking things too far: see Armstrong, 1977, p. 71. 
More importantly, the bird appears to have been a symbol of her sovereignty, as is shown by its inclusion on her 
and Maximilian's great seal from 1480-1482: see Brussels, 1996, pp.27-28, no. 5. She also appears with the falcon 
on her arm in the Dits die excel/ente Cronike van Vlaenderen , Antwerp, 1531 , folio 193v, and elsewhere. 
75 

On three occasions in 1500 Maximilian wrote to the authorities there to remind them to send him the portraits of 
Mary that he had commissioned from a painter (Ger. = Maler) in Schwaz(JKSAK, 1884, p. xii, nos 621 , 623 , 624 
[29 June, 8 July, 3 July 1500]). In another document from 1500 the painter in Schwaz is said to have in hand 
('geml'il von unserem auch unser vordern gemahel" ) portraits of Maximilian and Mary of Burgundy: see Stange, 
1966, p. 83. In 1510 a painter called 'Hans' in the same city received a payment of 15 Gulden for two portraits of 
Mary of Burgundy (' ... zwei conteJfettafe/n, daran frau Maria von Burgund gemalt ist' ): seeJKSAK, 1884, p. xlix, 
no. 997; GIUck, 1905b, p. xxi. Ma,x J. Friedlander believed this painter to be the artist Hans Maler (c.l480?
c.l530), an artist who is documented as working for the Habsburgs inthe 151 Os and 1520s, and whose work we 
will look at below: see Friedlander, 1897. As Erich Egg has noted, however, as the documents from 1500 do not 
explicitly refer to 'Hans' and the artist might equally be another painter active in Schwaz, such as Niklas Reiser 
(tl . l489-1512), who is perhaps identical with the anonymous Master of the Habsburgs: see Egg, 1966; and Egg, 
1969, p. I 00. Furthermore, as Stange, 1966, p. 83 , commented, if Hans Mal er had been born around 1480 then he 
was probably too young to be receiving commissions in 1500. In short, therefore, the attribution of any of the 
surviving portraits ofMary to either Hans Maler or Niklas Reiser is purely circumstantial. 
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'imperial' iconography (Fig. 44 and Fig. 45).
76 

The artist or artists of these panels 

seem to have had trouble in adapting the bust-length original to an over half-length, 

as is shown by the rather awkward articulation of the body and arm in both pictures. 

Given that at least the latter picture makes a good pair with the 'imperial' 

portraits of Maximilian that were in production from the 1490s to around 1520, it 

seems likely to that these paintings are either similar or identical to the works 

mentioned in the 1500 and 1510 documentation. The timing of the latter is 

significant, for it was in this year that Bianca Maria Sforza died, a coincidence which 

suggests that Maximilian and/or his advisers were intent on creating a consistent 

imperial iconography for the Emperor' s two defunct wives. Even after Maximilian 's 

death in 1519, however, there was sti 11 a market in Germany for portraits of Mary, 

with a final example being produced by the Master H. A. (or A. H.) in 1528, and which 

is perhaps related to a Schauthaler coin from Halle (Fig. 46 and Fig. 4 7)?7 

Returning to the woman in the ' Family of Maximilian I' , it can be seen she 

bears little resemblence to Mary of Burgundy. She does, however, resemble the sitter 

in a pmirait at Innsbruck that Gertrud Otto identified as Mary of Burgundy but which 

is now generally regarded to be of Bianca Maria Sforza (Fig. 48)?8 Furthermore, the 

woman in the group pmirait wears a necklace with a rectangular-shaped jewel that 

76 
See Checklist, no. 3.4 and no. 3.5. 

77 
Indeed, in the illustrated Habsburg family tree of c. 1510-15 (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. 110. 

~-4/: . ?·. See Baldass, 191 3-14, ?P· 308-?9; Baldass, 1923 , P: 38, no. 2~ ; Onghe11a, 1959,_ pp. 13_840, 110 . 45) 
aJ((~TIJhan appears fl anked by his two wives, with Mary wearmg a he11nm and Bianca Mana the simple diadem 

~en Ill de Predis' portraits: see Checklist, no . 3.6. For the Halle Schauthaler see Vienna, 1959, p. 234, no . 651 ; 
russels, 1996 p. 70 no 1 1 

78 ' ' • . 

See Checklist, no. 2.1. 
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appears m a securely identified portrait of Bianca Maria Sforza by Striegel (Fig. 

49).79 It seems likely, then, that the woman in the picture is Bianca Maria Sforza~0 

The picture acts as a memorial, reflecting a very specific moment in history, the 

death in early 1516 of two of Maximilian's kingly rivals and the fulfilment of 

Maximilian' s dynastic policy. 81 The first was the Habsburg boys ' other grandfather, 

Ferdinand V of Aragon, in January 1516: the Spanish king had opposed Maximilian's 

plans for their youngest grandson to become governor of the Habsburg ancestral 

lands. Thus Maximilian hugs the young prince, released from the grip of his Spanish 

guardian, to himself. The second king to die was Vladislav II of Hungary whose 

death on 13 March 1516 placed Louis II on the throne and Hungary even more firmly 

into the Habsburg sphere of influence: this would explain the scroll , a symbol of 

authority, that Louis holds in his hand and which is absent from the independent 

panel painted the previous year. The point of the painting, therefore, was to firstly 

trace the line of Habsburg descent through Maximilian and his son to the two 

Habsburg heirs and their adopted cousin; secondly to celebrate Maximilian 's role as 

both progenitor and guardian of the collective inheritance; and, thirdly, to 

commemorate the inclusion of the Hungarian crown within the sphere of Habsburg 

influence. Along the way, it- and the Austrian iconography of Mary of Burgundy-

also underlines the maintenance and direct absorption of Netherlandish iconography 

into the traditions of the Austrian Erblande . 

79 
See Checklist, no. 3. 1. 

80 
Significantly the panel excludes Maximilian' s daughter Margaret, who by 1515~ 6 would clearly have no 

descendants, and his granddaughters who were expected to marry out of the dynasty. 
81 

The two subsequent copies change Ferdinand 's gold chain into the Order of the Golden Fleece while curiously 
forgetting Louis' . 
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**** 

As we have seen, around 1500 there were two very different styles for the production 

of ruler portraiture in the Habsburg realms. The model followed in Austria and 

Southern Germany emphasised the ruler's imperial majesty, and included elements 

such as the profile view, a veristic interior, windows, and landscapes with occasional 

allegorical details . These elements are as stable and consistent as they are different to 

those that made up Burgundian ruler portraiture, the still sombre figure of the ruler 

before a monochrome background. Few points of comparison between the two exist, 

except that in each the sitter rarely acknowledges the presence of the viewer. What 

seems clear is that the two styles had barely any influence on each other. 

The significance of this duality has seldom been recognised in earlier studies on 

Habsburg portraiture. There were imp01tant reasons why the independence of these 

two styles was respected: a central point of the 1488 revolt of the Netherlands against 

Maximilian was the provinces' insistence that they be allowed to retain their own 

customs, one of which was the formulae developed by Van Eyck and Van der 

Weyden for the representation of the rulers of Burgundy.82 It was unacceptable in the 

Netherlands for their traditions to be replaced with the parallel conventions developed 

in the Central Europe. While in Austria the native style simply indicated imperial 

authority, to those in Burgundy nervous about the possibility of annexation into the 

82 See Blockmans and Prevenier, 1986, pp. 198-213; and Cauchies, 1987, pp.29-31 . Furthermore, they insisted 
that they be governed by a ' natural ruler ' ~·eigneur natured), that is someone who had been born in the 
Netherlands, so that traditional customs would be safeguarded. The importance of the survival of the house of 
Burgundy was therefore indoctrinated into the political consciousness of Phi lip the Fair and Margaret of Austria, a 
concept that was passed on to their successors: in a codicil to her will that Mm·gm·et addressed to Charles V in 
1530 she instructed him 'non abolir le nom de la maison de Bourgogne' (see Kreps, 1956, p.l77). While Charles 
would repeat these instructions to his son in his own will , by the mid-sixteenth century the focus of power had 
shifted from the Netherlands to Spain. 
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Habsburg realms it might have signified the erosion of their traditions. In the next 

chapter we will look at the way the native Burgundian tradition was maintained 

during the regency of Mm·gm·et of Austria and the youth of Charles V. 
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Chapter 4: The Netherlands 1506-1518: a Humanist Court 

As we have seen, Philip the Fair suddenly died at Bm·gos in 1506. His wife Joanna's 

fragile mind collapsed under the strain and for the rest of her life she was incapable of 

ruling. Thus, through a sequence of unexpected events, their eldest son Charles 

became heir to Burgundy, the Austrian Erblande, Castile, Aragon, and the Spanish 

possessions in the New World. Until he could reach his majority, however, his aunt 

Mm·gm·et of Austria was appointed as governess both to him and of the Netherlands. 1 

The following chapter looks at the formation of Charles ' character via the 

milieu he was raised in, the court of Mm·gm·et of Austria at Mechelen, its portraits, 

and their role in his education. It covers the activities of portraitists working for the 

Habsburgs in the Netherlands during Charles V's minority and up to his departure for 

Spain in 1517, and therefore outlines the production of images of Margaret, Charles 

and his siblings, showing that the production of new portrait types was closely linked 

to the foreign policy concerns of Charles' emerging government. Most notably it 

posits that there was a conscious re-evaluation by Mm·gm·et of Austria and her miists 

of the 'founder's heritage' of the Burgundian state portrait. 

The Court of Margaret of Austria 

By 1506 Margaret of Austria had been twice married, but both of her husbands had 

died young. On her arrival in the Netherlands Mm·gm·et established herself at 

Mechelen, gradually making it one of the leading cultural centres of its day, the home 

1 
Maximilian's decision instigated the Habsburg's highly successful policy of using family members as regents. In 

I 548 Charles V advised his son Phi lip that 'As you cannot be everywhere at the same time, the best way of 
keeping your kingdoms together is to make use of your children.' 
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of humanists, musicians, writers, poets, and artists? This was the type of environment 

in which Charles and his siblings were raised. 

At Mechelen Mm·gm·et had a fabulous library containing precious manuscripts 

inherited from Mm·gm·et of York, Mary of Burgundy, and others. In French 

translation she owned the work of Titus Livius, Ovid and Seneca, Thomas of 

Aquinas, of Boccaccio (Elogio di madama Fiametta and La Theseide) as well as the 

works of one of the first feminists, Christine de Pisan. In Italian she owned the 

Trion.fi of Petrarch, while in Castilian there was the Repetici6n de amores y arte de 

ajedres by Juan Ramfrez de Lucena. Other volumes included the Tres Riches Heures 

du Due de Berry and the Sforza Book of Hours. 

Humanists at Mm·gm·et's court included Adrien of Utrecht (the future Pope 

Adrien VI), Franciscus Craneveldius (Cranevelt), Juan Luis Vives and Cornelius 

Agrippa of Nettesheim. Famous visitors included Erasmus, Hieronymus Busleyden, 

and Thomas More. Even if Mm·gm·et's own Latin was not patiicularly strong her 

court was home to a flowering of new Latin poetry, the most famous exponents of 

which were Cornelius Graphaeus (Corneille de Schryver), and Johannes Nicolaius 

Secundus Hagiensis (J.N. Everaerts). To some extent Margaret continued the 

traditional patronage of the mis of the House of Burgundy, following the examples 

2 
For Margaret's court in general see Mechelen, 1958. For her artists see Bourg-enBresse, 1981 , and Davidson, 

1992. For her patronage of literature see Thibaut, 1888; and Strelka, 1957; of music see Picker, 1965; Cammaert, 
1980; and Moens-Haenen, 1987. For her library see Brussels, 1987b; Debae, 1995. Some of the more recent 
research on her tomb and building activities at Brou can be found in Baudson, 197/; Niviere and Poiret, 1990; De 
Merindol, 1993 ; Colenbrander, 1993; Horsch, 1994; and Carpino, 1997. 
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set by her guardian during her youth, Mm·gm·et of York, her mother, Mary of 

Burgundy, and her mother-in-law Isabel I ofCastile. 3 

One major difference, however, was the way Mm·gm·et's personality and tragic 

biography acted as a focus for her writers. Jean Lemaire, for example, wrote his La 

Couronne MargarWque about her, as well as presenting the Regent with his Epistre 

de l 'Amant vert and Les Regretz de la Dame infortunee. Lemaire's successor at the 

court, Remi du Pays, wrote poetry dedicated to Margaret, as did Michel Riccio (also 

known as Riz or Ritius) who presented Mm·gm·et with his Changement de Fortune en 

tout prosperite whose title is a variant on her device, Fortune. lnfortune. Fortune. 

Riccio also dedicated another of his publications, De l 'infortune des reines to her. 

Similarly, the unofficial comi historian and poet at Margaret's court Julien Fossetier 

produced a three volume Chronique Margaritique that traced the history of the world 

from the time of Hannibal to Margaret's.4 These writers strongly favoured the use of 

allegory, an emphasis also found in images of the Regent's life in manuscript 

illuminations, such as those in Riccio's Changement de Fortune en tout prosperite, in 

which Mm·gm·et was successively depicted in conjunction with the wheel of fortune 

as Queen of France, as sorrowful widow and as proud regent.5 

As we will see when we look at Mm·gm·et's iconography, it is significant that 

both the poets and the painters of her court disseminated an image of Margaret that 

dwelt on her personal misfortunes and human qualities. Indeed, you could say that 

3 
For Isabel I of Castile's patronage see Sfmchez Canton, 1950; Aiigulo liiiguez, 1951 ; Brans, 1952; De Winter, 

1981 ; Innsbruck, 1992; Yarza Luaces, 1992. 
4 

A sizeable number of works in the Burgundian library had been assembled during the fifteenth century: see Kren 
and Wieck, 1990, pp. 9-18; Blockmans, 1992, pp. 39-43; Cockshaw, 1992; M01·gan, 1992. 
5 

Vienna, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, MSS 2625. SeeBrussels, 1987b, no . 39; Debae, 1995, pp.508-12. 
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both groups were 'on message' when they came to depict her. The problem, however, 

is that we have very little evidence of how these groups used books or pictures of 

Margaret. What does seem ce1iain, however, is that as her portraits were frequently 

reproduced they had a much wider constituency than just the comi. Most likely 

portraits of Mm·gm·et and of other members of the dynasty were disseminated at bane 

and abroad. The same cannot be said of literature about her, whose few surviving 

examples all seem to have had an exclusively courtly circulation. 

Mm·gm·et had a strong interest in art, in painting, and most particularly in 

portraiture. Her position allowed her to indulge her passion, and she built up a huge 

collection of paintings and sculptures at Mechelen.6 Her interest even extended into 

her spare time, a document of c. 1510 describing a wooden box for painting 

equipment presented to her by the comi artist Jacopo de' Barbari? Over the near 

quarter of a century that she lived at Mechelen Mm·gm·et patronised tlu·ee successive 

generations of Netherlandish miists, from late Gothic painters (Jacob van Lathem, 

Pieter van Coninxloo, and Michel Sittow), to Romanists (Jan Mostae1i, Bernard van 

Orley, and Jan Gossmi), through to Netherlandish Mannerists (Jan Cornelisz. 

Vermeyen). She was also interested in other styles, such as that of the Venetian 

Jacopo de' Barbari. Others artists who worked for her included the sculptor Conrad 

Meit, the goldsmith Mmiin des Ableaux, the tapestry-maker Pierre de Pannemaker, 

6 
For the relationship between female patronage and political responsibility during the sixteenth century see 

Lunenfeld, 1981 ; Eichberger, 1996; Tolley, 1996; Tinagli, 1997; Lawrence, 1997; King, 1998. 
7 

Lille, Archives du Nord, Serie 8.19167, no . 44057 . See Duverger, 1970, pp21-22, doc.9. For de' Barbari see 
Levenson, 1978. From a subsequent inventory, it is known that this box was made to resemble a book and was 
covered with velvet and satin and closed with silver clasps bearing Margaret's coatflf-arms. It served pour le 
passe-temps de Madame a paindre: see Michelant, 1871 , pp.77-78; and Zimerman, 1885, p. xcvii, no. 110. 
~eference to Mm·gm·et painting is also made by Jean Lemaire de Beiges in hisCouronne margaritique (Vienna, 
Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, MSS Cod. 3441). 
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the embroiderer Pierre Nijeulandt, and the miniaturist Germ·d Horenbout.8 Famous 

artists such as Cranach and Dtirer visited the couti, the latter recording in his laconic 

diary that he had received a guided tour of the palace from the Archduchess herselt_9 

Portraiture comprised the lion's share of most of these artists' activity for 

Mm·gm·et and also of the collection that she built up at Mechelen. Although Margaret 

had accumulated a few portraits before her appointment in France, the Netherlands, 

Spain, and Savoy, inventories of her collection at Mechelen taken in 15 I 6 and again 

in I 523-24 show an exponential increase. 10 Looking at the first inventory, the core of 

her collection seems to have been portraits of Charles VIII, the Cardinal of Bourbon, 

and the Duchess of Lemours that were probably obtained during her stay in France 

between I 482 and 1493. 11 It was probably during her Spanish marriage that Mm·gm·et 

acquired portraits by Michel Sittow oflsabel I of Castile, Isabel 's daughter the Queen 

of Portugal, and two identification portraits of herself and her husband John of 

Aragon. 12 By the date of the second inventory in 1523-24 she owned eighty portraits 

and six devotional works that contained family portraits, and at the time of her death 

in 1530 she had commissioned Jan Vermeyen for many more portraits.13 The 

Habsburg children in her care would have witnessed this rapid growth and the central 

role given to the portrait at the Habsburg court in the Netherlands. Indeed, it is 

8 
For their conditions of work see Duverger, 1982, pp.61-89. 

9 
See Duverger, 1970. 

1° For a discussion of the inventories' significance and interpretation see Eichberger and Beaven, 1995; 
Eichberger, 1996; Eichberger, 1998; and Eichberger, 1999. 
11 

See Le G1ay, 1839, ii , pp. 480, 483. 
12 

See Le Glay, 1839, ii , pp. 480-81. 
13 

Eichberger, 1996, p. 261. Margaret's inventories, however, need to be used with care, as her collection was 
clearly exceptional. There were certainly other, smaller, collections in the Burgundian Netherlands. 
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unsurprising that Charles' first recorded act of artistic patronage - to Bernard van 

Orley - would be for portraits. 

The most obvious basis for the possession of potiraits is familial affection and 

the large number of Habsburg portraits in her collection reflects Margaret's 

undoubted love for her family. At the same time, however, Margaret's collection also 

acted as an image bank for authorised portraits of members of her dynasty. Copies 

radiated out from it, carrying the message of Habsburg primacy. The collection also 

carried a political charge, underlining her lineage, and the fact that after her father 

and nephew she was the most senior member of the dynasty. It also pointed to the 

direction of Habsburg foreign policy: the possession of and continuing display of 

portraits of individuals from foreign dynasties signified the amity of both parties and 

the creation and maintenance of alliances. 14 As Dagmar Eichberger and Lisa Beaven 

have pointed out, the large number of portraits of the Spanish royal family at 

Mechelen emphasised Charles' Spanish inheritance, while the inclusion of portraits 

of the Tudors highlighted the traditional alliance of Burgundy and England. The 

relative exclusion of French royal portraits, on the other hand, reflected traditional 

Burgundian and Habsburg antipathy towards the French. 15 This bias would have been 

plain to all. 

The Collection of Margaret of Austria and the Education of Princes: 
Devotional Images and Images worthy of Devotion 
Perhaps even more impotiant than her status as Regent was Mm·gm·et's position as 

governess of the children of Philip the Fair. This role was acknowledged by the 

14 
Equally, the refusal to exhibit a portrait signified censure, as in 1570 when Pope Pius V refused to display 

Elizabeth l ' s portrait: see Regteren Aliena, 1967, p. 160. 
15 

Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, pp. 236-37; and Eichberger, 1996, p. 262. 
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writers at her court, Jean Lemaire, for example, dedicating the first volume of his 

Illustrations de GauZe et Singularitez de Troye to her, adding that it was destined 'a 

!'instruction d'un jeune prince, le tres cher nepveu'.16 Margaret took the role 

seriously and would probably have shared Erasmus' sentiment that 'It is a fine and 

glorious thing to govern well, but it is no less meritorious to ensure that one's 

successor is not inferior: or rather, the chief responsibility of a good prince is this, to 

see to it that there cannot be a bad one.' 17 

One of the most interesting functions of Margaret's collection was its role as a 

didactic tool for the education of the children in her care. Their education was an 

important job, as the German artist Hans Burgkmair noted in a 1511 woodcut of 

Charles dressed for travelling and torn between Vice and Virtue at the Crossroads 

(Fig. 50). 18 Mm·gm·et certainly took pains to have the chjJdren instructed properly 

with, for example, the humanist Juan Luis Vives teaching them Greek and Latin in a 

curriculum based around the Gospels, St. Paul's Epistles, and some parts of the Old 

Testament. 19 As a boy, Charles was instructed in the military and chivalric traditions 

to which he was heir as Duke of Burgundy, Archduke of Austria, and Prince of 

16 
One wonders whether his curriculum would also have included any of thespeculum principi produced for his 

predecessors as the Duke of Burgundy (such asL'Instruction d'un jeune prince (perhaps by Gilbert de Lannoy), 
L'Enseignement de vraie noblesse, Enseignemens on ordonnances pour ung seigneur qui a guerres et grans 
gouvernements it faire, the Lyon coronne, Georges Chastellain's Advertissement au due Charles, and Jean 
Molinet's, Le Trosne d'honnew~ or those written expressly for him (such as Erasmus' Institutio Christiani 
Principis). For Erasmus' influence on Charles see Checa Cremades, 2000, pp.477-79. This chivalric culture was 
still alive in 1549 during the reception of Philip 11 of Spain in the Netherlands: see Peters, 1998. 
17 

Erasmus, 1997, p. 6. 
18 

Johannes Pinicianus, Con/en/a hoc libel/a carmen ad libellu(m) vt sibi patronum querat Vir/us et voluptas, 
Carmen de origine ducum Austrie, et alia. Carmen de armis Venetorwn (. . .),Augsburg, 1511 , fol. vi (Woodcut, 
14.4 x 9.1 cm .). See Hollstein, 1954-, v, p. 104, no. 313; Basel, 1974-76, ii , pp. 627-28, no. 534; Bonn and 
Vienna, 2000, p. 142, no. 53. For Burgkmair see Augsburg, 1931 ; Appelbaum, 1964;Falk, 1968; Augsburg, 1973 ; 
Berlin, 1974. 
19 

Cartwright, 1913, p. 6. 
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Spain.20 His tutors were successful and Lucas Cranach the Elder is said to have found 

that the only way he could keep the attention of the eight-year old Charles during a 

portrait sitting was to hang a fine weapon on the wall in front of him~' At Charles' 

disposal was also a fine library of didactic literature built up over the previous 

century. His tutors must have emphasised the chivalric aspects of knighthood, and it 

is surely significant that, on hjs retirement to Yuste, Charles took a copy of Olivier de 

la Marche's allegorical poem Le chevalier delibere (1488) with him and that he spent 

his last days personally translating it into Castilian.22 In a less systematic way the 

images that surrounded the children at Mechelen would have also been part of their 

education, which had two main themes - Christian piety and the pious worship of 

their Habsburg ancestors. 

Many of the devotional works in Margaret's collection combined these two 

themes. In Mm·gm·et of Austria's bedroom, for example, were devotional diptychs and 

triptychs that showed members of their family at prayer before the Passion or the 

Virgin and Child.23 In another diptych by Mostaert, their grandmother, Mary of 

Burgundy was depicted as witnessing Christ making his last farewell to his mother 

Mary in the company of the unbaptised souls brought from Limbo (Fig. 51)~4 

Although not recorded in any inventories, the particularly Spanjsh theme of the 

2° For the education of the Duke of Burgundy see 1-Iurlbut, 1996. 
21 

Cranach is recorded as receiving payments from Frederick the Wise of Saxony at Antwerp on 6 October 1508 
and in January 1509. In 1508, along with another painter, a ' maistre Christoftle ', he received two substantial 
payments from Mm·gm·et of Austria: see Duverger, 1970, pp. 8-13. For accounts of the sitting see Schuchardt, 
1851-71 , i, p. 58. 
22 

Charles had De la Marche's poem set to verse by Don 1-Iernande de Acufia and had it published at Antwerp in 
1553: see Kavaler, 1995, p. 32. 
23 

For devotional diptychs see Kenner, 1967; Friedman, 1977; Baumler, 1983; Ringbom, 1965; Bauman, 1986, 
pp. 49-62; Testa, 1986; DUiberg, 1990a; Pem·son, 2000. For the format's use by the Valois Dukes of Burgundy 
and their 1-Iabsburg successors see Blockmans, 1992; Morgan, 1992; Geltland, 1994; Eichberger, 1996, pp264-
65; and Eichberger, 1998. 
24 

See Checklist, no. 2.2. 
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painting would suggest that Mat·gat·et, whose religion was profoundly influenced by 

her time in Spain as the daughter-in-law of the Reyes Cat6licos, lay behind this 

commission. Interestingly, Mary's features derive not from a manuscript illumination, 

as has been suggested, but from the Netherlandish portrait of her with a hunting 

falcon that we looked at earlier, or some other shared model (cf Fig. 43)?5 In 

particular, the upper half of Mary's costume is almost identical between the two and 

her necklaces overlap in the same way. 26 Clearly, portraits of family members in both 

the Austrian and Netherlandish styles were freely circulating throughout the 

Habsburg reahns.27 

Another model for the children's piety was a diptych attributed to the Master of 

1499 of Margaret at prayer before the Virgin and Child (Fig. 52)?8 This type of 

image had a long history in the Burgundian Netherlands, and seems to derive from 

manuscript illuminations, such as that in Mary of Burgundy's Book of Hours. 

Mm·gat·et kneels in her private chamber before a prieu-dieu with an open manuscript 

before her, her hands held in prayer, with a dog at her side and another on her bed, 

while a chained monkey cavorts on the floor beside her.29 The inclusion of symbolic 

attributes, such as the dogs representing Mm·gat·et's fidelity and the chained monkey 

symbolising the victory of truth, is unusually symbolic for a devotional diptych, let 

25 
See Checklist, no. 2.1. 

26 
The type was also used for her portrait in the paternal descent of an illustrated genealogy of Charles V 

(Brussels, Bibliotheque royale Albeit 1'", inv. no. Hs.l4569). 
27 

Similarly, at Innsbruck in 1493 drawings of Philip the Fair and Bianca Maria Sforza that had recently arrived 
from the Netherlands were shown to the Duchess of Tyrol. Interestingly, the latter was itself a copy of a portrait of 
the new Empress (see Seidlitz, 1906.{)7, p. 17; and Malaguzzi Valeri, 1913-23, ii , pp. 7-8) . 
28 

See Checklist, no. 3. For this Master see Winkler, 1916; Friedlander, 1967-76, iv; Campbell, 1985, pp. 71-74, 
no. 43 ; Testa, 1986. 
29 

Images of male rulers reading are rare, although the religious book has a place in the hands of female rulers, 
signifying their Christian virtue and relating them to images ofthe Virgin or saints reading. For the reading habits 
of women in the early modern period see Kelso, 1956; Hogrefe, 1975; MacLean, 1980; Hull, 1982. 
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alone a Habsburg portrait. Intriguingly, the design of her panel is almost identical to 

the Master's name-piece, a devotional diptych dated 1499 of Clu·istian de Hondt at 

prayer (Fig. 53). 30 Which came first, however, is unclear. 31 

The children would also have spent considerable periods of time looking at 

independent portraits of their Habsburg ancestors. The most obvious function of 

Mat·gat·et's collection was as a huge illustrated genealogy that taught Charles and his 

sisters about their exalted lineage?2 Indeed, as Daniel McNeill has commented, such 

works showed 'links in the chain of royalty', an idea which gains resonance when it is 

remembered that their ancestors were said to include not only their historical 

forebears but also characters from the Bible, the ancient world, and mythology?3 

The portraits had an exemplary function. As Polybius and many subsequent 

authors had noted, looking at the portraits of great men encouraged the virtuous 

behaviour expected of princes.34 This theme can be seen most explicitly in Pedro 

Pen·et's 1622 print of Don Carlos of Spain contemplating Titian's 1548 portrait of his 

ancestor and namesake, Charles V (Fig. 54)?5 Wearing armour like his model, Don 

Carlos doffs his hat to his 'VIRTVTEM EX ME' ancestor, apparently just having 

30 
Antwerp, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, panel, 30 x 14 cm., inv. No. 256.See Winker, 1916; 

Friedlander, 1967-76, iv, p. 75 , no. 37; Vandenbroeck, 1985, pp.l25-30; and Eeckhout, 1985-88, pp. 49-50. 
3 1 It seems reasonable to assume that Margaret ' s p011rait in this picture was created during her marriage to 
Philibert betvveen 150 I and 1504, for the arms of Savoy are above her head and she wears court dress and not 
widow's weeds. The left wing of the diptych, however, seems to have been painted by a different artist in the style 
of Adrian Isenbrant. It is conceivable, therefore, that the diptych was left incomplete either because of the death of 
the painter or because it was not ready in time for Margaret ' s departure for Savoy in !50 I. Margaret's costume is 
in fact almost identical that worn by her in a 1502 medal by Jean Marende, contradicting the suggesion that she 
wears mourning (see Eeckhout, 1985-88, p. 60). For this medal see Washington and New York, 1994, pp.311-13, 
no. 141. 
32 

On the role of genealogy and the independent panel portrait see Wilson, 1998, pp43-61. 
33 

McNeill , 1998, p. 123. For their supposed ancestors see Borchardt, 1971, pp.l42-43 ; McDonald, 1976; L6pez 
Torrijos, 1985 ; Tanner, 1993 ; Polleross, 1998. 
34 

See Johannesson, 1998, pp. 12-22 and Klinger Aleci , 1998, p. 71. 
35 

Juan Antonio de Vera y Zuniga, Epitome de la vida i hechos del lnvicto Emperador Car/os V, Madrid, 1622. 
See Madrid, 1981-82, p. 92, no. 275 ; Madrid, 1993, pp.22-23, no. 206; Davies, 1998, p.22 . 
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read the volume on Charles' life that lies on the table to one side. It seems likely that 

Charles too was encouraged to look at pictures of his male ancestors and that his 

tutors used them to instil him with a sense of reverence and competition with their 

achievements. Similarly, looking at some of the female portraits in Mm·gm·et's 

collection his sisters would have been reminded of the virtues expected of ladies -

modesty, silence, obedience, humility, and chastity. 36 

Within the family the commemorative function of Margaret's collection was 

clearly acknowledged. In 1512, for example, Maximilian sent Margaret portraits of 

himself and his mother Empress Eleanor of Portugal to be copied?7 In 1508, she 

obtained pmiraits of her dead brother Philip, his wife Joanna and herself from 'Jehan 

Bouchart conseiller au parlement de Paris'. 38 Similarly, in 1519, Mm·gm·et's court 

painter Bernard van Orley was paid for a portrait of Charles' sister Mary which, given 

that she had left Mechelen for Austria in 1514, was probably a copy of another atiist's 

work. As Gustav Gllick observed, his model was probably a portrait by the German 

artist Hans Maler, described in the 1523-24 inventory of Mm·gm·et's collection, and 

which we will look at below (Fig. 143)?9 Finally, on 21 April 1520, Van Orley 

received a partial payment for posthumous portraits of Maximilian, who had died the 

previous year, and of her long-dead brother Philip.40 

36 
Kelso, 1956, pp. 44, I 08. 

37 
Le Glay, 1839, ii , p. 112. 

38 
See Onghena, 1959, p. I 06. 

39 
Gliick, 1934, p. 175. 

40 
Brussels, Archives du Royaume de Belgique, Register no. 1474 (ord .l520). Published by Duverger, 1982, p. 95. 
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It would have been made clear to the children that the memory of defunct 

individuals was important, as Maximilian made clear in his chivalric novel Der 

Weisskunig: 

' . . . he who during his lifetime provides no remembrance for himself has no 

remembrance after his death and the same is forgotten with his passing bell, 

and therefore the money that I spend on my remembrance is not lost. o4l 

Indeed, it could be argued that the Habsburgs treated images of their ancestors almost 

like devotional works and, as we will see below, they often combined their own 

images with those of devotional figures. 

In particular, producing portraits of Margaret's deceased second husband 

Philibert of Savoy seems to have been something of a small industry ~2 As early as 

1512 Mm·gm·et writes in a letter that she would like a sculptor in the service of her 

cousin Philip of Burgundy to produce 'la pourtraiture au vif en pierre de Philibert.43 

This was the German sculptor Conrad Meit, probably born in Worms between 1470 

and 1485, and who worked in Cranach's workshop in Wittenberg in 1507 before 

appearing in the Netherlands. For the Regent he produced several busts of Margaret 

and Philibe1i in marble and wood in 1517, 1518, and 1526.44 In 1526 Meit was sent to 

41 
' . . . wer ime in seine m le ben twin gedachtnus macht, der hat nach seinem tod !win gedtichtnus und desselben 

menschen wire{ m it dem glockendon vergessen, und darum so wird das gel/, so ich auf die gedechtnus ausgib, nit 
verloren, aber das gel/, das erspart wird in meiner gedachtnus, das is/ ain undertmckung meiner kunftigen 
gedCichtnus ': see Dreissiger, 1985, p.69. English translation from Campbell, 1990, p.20 I. For literary activity at 
Max imilian' s court see Mi.iller, 1982. 
42 

For Philibert' s iconography see Weinberger, 1948, esp. pp.251-53; Le M a ire, 1955 ; I-lackenbroch, 1971 ; 
Lowenthal , 1983. 
43 

Lowenthal, 1976, p. 150, doc.l 3. 
44 

Now-lost marble busts of the couple are mentioned in Antonio de Beatis' account of a visit to Mechelen in 
151 7: see Pastor, 1905 , p. 115 . They are included in Margaret's second inventmy: see Michelant, 1871 , p58 ; and 
Zimerman, 1885, p. cxviii , nos 83 1 and 833. The marbles were again referred to in a 1556 inventory of Mary of 
Austria' s possessions at Turnhout: see Pinchart, 1856a, p. 13 1. Mary did not take the busts with her to Spain and 
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Brou-en-Bresse to carve the funerary sculptures for Philibe11 and Margaret's tombs in 

the Church of St Nicholas ofTolentino. 

Jan Mostaert, the author of the diptych of Mary of Burgundy that we looked at 

above, must also have been aware of Mm·gm·et's interest in collecting portraits of her 

family as he presented her with a portrait of her deceased husband Philibert of Savoy 

on New Year's Day 1521.45 This was probably similar to the portrait today in Toledo 

where Philibe11 wears a brooch with an image of St Margaret of Antioch, most likely 

a reference to his wife (Fig. 55).46 Unusually for a portrait produced for the Habsburg 

court in the Netherlands, a landscape scene appears behind the sitter. As Dagmar 

Eichberger and Lisa Beaven have suggested, Philibett's continuing representation 

emphasised Mm·gm·et's status as a faithful widow and ensured she would not be 

dragged into any matrimonial entanglements that might get in the way of her 

regency.47 This was a lesson and a tactic that the widowed Mary of Austria would put 

in 1560 they were still at Turnhout: see Michelant, 1872, p.366. Some wooden busts of the couple by Meit are 
now conserved at London (British Museum), Berlin (Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz), and Munich 
(Bayerisches Nationalmuseum). For these see Voge, 1908, p. 96 ; Troescher, 1927, pp.19-21 , 60, no. 37; Bange, 
1928, p. 61; Duverger, 1934, pp. 44-46; MUller, l955S6, p. 13; Nuremberg, 1959, p. 138, no . 126; Lowenthal, 
1976, pp. 82-83; Lowenthal, 1983; Smith, 1994, p. 338; Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, pp. 23941 ; Bonn and 
Vienna, 2000, p. 127, no. 29. 
45 For Mostaert's work for Margaret see Duverger, 1971. 
46 Toledo, Museo de Santa Cruz, panel, dimensions unknown. See Weinberger, 1948, pp. 251-52; Friedlander, 
1967-76, x, p. 71 , no. 28; Loon.Van de Moosdijk, 1986; Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, p. 227, n.22.The 
provenance of this panel would seem to be: ?Mechelen, Mm·gm·et of Austria, 15234 ('Item, ung aultre tableau de 
la portraiture de feu Mon·'gr de Savoie, habille d'une rob be de velours eramoi:.y, et se on de satin gris, tenant une 
paire de gand en sa main senestre, le boors dud, tableau paint ny don!': see Michelant, 1871, p. 67 ; Zimerman, 
1885, p. xciv, no. 19); ?Turnhout, Mary of Austria, 1556 (Vng tableau de la pourtraieture du due de Savoye, 
habil/e de velour eramosy, le sayon gris et le pourpoint de drap d 'or, tenant une paire de gans en tY main, le fond 
bleu' : see Pinchart, 1856a, p. 130, no . I); ?Turnhout, Mary of Austria, 1560 (' Ung tableau de paineture de la 
pourtraieture d 'ung due de Savoye, habille, habil/e de velour eramoisi rouge, le sayon gris et le pourpoinet de 
drap d 'or, tenant une paire de gans en sa main, le fond paysaige 'see Michelant, 1872, p. 366). An anonymous 
copy without the landscape background is also known: Brussels, Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, 
panel, inv. no. 1378. A poor copy of this (location, support and dimensions unknown) is reproduced by 
Weinberger, 1948, p. 251 . A jewel in the shape of a triptych in Vienna, with a portrait of Philibert in its centre, has 
ail image St Philibert on one wing and St Mm·gm·et of Antioch on the other: see 1-lackenbroch, l g I. Jt seems 
likely this belonged to Margaret of Austria. 
47 

Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, p. 241. 
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into practice when she succeeded her aunt as governess of the Netherlands in 1531 , 

commissioning numerous images of her dead husband, Louis 11 of Hungary. 

Finally, one of the most important roles that the collection played for Charles 

and his sisters was the way it educated them about the wide range of stylistic and 

aesthetic modes on offer in the Netherlands in the first quarter of the sixteenth 

century - Mm·gm·et owned works by artists as diverse as Van Eyck and Jacopo de' 

Barbari - as well as exposing them to prime examples of both Austrian and 

Burgundian ruler portraiture. This educational activity would have particularly 

focused on the children's natural interest in seeing what their parents and their 

famous grandfather the Emperor looked like. We will now attempt to recreate the 

siblings' experience of the collection. 

Portraits of Philip would have been particularly interesting to them. Turning to 

the inventories of Margaret's collection, two pictures of Phi lip are mentioned in 1516. 

The first was almost certainly the diptych of Mm·gm·et and Philip as children. The 

other was described as 'Ung autre petU tableau du roy dom Philippe de Castille 

pourtant robe de drap d 'or fourree de sables' and was hung near a portrait of his wife 

Joanna.48 While this could describe any one of the numerous surviving anonymous 

portraits of Philip the Fair mentioned above, it might have been similar to the 

miniature in a 1519-20 Statute Book of the Order of the Golden Fleece in Vienna, 

which is conceivably a copy of the painting in Margaret's collection (Fig. 56)~9 In 

the 1523-24 inventory three portraits of Philip are mentioned. The first is the diptych 

48 
Le Glay, 1839, ii , p. 482; Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, viii, p. 211 . 

49 
See Checklist, no. 3.3. Eichberger and Beaven, 1993, p.233. Their statement, n.64, that the Vienna miniature 

does not reflect the 1516 inventory description seems untenable. 
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with Margaret. Another is given a very short and uninformative description, but as it 

was hung next to a portrait of Joanna it was probably the picture recorded in 1516?0 

A third p01irait of Philip, clearly added to the collection between 1516 and 1523-24, 

is described as showing him in red velvet and wearing a hat.51 Portraits of Philip 

wearing a red hat survive in two, probably related, types. The first is the example 

today in the Louvre (Fig. 23), while the second is the diptych with Mm·gm·et in 

London, where the hat seems to have originally been red before it was overpainted 

(Fig. 21).52 Clearly, Philip's portraits were not the only images in the Burgundian 

style that the children would have looked at, for during her years as Regent Mm·gm·et 

actively created a gallery of past and present members of the dynasty. The portrait of 

Philip wearing a red hat, for example, was hung with p01iraits of John the Fearless, 

Philip the Good, and Charles the Bold, so the point about the continuance of the 

Burgundian line must have been clear. 

These pictures were in stark contrast to the pictures of Maximilian that 

Mm·gm·et owned. The 1516 inventory reveals that she owned three portraits of 

Maximilian, 'Ung visage de l 'Empereur, Jest de blant et de noyr', 'Ung petit tableau 

du chief de l 'Empereur, pow-tant robe et bonnet de cramoisy et une letre en sa main' 

and an 'Autre tableau plus grant de l 'Empereur, habille en son accoustrement 

50 
In 1523-24 these seem to have been hung on the chimney in Mm·gm·et's library which were described as ' item, vingt tableaux des painctures estans a I 'en/our du man/eau de la chemym!e et ailleurs assavoir ... la royenne d'Espaigne modeme, le roy Philippe .. .' : see Michelant, 1871 , p.58; and Zimerman, 1885, pp. cxviii-cxix, nos 840-60. 

51 
'item, ung aultre tableau de la portraiture de feu le roy don Philippe de Castille, ayant vestuz une robbe de velours cramoisy, fouree de mar/re sabble, le colier de la Thoison d'or dessus, pour/ant ung bonnet de velours cramoisy'. See Michelant, 1871 , p. 68; Zimerman, 1885, p. xciv, no. 24. 

52 
See Checklist, nos 3.1 and Group 4.1. 
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imperial'. 53 The second work presumably resembled or was identical with the 

paintings today at Banbury and Paris that we looked at earlier (Fig. 33) :>4 The 

references seem to indicate that both Striegel's ' imperial ' and 'Privatmann' portraits 

were present at Margaret's court. It must have been natural to compare Maximilian's 

Austrian pmiraits with the Netherlandish portraits of Philip. Early on the children 

were educated about the differences between the two styles of ruler portraiture in use 

in the Habsburg realms. They would therefore have also been aware of Margaret's 

new approach to the ruler pmirait. 

The Humanist Ruler Portraiture of Margaret of Austria 
One of Mm·gm·et of Austria's first acts upon arriving in the Netherlands to take up the 

position of Regent would have been the commissioning of an official portrait. This 

seems likely to be a picture today known only in copies, the best of which is at 

Schloss Ambras (Fig. 57).55 Shown in near half-length, tlu·ee-quarter profile view, 

and against a black background, Mm·gm·et wears a black costume lined with fur, a 

white headdress, and a crucifix around her neck to signify her piety. The dating of the 

portrait soon after her arrival in the Netherlands seems plausible since Lucas Cranach 

the Elder produced a copy, presumably after his 1508 visit to the Netherlands. 56 As 

we will see below, this rather humble copy heralds a new approach to the 

iconography of the rulers of Burgundy. 

53 
Le Glay, 1839, ii , pp. 481-83 . There were also three portraits of his father Emperor Frederick Ill which are 

described as 'Le visaige de l 'empereur Frecterick en ung petit tableaulnoir', :4. utre petit tableau! it la semblance 
de l 'empereur Frederick' and 'A utre pourtraicture de l 'empereur Frederick': see Le Glay, 1839, ii , pp. 478, 481-
83 . 
54 

See Checklist, nos 6.1 and 6 .2. Although Dagmar Eichberger and Lisa Beaven have suggested that the second 
work reflects a variant of the type populari sed by the \·IOrkshop of the Netherlandish painter .loos van Cl eve, this is 
probably incorrect as Max imilian is described as wearing a crimson hat and robe. 
55 

See Checklist, no. 4.1. 
56 

See Checklist, no. 4.3. 
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To devise an image of a female ruler in her own right must surely have been 

problematic for both Mm·gm·et and her painter. While regencies such as Margaret's 

were not unknown they were certainly uncommon. She could not, for example, have 

been painted in the traditional iconography of a Burgundian ruler, wearing full-

armour and holding an unsheathed sword.57 Here, as in much of her conduct, 

Mm·gm·et seems to have followed the example of her former mother-in-law, Queen 

Isabel I of Castile, by emphasising her womanly virtues (Fig. 58).58 Thus Margaret 

and the artist chose to present the Regent in the demure right-facing pose normally 

used for wives and mothers. This was clearly appropriate for a woman whose tragic 

life, as the poets constantly reminded the court, had led her to permanent widowhood. 

A significant difference to Isabel l's portrait, however, is the smile Mat·gm·et 

wears, the picture emphasizing Mat·gm·et's benevolence and personal warmth, and it 

seems likely that it must surely have been commissioned in the same spirit as the 

literary activity that focused on her life. As a piece of propaganda the image therefore 

reflects the sway of Erasmian thought at her court, with its emphasis on the ruler's 

benevolence and responsibility to act for the communal good.59 This theme was 

particularly important if Mm·gm·et were to avoid the mu·est that had plagued the 

Netherlands during her father's attempts to act as Regent during the minority of 

57 
The sword seldom appears in conjunction with female rulers in state portraits. Women using the sword symbol 

could provoke outrage as occurred when lsabella I of Castile, just proclaimed Queen, commanded a nobleman to 
walk before her with a naked sword as was the custom for kings. In England during the reigns of May I and 
Elizabeth I of England, however, both rulers appeared with swords when they were depicted enthroned on objects 
such as plea rolls . In large-scale imagery it seems that the motif was thought inappropriate for females unless they 
were Biblical characters such as .ludith, martyrs such as St Catherine, or personifications of the Virtues such as 
Justice. For an extended discussion see Lunenfeld, 1981 , p.l58. 
58 

Madrid, Palacio Real, panel, 43.4 x 34.2 cm ., inv. no. l 00 l 0 I 74.See Angulo Iniguez, I 954, pp. 260-6 l ; Millar, 
1960, p. 31 , no. 5 I ; Bermejo, 1991 , pp. 50, 53 . 
59 

Erasmus reiterates this point constantly throughout thespeculum principis he addressed to the youthful Charles 
V, the Institutio principis Christiani ( 1516), itself an updating of an earlier volume addressed to Phi lip the Fair 
(1504). On Erasmus' influence on the visual arts see Mm·lier, 1954; Panofsky, l969a; Rotterdam , 1969. For his 
influence on Margaret' s court and the education of Charles V see Checa Cremades, 2000. 
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Philip the Fair. Thus the image initiates a dramatic change away from the Burgundian 

tradition of depicting rulers with the stern faces of judges towards a more sympathetic 

depiction. A comparison with Pieter van Coninxloo 's portrait of Margaret from just 

before her appointment is telling (Fig. 20).60 This shift would influence Habsburg 

ruler pmiraiture throughout the 151 Os and 1520s and can also be seen in a new 

portrait of Maximilian in the Netherlandish style that was presumably made during 

his 1508-1509 visit to the Netherlands (Fig. 59).61 

Made by loos van Cleve, this not only shows him in the Burgundian manner, 

but also as much more human than he appears in Striegel ' s portraits. Dressed in the 

black costume traditional for Burgundian rulers and in near half-length against a 

monochrome background, Maximilian's face is seen in three-quarter profile. The 

flowers in his hand would conventionally refer to a betrothal, but Maximilian was 

still married to Bianca Maria Sforza when the picture was painted, so perhaps they 

carry a vanitas significance. 

As Maximilian's official image in the North the picture was widely copied by 

numerous workshops in the Netherlands and elsewhere. There must have been an 

enormous market for such images for them to survive in the extremely large numbers 

that they do. Both tlu·ee-quarter and full profile copies exist, which suggests that Joos 

van Cleve took both views at the sitting.62 Some variants omit the flowers and give 

Maximilian scrolls, rings, or rosaries to hold.63 One of these, the c. 1519 manuscript 

60 . 
See Checklist, no. 2.1. 

6 1 
See Checklist, 110. 9.1. 

62 
See Checklist, 110. I 0. 

63 
See Checklist, 110. 9.14-20. 
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showing the consecutive heads of the Order of the Golden Fleece, makes it clear that 

the picture was part of an attempt to ingratiate Maximilian into the past and present 

rulers of the Netherlands by depicting him in the Burgundian style (Fig. 60)~4 Most 

importantly, the images show him in conformity with Mm·gm·et's style of 

government. 

Portraits of the Habsburg Children 
An important task for the artists of Mm·gm·et's court was the production of numerous 

portraits of the royal children. The large number of children had political 

ramifications and demanded an increase in the frequency of their portrayal. As the 

heir to Burgundy, Castile, and the Habsburg hereditary lands, Charles was naturally 

depicted more frequently than his siblings. Pmiraits of the children were displayed 

throughout Margaret's palace and , while there was undoubtedly an element of pride in 

their exhibition, there must have also been political considerations.65 Their portraits 

in series acted as an advertisement to visitors of the charms and political benefits of a 

marriage with the children of Phi lip and Joanna, and the fecundity of the Habsburg 

line was in sharp contrast to the uncertain successions facing England and France at 

that time. As we will see, copies of the portraits in Mm·gm·et's collection were sent 

abroad as part of the betrothal process. Portraits of the children were probably also 

sent to Maximilian not just to keep hjm informed of their growth but to help him 

devise useful political matches for them. In all cases the needs of the dynasty were 

paramount. 

64 
See Checklist, no. 9.14 . 

65 
See Hansen, 1980. 
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We know little about the artists who produced the early portraits of the children 

but the surviving pictures chart the shift in taste from the Gothic to the Renaissance 

styles that swept the Burgundian Netherlands during the first two decades of the 

sixteenth century. The first surviving example is a 1502 triptych at Schloss Ambras 

by the Master of the Guild of St George that shows Eleanor, Charles, and Isabel (Fig. 

61).66 Max J. FriedUinder named this atiist after one of the earliest surviving 

Netherlandish group potiraits, the Members of the Serment de la Grande Arbalete of 

Mechelen, also known as the Guild of St George, which depicts Philip the Fair in the 

role of the saint and places the figures before a view of their city. 67 The Master of ti-e 

Guild of St George has been sometimes identified with Baudouin van der Wyct, alias 

van Battel, a member of a family of artists who worked for the city of Mechelen 

between 1465 and 1503 and who was the official painter to the city from 1499. 

The triptych shows the children in half-length with their coats-of-arms above 

their heads. Eleanor holds up a pink, Charles rests his hands on the picture frame, and 

Isabel grips a doll. The Master of the Guild of St George's authorship is confirmed by 

stylistic analysis: the heads are typically lozenge shaped and end in unnaturally small 

jaws; on each cheek are patches of pink, the eyebrows are shadowy, and the nostrils 

are painted as upward-pointing quarter-circles; the pupil of the eye floats in a 

coloured circle which has virtually no outer ring to the iris; the figures are poorly 

propmiioned with massive heads resting on puny bodies; areas of colour provide the 

rough outline of forms which are then gone over with added detail. 

66 
See Checklist, Group, no . 6.1. For the Master of the Guild of St George see Friedlander, 196176, iv, p. 67 ; 

Delmarcel and Perier-D'Ieteren, 1971 ; Perie1~D ' leteren, 1972; Perier-D'leteren, 1973-74; Perier-D'Ieteren, 1975 ; 
Vandenbroeck, 1985, pp.84-89; Fern{mdez Alvarez, 1994, pp. 88-89. 
67 

See Checklist, no. 5. For the significance of shooting confraternities in the cultural and political life of the 
Netherlands see Arnade, 1996, pp. 65-94. 
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On the frames beneath each respective figure is an inscription that identifies the 

sitter and gives his or her age and these indicate that the diptych was painted between 

August and November 1502, presumably at Mechelen where the children resided. 

Eleanor, engaged to the French dauphin, was given a pink to hold. Interestingly, the 

work was executed after the departure of Philip the Fair or Joanna of Aragon-Castile 

for Spain on 4 November 1501, where they respectively stayed until February 1503 

and May 1504. As Margaret of Austria was in Savoy, the children were left at 

Mechelen in the care of Anne of Burgundy, countess of Ravenstein.68 It is unclear 

whether Philip and Joanna commissioned the painting before their departure, or if 

was ordered by Anne of Burgundy and Margaret of York (who acted as official 

guardian of the children until her death on 23 November 1503).69 

This little triptych, or another like it, seems to have travelled with Philip the 

Fair and Joanna of Aragon-Castile on their journey to Spain in January 1506 to take 

possession of the Kingdom of Castile. Forced by inclement weather to land at 

Melcombe Regis in England on 13 January 1506, Philip and Joanna found themselves 

the somewhat bemused guests of Henry VII?0 Making the best of the oppotiunity, at 

Windsor on 9 February Philip and Henry agreed that Mat·gm·et of Austria would 

marry the English king, that Henry's daughter Mary Rose Tudor would marry 

Charles and, more loosely, that the Prince of Wales would marry Eleanor of 

Austria. 71 Ultimately, none of these betrothals came to fruition. 

68 
De Lalaing, 1876, i, p. 126, n.2. 

69 
Gllick, 1905a, p. 236. 

70 
See 'A Narrative of the Reception ofPhilip King of Castile in England in 1506 ' in Gairdner, 1858, x, pp282-

303; and 'Deuxieme Voyage de Philippe le Beau en Espagne' (anon.), in Gacharcl , 1876, i, pp387-556. 
71 

Bergenroth, De Gayangos and Hume, 1862-95, i, p. 354; Gairdner, 186163, i, pp. 134, 189, ii , 106. 
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It has been suggested that once in England Phi lip commissioned a copy of the 

Am bras triptych to present to Henry VII on the investiture of the Prince of Wales (the 

future Henry VIII) with the Order of the Golden Fleece at Windsor on 9 February 

1506 (Fig. 62).72 The surviving copy of the triptych, with misspellings of 'Leonara' 

and 'Y sa beau', might be this copy. The source was perhaps a lost variant of the 

Ambras triptych, particularly as the copyist places crowns above the coats-of-arms of 

Eleanor and Isabel and shows pendants around their necks. Most probably it is the 

work mentioned in the 1542 and 1547 inventories ofHenry VIJI's collection. 73 

This vignette is interesting because it illustrates the dualistic nature of Habsburg 

child portraiture: while the triptych would have acted as a memento to Philip and 

Joanna of their children it also carried a political function. Originally the triptych may 

have gone to Castile for sentimental reasons or in order to demonstrate the couple's 

fetiility, an impmiant point to a nation whose indigenous rulers had died out. 

However, given the unexpected opportunity of sealing a marriage alliance of his son 

and daughter with the English crown, Philip was able to convert the picture into a 

betrothal portrait. As we will see, it was conunon for the Habsburgs to send series of 

all the children abroad once a betrothal was made. 

A good example of the cumulative effect that these portraits would have had is 

the diptych attributed to the circle of the Master of the Guild of Saint George that was 

formerly in the Museo de Santa Cruz, Toledo (Fig. 63)?4 A better testament to the 

fecundity of the Habsburg line is hard to imagine: it depicts all six children of Philip 

72 
See Checklist, Group, no. 6.2. 

73 
See Shaw, 1937, pp. 34-35 . 

74 
See Checklist, Group, no. 7. 
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the Fair and Joanna of Spain and must date from after 1507, when the last of the 

Habsburg children, Catherine of Austria, was born. Interestingly, inscriptions beneath 

each figure not only give the date of their birth but also the location, perhaps 

signifying whether or not they could be regarded as a 'seigneur natural' . The children 

are quite literally displayed against a brilliant red background: on the left hand panel 

are Charles and Ferdinand beneath the arms of Castile-Austria-Burgundy; on the right 

their sisters Eleanor, Mary, Isabel and Catherine with a lozenge of Austria-Burgundy 

above them. The small doll-like bodies rest their hands on damascened cushions on 

the parapet ledge. The lack of characterisation of the sitters suggests that the mtist 

was not granted a portrait sitting, which is hardly surprising given that the painter 

could not have seen either Ferdinand nor Catherine as they were in Spain. For 

Ferdinand's portrait he has reproduced Charles' features in miniature, while 

Catherine's likeness is clearly based on the image of Isabella in the 1502 diptych. If 

she is intended to be the same age as her sister was in that picture, then the Toledo 

diptych can perhaps be dated c. 1508-09. Unsurprisingly, given its poor quality, this 

work does not appear in Margaret's inventories while several other lost group 

portraits do. 75 The poor quality and generic likenesses of the Toledo panels in 

comparison with the Schloss Ambras diptych suggests that the workshops of the 

Netherlands were turning out these group portraits, most probably for the open 

market. The ownership of such an image would have publicly underlined the owner's 

allegiance to the royal family ofthe Burgundian Netherlands. 

75 
For example, the 1516 inventory recorded an 'Autre petit tableau! double du Ray, son fi"ere et deux des ses 

seurs estans bienjosnes': see Le Glay, 1839, ii , p.483 and Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, iv, p. 212 . 
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Other portraits of the Habsburg children in their early youth are difficult to 

locate, place into series, attribute, or even identify. Sane are lost: as we have seen, in 

1508 Lukas Cranach produced a portrait of the young Archduke, and in January 1511 

Jacopo de' Barbari gave Mm·gm·et of Austria a 'painctre de monseigneur l 'archiduc 

man nepveu et de nous'.16 Of the surviving pOiiraits, one of the most interesting 

examples shows Charles as a small boy and was formerly in the possession of the 

London dealer Frank Sabin (Fig. 64). 77 Looking at this, the costume is quite similar to 

that worn in the Toledo diptych, while its magnificent frame gives us some idea of 

how portraits might have been displayed in Mm·gm·et of Austria's collection. 

There also exists a second portrait of Charles at about the age of ten, today 

known in three versions in Aix-en-Provence, in the British royal collection, and at 

Edinburgh (Fig. 65).78 All show Charles against a green background, wearing a red 

velvet mantle and a greeny-black overshirt. While the artist is anonymous (attempts 

have been made to identify the author as Bernard van Orley, Jacob van Lathem, and 

Joos van Cleve) he has his own style, modulating the light to bring the face into 

relief. The small size of this panel would have made it easy to transport, making it a 

good candidate for a diplomatic gift, such as apparently 'badly made' portrait of 

Charles which Mary Rose Tudor is documented as owning in 1514.79 

There are also two portraits of Habsburg princesses. The first, of a girl about 

the age of four, was formerly in the possession of the London dealer Dowdeswell at 

76 
See Hevesy, 1925, p. 720; and Duverger, 1980, pp. 13642. 

77 
See Checklist, no. I. 

78 
See Checklist, no. 3. 1. 

79 
Brewer, Gairdner and Brodie, 1862-1912, ii , no. 3041. This type seems a more likely candidate than another 

portrait of Charles holding a sprig of rosemary that surely shows the sitter as older than fourteen , as suggested by 
Campbell, 1985, pp. 128-29, no. 82 (see Checklist, no. 14.3). 
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some point during the first half of the twentieth century (Fig. 66).80 The second, also 

handled by Dowdeswell, shows a young infant and was formerly in the Figdor 

collection (Fig. 67). 81 Lorne Campbell has suggested that the decorations around the 

rim of the sitter's head-dress in the first Dowdeswell picture are ' Y's for ' Y sabeau ' , 

which is debatable, although his observation that the sitter wears a collar of 

marguerites to allude to her protector is convincing. 82 On this basis one might posit a 

dating of sometime after 1506-07. If the panel is part of a series with the Figdor 

portrait, then the latter must represent either Mary or Catherine of Austria; on the 

other hand, it could be any one of the sisters of Charles V. 

Finally, there is a portrait of Isabel of Austria as an adolescent in the British 

Royal Collection (Fig. 68) that is paired with a portrait of a lady (perhaps Jeanne de 

Beersel, Countess of Zollern).83 This has been attributed to Pieter van Coninxloo ' s 

workshop, but it is difficult to accept that this picture comes from the same hand that 

produced the portrait ofMargaret of Austria also in the Royal Collection. If the panel 

is by Van Coninxloo's workshop then the artist himself had little to do with its 

execution. Indeed, the emergence of hesitant and reworked underdrawing in the area 

of the eyes, nose and jaw line shows that the painter was not working from a patron 

but sketching freely. In short, the pictures bear little resemblance to Van Coninxloo's 

portrait of Mm·gm·et of Austria.84 

80 
See Checklist, no. I. 

81 
See Checklist, Undetermined Sitter no. I. 

82 
Campbell, 1985 , p. 33. Margaret wears such a collar herself in her tomb effi gy by Conrad Me it in St Nicholas ofTolentino at Brou-en-Bresse. 

83 
See Checklist, no. 2. Campbell , 1985, pp.37-38, no. 25. 

84 
I would like to thank Mr. Chris Stevens, Curator of the Queen's Pictures at Hampton Court Palace, for arranging a face-to-face comparison of the two works. 
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Another interesting pmtrait, attributed to the Master of the Magdalen Legend, is 

the panel of Charles at the age of seven with a hunting falcon at Schloss Arnbras must 

be by the Master of the Magdalen Legend (Fig. 69).85 It has been suggested that this 

artist, named for a now dismembered c. 1520 altarpiece of the Life of the Magdalen 

(Fig. 70), was identical with Pieter van Coninxloo. 86 However a comparison between 

the Master's name pieces and Van Coninxloo's portrait ofMargaret of Austria makes 

it clear that the former's work has the worst of Van Coninxloo's style with little of its 

charm.87 It seems most likely, therefore, that they they had close stylistic and personal 

connections at the Brussels court.88 

85 See Checklist, no. 2. 1. 
86 Schwerin, Staatliche Gemaldegalerie, panel, 121 x 75 cm., inv . no. G 196. Other panels are at Philadelphia, John G. Johnson collection; Budapest, Szepmlivesti Muzeum, inv . no . 1338; Copenhagen, Statens Museum for Konst, inv. no. SP717. One panel , in the Berlin, Kaiser Friedrich Museum, inv. no . 2128, was destroyed in 1945. For the Master of the Magdalene Legend see MaquetTombu, 1927; Maquet-Tombu, 1929; Bruges, 1969, pp.96-99, 130-50; Reynaud and Fouca1t, 1970; Grosshans, 1972, pp. 6':/ ; Friedlander, 1967-76, xii, pp. 13-17; Perier-d'Ieteren, 1975; Perier-d ' leteren, 1976; Reynaud, 1978; Bailey, 1983; Bermejo, 1984; Bermejo, 1988; De Yrij , 1994; De Yrij , 1998. While Friedlander cautiously suggested the idea (he himself described the idea as 'a rather hazardous hypothesis ' ), Hulin de Loo proposed that the Master might be another artist documented in Habsburg employ, Bernard van der Stockt. See Friedliinder, 1967-76, viii , pp. 87-89. More recently, the attempt to equate the Master with Bernard van der Stockt has been renewed : see Bermejo, 1984. More recently, attempts have been made to identify the Master as Jan van Coninxloo (c. 1489-?), perhaps a brother or cousin of Pieter, who in 1527 was arrested with Bernard van Orley and others for listening to a heretical preacher: see Bailey, 1983 . Also see Fanner, 1981 , pp. 211-14. 

87 
Concentrating on the head- for Mm·gm·et's (now much damaged) torso is almost certainly from his workshop and was probably painted in a hurry- we can note that the eyes are narrow and almond-shaped; the closest eye is viewed from a level perspect ive while the further is angled onto a slant as if it were seen from above; the further eye is too far from the bridge of the nose; the lips of the lower eyelids are somewhat wider than they should be; the nose is turned too far into profile; and the jaw line suddenly diminishes in size. The Master of the Magdalen Legend's heads, by contrast, can be characterised as follows: the draughtsmanship is poor, the features W proportioned, and often seen from different perspectives; eyes are hooded by heavy lids; and the nose is frequently snubbed, with the nostrils forming an integral whole with it. Max J. Friedlander's comment,that 'The faces seem unawakened and their expression never gets beyond a languid and vacuous gravity mingled with dull surprise' , seems appropriate (see Friedlander, 1967-76, xii , p. 13, also see xii, pp. 90-95, 130, 133 .). 88 

A recurring problem throughout the last eighty years has been that art historians have attributed a large number of stylistically disparate late fifteenth and early sixteenth Netherlandish paintings to the Master. Recently Marc Rudolf de Vrij has attempted to remove some works from his oeuvre and to give them to his newlyHamed Master of Willem van Bibaut: see De Yrij , 1994; Yrij , 1998. While such an attempt is laudable De Vrij goes too far , attributing more works to the artist than the stylistic evidence would suggest. In particular, his attribution of the Rome portrait of Charles V (see Checklist, no. 5.2) to the Master of Willem van Bibaut seems extremely improbable. The attribution of a painting of the Magdalen (London, National Gallery, inv . no. 2614: (see Campbell, 1998, pp. 335-36) to the Master is a good example of the problems involved in disentangling these two artists. The numerous points of contact with Pieter van Coninxloo's portrait of Margaret of Austria- in particular the two figures wear almost identical necklaces - make it clear the two artists had some form of professional relationship. The Master must have had good connections to receive the commission in 1512-13 for a triptych 
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The fictive architectural framing around the figure suggests the painting may 

once have been part of a diptych or triptych although if this were the case it must 

have been broken up as early as 1520 as a dated copy, drawn by Hans Holbein the 

Elder, gives no indication of the existence of other panels.89 An inscription on the 

neck of his chemise 'FIS.DE.ROI.SPANNERN' shows Charles' status as a prince of 

Spain. This panel, painted less than a year after the death of the boy's father, recalls 

the earlier portrait of Phi lip holding a similar falcon (cf Fig. 18)?0 

This similarity is surely not accidental. Not only did it relate Charles to his 

father, but Maximilian I, also a famous hunter, also took up the theme when replying 

to a letter from Mm·gm·et of Austria, commenting that he was pleased that his 

grandson Charles was good at hunting because otherwise people might think he was a 

bastard and not really his grandchild!91 Even more appropriately for a portrait of a 

prince of Spain, it was enshrined in Castilian law that the king must be good at 

hunting (Partida 2, 5, 20). Indeed, it had been the Spanish-born Roman Emperor 

Hadrian who had made hunting an imperial spmt (as can be seen on the tondo later 

inserted into the Arch of Constantine in Rome) while another Spanish ruler, Alfonso 

of Aragon, King ofNaples, had a medal struck by Pisanello that portrayed him asthe 

imperial hunter.92 

from an English diplomat to the court in the Netherlands, Christopher Knyvett (Norwich, Caste Museum): see 
Martindale, 1987. The Master also seems to have copied royal portraits by other artists: see Brussels, 1943, 
pp. 145-66. 
89 

See Checklist, no. 2.3. 
90 

See Checklist, no . 1. 1. For the depiction of falconry see Chamerlet, 1987. 
91 

Cited by De Iongh, 1954, p. 137. 
92 

Owens, 1977, pp. 33-34; Cole, 1995, p.55. 
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Other portraits from the first and second decades of the sixteenth century may 

also reflect models devised by Pieter van Coninxloo or the Master of the Magdalen 

Legend for the Habsburg court in the Netherlands. It is tempting, for example, to ask 

whether an Austrian portrait of Charles at Schloss Ambras might reflect a 

Netherlandish original (Fig. 71).93 Standing before a shelf and cloth-of-honour, 

Charles places one hand on his hip and with the other he holds a sword aloft. As 

Charles wears a suit of south German armour this portrait has generally been linked 

to Maximilian I's documented commissioning of armour for Charles at Augsburg 

between 1512-14 although tllis seems somewhat speculative.94 Karl Schlitz has 

suggested that the face itself has been taken from another portrait, presumably a lost 

Netherlandish original , although it is conceivable that the whole design is 

Netherlandish for, as we have seen, the portrait in armour with drawn sword was part 

of Burgundian ruler iconography. 

Portraiture and the betrothal process 
As the ironic phrase runs 'Bella gerant alii, tu, felix Austria, nube. Nam quae Mars 

aliis, dat tibi regna Venus [Let the strong fight wars . Thou happy Austria marry. 

What Mars bestows on others, Venus gives to thee]. More sombrely Mia Rodriguez-

Salgado has commented that 'The princely houses of Europe were created from 

countless personal tragedies.'95 The central foundation of Habsburg foreign policy 

93 
See Checklist, no. 4. 

94 
For a summary and extensive bibliography on Maximilian' s gifts of armour to Charles see Ghent, 1999a, pp. 191-92, no. 38. 

95 
Rodriguez-Salgado, 2000, p. 42 . 
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was based on dynastic betrothals and intermarriage.96 As we have seen, foreign 

marriages could bring spectacular gains of territory and were used to seal alliances 

and treaties. That they were considered more resilient than promises is shown by a 

letter written by the Reyes Cat6licos to their ambassador in England that 'their 

intention to marry one of their daughters to a son of Maximilian and another to a son 

of Henry will be the best security that a treaty between Henry [VII] and Maximilian 

will be fulfilled'. 97 Similarly, Charles V advised his son Philip Il of Spain to marry a 

daughter of the King of France because 'She would be a living guarantee of peace 

and the treaties' .98 Portraits, therefore, in addition to their more prosaic dynastic and 

commemorative significance, could be symbolic of alliances and of 'Realpolitik'. 

Often one of the first steps in the betrothal process was the shipment of a 

portrait. 99 On the one hand, the exchange of realistic portraits allowed often distant 

parents or guardians to make plans for alliances while, on the other, they allowed the 

recipient to gauge the quality of the goods on offer. The use of portraits in this way is 

first recorded in 1384 when an artist was dispatched to Scotland to paint Egidia, 

daughter of Robert II, in connection with a proposal to marry her to Charles VI of 

France. Subsequently the French king sent artists to portray candidates in Lorraine, 

Bavaria, and Austria. 100 As Martin Warnke has suggested, it may be that this first 

recorded exchange of portraits developed from classical, courtly, and oriental literary 

96 
For the significance of dynastic marriage see Sutter Fichtner, 1976. 97 
Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, p.235, n.74 cite Rubin, 1991 , p. 349. 

98 B d' ran 1, 1939, p. 585. 
99 

See Hansen, 1980. 
100 

Campbell , 1990, p. 197. 
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sources that used the theme of the portrait that 'set the heart on fire' .101 As Retha M. 

Warnicke has noted, the first stage of literary romance involved seeing the object of 

the heart's desire, before moving rapidly to the standard topos of love at first sight. 102 

Mary of Burgundy's first letter to Maximilian I, for example, was supposedly 

prompted by her seeing his portrait. 103 This is the sort of family myth that might have 

encouraged the Habsburgs to produce and disseminate portraits of their children. 

While the portrait was clearly an aid in the process another function it may also have 

played was as part of the 'arrha sponsalicia', the gift of valuables between the parties 

that ensured betrothals would be followed tlu·ough. 104 

Very quickly it became common to send portraits of oneself to prospective 

consorts. In 1396 and I 399 Richard 11 of England and Louis 11 of Anjou respectively 

sent miniatures of themselves to prospective brides. Atiists also began to be sent 

abroad, probably in an eff01i to ensure verisimilitude: in 1428, for example, Philip the 

Good of Burgundy dispatched Jan van Eyck to portray Isabella of Portugal; and in 

1442 Hemy VI of England dispatched a painter called Hans to portray the daughters 

of the Count of Armagnac, instructing him to paint them ' in their kertelles simple, 

and their visages, lyk as ye see their stature, and the beaulte and the color of skynne 

and their countenaunces, with al manner of features. '105 As we have seen, the outer 

form was thought to reveal the character of the i1mer self, an important factor for 

consideration before contracting marriage. 

10 1 
Warnke, 1993, p. 219. 

102 
Warnicke, 2000, pp. 48-49. 

103 
Cazaux, 1967, p. 246. 

104 
See Hall , 1994, 49-94, esp. pp. 61-62. 

105 
See Dicks, 1967; and Campbell, 1990, p. 197. 
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Marriage was certainly in the air in the Burgundian Netherlands as the four 

Habsburg children at Mechelen were successively betrothed .106 On 17 March 1506 

Maximilian I and Vladislav of Hungary agreed that the latter 's unborn child , if a boy, 

would marry Mary of Austria. As the Queen of Hungary gave birth to the future 

Louis 11 on 1 July 1506, the arrangement was confirmed on 12 November of the 

following year. 107 Mary of Austria was formally betrothed to him in 1512 and left the 

court at Mechelen for Austria on 2 May 1514. On 16 December 1508 Charles' 

betrothal to Mary Rose Tudor, daughter of Henry VII of England, was ratified at 

Riclunond . The young prince personally confirmed his commitment to the match to 

Henry VIII at Tournai on 15 October 1513, pledging that he would wed Mary before 

15 May 1514.108 In the event the English repudiated the marriage and Mary married 

Louis XII of France by proxy on 13 August 1514 and in person in Paris on 17 

December. 109 On 2 April 1515, Charles agreed to marry Renee, the second daughter 

ofLouis XII of France and sister-in-law ofthe new king Francis I. In the event he did 

not marry Renee, nor his next betrothed, the daughter of Henry VIII of England, the 

future Mary I, and it was not until 1526 that he married Isabella of Portugal. At Linz 

on 29 April 1514 a final marriage treaty was signed which betrothed Isabe1 of Austria 

to Clu·istian 11, King of Denmark. Their marriage was celebrated by proxy at Brussels 

on 11 June 1514 and in person at Copenl1agen on 12 August the following year. 

Eleanor of Austria, the last of the Mechelen princesses to wed, was considered for 

106 
For Habsburg dynastic marriage policy see Hoflechner, 1973 ; Koller, 1988. 

107 
For Louis 11 of Hungary see F6gel, 1917. For his iconography see Schlegl, 1968. 

108 
Perry, 1998, p. 74. 

109 
For a historical survey of proxy marriages see Warnicke, 2000, pp. I 03-07. 
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betrothal several times but was eventually married to Emanuel the Fortunate, King of 

Portugal, on 7 May 1519. 

As we have seen, Pieter van Coninxloo was paid in 1505 for a portrait of 

Mm·gm·et of Austria that was shipped to England as part of the aborted plan to marry 

her to Hemy VII. In 1513 Van Coninxloo was paid again, this time for portraits of 

Charles and three of his sisters, presumably those who were at the Burgundian couti, 

that is Eleanor, Isabel, and Mary. 110 

This series may have been intended for shipment abroad. Today the pictures 

seem to only be known from copies, such as the half-length portrait of a princess 

wearing a collar of marguerites at Munich (Fig. 72). 111 This panel seems to form a 

series with two drawings of lost portraits of Eleanor and Mary of Austria in the 

'portrait book' of Hieronymus Beck of Leopoldsdorf (Fig. 73 and Fig. 74).112 It 

would follow, therefore, that the sitter in the Munich portrait is Isabel of Austria. 

Given the apparent age of the sitters - Mary must be at least five years of age and is 

probably older- it seems likely that this lost series was painted after 1510 and, if this 

is correct, then the series may reflect the 1513 payment to Pieter van Coninxloo.113 

Given that in the series it is Mary alone who proffers a flower, the usual convention 

for a betrothal potirait, and that the copies all seem to have a central European 

110 
The account reads ' . . .pour ses paines et sallaires d 'avoir, par ordonnance de A1adame, contrefait en painture, 

en quatre tableaux, les personaiges de Monseigneur et Mesdames ses soeurs': see Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 
1863-1906, iv, p.333 ; and Wauters, 1914, p.9. 
111 

See Checklist, no. 3. 
112 

See Checklist, no. 1.1 and Checklist, no . I. 
113 

It is difficult to agree with Campbell's suggestion that the portraits which Van Coninxloo was paid for in 1513 
equate to the examples on canvas that were hung with a portrait of Mary of Burgundy in Margaret of Austria's 
collection according to the 1516 and 1523-24 inventories: the payment to the artist specifically refers to four 
' tableaux' and is unlikely to paintings on canvas. See Campbell , 1985, p. 33 and also Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and 
Finot, 1863-1906, viii, p. 21 1; Michelant, 1871 , p. 58; Zimerman, 1885, p. cxix, no . 857; and Wauters, 1914, 
pp. 4-11. 
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provenance, it seems likely that the originals were produced as part of Mary's 

betrothal to the future Louis II of Hungary. 

In conclusion, while portraits of the Habsburg children were surely 

commissioned for display, it seems likely that large numbers were also used as pmi of 

the betrothal process. The need for up-to-date likenesses was a powerful stimulant to 

the production of new types. As we have seen, one Habsburg i1movation seems to 

have been the shipment of entire sets of portraits of the children to the prospective 

spouse. This surely advertised the advantages of betrothing oneself to the Habsburgs. 

In the first place, it emphasised the fecundity of the Habsburg women, but the 

portraits also demonstrated that if one died there were plenty more to replace 1hem. 

Furthermore, it made clear that marrying into the dynasty would ensure many links 

with many lands, as all six children had to be married off. And it could not be 

forgotten that the most eminent amongst them, Charles V, was the heir to Burgundy, 

Spain, and the Austrian Erblande. 

Charles V's First State Portrait 
By his early teens Charles had grown into a diffident and reserved youth, his features 

marked by his prominent Habsburg jaw. The young prince was emphatically a 

product of Burgundy, and it is important to remember that for much of his early life 

he would primarily see himself as the Duke of Burgundy. It was only in the 1520s 

that he began to change his self-image, to that of the universalist 'Last World 

Emperor' . In his youth, however, he was heavily influenced by his aunt Mm·gm·et, and 

then during his early teens by his Burgundian advisors, most of who longed for a 

Burgundy independent of imperial influence. In 1514 they contrived to have Charles 
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declared of age a year early so as to oust Mm·gm·et from power. Nevertheless, 

Mm·gm·et remained in Burgundy and continued to exercise power from behind the 

scenes and in 1517, when Charles left the Netherlands for Spain, he reappointed her 

as Governess. 

Charles' new independence meant that he needed an image of himself in the 

role of Duke of Burgundy. Thus a portrait type appeared that followed Rogier van der 

Weyden's principles for Burgundian ruler portraiture. Interestingly, however, his 

model has been slightly updated to reflect the Humanist values of Charles' 

upbringing, and the new type shows the new Duke with a degree of warmth quite 

absent from Van der Weyden's portraits. Known through poor but identical workshop 

copies at Bruges and Rome, Charles appears behind a marble parapet and against a 

gold background wearing a fur tabard, white chemise, and a red and white slashed 

overshirt (Fig. 75 and Fig. 76). 114 In one hand he holds a violet carnation while the 

other rests on the hilt of his sword. Charles' hat badge shows the Virgin and Child 

upon a crescent moon, surrounded by an inscription, '0. MATER. DEI. MEMENTO 

MEI'. 115 Both pictures are surely copies of a much better original: the panels have 

been so poorly primed that the wood grain of the support is visible, while Charles' 

eyes are a greeny-brown and not the blue that they were in life. Faint pentimenti 

indicate that the paintings are elaborations on a predetermined model sketched onto 

the panel. 

11 4 
See Checklist, nos 5.1 and 5.2. 

11 5 
On the significance and use of hatbadges see Hackenbroch, 1996; and Kolcleweij , 1999. While this was 

certainly a common prayer it may be significant that it also appears on the ceremonial sword of his grandparents 
Ferclinand and lsabella: see New York, 1991, pp. 99-10 I, no. 12. The prayer was a common one, appearing as 
early as 1314-17, when it was used on the seal of William de Burgh: seeArchaeologia Ae/iana, 1911 , no. 217. (I 
would like to thank Or John Cherry for th is reference) and in numerous sixteentheentury portraits. 
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Numerous versions of the type survive. Anonymous variants include panels at 

Petworth (Fig. 77) and leper (Fig. 78).116 These have a different hat badge and 

exclude the flower of the Bruges/Rome pictures, replacing it with a glove. Versions 

of the portrait must have spread quite far afield as it served as the basis for Charles' 

likeness in Bernard Striegel's 1516 Family of Maximilian I, as we11 as acting as the 

model for a South German portrait formerly in the Tudor Wilkinson co11ection (Fig. 

79). 117 While the latter example shows Charles holding a glove with his left hand and 

raising his right Charles wears an almost identical hat badge to that the 

Ieper/Petworth versions. 

Another anonymous variant is not of Charles, but of his brother Ferdinand (Fig. 

80). 118 In a sense this is not surprising for Netherlandish portraits of Ferdinand tended 

to follow those of his elder brother. In this case the rather blank features suggest that 

the work was not taken from life. The painting was probably made after October 

1516, when Ferdinand was awarded the Order of the Golden Fleece that he wears in 

the painting (although, strangely, the pendant is missing), but before June 1518, when 

he arrived in the Netherlands. 11 9 On the other hand, however, his appointment to the 

Order of the Golden Fleece would have been known for some time before the actual 

11 6 
See Checklist, nos 5.3 and 5.4. 

117 
See Checklist, no. 5.5 . 

118 
See Checklist, no. I. The identification of the sitter as Ferdinand is confirmed by the hat badge worn by the 

sitter is identical to that shown in a portrait of him in a diptych with another of Charles formerly in the Herbert 
Non·is collection (see Checklist, Group no. 18). 
11 9 

It is therefore unlikely to be the item recorded in the 1516 inventory of Margaret of Austria ' s collection as 
' Ung petittableaul a la semblance de I 'infante dam Fernande (see Le Glay, 1839, ii, p. 483). 
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ceremony, and one might speculate whether the absence of the pendant 1s m some 

I d h. d" 120 way re ate to t IS 1screpancy. 

An X-ray of a portrait by Michel Sittow of Christian 11 of Denmark that is 

prominently dated 1515 provides a secure terminus ante quem and an author for the 

portrait of Charles (Fig. 81 and Fig. 82).121 The X-ray reveals that the panel had 

previously been used for a portrait of Charles of the Bruges/Rome type and therefore 

implies that Sittow is probably the author of the type. 

Michel Sittow ( c.1469-1525/26) worked in the highest tradition of the Bruges-

Ghent school. Born in Estonia the painter was trained in Bruges during the mid-1480s 

before moving to Spain in 1492 to work for Isabel I of Castile. Although remaining in 

her service until her death in 1504, Sittow appears to have left Spain for the 

Netherlands in late 1502 and was possibly in the employ of Philip the Fair. By 1506 

Sittow had returned to his hometown of Reval (Tallinn), where he became a member 

of the artist's guild the following year. Documentary records for the years 1508-1513 

inclusive indicate his continuous presence there until at least June 1513. 

On 1 June 1514 he is documented as arriving in Denmark to portray king 

Clu·istian 11, most probably at the request of Margaret of Austria who had just 

120 
The only other example known to me of a Habsburg portrait where the pendant is missing fi·om the Order of 

the Golden Fleece is the portrait ofPhilip the Fair on one wingofthe Melbourne triptych. 
121 

Copenhagen, Statens Museum for Kunst, panel, 31 x 22 cm., inv. no. Sp. 789 . Dated 1514. SeeKai Sass, 
1970, pp.50-76; Trizna, 1976, pp . 45-49, and p. 92, no . 3 (first published the X-ray and proposed that the portrait 
was ofPhilip the Fair); Kai Sass, 1976 (first made the correct identification); Camp bell, 1990, pp.64, 2 I 5, 216, no. 
236. As Christian II spent considerable periods in the Habsburg Netherlands an argument could be made for the 
inclusion of his iconography in this dissertation. It was decided to omit this material because, first ly, it was 
peripheral to the main thrust of the dissertation, the relationship between political events and Habsburg 
iconography and, secondly, because he was not a member of the Habsburg dJ1asty. It should be noted that 
Christian's iconography is largely a pale reflection of the major iconographic and stylistic developments of his 
powerful brother-in-law, Charles V. If Christian had remained in the Habsburg world until the I 530s rather than 
returning to Denmark there is little doubt he wou ld have had painted portraits of himself in fulllength: in essence, 
he was a follower rather than a leader. 
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concluded Isabel of Austria's betrothal to the Danish king. The artist was apparently 

in the Netherlands by July 1515 as a letter to Christian II from the Danish ambassador 

in the Netherlands mentions that Isabel of Austria was pleased with the King's 

portrait - presumably this was similar or identical to the panel now in Copenhagen.122 

Sittow is next recorded in Spain in September of 1515 where he was attempting to 

retrieve outstanding salaries owed to him from his period in Isabel l's employ. 123 That 

he had been and was evidently still in the service of Margaret of Austria is indicated 

by another Spanish document of November 1515 that describes him as 'Michel 

Sitiun, pintor criado de madama la prinr;esa doFia Margarita'. 124 Sittow probably 

returned to the Netherlands soon afterwards and on 23 March 1516 Mm·gm·et of 

Austria paid him the sum of 20 philippes. 125 A cedula signed by Charles and dated 13 

July 1516 states that Sittow is in his service and orders the payment of moneys 

outstanding to him from his period as painter to Isabel I of Castile. 126 Sittow had 

evidently returned home to Reval by 13 July 1518 when he is documented as 

marrying for the second time. 127 He continued to live there until his death between 20 

December 1525 and 20 January 1526. 

Despite the addition of rather awkwardly painted hands to the portrait of 

Christian 11 Sittow's portrait still demonstrates that his work is of the highest 

122 
Kongehusets Arkiv Il, Aegteskabager, published by Kai Sass, 1970, p. 294, n.l and n.2 . 

123 
See Trizna, 1976, pp. 67-69, nos v, vi, vii , viii, ix. 

124 
See Trizna, 1976, pp. 69-70, no. x. 

125 
See Trizna, 1976, p. 72, no. xiv. 

126 S T . 9 ee nzna, l 76, p. 71 , no . l2 
121 S T. ee nzna, 1976, p. 55. 
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quality. 128 Furthermore, it is in the tradition of Burgundian ruler portraiture with 

Christian appearmg m near half-length, m three-quarter profile, against a 

monochrome background. 129 

If Sittow devised the prototype of this portrait of Charles then he must have 

done so sometime after June 1513 (when he is documented in Reval) and June 1515 

(when what is presumably the portrait of Christian was referred to by the Danish 

ambassador in the Netherlands). It may be, therefore, that Sittow did not leave Reval 

with the intention of visiting Denmark but that Mm·gm·et of Austria had sent him there 

from the Netherlands. This would explain the gap in his whereabouts between June 

1513 (Reval) and June 1514 (Copenhagen). For the portrait of Charles to have been 

considered out-of-date (and so painted over) by mid-1515, it seems likely that the 

d d . l. . d 130 type was create unng t 11s peno . 

The flower that Charles holds in the Bruges and Rome pictures not only recalls 

Joos van Cleve's portrait of Maximilian in the role of ruler of Burgundy, but also 

makes it possible that the type was used as a betrothal portrait. The recipients of such 

would be either Mary Rose Tudor, who was betrothed to Charles from 1507 to 1514, 

or Re nee of France, to whom Charles was betrothed in April 1515. As the portrait 

must have been out-of-date by June 1515 (the date of the Danish ambassador's letter) 

it seems likely that a version of Sittow's portrait was intended for Mary Rose Tudor. 

128 
For a summary and re-evaluation of Sittow's stylistic origins see Weniger, 1997. As Ganz noted the pose of 

these hands is actually quite similar to those painted by the Brandon Master in his name piece, a now-destroyed portrait of Charles Brandon (formerly in London, Norbert Fischmann collection. See Ganz, 1937, esp. p. 205 , and FriedHinder, 1937). For this Master see Ganz, 1937; Friedlander, 1937; Miegroet, 1989, pp. 133-41 , 323-28; N. Toussaint in Patoul and Schoute, 1994, pp.514-15; Ainsworth, 1998, p. 53, n.7 , p. 319. 
129 

Sittow was probably also aware of Italian art from his period in Spain where there were close ties between Aragon- he was based in Zaragoza- and the Italian peninsula: see Morte Garcia, 1997, pp.427-28. 13° Kai Sass, 1976. 
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The important point here is that in all likelihood the model for the type probably dates 

from between 1513, when Charles renewed his pledge to marry Mary, and July 1514, 

when she ended the betrothal. A broken betrothal might explain why the other 

portraits in the group drop the flower. 

The Betrothal of Charles V and Mary Rose Tudor 
While it lasted the match between Charles and Mary Rose brought the Habsburgs and 

the Tudors into much closer contact and led to the exchange of p01iraits. In a letter 

from England to Margaret of Austria dated 30 June 1514, Gerard de Plaine, Seigneur 

de la Roche, related that he had met Mary and that she had a very poor quality 

portrait of Charles. This might have been one of the small p01iraits of Charles at 

around the age of ten, versions of which are conserved at Edinburgh, Aix-en-

Provence, and in the British royal collection, that we looked at above.131 

Interestingly, de Plaine's letter concludes with the statement that 'The painter 

has made a good likeness of Mary. '132 This artist may have been Michel Sittow. The 

idea that Sittow visited England is an old one. In 1933 and 1939 Gustav Gli.ick 

proposed that the artist had made the trip in 1505 in connection with the unfulfilled 

match between Henry VII and Mm·gm·et of Austria. 133 During this hypothetical visit 

Sittow supposedly painted a portrait of Henry VII, today in the National Portrait 

131 
It was presumably sometime between the betrothal negotiations begun in late 1506 and 1510 that Mm·gm·et obtained a terracotta portrait bust of Mary Rose, for on 26 April 1510 she commissioned the Florentine sculptor Pietro Torrigiano to repair the neck of the sculpture: see Cochin, 191419, p. 181 , n.l ; Grossmann, 1950, pp. 208-09, n.5 ; Duverger, 1980, pp. 131-34; and Darr, 1980, pp. 52-53. The work later appeared in the 152324 inventory of Margaret 's collection as Item, la representacion de la soeur du ray d'Angleterre, fete de terre cuyte': see Michelant, 1871 , p. 58; Zimerman, 1885, p. cxviii. Not only is it unclear who the author of this novrlost bust was, but also whether it was commissioned by the Tudors or the Habsburgs. It seems likely, however, that it was produced by one of the two Florentine sculptors who were working in England, either Pietro Torrigiano or Guido Mazzoni : see Dow, 1960; Verdon, 1980; Galvin and Lindley, 1988. 

132 
Brewer, Gairdner and Brodie, 1862-1912, ii , no. 3041. 

133 
Gllick, 1933b; Gllick, 1939. 
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Gallery (today no longer attributed to Sittow), as well as a Portra;t of a Lady in 

Vienna (Fig. 83 and Fig. 84) that Friedlander had earlier identified as Catherine of 

134 Aragon. 

The identification of the sitter as Catherine was made on the basis of the 

necklace which the sitter wears around her neck, which consists of a series of 'K's 

interspersed with roses (presumably representing the Tudor symbol) garnished with 

jewels and pearls: Friedlander suggested that the 'K' stood for Catherine as did the 

tiny 'C' hanging from an inset in her bodice. Friedlander also pointed to the 

decorative scallop shells on her dress, noting that this was the symbol of Santiago (St 

James), the patron saint of Spain. The problem is that the sitter looks nothing like 

definite portraits of Catherine, all of which date from the 1520s. However, Catherine 

was not the only Spanish princess at the Tudor comi in the first quatier of the 

sixteenth century. From 1507 to 1514 Mary Rose was referred to at the English court 

as the 'Princess of Castile'. If in his letter Gerard de Plaine was referring to Sittow 

then the picture he made of Mary Rose Tudor - of whom, like Catherine of Aragon, 

134 London, National Portrait Gallery, panel, 42.5 x 30.5 cm ., inv. no. 416. Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, panel, 28 .7 x 20.8 cm. , inv. no. 5612. See Friedlander, 1915; Gliick, 1933b; Baldass, 1935, p81 ; Gllick, 1939; .lohansen, 1940, p. 16; Weinberger, 1948, p. 247; Strong, 1969, I, p.40; Trizna, 1976, pp. 29, 96, no. 16; Demus, Klauner, and Schiitz, 1981 , p.282; Hand and Wolff, 1986, p.232 ; Innsbruck, 1992, p. 383, no . 196; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p. 125, no . 25; Toledo, 2000, p. 183, no . 6. As we have seen, when Catherine of Aragon viewed the portraits that the ambassador had brought with him she exclaimed that ' Master Michael ' would have clone them better: clearly, ifSittow had been in England, he would probably have been commissioned to produce replacement panels and so Van Coninxloo's portrait of Mm·gm·et of Austria would not be in the British royal collection today. Furthermore, if the painting in London is the portrait of Henry VII wearing the Order of the Golden Fleece mentioned in the inventories ofMargaret of Austria ' s collection of 1516 ancll523-24 (as seemsilkely), it was not explicitly referred to as being by ' Master Michiel' in the first inventory, unlike several other paintings. As the inventory was conducted with Margaret's participation, it seems likely that if the painting were by Sittow it would have been recorded as such (see Le Glay, 1839, p.480; Michelant, 1871 , pp. 68-69; and Zimerman, 1885, p. xcv, no . 28). The author is probably one of Henry VTI ' s artists, perhaps Maynarcl Werwicke (fl. 150223), for who see Beard, 1925; K.ipling, 1977, pp. 52-66 (although his comments on the paintings cannot be trusted); and Strong, 1983, p. 26 . 
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we have no certain portraits from her youth- may be the Portrait of a Princess m 

V. 135 1enna. 

This is particularly plausible given the evidence of a gift to her of a piece of 'K' 

for 'Karolus' jewellery from Charles in 1508. 136 It seems that it was the custom for 

brides to wear proprietary necklaces: an anonymous portrait of Mm·gm·et of York, 

painted around the time of her marriage to Charles' great grandfather and namesake, 

Charles the Bold, shows her wearing a collar of roses with the letters 'C' and 'M' 

(Fig. 85). 137 Similarly, nearly a decade later, when the future Mary I of England had 

come to be betrothed to Charles she was depicted wearing a propriety brooch with 

135 
The surviving portraits of Mary could easily be of different women and definite portraits of Catherine only begin to appear between c. l524 and the early 1530s in the p01tait miniatures attributed to Lucas I-lorenbout and their derivatives. For Catherine' s iconography see Strong, 1969, i, pp.3940. 

13 6 See the very full and interesting account of the proxy wedding that was published by Richard Pynson in both Latin and English. Amongst the wealth of details given is that at one of the banquets after the ceremony the ambassadors presented Mary with three large pieces of jewellery: from Maximilian came a large orient ruby with a diamond and garnished with pearls; Margaret of Austria sent a balas (ruby) decorated with pearls; and, most interestingly, Charles sent a third piece in the form of a 'K', for ' Karolus', garnished with diamonds and pearls, . inscribed 'Maria optimam partem elegit, que non auferetur ab ea ('Mary has taken thebest part, no one shall take it from her' ). 'And at oon of ye whiche Bankettes the sayde Ambassadours delyvered thre goodly and right riche tokens and Juelles to my sayd ladye Mm·ye, oon frome Themperoure conteignynge an orient rubye and a large and a fayre diamonde garnysshed with great perles, ye other from the yonge Prynce, which was a K. for Karolus, garnysshed with diamondes and perles, wherin these wordes were written: Maria optimam patrem [sic] elegit, que non auferetur ab ea, and ye thirde from the duchesse of Savoye, wherein was a goodly balas garnysshed with perles.' The Latin text gives greater information and runs 'Qui bus concessis Oratores in quadam e pluribus mensa tria pulcherrima ac preciosissima dona illico prefctte 11/ustrissime principi domine Marie dono dedere; quorum unum ab sacratissimo Romanorum imperatore Maximiliano misswn erat, rubeus scilicet lapis lndicus qui a nostris rubinus dicitur. Magnus siquidem et preciosus simul et adamas magnis unionibus tnunitus. Aliud vera ab illustrissimo principe Karolo destinatwn littera K. a urea fuit, nomen Karoli representans, preciosis adamantibus et margaritis munitum: Quo quidem monili hec verba inscriptafuere, videlicet, /vfaria optimam partem elegit, que non auferetur ab ea. Tercium autem ab il/usl"issima principe domina At/argareta Ducissa Sabaudie relicta jiterat profectum, Balagius scilicet, quem balasion vulgus nominal, preciosis margaritis circumdatus:' see Gairdner, 1895, pp. 28-30 . The gifts are recorded in the Burgundian accounts of October 15(8 but are unfortunately described in generalised terms, none specifying the 'K ' shaped jewel of the chronicles (see Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, viii, p. 202). Further gifts are recorded in 1509, 1512 and 1513. One of these was a golden ' M' : see Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, viii, p.204. 
137 

Paris, Musee du Louvre, panel, 20.5 x 12 cm. , inv. no. R.F. 193&17. See Adhemar, 1949, no. 5; Ring, 1949, p. 223, no. 192; Michel, 1953, i, pp. I 07-08 , no. 41 05 ; Mechelen, 1958, p.ll, no. 93; Lightbown, 1992, p.289. 
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'The Empour' written upon it (Fig. 86). 138 It therefore seems possible that the Vienna 

picture shows Mary Rose Tudor wearing Charles' gift. 139 

Sittow's portraits for the Habsburgs - of Charles V, Christian II, and Mary 

Rose Tudor - are significant for two reasons. Firstly, they show that the extent of 

their realms and sphere of influence had forced the Habsburgs to employ a travelling 

portraitist, a role that would subsequently be filled by Jan Vermeyen, whom we will 

look at in the next chapter. Secondly, Sittow's portraits demonstrate the reaction 

against the abstraction of Pieter van Coninxloo's style at Mm·gm·et's comt and a re-

evaluation of the values of the previous century. 140 The humanity and warmth of 

Sittow's p01traits of Charles and his bride Mary Rose Tudor is entirely in keeping 

with Margaret's Erasmian values. His return to Estonia, however, robbed Sittow of 

the chance to develop the style further and it was left up to his younger contemporary, 

Bernard van Orley (c. 1488-1541), to rework Sittow's p01trait of Charles into his next 

official portrait as Duke of Burgundy. 

Bernard van Orley, his Workshop, and the Danish Commissions of 
1515-1516 

138 
London, National Portrait Gallery, watercolour on vellum, 4 cm. diam., inv. no. 6453. 139 
The costume worn by the sitter in the Vienna portrait would also support the identification . After her betrothal it was customary for the bride to adopt the fashions of her future realm, but the sitter in the Vienna picture ;vears a Burgundian costume that closely resembles the fashions worn by Charles' sisters in their childhood portraits; one of these (that of Mary of Austria in the ' Portrait Book of Hieronymus Beck') even has scallop shells on her costume. Furthermore, Mary I wears a Franco-Burgundian head-<lress adorned with the same sort of shells seen in both Sittow' s portrait and those of Charles' sisters in the miniature attributed to Horerbout. More importantly, the symbol of Catherine of Aragon was not the scallop shell but the pomegranate, so most likely they had a general decorative rather than a symbolic function Schneider, 1945-46. For example see the woodcut illustration from Stephen Hawe' s Joyfulmedytacyon to all Englonde of the Coronacyon of HemJ' the eyght ( 1509) reproduced in Hod nett, 1973, p. 257. 

140 
Constraints of space and balance do not permit an extended discussion of the identification of the sitter of the Vienna panel as Mary Rose Tudor in this dissertation, but the author is in preparation of a journal article on the topic. 
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The first documented reference to Bernard van Orley occurs in 1512 when he married 

Agnes Seghers. The atiist appears to have been most active in Brussels where in 1515 

he completed an altarpiece for the Brotherhood of the Holy Cross in the St. 

Walburgakerk in Veurne, incidentally a favoured refuge for Mm·gm·et and her wards. 

By 1517 he was registered with the Antwerp Guild of St. Luke. He had a large and 

active workshop that in later years diversified into designs for tapestry and stained-

glass. 141 Sadly the loss of the archives of the Brussels painter's guild deprives us of 

detailed knowledge of the activity of his workshop. 

Van Orley's best-known work is the Virtue of Patience or Tribulations of Job 

triptych commissioned in 1521 by Mm·gm·et of Austria for her chambers at the 

chateau of Antoine de Lalaing, Count of Hoogstraeten.142 In this painting the figure 

of Dives is a direct quotation from that of Ananias in Raphael's Conversion of Paul 

tapestry cartoon, which had arrived in the Netherlands five years earlier. Although 

Italian influence had already been making itself felt in the first decade of the sixteenth 

century, Raphael's designs sparked a significant change in taste in the Burgundian 

Netherlands. 143 ltalianate influence not only manifested itself in pseudo-antique 

figures but also in architectural decoration from religious painting to large-scale 

14 1 
Important studies that attempt to reconstruct the Brussels workshops include Wauters and Henne, 1845, esp. 

p. 572; Baes, 1882; Saintenoy, 1931-34; Frankignoulle, 1935; Duverger, 1935; Lefevre, 1945 ; and Mathieu, 1953. 
142 

See Farmer, 1981 , pp. 123-62. 
143 

For example, behveen 1508 and 1511 Quentin Massy used two drawings by Leonardo as the basis of the 
executioners in his St John Altarpiece (Antwerp, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, inv . nos 24M9). See 
Ainsworth, 1998, p. 26. For the influence of the tapestry cartoons see Dacos, 1987 . lt is worth noting, however, 
that during the previous century Charles the Bold had been, in the words of Louis XII of France, 'deeply devoted 
to the customs, ways of life and methods of government of the Italians'. While interest in the classical world had 
always been a feature of Burgundian culture Charles the Bold brought it to a new prominence: see Cartellieri, 
1929, p. 174; and Vaughan, 1973, pp. 164{;6. He was even depicted as a Roman emperor on a medal by an 
anonymous artist (Madrid, Museo Arqueol6gico Nacional, inv.no. 1993/80/6~2. See Hill , 1930, no . 828; Alvarez
Ossorio, 1950, p. 8; Chapeaurouge, 1969, p. 163 ; Kohler, 2000, pp. 23-24, 42-44, 115, 384; Toledo, 2000, p. l91 , 
no. 14). Van Orley's interest in modern italianate forms is shown by Dlirer's anecdote that he had asked Margaret 
of Austria for the sketch book of Jacopo de ' Barbari only to be told that it wasreserved for her court painter. 
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programs for triumphal entries. 144 As Konrad Oberhuber has noted, the popularity of 

this predominantly Roman fashion can be related to a resurgent Papacy.145 

That the ltalianate trend in the North was led by the Habsburg court can easily 

be charted, as some examples demonstrate: in 1510 Margaret of Austria 

commissioned Rombaut Keldennans to construct a chapel in the traditional style at 

Mechelen, yet by 1517 she was commissioning a Renaissance facade for her hotel, 146 

in 1515 the decorations commissioned by the city of Bruges for the entry of Charles 

V into the city were in an ltalianate style147
; sometime after 1508 Mat·gm·et began to 

patronise the Venetian artist Jacopo de' Barbari and by the mid-151 Os the Burgundian 

Habsburgs had begun to patronise Netherlandish painters working in an ltalianate-

influenced style such as Jan Gossart, Joos van Cleve and, most importantly for us 

here, Bernard van Orley. 148 

Van Orley received patronage from the Habsburgs because he was 111 the 

vanguard of a fashionable style and yet, as we will see, that style little influences his 

portraiture. No contorted poses or stuccoed architecture appear in his portraits. Why 

is this the case? While it is important to note that there are some clear parallels with 

the rise of 'Man;era' in Italy, where artists were radicalised by the unsurpassable 

achievements of the High Renaissance, in the Netherlands artists like Van Orley and 

his competitor Jan Gossart attempted to synthesise the Italianate style with 

144 
The situation was similar in literature as well , and in 1508 Jean Lemaire travelled twice to Italy, probably in 

order to gather material for his expansion of his If/us/rations de Gaule et Singularites de Troye (1510) and in a 
letter to Mm·gm·et the treasurer Charles Leclerc spoke of a ' rich harvest of books' from these Italian voyages. Jan 
Gossart went at the same time, accompanying Phi lip of Burgundy on an embassy to Rome in 150899. 
145 

See Oberhuber, 1987. 
146 

The earlier attribution of this facade to Guyot de Beau grand has been convincingly refuted by Guy Devliegher, 
1987; Horsch, 1994. 
147 

For the 1515 Bruges decorations see the chronicle written by Puys, 1975. 
148 

See Rosenthal , 1978; and Boogaert, 1992. For the influence on the antique on Gossart see .ludson, 1985. 
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Panofsky's 'founder's legacy'. Thus their works combine a sense of continuity with 

the past and a re-evaluation of tradition in the light of the present. While the use of 

both Gothic and Italian Renaissance modes, often in the same work, is one of the 

most important and innovatory features of Mm·gm·et's court, foreshadowing the 

subsequent direction of Habsburg ruler p011raiture, Van Orley and Gossart clearly felt 

that Van der Weyden's format needed only slight updating. Most notably this was the 

inclusion of the Erasmian smiles already found in portraits of Mm·gm·et, Maximilian 

and others. 

Van Orley seems to have been appointed to succeed Pieter van Coninxloo as 

the Burgundian court's leading painter. Perhaps Sittow had made it clear that he 

intended to return to Reval. His first documented connection with the Habsburgs 

appears in 1515 when he is recorded as receiving payment for portraits of Charles, his 

brother Ferdinand, and his four sisters Eleanor, Mary, Isabel, and Catherine. These 

had been requested by the dowager Queen of Demnark, mother of Christian II. 149 A 

close reading ofthe record reveals that the dowager received more than she had asked 

for, that is a complete set rather than just portraits of 'iceulx seigneur et dame'. The 

commission itself was just one of many given to artisans in the Netherlands to 

complete lsabel 's trousseau, but unlike these the series was surely intended to act as a 

constant reminder of Christian's continuing and hopefully close relationship with the 

149 'A Bernard d'Orley, painctre, demeurant it Bruxelles, la somme de soixante livres du pris de XL gras, pour 
semblable somme, it quay mondit seigneur a fttil et appoinctie avecq luy, pour a voir contrefait en paincturdes figures et personnaiges de mondit seigneur, du seigneur don Fernande, son fi"ere, et de mesdames ses se111·s en six 
tableaux, se/on que, par madame de Savoye, luy avail piet;:a este ordonne, pour les envoyer et fa ire present it la 
royne douaigiere de Dannemarcke qui en avail fttil requeste it iceulx seigneur et dame' See Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, iv, p. 340. The document is preserved in Archives du Nord, Register no . B. 2242, folio 345 . The account is from the records of Jean Micault, Receiver General of Finances to Charles, Prince of Spain, 
Archduke of Austria and Duke of Burgundy for the year beginning I January 1515. Alphonse Wauters stated 
without reference that Van Orley received his first payment for the pictures on 9 July 1515 (see Waute~, 1893, p. 12). 
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Habsburgs. It seems likely that the portraits travelled with Isabel of Austria when she 

departed for Denmark in August 1515. 

A second document for the year beginning 1 January 1516 states that Van Orley 

was paid by Charles for a second group of seven portraits comprising two diptychs of 

Charles and Eleanor, to be sent to Isabel in Denmark; two portraits of Charles for 

Spanish ambassadors from Vizcaya; two diptychs of Christian II and lsabel which 

were retained by Charles; and one portrait of an unnamed Spaniard which was also 

retained by Charles. 15° Clearly, by the mid-1510s Bernard van Orley had replaced 

Pieter van Coninxloo as the Burgundian Habsburgs' favoured portraitist. 151 

Van Orley's picture of Charles surv1ves m workshop copies at Bourg-en-

Bresse, Paris, and Naples (Fig. 87). 152 These underline the importance of his 

workshop to both the suppliers and consumers ofHabsburg portraits: images could be 

ordered in quantity and in a range of qualities. For some the reproduction of the 

salient points rather than painterly quality was what mattered - poor quality copies 

were not necessarily empty of significance for their audience. This was a poi11 the 

Habsburgs recognised as they attempted to provide images of Charles and his family 

150 'A Bernard d 'Orley, painctre, demeurant ct Bmxelles, la somme de soixantedix-septlivres dix so/z, du pris de XL gras, pour sept tableaulx de paincture platte qu 'if a faiz et venduz et delivrez par le commandement et ordonnance du Ray, ainsi qu 'if s 'ensuit, assavoir les deux chascun et deux pi et et de my en quarrure fttil de couleur it I '/wile, /'ung de la portraicture d 'icel/uy seigneur Ray et I 'autre de madame Lye nor, sa sell/', et iceulx de/ivrez it madame isabeaul, royne de Dennemarche, ct son partement, au prix de XV livres dudit pris, deux au/tres fermans ensemble d 'un piet et demy qn quarrure, chascun de la portraicture des ray et royne de Dennemarche, fors delivrez it Ray, essemble XV livres, deux cmtres tab/eau/x aussi de la portraicture d 'iccelluy seigneur Ray qu 'if a fttit donner aux ambassadeurs des Biscayns, estans fors audit Bruxelles, X.XY livres, et pour ung autre tableau aussi de pi et et demy en quarrure de la figure d 'ung Espaignart, delivre es mains du Ray, VII L. ' (Archives du Nord, Lille, Serie B. 2251 , folio 441. Published by Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, iv, p. 334). 
151 

Pieter van Coninxloo may have been related to Bernard van Orley: see Maquet-Tombu, 1943;Campbell, 1976; Farmer, 1981, pp. 21 0-44; Campbell, 1981; and Dunkerton, Foister, G01·don, and Penny, 1991 , esp. pp.l22-204. 152 
See Checklist, nos 6.1, 6.2, 6.3. For Van Orley' s workshop see Farmer, 1994. For the role of copies see Amsterdam, 1972, pp. 18-19; and Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, p. 227. 
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to an enormous constituency that consisted of the Netherlands, Austria, Spain and the 

New World, not to mention potential allies across Europe. 

A comparison with Rogier van der Weyden's portrait of Charles the Bold (Fig. 

12) makes it clear that Van Orley's painting both maintains and updates Burgundian 

conventions for ruler portraiture by excluding any hint of a setting and placing 

Charles against a brilliant green background in half-length, three-quarter view and 

facing to his left. Only his right arm is visible, resting on the parapet before him. He 

wears a linen chemise, a gold-coloured overshirt decorated with a hatched pattern, 

and a heavy furred tabard with red sleeves. Around his shoulders hangs the collar of 

the Order of the Golden Fleece and he wears a wide brimmed hat decorated with gold 

tassels and a hat badge. 153 

A significant difference between Van der Weyden and Van Orley's pictures, 

however, is that Charles V' s features exude the pleasant warmth initiated by what is 

probably Mat·gm·et of Austria's first portrait as Regent (Fig. 57).154 In the best of Van 

Orley's potiraits, the version at Bourg-en-Bresse, the dreamy italianate sfumato of the 

Charles' features is evidence of why the atiist was so successful at the Habsburg 

court. 155 The image underlines the optimism felt by many towards Charles ' manifest 

destiny. 

153 A portrait like this, with two buttons on the sleeve, was hanging in Margaret of Austria's collection in 152324: ' Item, ung aultre tableau de la portraiture de I 'empereur mode m e, habi//e d 'une rob be de velours cramoisy, fouree de martres, les manches coppes a deaux l:nutons et ung prepoint de drapt d'or, pourtanl le colier de la Thoison d'or ': see Michelant, 1871 , p.69 ; Z imerman, 1885, p. xcv, no. 29. 1-4 
) See Checklist, no. 4.1. 

155 
The image refutes David Farmer's comment that Van Orley's portraits are ' not very interesting ': see Farmer, 1981 , p. 79. 
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While no certain trace remains of the portraits of Ferdinand, Mary or Catherine, 

copies of the portraits of Eleanor, Charles, and Isabel survive. It therefore seems 

likely that for his second commission in 1516 the artist would have reused the designs 

he had made a year earlier. The Bourg-en-Bresse/Paris/Naples type has been widely 

dated to after 23 January 1516, when Charles' grandfather Ferdinand V of Aragon 

died, because of the hat badge that Charles wears. This depicts the flint and spark of 

the Order of the Golden Fleece flanked by a pair of confronted 'C's, the device of 

Charles ' namesake and predecessor as Duke of Burgundy, Charles the Bold. 156 

(Incidentally, another reason why the Sittow Portrait of a Lady in Vie1ma, with its 

small 'C' on her bodice, is probably Mary Rose Tudor.) Above these is a crown 

which has generally been taken as indicating his new status as the King of Spain. The 

simple circlet, however, could just as easily refer to the ducal crown of Burgundy that 

Charles had acceded to in January 1515. 

This suspicion is strengthened by the reuse of the type in a specifically 

Burgundian context, the famous statute book ofthe Order ofthe Golden Fleece today 

in Vienna (Fig. 88).157 Probably made between 5 March 1519 and Charles' imperial 

coronation in October 1520, the manuscript is unusual for not depicting the current 

and previous heads of the Order in full-length and wearing the red robes of the Grand 

Master, as was the custom, but rather in miniature versions of their state portraits. 

Along with Rogier van der Weyden's portraits of Philip the Good and Charles the 

Bold, Van Orley ' s painting of Charles is faithfully reproduced. Indeed, as we have 

seen, even Emperor Maximilian appears in a Burgundian manner, devoid of imperial 

156 
Rosenthal, 1973, pp. 209-11. 

157 
See Checklist, no. 6.4. 
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attributes in a version of Joos van Cleve's popular portrait (Fig. 60). 158 In order to 

elaborate further on Charles' titles the designer (perhaps Simon Bening) has had to 

use the borders of the page. Directly beneath Charles' portrait are the two columns of 

his device, linked by the steel-and-flint symbol of the Burgundian Order of the 

Golden Fleece and flanked by the yoke and arrows devices of the Reyes Cat6licos 

that he adopted after his accession. 159 Clearly the hat badge did not unequivocally 

denote that Charles was King of Spain. 

Van Orley's composition acted as Charles' official portrait in both his 

capacities as Duke of Burgundy and King of Spain throughout the second half of the 

151 Os. As we have seen, the 1516 payment to Van Orley refers to two portraits being 

given to ambassadors from Vizcaya. A cedula from Charles to Cardinal Cisneros of 5 

June 1516 refers to the 'Condado e Senorio de Vizcaya' and recommends the 

Corregidor of the said Count to the Cardinal. 160 As the lords of Vizcaya were the 

Haro family this probably refers to Ifiigo Fern{mdez de Velasco, second Duque de 

Frias, fourth Conde de Haro ( 1462-1528), later the third Condestable of Castile and 

Charles ' Camarero Major upon his arrival in Spain. 161 Presumably, the Corregidor 

must have departed Brussels soon after Charles ' dispatch, providing a likely terminus 

ante quem of early June 1516 for the completion of Van Orley's second Habsburg 

commission. That no known Spanish copies of the portrait survive (or indeed, of any 

contemporary Spanish p01traits of Charles) reveals how weak the portraiture tradition 

was in that country. 

158 
See Checklist, no. 9.14 . 

159 
For the symbols o f the Reyes Cat6/icossee Aguado Bleye, 1949. 

160 
Archivo General de Simancas, Libro 3 18, fol. 53, see Cedillo, 1928, ii, p.240. 

16 1 
See Ferm'lndez de Velasco y Sforza, 1975. 
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Van Orley's other Habsburg portraits from the 1510s demonstrate that his 

workshop favoured the reproduction of existing designs. His portraits of Isabel of 

Austria survive in several not particularly good copies. These are in two related 

versions: a half-length three-quarter view and a half-length profile portrait. The latter 

exists in a single example at Krakow that shows Isabel in profile with her hands 

cupped before her and holding an unidentifiable object, perhaps a note (Fig. 89). 162 

More common is a three-qumter profile type, the best surviving example of which is 

in the British royal collection (Fig. 90).163 On one hand is displayed a prominent 

wedding ring and Isabella wears an almost identical costume to the profile portrait, 

that is a Franco-Netherlandish hood, a dress of cloth-of-gold in a hatched pattern with 

a golden brooch insetted at the top, a draped mantle, and a heavy gold necklace. In 

fact, all the copies - with one exception - show Isabel in this costume. The exception 

is a panel that was sold at New York in 1942 which presents her in a blcck dress with 

ermine sleeves holding a spray of lilies and with a necklace of pearls (Fig. 91 ).164 

Other artists apparently made copies of the tlu·ee-quarter profile type: Jacob 

Cornelisz. van Oostsanen, for example, painted a portrait of Jsabel around 1524 ~1at 

placed her in an elaborate Italianate setting (Fig. 92).165 That this is the type sent to 

Denmark is confirmed by its use in two Danish works of att, a Last Judgement 

altarpiece (Fig. 93) and a limestone relief attributed to Martin Bussert castle (Fig. 

94). 166 The use ofthe same tlu·ee-quarter facial type in theLegend ofNotre-Dame du 

162 
See Checklist, no. 4. 

163 
See Checklist, no. 5.1. 

164 . 
See Checklist, no. 5.2. 

165 
See Checklist, no. 5.3. 

166 
See Checklist, nos 5.6 and 5.7. 
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Sablon, a tapestry set probably designed by Van Orley for Fran<;ois de Taxis, 

Capitaine et Maitre des Pastes, provides a secure terminus ante quem of 1518 for the 

type (Fig. 95). 167 

This tapestry also shows Philip the Fair, Charles, Ferdinand, Eleanor, Isabel, 

Mary, Catherine, Margaret of Austria, and Philibert of Savoy. Paired with the portrait 

of Isabel in the English royal collection is a presumed portrait of her sister Elearnr 

which, although not very similar to later portraits of the princess, does seem to 

resemble Eleanor's likeness in the Legend of Notre-Dame du Sablon tapestry (Fig. 

96). 168 Workshop copies tend to follow the 'Chinese whispers' principle- the further 

away from the original model, the less resemblance a work has to the sitter. Very 

likely this portrait of Eleanor also derives from the designs created in 1515 by Van 

Orley. It has been suggested that a portrait ofEleanor like this might have been paired 

with another of Charles V, as per the 1516 payment to Van Orley for a d i ptych of the 

siblings. A reference in the 1523-24 inventory ofMargaret's collection to a portrait of 

Eleanor that is immediately followed by another of Charles would seem to supp01i 

the idea. 169 Clearly, the serial reproduction of types over long periods of time was a 

characteristic of Van Orley 's workshop practice. 

Presumably the 1516 potiraits of Isabel would have been paired with panels of 

her husband in reversed but similar poses. The most plausible surviving candidate for 

167 
See Checklist, Group no. 9. 

168 
See Checklist, no. 2. 

169 
Campbell , 1985, pp. I 07-D8. ' Item, ung aultre tableau de la portraiture de Madame Lionard, royenne de 

Portugal, habillee d'une robbe de drapt d'or, les manches daringe, ayant ung carquant au col et une enseigne 
devant sa poitrine, sus cramoisy' (see Laborde, 1850, p. 53; and Michelant, 1871 , p69; Zimerman, 1885, p. xcv, 
no. 30). While this may be the case, Lorne Campbell has less convincingly supported his proposal by noting that 
the portrait of Eleanor in the English royal collection is the same size as a p011rait of Charles V from Van Orley's 
workshop at Bourg-en-Bresse (see Checklist, no. 6.1). An examination of Van Orley's oeuvre shows that around 
36-37 cm. x 26-27 cm. was the standard panel size in use by his shop for portraits. 
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the three-quarter view pottrait of Clu·istian II of Denmark is a panel in the Museo 

Lazaro Galdiano, Madrid: unlike the other works we are looking at, this portrait is of 

good enough quality for it to be one of the origirnls that Van Orley was paid for in 

1516 (Fig. 97). 170 Still in its original frame the panel depicts the sitter in half-length 

and in three-quatter view looking out to his left. Christian is depicted as if he were in 

a window whose light casts shadows on the wall behind. His costume consists of a 

dark mantle, diamond-patterned undershirt, and a white chemise. On his head he 

wears a flat Burgundian hat on which is pinned a hat brooch with a bust on it. 171 

The painting might be an original from the 1516 payment for a number of 

reasons. The high quality of the panel, its stylistic similarity to the artist's autograph 

works, and its compositional similarity to Van Orley's second design for portraits of 

Charles V suppott the suggestion. The two figures share the same general pose, mien, 

and the motif of resting one arm parallel to the picture plane (cf Fig. 87) .172 

Stylistically, the work is close to other of Van Orley's autograph portraits: the 

features are depicted with a delicate sfiunato; forms are modelled by shifting 

tonalities; the eyes are almond-shaped with carefully defined tear-ducts. Some of Van 

Orley's defects are also apparent: for example, there is a slight sense of the sitter 

being wall-eyed because of the diagonal relocation of the far eye to the silhouette of 

170 
Madrid, Museo de Lazaro Galdiano, panel, 37 x 26.5 cm., inv. no. 2710. See Toledo, 1958, p.IOO, no. 102; Herm\ndez Perer, 1958; Cam6n Aznar, 1962, pp . l 09-1 0; Farmer, 1981 , p. 79. For the iconography of Christian 11 see Altmeyer, 1842; Breitenbacher, 1925, app. xxi; Falck, 1930; Madsen, 1931 ; .lirmounsky, 1932; Gllick, 1933c; Friedlander, 1938, pp. 96-97; Gllick, 1940; Boon, 1942, p.50; Broadley, 1961 , pp. 93-94; Rotterdam and Bruges, 1965, p. 23; Kai Sass, 1970; Bosque, 1974, pp.254-56; Friedltinder, 1967-76, xii , p. 93, no. 28; Trizna, 1976, pp. 45-49, 92; and Campbell, 1990, pp.64, 215 , 218. A copy al so exists: Location unknown (formerly Zurich, Dr Boveri collection). See Friedltinder, 1967-76, xii, p.93 , no. 28a. 

171 
. This has a barely visible inscription of' .. . VENOEVERF D ... ' On the reverse of the panel, which is thin and retains its original frame, is a faint coat of arms with a motto above and below of 'A.FRUCTIBUS.EORUM I COGNOSCETIS.EOS.' The motto seems to be based on Matthew Xll.33: 'Siquidem exfhtctu arbor agnoscitur '. 172 . 
See Checklist, no. 6. I . 
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the face. Nevertheless, the excellent condition of this panel gives us an idea of why 

the Habsburgs held Van Orley's work in high esteem. It is also tempting to date the 

work to before 1519 as Christian does not wear the Order of the Golden Fleece which 

he was awarded in March of that year: the Ordonnances stipulated that the sitter 

should wear its collar at all times. 173 In sh01i, it seems probable that the portrait of 

Clu·istian II in the Lazaro Galdiano Museum relates to the portraits that Van Orley 

was paid for in 1516. Furthermore, its high quality makes it likely that it came from a 

life sitting: might Van Orley have travelled to Denmark with lsabel of Austria in 

1515? In conclusion, we might hypothesise that the works that Van Orley was paid 

for in 1516 constituted two diptychs, the first of which showed Christian II of 

Demnark and lsabel of Austria in three-quarter profile and the second in profile 

facing each other. 

The examination of Van Orley's 1515 and 1516 commissions shows just how 

important it is to be aware of an artist's 'style'. Without some understanding of Van 

Orley's painterly practice- and by this I also include his establishment of a workshop 

producing copies -these commissions would have remained lost. Once reconstructed, 

we can then discuss the use of portraits and portrait types in social practice. It is 

significant, for example, that Van Orley's portrait of Christian pictures him in the 

same manner as his brother-in-law Charles. One is clearly dominant over the other, as 

was also the case in their political lives. 

Eleanor of Austria and Jan Gossart 

173 
However, nearly two months before the Chapter, Christian acknowledged receipt of his collar of the Order of 

the Golden Fleece in a letter elated November 20, 1518: see Vienna, Archives of the Order of the Golden Fleece, no. 139; and Bruges, 1962, p. 176, no. 117. 
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I would now like to briefly turn to the betrothal portrait of the last of Charles' sisters 

to wed, Eleanor of Austria. By t 516 Eleanor had had a long and chequered history of 

unconsummated betrothals despite the fact that she was the eldest of the Habsburg 

children. Most likely she was kept to last because she was closer in line to the throne 

than her sisters. 174 Although the surviving correspondence between Margaret and 

Maximilian is uncharacteristically vague about Eleanor's future, by 15 t 6 she was 

betrothed to John, prince of Portugal. 175 It seems likely that a payment from Charles 

to Jan Gossa11 in April 1516 for 'deux tableaux de la portraicture au v(f de madame 

Leonor, sa tres chiere et bien anuie seur' was connected with this match. 176 Charles 

and Eleanor arrived in Spain in September 1517, however, a sudden change of plan 

occurred when Emanuel, whose queen had died on 7 March, asked for Eleanor's hand 

himself. Putting policy first Charles agreed and Eleanor departed for Portugal where 

she married the Portuguese king at Lisbon on 7 May 1519. 177 As Karl Brandi 

174 As we have seen, at one point in the first decade of the sixteenth century, there was a proposal to marry her to Henry VIII. In 1509 the Dowager Queen of Portugal approached Mm·gm·et to suggest that the youngest son of the re igning king should marry Eleanor (see De Iongh, 1954, p. l39). In early 1514 Ferdinand V of Aragon suggested to Maximilian that as part of peace with France a match might be arranged between the recently widowed Louis XII with Eleanor of Austria. However, according to a letter from Ferdinand to his ambassador in Flanders, Mm·gm·et of Austria apparently disapproved of the idea because of the great difference in their ages (see Tremayne, 1908, pp. 134-35). Maximilian himself was keen for a match berween one oftheHabsburg princesses and the king of Poland, even though the Queen of Poland was not yet dead . At first he thought of Isabella, as Ferdinand V of Aragon commented in a letter dated 22 September 151 3 (see Bergenroth, De Gayangos, Hume, and Tyler, 1862-1954, ii , pp. 159-61 ). In 1514 Maximilian wrote to Mm·gm·et commenting that a match for Eleanor would be found when one of the three queens of France, England, and Poland had died. He did not have to wait long and the followin g year he wrote to Margaret proposirg a match for Eleanor with King Sigism und I of Poland, whose wife had just died. Soon after Mm·gm·et wrote to Maximilian that she had asked Eleanor her opinion but, frustrat ingly, the letter breaks off before we learn of the princess ' response. In the endSigismund married Bona, the daughter of Galeazzo Sforza, Duke of Milan. In 1517, however, Eleanor seems to have taken matters into her own hands and to have fallen in love with the young Frederick of Saxony; Charles, however, would not condone the match and the future Elector was banished from court (see Brewer, Gairdner and Brodie, 1862- 1932, ii, 2, no. 11 5 I). 
175 

In August 1517 King Emanuel of Portugal ' s proposal that his son John might marry her was form ally ratified (see Brewer, Gairdner and Brodie, 1862-1932, ii, 2, no. I 151 ). 176 
Houdoy, 1872, p. 516. The original document can be found at Lille, Archives du Nord, Serie B, iv, 8.2251, p. 343. Gossart's role in Charles' departure for Spain is discussed (along with several misidentified portraits) by Wescher, 1965 . 

177 
For a biography of Emanuel I see Os6rio, 1944. The bet rothal and wedding are reported in Damiao de Gois' Cr6nica, iv, chapter xxxiii , pp. 82-83. For an analysis see Os6rio, 1944, ii , pp. 222-24; and Serrao, 1980, iii , p. 27 . 
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commented, Charles controlled one half of the New World, and he wanted to marry 

his sister to the man who would control the other half.178 

His choice of Gossart to paint his sister reveals Charles ' advanced taste. 

Probably born in Maubeuge around 1478, Gossart became a master in the Antwerp 

Guild ofSt Luke in 1503 where he was active until 1507. 179 After this date he appears 

to have been employed by Philip ofBurgundy, Admiral ofZeeland and bastard son of 

Charles the Bold, although he does not appear to have formally entered his service 

until 1515. On 26 October 1508 Gossart departed from Mechelen with Philip who 

had been sent on an embassy to Rome. Evidently Gossart was much influenced by the 

Italian art that he saw on this visit and on his return to the Netherlands in late 1509 he 

seems to have re-examined fifteenth-century Netherlandish art, synthesising it with 

elements from his Italian voyages. In 1515 Gossart and Jacopo de ' Barbari were 

commissioned by Philip of Burgundy to decorate his castle at Suytberg with large 

scale classical mythologies. In 1516 Gossart worked on the all ' anti ea decorations for 

the hearse used in the exequies ofFerdinand V in Brussels which atmounced Charles ' 

usurpation of the Spanish throne. A year later he was probably again commissioned 

by Philip of Burgundy to paint a series of large mythological paintings for his castle 

of Wijk-bij-Duurstede. In 1523 he was in Mechelen restoring paintings Margaret of 

Austria. The following year he set up a large shop to Middelburg in Zeeland, working 

largely for Adolph of Burgundy. In the second half of the 1520s Gossart worked for 

178 Brandi, 1939, p. 134. 
179 

The principle works on Gossart include the following: Gossart, 1902; Weisz, 191 3; Winkler, 1921 ; Segard, 1923; Wescher, 1930; Friedtander, 193 1; Folie, 1960; van der Osten, 1961 ; Wescher, 1965; Rotterdam and Bruges, 1965; Monballieu, 1968; Jacob Herzog 1968; Duverger, 1968; Jongh, 1968; Pauwels, 1968; Herzog, 1968; Friedlander, 1967-76, viii , pp. 11-50; Sterk, 1980, pp.l 36-37; Scheller, 1983b; .ludson, 1985; Washington and New York, 1986, pp. l 3-24; Amsterdam, 1986, i, pp. ll-13 , 40, 50; ii, 92-93, 119-26, 143 ; Silver, 1986; Sil ver, 1987; Mechelen, 1987; Judson, 1987; Gibson, 1987; Harri son, 1994; Philippot, 1994. 
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Christian II of Denmark, by now exiled in the Netherlands, and from as early as 1530 

he began to work for Mencia de Mendoza, the third wife of Henry Ill , Count of 

Nassau-Breda. He died at Middelburg sometime between September and October 

1532. 

A portrait of Eleanor by Gossart shows the princess behind a parapet in a black 

dress and with rosary beads in her hands (Fig. 98).180 This may or may not be one of 

the portraits that Charles paid for in 1516. As Eleanor returned to the Netherlands 

after the death of Emanuel of Portugal in 1523 it is conceivable that Gossart might 

have been commissioned to produce further portraits of her during his visit to 

Mechelen in 1524.181 Interestingly, Eleanor's costume is quite close to Van Orley's 

porh·ait of Isabel of Denmark holding a spray of lilies that we looked at move (Fig. 

91). 182 Consequently, the two portraits may be variants or copies of a series painted 

around the time of Isabel's death in 1526. Whatever the case, Gossart is !mown to 

have produced multiple copies of his portraits so it is possible that at least the face 

might reflect the 1516 commission. 

Looking at Gossart's surviving portraits, it is not difficult to see why the artist 

came to enjoy Habsburg patronage as he combined an appreciation of the ' founder ' s 

heritage ' with the attractive vivacity of the Italianate manner. Gossart doesn 't fill up 

the picture space with all' anti ea decorations but uses his Italian experience to subtly 

180 
See Checkli st, no. 3. 

18 1 
Fried Hinder suggested that a portrait o f a lady formerly in the August Berg collection, Portland, Oregon, might be of Eleanor, although this seems unjustified, as the sitter bears no resemblance to certain portraits o f Eleanor by loos van Cl eve from the 1530s. See Friedl iinder, 1967-76, viii, p.l 00, no. 74 . 182 
See Checklist, no. 5.2 . 
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idealise his sitters as part of Margaret of Austria's policy of 'humanising' the 

Habsburg dynasty. 

Gossart's portrait of Eleanor marks the end of a period of intense p01trait 

production at the court of Burgundy. On 8 September 1517 Charles and Eleanor 

embarked for Spain. 183 Around the time of their departure the Mechelen court painter 

Jan van Battel painted a portrait of Charles holding a drawn sword and surrounded by 

the shields of his possessions as his father had been over 20 years before (Fig. 99) .184 

Clearly, the Renaissance style continued to exist side-by-side with the Gothic at the 

Habsburg comi in the Netherlands. In Spain neither Charles nor his sister seem to 

have been portrayed, their opinion of Spanish p01iraitists seemingly matching that of 

the native nobility . If they needed portraits of themselves they presumably ordered 

them from Burgundy. 185 Now the only remaining Habsburg subject left in the 

Netherlands was Mm·gm·et of Austria. 

Bernard van Orley's Portrait of Margaret of Austria 
On 18 October 1518 Charles restored Margaret to the governorship of the Burgundian 

Netherlands. Since the breach between them in 1514 when Charles had cast her aside 

he had come to respect her political judgement. It seems that her reinstatement must 

have been in the wind for some time, and it is probably significant that six months 

before, on 28 May 1518, Mm·gm·et had formally appointed Bernard Van Orley as her 

183 
For a contemporary account of their journey see Vital , 1992. 

184 
See Checklist, no. 7.1. 

185 
Alternately, Charles had brought his own artist to Spain, Lieven van Lathem, who had been in the service of 

John 11 o f Portugal between 1490.3, and had twice accompanied Philip the Fair to Spain in 150 I and 15056. For 
his work in Portugal see Duverger, 1996. For his voyages to Spain with Philip see Gachard, 1876, pp. 365, 530. 
For his 1517-20 trip see Wauters, 1890-91 , col s 419-21. Presumably, his experience in Iberi a made him a valuable 
member o f the 1517-20 expedition. Unfortunately, as none of his work is identified, it is unclear whether he 
painted portraits, although it does seem likely given that he had produced an illustrated genealogy of the Habsburg 
family for Philip the Fair in 1500. See Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, iv, p.296. 
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183 
For a contemporary account of their journey see Vital , 1992. 

184 
See Checklist, no. 7. I. 

185 
Alternately, Charles had brought his own artist to Spain, Lieven van Lathem, who had been in the service of 

John II of Portugal between 1490.3, and had twice accompanied Philip the Fair to Spain in 1501 and 15056. For his work in Portugal see Duverger, 1996. For his voyages to Spain with Philip see Gachard, 1876, pp. 365, 530. For his 1517-20 trip see Wauters, 1890-91 , cols 419-21. Presumably, his experience in Iberi a made him a valuable member of the 1517-20 expedition. Unfortunately, as none of his work is identified, it is unclear whether he 
painted portraits, although it does seem likely given that he had produced an illustrated genealogy of the Habsburg family for Philip the Fair in 1500. See Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, iv, p.296. 
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court painter. 186 This did not mean, however, that Van Orley resided at her court at 

Mechelen. Rather, as Van Eyck before and Rubens after, he seems to have remained 

in his hometown and to have been free to receive commissions from others. Nor was 

his work confined to portraits and he became closely involved with the production of 

tapestries, on 1 September 1520 acting as a witness for Mm·gm·et of Austria's order of 

a series on the 'Passion' from Pieter de Pannemaker. 187 Like many artistshe seems to 

have had some sympathy with the Reformation, and in 1527 legal proceedings were 

instituted against the Van Orley family and others who had listened to the reformist 

preacher Jacob van der Elst. 188 However this does not seem to have affected his 

career or his prime position as court painter to Margaret of Austria. 

It was probably around the time of his appointment that Van Orley produced 

the first version of his oft-repeated portrait of Mm·gm·et in widow's weeds, the best 

surviving example of which is at Bourg-en-Bresse (Fig. 1 00). 189 This picture once 

again reflects the emphasis on humanism at Margaret's court and it must have been in 

use by 1518 when, like Van Orley's portrait of Isabel of Austria, it appeared in the 

final tapestry of the Notre Dame du Sablon series, the folds of Margaret's head-dress 

exactly following those on the panel (Fig. 95). 190 Mm·gm·et is documented as giving 

186 ' Du )(XV!IIe jour de may (XVcXVIII). retenue de pain/re aux gaiges d'ung solz par jour, compte par /es 
escroes ou proufjit de Bernard Dorlei donne il Malines le .XXII le duditmois' (See Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 
1863-1906, iii , p. 345). 
187 

For hi s involvement in tapestry production see Wynn Ainsworth, 1982. 
188 See Beets, 1932, pp. 129-30 and Mm·lier, 1954, pp. 195-96. 
189 

See Checklist, no. 5.1. 
190 

See Checklist, Group no. 9. See Davidson, 1992, pp. 14-15.lt1cidentally, the head of Charles in the 'Notre 
Dame du Sablon' tapestry is repeated in a miniature in Charles V' s prayer book (Vienna, ONB, Cod. Vindob. 1859, fol. 254 . See Vienna, 1908, no. 122; Ghent, 1955, no. 302; Unterkircher, 1957, i, p53 ; Vienna, 1958, p. 5, no. 7; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p.345, no. 404). It therefo re seems likely that in addition to the BourgenBresse/Paris/Naples types Van Orley also produced a lost picture of Charles wearing the open crown of a King of Spain. 
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away a version of the portrait as a diplomatic gift in 1519 and during the 1520s she 

gave away at least nine other copies to members of her court.191 

In the Bourg-en-Bresse portrait Mm·gm·et is seen in near half-length and in 

three-quarter profile against a neutral background. Her hands rest on a green parapet 

and finger a rosary. Her golden hair peeps out from the wimple of her widow's 

weeds, signifying her charms, just as a piece of golden brocade appears at her wrist to 

signify her status. As usual, a faint smile crosses her features. The type is practical yet 

subtle, her submissive glance to one side conveying the lower &atus expected of the 

female. 192 The rosary indicates conventional piety while at the same time it allowed 

the type to be easily adapted to devotional diptychs. These signs of Mm·gm·et's status 

as exemplary and devout female carried fUither meaning when the type was paired 

with portraits of male family members, perhaps symbolising that she was married or 

literally devoted to her family. Indeed, to its intended audience Margaret's widow's 

weeds are the visual equivalent of her poetry (which like her motto 'Fortune-

Infortune-Fort-Une' defines her identity as a widow). Her chastity after the 

experience of holy matrimony was considered to be a profound expression of her 

piety. In a temporal sense, however, her role was to honour her two dead husbands, 

19 1 
On 19 December 1519 Van Orley was paid for, amongst other things, portraits of Mm·gm·et, one of which was given to 'Alonce d'Argueille', who was probably on a diplomatic mission from Charles in Spain. The document reads ' if Bernard Dorlet, nos/re paintre, la somme de vingt phi/ippus d'or du pris de cincquante gras monnoye de Flandres le philippus, doni luy avons ftlif et j(1isons don pour une joys, et ce pour /es ouvraiges de son mestier cy apres declairez qu'avons fait paindre [sic} et ache/er de luy pour ice/le somme, assavoir une plate paintw·e i1 nostre semblance, doni en avonsfait don il A/once d'Argueille d'Espaigne; item une autre paintw·e ilnostre dicte semblance que se ferme et dessus une vironic/e, ladicte vironic/e doree et la cerrure y appartenant; item une au/tre petitte paincture aussi ilnostre dicte semblance qu'il a estojje et a voir fait une custode pour me/Ire ice/le paintw·e et double de satin par dedans, et une autre tableau fait il la semblance de la royne de Honghrie, nos/re niepce ... le XIXe jour de decembre XVcXJX': see Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, iv, p. 357. For the other items see Wauters, 190 I, col. 265. In 1521 Mm·gm·et paid Van Orley for another portrait of herself and in 1530-32 he was paid for another seven by her executors: see Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, iv, p. 393; v, p. 82. 

192 
See Jordan, 1993, pp. 92-93. 
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her dead brother, and her dead parents. For the former she remained the permanent 

widow; for her brother she raised his children; for her mother she remained a true 

Burgundian; while for her father she maintained the glory ofthe house ofHabsburg. 

This comely but virtuous widow ultimately came to be more important than any 

bride and by 1520 her value as a bearer of children had passed. Yet her portraits show 

her as younger than one would expect. Vanity must surely play some part- the 

division between the personal and the public is seldom clear in the sixteenth century

while convenience was another. It seems clear, however, that both her widowhood 

and her youth seem to have been intricately tied together. In a sense Margaret was a 

woman frozen in time, and her public identity was of one who had been cruelly 

denied the contemporary expectations of a woman ' s true role: marriage and 

childbirth. In exchange she had become a political figure, a role normally reserved for 

men. The sixteenth century, however, produced a large number of female rulers, 

Torquato Tasso arguing in his 'Discourse about Feminine Virtue' (1582) that as royals 

these women were really men by birth and that they should be judged as such. In a 

sense Van Orley's pictures of Margaret are precursors to Elizabeth I of England's 

portraiture: each is always presented as a desirable woman who renounces her own 

natural desires under the pressure of fate, rank, and station in order to act as a mother 

to their lands. One is the permanent Virgin married to her kingdom; the other's 

widow's weeds and youth signify the moment fortune froze her into a cruel but 

virtuous role as the guardian of the inheritance of the rightful heir, Charles V. For 

both, their refusal to remarry acted as a symbol of constancy. 
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This official image was used by artists in different media: it appears not only in 

the 'Notre Dame du Sablon' tapestry but in a manuscript illumination in Jean Franco's 

Genealogie abregee de Charles Quint193
; a small-scale carving for a gamepiece194

; 

the stained-glass windows in the choir of St Gudula, Brussels195
; as well as in 

identification portraits of the Regent as St Elizabeth in Germ·d Horenbout's 

illuminations for the Sforza Hours196 and for the figure of Charity in Van Orley's 

images of the Crucifixion in Rotterdam and Bruges. 197 Even after Mm·gm·et's death in 

1530 it was used for two engravings by Nicolas Hogenberg that show her demise 

(Fig. 101 and Fig. 102).198 The portrait was an official image in the strictest sense and 

Margaret's inventories reveal that she didn't keep a copy of it in her palace.199 

Despite the frequency of its repetition, this was not the only portrait of 

Mm·gm·et that Van Orley produced. Firstly, there is a unique portrait of Mm·gm·et 

against a landscape in the guise of the Magdalen, her golden hair loose over her 

shoulders, in Munich (Fig. 1 03). 200 This was probably painted some time during the 

1520s as Mm·gm·et is shown as older than in Van Orley's usual type. Portraits of 

noblewomen in the role of the Magdalen, the ultimate reformed sinner, were 

extremely popular in the early sixteenth century and the painting is unique in Van 

193 
See Checklist, no. 5.13. 

194 
See Checklist, no . 5.11. 

195 See Checklist, no. 5.12. 
196 See Checklist, no . 5.1 0. 
197 

See Checklist, nos 5.14 and5.15. 
198 

Examples are at Brussels, Bibliotheque royale Albert r•', and elsewhere. See Popham, 1929, pp. 279-86 
(attributed to Nicolaas Hogenberg); Ghent, 1955, no. 248; Mechelen, 1980, nos 42 and 44; Mechelen, 1987, p. 63 , 
nos 28-31 ; Horn, 1989, pp.9-ll and 67, n.72-76 (attributed to Jan Cornelisz. Vermeyen); Utrecht and 's
Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 141 , nos 103a and 103b. Incidentally, these derive from the iconography of the death of 
the Virgin, an appropriate model for a woman as virtuous as Margaret of Austria. 
199 

Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, p. 228. 
200 

See Checklist, no . 6. 
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Orley's oeuvre in placing a recognisable portrait before a landscape view, a format 

more commonly used by Jan Mostaert. Indeed, as we have seen, Burgundian ruler 

portraits tended to avoid this sort of composition. The inclusion of landscape, 

however, was a common convention for works with a religious theme. The painting, 

which isn't recorded in any of Mm·gm·et's inventories, was most likely a private 

commission for use in her devotions. 

Better known is a third type by Van Orley, a devotional diptych of Mm·gm·et 

adoring the Virgin. Sadly, only the left hand panel of Van Orley's original survives 

but the composition as a whole is known from later copies (Fig. 1 04). 201 To the left, 

seated at a table the Virgin attempts to restrain the Christ Child. At the other end of 

the table Margaret, who appears in her usual widow' s weeds, has been reading the 

manuscript before her, one hand holding a page. Looking up, she sees the figures of 

the Virgin and Child and responds to the Clu·ist Child's 'Veni ', by saying 'Placet'. 

Behind the figures is a delicately painted landscape scene. As in the 'Notre Dame du 

Sablon' tapestry, Van Orley has obviously borrowed Margaret's image from her state 

portraits, and the hand reaching up to touch her breast also appears in versions of her 

state portrait at Antwerp, Brussels, and formerly in the Meeus collection. The image 

promoted Mm·gm·et as a caring maternal figure, a role she was keen to parallel with 

her role as governess, and yet again a reflection of her humanised image. As 

numerous copies of the type exist it seems likely that Mm·gm·et chose to disseminate 

20 1 
See Checklist, nos 7.1 and 7.2 . 
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this pious image of herself, most probably to the Churches and religious orders which 

f I 202 were the focus of much o 1er patronage. 

As with the portraits commissioned during Mm·gm·et's first term as Regent, all 

ofthese images emphasise her human warmth. Charles' reappointment ofMargaret of 

Austria and her own appointment of Bernard van Orley as her court painter are 

symbolic of a desire to maintain the status quo in the Netherlands. Charles chose 

Mm·gm·et because of the success of her policies, while for her part Mm·gm·et chose 

Van Orley because of his success in reinvigorating the conventions of Burgundian 

ruler portraiture by concentrating on the sitter's humanity. Mat·gm·et's appointment 

underlined the continuing importance of the Burgundian Netherlands to the new King 

of Spain. Within a few months, however, it would become clear that the Burgundian 

Netherlands and her painters must inevitably take a lesser place in the Habsburg 

empire. For on 12 January 1519 Emperor Maximilian I died at Wels. 

*** 

To conclude, we can see that portraiture played an important role in the education of 

the Habsburg children. It not only taught them about the styles of ruler portraiture in 

their realms, but also about politics, religion, and familial piety. In particular, they 

must have been aware that a conscious revaluation and positive revival of the 

Burgundian ruler pmtrait was taking place. The stern and severe glances of 

Burgundian convention were replaced with images that emphasise the human warmth 

202 
While in a tradition which had been popular with the rulers of Burgundy since the late fourteenth century,Yan 

Orley's devotional diptych seems to have been just about the last gasp of the type. While her successor, Mary of 
Austria, would adopt Margaret's iconography of the widow, no devotional diptychs of the next governess of the 
Netherlands are known. This may have had something to do with Mary ' s wellknown Lutheran leanings in her 
youth, and it is unsurprising that when the type did put in a brief reappearance later in the century it depicted 
Mary's own replacement, the staunchly Catholic Mm·gm·et of Parma: see the triptych wings by Anthonis Mor van 
Dashorst painted sometime after 1565 (Madrid, Museo del Prado, inv. nos 21 17 and 21 17bis). 
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of their sitters. The minority of Charles V and his accession to the Spanish throne was 

a time of great optimism and hope for the future and Habsburg ruler portraits 

produced in the Burgundian Netherlands during this period reflect this. 

The period of 1506-1518 also underlines the way that wider political events 

lead to an increase in the production of portraits. Van Orley's portrait of Margaret of 

Austria as the Regent of the Netherlands, for example, appears as a result of Charles' 

accession to the Spanish throne and his departure from the Netherlands and led to a 

need for numerous images of the Regent. The numerous betrothal portraits of the 

same period similarly reflect this principal. Unlike the potiraits of Mm·gm·et, however, 

these works have largely been ignored because they largely survive through copies. 

As we have seen, close stylistic analysis of these works and their reintegration into 

the socio-political environment of the day can create new identifications, attributions 

and interpretations that significantly modify our understanding of the production, 

form, function and reception of the ruler portrait during the early 1500s. 

Finally, it must be noted that the court that Mm·gm·et of Austria established at 

Mechelen created a renewed and stable focus for patronage in the Burgundian 

tradition after nearly thirty years of tumult and insecurity. With stability comes 

increased production, which in turn stimulates the development of the tradition. Just 

how well this tradition would deal with the demands of painting Charles' portrait 

when he became the emperor is one ofthe subjects ofthe next chapter. 
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On January 12th 1519 Maximilian I died at Wels, and an anonymous German artist 

recorded his features at death (Fig. 1 05). 1 Stripped of his imperial trappings, this 

image would still have pleased the ruler who had so loved to disseminate his own 

image, showing as it does the last phase in Maximilian's campaign to be seen as an 

exemplary ruler, virtuous even in death. The immediate response to his passing, 

however, was a bitter contest for the imperial title between Charles and Francis I, for 

the office was not in any sense hereditary. 2 Nevertheless, Charles managed to receive 

the title on 28 June 1519 but only after borrowing huge sums from the Fugger 

banking dynasty and paying massive bribes to the imperial electors . 

This contest was indicative of the powerful rivalry felt by Charles V, Francis I, 

and Henry VIII. One reason for the appearance of pmiraits of ever-greater 

magnificence tlu·oughout the sixteenth century was the continuing propaganda war 

between these three. All three rulers had to shore up their monarchies as much as 

possible: Francis I came from the cadet branch of his family; Henry VIII's father had 

seized power in a civil war; and Charles V had to contend with reigning over many 

different nations all of whom would have preferred a 'natural' or native ruler. 

Imbued with chivalric ideals but with an ear cocked to Machiavellian 

Realpolitik, these three formulated concepts of neo-absolutism and to some extent the 

development of the state portrait is a function of the accumulation of powers in the 

1 
See Checklist, no . 12. 1. 

2 
See Knecht, 1994, pp. 165-70. 
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Chapter 5 

hands of the monarchy at the start of the sixteenth century? Thus we can see that the 

political climate of the time paved the way for the development of the state portrait as 

a Europe-wide format, the perfect vehicle for suggesting the ruler's virtually 

superhuman stature. In response to Francis I, Henry VIII, and Charles V's rivalry the 

sixteenth century saw a veritable explosion in the production of ruler portraits across 

Europe. 

Charles' attainment of the imperial title underlined the duality of Habsburg 

ruler portraiture. As ruler of both Burgundy and the Holy Roman Empire he had 

inherited two systems for representing himself. In addition, he held a third title, King 

of Spain, which also demanded an iconography. Even more importantly, many of his 

followers (and most particularly the new imperial chancellor, Mercurino Gattinara) 

increasingly felt that Charles' accumulation of territories meant that he was destined 

to head a world monarchy, a chimera first set in motion by the writings of St 

Augustine and Dante's De monarchia.4 In 1519 Gattinara wrote to Charles that 'God 

has by His grace elevated you above all other Christian kings and princes making you 

the greatest Emperor since Charlemagne and putting you on the path to wotid-

monarchy. ' 5 While Charles denied that this was his aim, at the very least he now 

required his comiiers to call him 'Caesar' . This chapter looks at the way Charles and 

his advisors set about resolving these conflicting demands on his iconography. 

3 
Myers, 1982, p. 299. For the development of the theory of the Divine Right of Kings, especially in France, see 

Alien, 1928, pp. 367-93; Lloyd, 1983, pp. xv,.;vi. 
4 

Although Charles did not publicly support the idea of a world monarchy, Earl E. Rosenthal has pointed out that 
his device of two columns and the motto 'plus ultra' was widely accepted as implying his desire for universal 
expansion . See Rosenthal , 1973, p. 205. For Gattinara see Headley, 1983. 
s c· 1ted by Racly, 1988, p. 51. 
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Van Orley's Imperial Portrait of Charles V 
On 20 May 1520 Charles left Spain for his coronation as King of the Romans.6 

Charles would remain in the North for the next two years and seems likely that it was 

shortly after his arrival in Burgundy that Van Orley took the opportunity to update his 

image, producing the unique portrait today in Budapest (Fig. 1 06)? That this was a 

new experience, a Duke of Burgundy who was also a Holy Roman Emperor, seems to 

have called for a new type of portrait. 

Van Orley's starting point was evidently his earlier pmirait of Charles (cj Fig. 

87), most visible in the identical hat badge and the buttons embossed with 'C ' s.8 

However the quality of the Budapest portrait is far superior and reveals Van Orley 's 

personal involvement. It cannot help but make one realise why Van Orley was so 

successful in attracting Habsburg patronage. This extremely large and fine portrait 

seems unlikely to have been produced for expmi and was probably intended for an 

important patron, such as Margaret of Austria or Charles. Although the portrait only 

survives in a single example, as we will see it was to have a strong influence on 

Charles' Netherlandish iconography. 

One significant difference between this work and Van Orley's earlier potirait is 

that Charles is no longer the boy with the saucy expression of the Bourg-en-

Bresse/Paris/Naples portraits . While the indeterminate setting ts typically 

Burgundian, not only is his stern expression now consistent with the gravitas of his 

imperial position, but the use of near-profile surely derives from Striegel ' s 

6 
Miniatures attributed to Clara de Keysere illustrate this voyage (El Escorial, Biblioteca del monasterio real de 

San Lorenzo, MSS, vitr.13): see Ghent, 19CJ.>a, p. 179, no. 23. 
7 

See Checklist, no . 8. 
8 

See Checklist, no. 6.1. 
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'Privatmann' portraits of Maximilian. Clearly, under the influence of Gattinara's 

ideas of the Emperor's status there has been a significant change in Charles' 

representation. Indeed, as we will see, this p01trait is the first step away from the 

benevolence of expression found in ruler portraiture created under Mm·gm·et of 

Austria's influence towards the colder and more autocratic view of the dynasty that 

would dominate Habsburg portraiture after 1530. 

Images of Charles, 'King of the Romans' 
On 23 October 1520 Charles was crowned King of the Romans at Aachen, and Pope 

Leo X granted him the right to use the title 'Roman Emperor elect' until he could be 

crowned in Rome. His election and the coronation at Aachen seem to have 

encouraged many artists to produce objects on Habsburg-related themes. It was at this 

time, for example, that the famous tapestry maker Pieter van Aelst produced his 

famous Honores set of tapestries, a series with a didactic theme on the virtues of a 

good sovereign.9 Further downmarket, hatbadges with Charles' portrait seem to have 

had a brief vogue, advertising the wearer's supp01i for Charles' election (Fig. 1 07).10 

In Germany woodcut portraits of Charles were produced as part of the Habsburg 

propaganda campaign, some of which prophesise that Charles would be the last 

9 
See Steppe, 1968, pp. 720-34; Delmarcel, 1971 ; Delmarcel, 1977; Delmarcel, 1979; Delmarcel, 1981 ; .lunquera 

de Vega and Herrero Carretero, 1986, pp. 35-44. 
10 

Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, gold and enamel, 4.9 cm. diam ., inv. no. 1612, dated 1520. This was 
possibly in the collection of Margaret of Austria as 'Une Medaille de l'empereur escripl de son litre a /'en/our en 
date de 1520': see JKSAK, 1890, p. v, no . 6286; Hackenbroch, 19(5), p. 324; London, 1980-81 , p. 46; and 
Hackenbroch, 1996, p. 222. Other examples are also at Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 1612 (see 
Vienna, 1958, pp. 23-24, no. 51; Bruges, 1962, p. 160, no. 89; Katalog der Sammlung fiir Plastik und 
Kunslgewerbe, 1966, ii, pp. 69-70, no. 305; Hackenbroch, 1969, pp.324-25; Muller, 1972, p. 45 ; Hackenbroch, 
1979, pp. 228-30; London, 1980-8 I, p. 47; Kerkhove, 1986, p.334; Mechelen, 1987, no. 218; Innsbruck, 1992, 
pp. 399-400, no. 218; Toledo, 1992, pp. 51 0~ I, no. 264; Hackenbroch, 1996, pp. 21622; Eikelmann, 1997, 
pp. 89-90; Ghent, 1999a, pp.322-23 , no. 237; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p.132, no. 38) and New York, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art (Michael Friedsam collection), inv. no. 32.100.270 (see Hackenbroch, 1969, p. 323). 
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emperor prior to the arrival of the Antichrist.'' Others specifically equate him with 

his illustrious forebear, Charlemagne, as can be seen in the woodcut attributed to 

Anton Woensam (Fig. 108). 12 Few of these woodcuts seem to derive from any certain 

model or surviving state portrait and generally don't closely resemble Charles. 

One exception, however, known in several versions and attributed to Hans 

Weiditz, depicts Charles beneath a Renaissance arch hung with the imperial eagle, the 

arms of Spain and the arrows and double yoke devices of the Catholic Kings (Fig. 

1 09). 13 The potirait seems to have been derived from the Rome/Bruges prototype that 

we looked at above (cf Fig. 75 and Fig. 76). 14 As we have noted, since at least the 

last quarter of the fifteenth century Austrian ruler p01iraiture had been placing the 

sitter in an architectural setting. In the Habsburg Netherlands, on the other hand, 

rulers were traditionally depicted in an indeterminate environment. This print is one 

of the first examples of a Habsburg portrait where the sitter is placed amongst 

ltalianate architecture and surely draws inspiration from Maximilian's Triumphal 

Arch. At the same time, however, the convention of including a heraldic shield can 

also be found in the Netherlandish diptych of Phi lip the Fair and Margaret of Austria 

(Fig. 21). 15 Clearly, the iconography of the print derives from all three of Charles' 

inheritances - Austria, Burgundy, and Spain. Under the influence of South German 

11 
For example see Hillard, 1993, pp. 7-22. The surge of patriotism that swept through the German lands on 

Charles' election can be seen in a woodcut print of Charles by Hans Baldung Grien used in several books of 1519-
1521 (Verschreibung und Venlil!igung des neuen erwtihlten romischen Konigs Karo!i .. , Strasbourg, 1519; 
Oralio legation is Francisci.. ad e!ectores imperii ... , Strasbourg, 1519; An den groj3machtigsten Fiirsten 
Karo!um, erwtihltem romischen Konig ... Ein Sup!ication und Spmch !ustig zu !esen .. . , $rasbourg, 1519; and 
Ulrich von Hutten's Conci!ia, wie man die ha/ten so11 ... , Strasbourg, 1521). A related portrait was also included in 
P!inius. Lobsagung ... durch Herrn Die/rich van P!eningen gedeutschf Strasbourg, 1520. See Karlsruhe, 1959, 
pp. 363-64, nos xxix and xxx. 
12 

Vita et Gesta Km·o!i Magni, Cologne, 1521: see Kunze, 1993, i, p.247. 
13 

See Checklist, no. 5.6. For Hans Weiditz/the Petrarch Master see Baer, 1993, pp.l46-66. 
14 

Kai Sass, 1976, pp. 11-14. See Checklist nos 5.1 and 5.2. 
15 

See Checklist, Group no. 4.1. 
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models like this there would be a brief vogue in the Netherlands during the 1520s for 

the use of ltalianate architecture in ruler portraiture. 

The 'Imperial Portraits Workshop' 

As I have said there must have been an enormous demand for images of Charles at 

this time. From about 1515 one anonymous Netherlandish workshop (which I shall 

clu·isten the 'Imperial Portraits workshop') seems to have gone into the production of 

portraits of Charles for the open market, synthesising Sittow's c. 1513 type with Van 

Orley's portraits of Charles. Examples of its output at Cambridge and formerly at 

Lucerne respectively show Charles resting one hand on the picture frame or tugging 

the collar of his tabard with his right hand (Fig. 110 and Fig. 111 ). 16 The hand resting 

on the sword in the Cambridge and Lucerne works, for example, follows those in the 

first type, at Bruges and Rome (cf Fig. 75 and Fig. 76). The pose of the head, 

however, follows the second type, such as the example at Bourg-en-Bresse (cf Fig. 

87). The two rows of round buttons and the ribbon around Charles' neck, however, 

derive from the third type, in Budapest (Fig. 1 06). 17 Charles' costume in these 

portraits amalgamates all three types, having the slashed sleeves of types one and 

tvvo, the cloth-of-gold mantle of types one and three, and the red overshirt and broad-

brimmed hat with an oval hat badge of types two and three.18 Although these panels 

are exceptionally similar to each other they are not necessarily by the same mtist: ti-e 

latter is of much better quality than the former, where the hands are too small and 

16 
See Checklist, nos 9.1 and 9.2. 

17 
The ribbon probably held some sort of medallion, as can be seen in the portrait of an unidentitied sitter that has 

been attributed to the Master of the Magdalen Legend (Banbury, Upton House). 
18 

The same process occurs in another rather poor quality version dated 1516 (presumably signif)'ing the year of 

Charles' accession) but which places the glove in Charles' left hand and eliminates the right hand altogether: 

Location unknown (formerly Vienna, Dorotheum, 19 September 1961, lot 37). 
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squashed into the picture space. It seems likely a company of artists working towards 

a similar style produced them. 

The gold background with dots in these po1iraits is typical of rapidly produced, 

low-cost works, and suggests that the pictures were probably intended for sale in the 

markets of Bruges or Antwerp and elsewhere. 19 The workshop also produced portraits 

of Maximilian that follow Joos van Cleve's popular image, as we can see by nearly 

identical examples at Longleat (Fig. 112) and Enschede (Fig. 113)?0 As the eagles on 

the frames of the portraits of Charles at Cambridge and formerly at Lucerne are 

single- and not double-headed, as on the portraits of Maximilian, it seems likely they 

were made before Charles' coronation at Aachen on 23 October 1520. If this is the 

case, and assuming that there is a link between them, then the Budapest portrait was 

probably made before this date. 

A similar type to the Cambridge and Lucerne portraits, which can be seen in 

two rather more distant examples in New York and formerly on the Paris art market, 

shows Charles holding an upright sword (Fig. 114 and Fig. 115)~ 1 • These would 

seem to have been produced by the workshop after his election as King of the 

Romans. Other workshops in the Netherlands also produced images like these (Fig. 

116 and Fig. 117) - incidentally, the same workshop that produced this last example 

also made a portrait of Charles' sister Mary as a widow (Fig. 118)~2 The high 

19 
For the art market in the Southern Netherlands see Jacobs, 1998, pp . 149SO and passin1 . For the art market in 

Antwerp see Pirenne, 1902-32; Prims, 1927-48, v, pp. 195-97; Houtte, 1953; Wee, 1963 ; Ewing, 1990; Honig, 
1998. For that in Bruges see Wilson, 1998. 
20 

See Checklist, nos 9.6 and 9.12 . It is also possible that the Beurdeley sale example was also produced by the 
workshop. 
21 

See Checklist, nos l 0.1 and l 0.2. 
22 

See Checklist, nos 11 and 12, and Checklist (Mary of Austria),no. 5. 
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frequency of survival of these mediocre portraits suggests that tmages of Charles 

were produced in large numbers around the time of his coronation, presumably for 

the open market. 

Looking at the works produced by the 'Imperial Portraits Workshop ' what is 

striking is that the facial features remain constant. It seems clear that in the 

Netherlands at least artists respected physiognomic patterns established by accredited 

court painters - such as Van Orley - but exercised considerable latitude as to 

costume, pose, and even iconography. Presumably these factors were less important 

for the open market and had no explicit significance, unless they followed some 

generally accepted type, such as the figure of the ruler holding a drawn sword. 

Whether this smi of reception was also the case in the more rarefied atmosphere of 

the court is unclear. 

What is clear from these examples, and from Van Orley ' s second pmirait of the 

new Emperor, is that Netherlandish artists were intent on maintaining the visual 

status quo of Charles as ruler of the Burgundian Netherlands. The Habsburg court 

also seems to have been content to follow this policy. Other solutions would be found 

for the German lands. 

The Imperial Diet at Worms and the Arrival of Ferdinand 

After his coronation Charles left for Worms to prepare for the Imperial Diet which 

was to be held there from January to May 1521. Here he confronted Martin Luther 

and affirmed his support for the Roman Church. He also demonstrated his awareness 

of the importance of portraits, banning the distribution of portraits of Luther while 

later that year images of the reformer were burned at Thorn and hung from the 
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gallows at Selestat.23 At Worms Charles also made clear to his subjects that he would 

rule his realms as an unity, commenting that 'it is not my desire and will that there be 

many lords, but one lord alone, as is the tradition of the Holy Roman Empire. :24 Still, 

no man could rule without help and so in the Habsburgs' hereditary lands he 

employed the help of his brother Ferdinand, the final piece in the jigsaw puzzle of 

dynastic marriages that Maximilian had organised. 

As we have seen, in 1515 Maximilian had secured the betrothal of the then heir 

to the Hungarian throne, the future Louis II, to his granddaughter Mary. In exchange 

he had offered either himself or one of his two grandsons to marry Louis ' sister Anna 

of Hungary, an agreement that was finalised at the Congress of Vienna in July 1515.25 

The death on 23 January 1516 of Ferdinand V of Aragon, who had always opposed a 

Hungarian marriage for Ferdinand, allowed Maximilian to pass Anna of Hungary on 

to his youngest grandson. Nevertheless, this agreement was temporarily tlu·own into 

doubt with Maximilian's death in 1519 when Louis, who had acceded to the 

Hungarian tlu·one after the death of his father, chose to contest the imperial election 

with Charles, demanding the return of his sister, who had been at the Habsburgs' 

courts at Vienna and Innsbruck since 1515. Habsburg bribery ofLouis' advisers and a 

promise that Charles would marry Anna himself managed to aveti the situation. 

Ultimately, however, with the imperial crown in his hands Charles pleaded that he 

needed a papal dispensation for having to break his engagement with Princess Renee 

of France and returned Anna to her betrothal with Ferdinand. 

23 
Warnke, 2000, p. 58 , 65. 

24 
Lynch, 1981 , i, p. 68 . 

25 
See Liske, 1867. 
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The arrival of Charles in Spain in 1517 had spelt exile for his brother who as a 

'natural born Spaniard' would have provided a rival claimant to the throne?6 On 26 

May 1518, Ferdinand left Spain from Santander bound for the Netherlands, reaching 

Ghent on 20 June after an eventful journey which at one point had him off.course and 

on Irish soil. For the next two years Ferdinand kicked his heels in the Netherlands 

while waiting for some sort of a political settlement. His brother's assumption of the 

imperial title in 1520, however, made it clear that Charles would be unable to 

personally rule all of his vast possessions, presenting Ferdinand with the opportunity 

of becoming regent (Staathalter) of the Habsburg hereditary lands, as well as the de 

facto president of the Imperial governing council (Reichsregiment) . The first step was 

taken at Cologne in November 1520, when an arrangement was ratified between 

Charles V and the ambassadors of Louis 11 of Hungary which concluded that the 

Hungarian king would marry Mary of Austria while Ferdinand would wed Anne of 

Hungary. On 11 December 1520 a proxy wedding was held in St Jacob, Innsbruck. 

However, before Ferdinand could depart for Austria to take up his bride he had to 

resolve the question of exactly what would constitute his powerbase in the region. At 

the Diet at Worms on 23 April 1521 a territorial settlement between Charles and 

Ferdinand was finally reached which gave the latter the Austrian duchies of Upper 

and Lower Austria, Styria, Carinthia, and Carniola, while Charles retained the 

wealthy Tyrol , as well as some of the smaller Habsburg territories on the borders of 

the hereditary lands.27 Immediately following the Diet Ferdinand set out for Linz 

26 
On 7 September 1517 Charles wrote to Ferdinand from Middelburg, accusing his brother of allowing his 

courtiers to express dissent towards his rule. See Ferm\ndez Alvarez, 1971-81 , i, pp.71-74, cloc.x ii . 
27 

In 1522, however, Ferdinand successfully petitioned to have this redrafted, effective ly giving him complete 
control of the Austrian inheritance. 
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where in May he met his bride and his sister Mary, neither of whom he had 

. I 2s prevwus y met. 

For his part, at the end of the Diet at Worms, Charles V returned to the 

Netherlands. Whilst there he had an affair with Joanna van der Gheenst which 

produced an illegitimate daughter, whom he named Margaret after his aunt. The child 

was given to the Archduchess to raise at Mechelen and, after being legitimised, would 

later become successively Duchess of Florence ( 1536) and of Parma (1538), before 

achieving fame as Governess of the Netherlands for her half-brother, Philip Il of 

Spain. In 1522 Charles now set off for Spain, interrupting his voyage with a state visit 

to England where, on 19 June, he solemnised his betrothal to Henry VIII 's daughter, 

Mary. Thereafter he would remain in Spain for the next seven years, leaving the 

Netherlands in the control of Mm·gm·et of Austria, and his territory in Central Europe 

in the hands of his young, inexperienced brother, Ferdinand. 

Portraits for Germany: the Influence of Hans Schwarz's Medals 

At Worms, like many other delegates, both Charles and Ferdinand had portrait 

medals made of themselves by the German artist Hans Schwarz?9 These medals are 

of particular interest here for two reasons, firstly because they represent the first 

stirrings of an interest in depicting Charles in a format derived from classical 

iconography, and secondly because of their huge influence on their subject's 

iconography in the German lands throughout the 1520s. In Chapter Three we saw that 

28 
For these events see Bauer, 1907. For Ferdinand and Anna's marriage at Linz Sle Koller, 1967. 

29 
Charles was interested in numismatic portraits and probably encouraged the work of medallists. A letter from 

the humanist and political theorist Antonio de Guevara to Charles recalls how at their last meeting Charles was 
interested in medals: see De Guevara, 1950, i, pp. 19-27 (book I, no. 3); Cunnally, 1999, p!IO. For De Guevara 
see Redondo, 1976; Mezzatesta, 1984. Ferdinand was also interested in numismatics, employing figures such as 
Jacopo Strada, to collect coins for him (see the inventory of his coin collection published by Holzmair, 1961 ). 
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Habsburg pmiraits from the Netherlands were modified to suit Austrian and German 

audiences, while Maximilian's iconography had been expanded to include a portrait 

of him for the Netherlands. By the 1520s this policy was entrenched, the Habsburgs 

producing specific images of themselves for each of their different realms. As we will 

see, much of Charles and Ferdinand ' s German iconography throughout the 1520s 

derives from the images made at the Diet at Worms. 

Hans Schwarz was perhaps trained in the workshop of Hans Holbein the Elder 

at Augsburg, but in 1519 he moved to Nuremberg where he established a tlu·iving 

workshop. On 25 February 1520, however, for reasons unknown, he was given three 

days to leave the city by the town council. Presumably he returned to Augsburg but in 

1521 he travelled to Speyer and to the Imperial Diet in Worms. 30 

While there Schwarz seems to have produced medals with profile portraits of 

Charles and Ferdinand. While it is not necessary to go into depth about these medals 

here, it is important to note that some of their numerous variants acted as source 

material for painters and sculptors throughout the 1520s. Ferdinand 's medal exists in 

two broad types, the first of which shows him wearing a fur tabard and a hat, with 

tassels and a badge (Fig. 119).31 As it is inscribed 'AETATIS.XIX' (that is after 10 

October 1522) Schwarz presumably worked up a sketch taken at the Diet the previous 

year. The second portrait medal is fundamentally the same but without an inscription 

30 See Gaettens, 1951-58. 
31 

See Checklist, no . 2.1. 
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and shows the sitter in the same tabard with a fur collar but wearing a broad brimmed 

hat (Fig. 120).32 

Schwarz's first medal of Ferdinand had a parallel in a widely reproduced 

portrait medal of Charles in a similar costume (Fig. 121 )?3 Other versions tend to 

simplify the hat, eliminating the tassels or the cord holding the brim up, sometimes 

even changing the location of its edge and the badge (Fig. 122)?4 To confuse matters 

further, another medal by Hans Schwarz shows Charles with a broad-lapelled jacket 

and a broad-brimmed Burgundian hat (Fig. 123)?5 

Many artists appear to have based their portraits of Charles and Ferdinand on 

Schwarz's designs and Wolfgang Hilger has shown, for example, that the profile 

portrait of the latter in a broad-brimmed hat was enormously popular and used in a 

variety of media.36 The best known of these copyists was the leading sculptor in 

Augsburg, Hans Daucher, who seems to have produced medals of Ferdinand and 

Atma in 1523 and 1524 (Fig. 124 and Fig. 125)?7 

Daucher also used Schwarz's first medal of Charles as one of the sources for 

two reliefs dated 1522, an allegorical Triumph of Charles V and an equestrian portrait 

32 See Checklist, no. 3. 
33 See Checklist, no. 13 .I. 
34 

See Checklist, no. 13 .2. 
35 

See Checklist, no. 13.3. 
36 See Hilger, 1969, pp. 33-40, 45 , 58, 123, 128, p.l59, no. 73 , p. l69, no. 128, p.l77, nos 169, 170, 171 ; and 
Utrecht and ' s-Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 74, no. 51-15. The popularity of the type can also be seen in its use on 
stove tiles (examples in Gdansk, Krakow and Stockholm . See Schloss Sclnllaburg, 1982, pp. 508-09, no. 530; 
Utrecht and ' s-Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 71 , no. 50) and on pots (examples formerly in the Figdor and Von Hirsch 
collections). 
37 

See Checklist, Group, no. 10 and Checklist (Ferclinand), no. 5. For Daucher see Halm, 1926, ii , pp. 209l8; 
Sauerlanclt, 1927, pp. 70-72; Bange, 1928; Feuchtmayr, 1933, pp. ix-xiii; MUller, 1963, p26. 
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of the Emperor (Fig. 126)?8 Around this time he also produced a relief of the Meeting 

of Charles V and Ferdinand I, where the two princes would be vitiually 

indistinguishable if it were not for the arms on their horses' barding (Fig. 127)?9 

While the topic of the Habsburg equestrian pmirait falls outside the scope of this 

study, it is important to note that these sculptures are important precedents for 

Titian's 1548 painting of Charles V at the Battle of Miihlberg. Although it lies 

outside the scope of this study, once again we can see the first stirrings of an interest 

in representing Charles as if he were a Roman emperor, a trend that would dominate 

imperial sculpture from the 1540s onwards. 

Schwarz's portrait of Charles was also widely copied in other media, as can be 

seen in an anonymous panel portrait that was previously in the Ernst Museum, 

Budapest (Fig. 128).40 These variants also acted as the models for (amongst others) a 

1521 print by Hieronymus Hopfer (Fig. 129)41
, a second anonymous print dated 1522 

by a later hand (Fig. 130)42
, a relief by Loys Hering (Fig. 131 f 3 and a 1528 Tal er 

from Uibeck (Fig. 132).44 Interestingly, some of these variants drop the fm-lined 

tabard and depict Charles wearing a jacket with the same sort of broad lapels found in 

the Schwarz/Daucher medal of Ferdinand, making it likely that other variants 

38 
See Checklist, nos 13.7 and 13.4. In the same year he also carved an image of Maximilian I presiding over 

Albrecht Oiirer defeating an allegorical opponent and, at around the same time, an equestrian portrait of 
Maximilian I as St George (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 7236. See Baldass, 191 3-14, p. 359; 
Halm 1927, p. 209; Bange, 1928, p. 21 ; Habich, 1929-34, I, i, p. l7, no. 70, ii , i; Der Samm/ung fiir Plastik und 
Kunstgewerbe, 1966, p.37 , no. 250; Oberhaidacher, 1982, p.73 ; Deuchler, 1983, p.l41 ; Schincller, 1985, p .56; 
Mechelen, 1987, p. 97, no . 197; Toledo, 1992, p.436, no . 176) . The type is also known in a medal (with variations 
to the armorials on the horse ' s barding): London, Victoria and Albert Museum (see Habich, 1929::;4, I, i, p. 17, 
no . 70, ii , i, p. lxxxvii ; Trusted, 1990, p.24, no. 7). 
39 

See Checklist, Group no . 11.2. 
40 

See Checklist, no. 13 .8 . 
41 

See Checklist, no . 13.9. 
42 

See Checklist, no. 13 .1 0. 
43 

See Checklist, no. 13. 11 . 
44 

See Checklist, no. 13.12. 
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existed.45 These medals and prints were much more easily disseminated than 

paintings might have been: it was probably such a work that Felipe Vigarny used for 

one of the Three Kings for the high altar of the Capilla Real in Granada (Fig. 133)~6 

These medallic portraits and their derivatives were closely linked to the 

continuing surge in Germanic nationalism experienced during the late fifteenth and 

early sixteenth century under Maximilian 1.47 It is no accident that in many of the 

variants Charles and Ferdinand both wear Germanic costume and that prints 

following Schwarz's prototypes conclude Johannes Huttich's patriotic Imperatorum 

romanorum libellus (1525). What is particularly significant is that rather than 

disseminating Netherlandish portraits of themselves Charles and Ferdinand sat for 

new portraits in the German style for dissemination in the German lands. 

A New Austrian Iconography: Hans Maler's Images of Ferdinand I, 
Mary of Austria, Anna of Hungary 

As we have seen, at the conclusion of the Imperial Diet Ferdinand headed south to 

establish his own court. Immediately he set about creating an independent Austrian 

iconography for himself, presumably as a means of underlying his legitimate 

authority as a Habsburg Archduke. This is hardly surprising given the fragile nature 

of Ferdinand's sovereignty in Austria during the 1520s, years when he had been 

effectively imposed on peoples whose languages he hardly spoke. 

Ferdinand also set about underlining his links to the region. Two South German 

portraits depict Ferdinand and Louis II of Hungary as almost identical children 

45 
Medals of this type also exist: see Bern hart, 1919, p.35, no. I 0; p. 36, no. 14, pp. 37-38, nos 20, 23 . 

46 
See Checklist, no. 13.14. 

47 
See Silver, 1998b. 
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45 
Medals of this type also exist: see Bern hart, 1919, p.35, no. I 0; p. 36, no. 14, pp. 37-38, nos 20, 23. 

46 
See Checklist, no. 13 .14. 

47 
See Silver, 1998b. 
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despite the fact that they did not meet until each had grown to manhood (Fig. 134 and 

Fig. 135).48 Each wears the Order of the Golden Fleece that was not awarded to them 

until they were thirteen and ten respectively. It seems likely that for such lengths to 

have been gone to in order to underline their amity these pictures probably date from 

either the late 151 Os or the 1520s.49 

Arriving in Austria, it seems that Ferdinand inherited his first court painter, 

Hans Maler (that is, 'Hans Painter'), from his wife Anna of Hungary, who had been 

waiting to meet her husband for six years.50 Maler is first securely documented in 

Schwaz, near Innsbruck, in 1517 but seems to have had links to Striegel, and some of 

the copies after his 'imperial' portraits of Maximilian may come from Maler's 

workshop. Thus it seems likely that Maler and his workshop are responsible for some 

of the many anonymous portraits of Maximilian and his second wife, Bianca Maria 

Sforza, that follow Striegel's prototypes.51 An inscription on the reverse of Maler's 

portrait of Anton Fugger indicates that the artist originally came from Ulm and his 

surviving output demonstrates that between 1519 and 1526 his main patrons were the 

Habsburgs and the Fugger banking family.52 As we have seen, it has been postulated 

that Hans Maler may be identical with painters working on pmiraits of Mary of 

48 See Checklist, no. 6 and Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, panej31 x 25.5 cm. , inv. no. 4453. For the latter 
see Heinz and Schlitz, 1982, p. 210, no. 179. This portrait type of Louis also appears in the ' Portraitbook ' of 
Hieronymus Beck: see Heinz, 1975, p. 246, m. 91. 
49 

These paintings are yet more examples of a theme in Habsburg iconography during the first half of the 
sixteenth century, the visual linking of the Habsburg and Jagellon dynasties, which includes Bernard Striegel ' s 
Family of Maximilian 1, the Triumphal Arch and Triumphal Procession, and Hans Maler's portraits of Mary of 
Austria and Anna of Hungary. 
5° Ferclinand presumably used Maler because he was closer to Innsbruck than Maximilian's court painter, Bernard 
Striegel. The Archduke was certainly aware of Striegel because the town council of Memmingen, of which the 
artist was a member, repeatedly sent him to the archduke ' s court between 1523 and 1525 to collect outstanding 
debts leftover from Maximilian ' s reign: see Rott, 1933-38, ii , p. 102. 
51 

Heinz and Schlitz, 1982, p.294, note that a portrait ofMaria Bianca Sforza in a Munich private collection may 
come from Maler ' s workshop. 
52 

Formerly Decin Castle, panel , elated 1524. 
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Burgundy. Somewhat more controversially Maler may have painted murals, amongst 

them the c. 1510 Family Tree of Emperor Maximilian I at Schloss Tratzberg in the 

Tyrol. 

Maler appears to be a somewhat erratic draughtsman although this perception 

may derive from the survival of a large number of workshop rather than autograph 

works. His depiction of physiognomy can be summarised as follows: the eyes are 

sometimes erratically aligned; eyelashes are thick as if coated with mascara and 

drawn with two or three strokes with the tip of the brush; the hair is usually carefully 

drawn to represent individual locks; the head is usually seen from eye-level or 

sometimes from slightly above. The sitters are usually presented at bust- or 

sometimes at half-length against a brilliant blue background which is sometimes 

graduated so that its most intense hues are at the top of the image. This sort of 

background is somewhat old-fashioned and there are similarities with both central 

and northern Italian portraiture of around 1500. Maler's works are highly decorative 

with great attention paid to the textures and patterns of fabrics. Overall, the effect is 

precise and jewel-like against the sombre hues of the surviving painted frames. 

Maler's first known and earliest surviving portraits for the Habsburgs are not of 

Ferdinand but of his sister Mary and bride Anna of Hungary. These were probably 

painted at Innsbruck, where the princesses had been waiting for their husbands to 

claim them.53 The pmirait of Anna is ktXJwn from a just-under half-length portrait in 

53 
Visiting them in 1517 Antonio de Beatis described the two princesses thus: ' One of the aboveH1entioned 

queens, sister of the King of Hungary, called Anna, between 14 and15 years of age, given in spouse to the very 
illustrious don Ferrando, brother of the Catholic King, is very beautiful and comely, with lively eyes and a 
complexion that looks like milk and blood. She was dressed in black velvet and on her head she had a velvet beret 
of the same colour. The other, who is the sister of the above-mentioned Catholic King, and is given in spouse to 
the King of Hungary, is between I 0 and 11 years old, swarthy and not very pretty to my mind, dressed in the same 
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the Thyssen collection in Madrid (Fig. 136).54 Of all his numerous surviving portraits 

of the princesses this is the best, the rest appearing to be workshop products or later 

copies. The sitter is turned to the right in three-qumier profile and wears a large 

heavily jewelled hat, a richly embroidered and jewelled dress of red banded damask, 

and a necklace of two large diamonds and a pearl. The background is a Maler's 

typical blue, although this is muddier than usual, probably as a result of being 

overpainted and having only recently been returned to view. A copy on the art market 

in 1980 shows that bust-length versions also existed (Fig. 137).55 

An apparently matching bust-length of Mary by Maler wearing a similarly 

styled hat and with a large crucifix-shaped necklace demonstrates that the portraits 

were conceived as pairs (Fig. 138).56 One would also imagine that there might have 

been a now-lost half-length of Mary paired with the Thyssen portrait of Anna: this is 

confirmed by two half-length woodcuts (possibly by Erhard Schon) that place the 

sitters in decorative surrounds ofltalianate architecture (Fig. 139).57 The date of 1519 

on these woodcuts provides a terminus post quem for the types. Conceived as pairs, 

Mal er's portraits of the two princesses are as charged with significance as Striegel 's 

way, but in silk in a different colour than black, also with a man 's beret of black velvet.' (' L 'una de le dicte regine 
sorella del re de Hungaria, dicta Anna, di eta di XIV in Xll anni, che se da per muglie al ill111"s",. don Ferrando 
fratello del Re Catholico, e bellissima et dispostissima, vivace di oghi et di tal carnatura, che tucta parea di lacte 
et sangue. Vesteva de velluto negro et in testa havea berrecta pur de velluto delmedesimo colore. L 'altra, che e 
sorella del predicto Re Catholico et si da per muglie al re de Hungaria, e di eta di X in XI anni, negriglia et non 
di molta gratia a gli oghi mei, vestiva delmedesimo modo, ma di seta di altro colore che negro, pur con birrecta 
d 'homo de velluto negro.)' See Pastor, 1905, p. 94 . I would like to thank Ann a Gannon for helping with this 
translation. 
54 

See Checklist, no. 1. 1. 
55 

See Checklist, no. 1.2. 
56 

See Checklist, no. 2. Gustav Gllick's suggestion that the jewellery that decoates Mary and Anna' s hats in these 
portraits reflect a gift from Maximilian I is convincing: see Gllick, 1934, p. l74 . 
57 

See Checklist, no. 13. 
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painting of The Family of Maximilian I, similarly absorbing the Hungarian royal line 

into Habsburg iconography. 

An intriguing feature of the Thyssen portrait is that x-radiography has shown 

that in the underdrawing Anna originally held a rose. It seems reasonable to suggest 

that the original prototype was intended as a betrothal portrait for Ferdinand who was 

in the Netherlands working out a political settlement with his brother. As 

demonstrated by the print, the flower became redundant if the panel was to be paired 

with another of Mary. It may be that a pair of p01iraits was respectively shipped to 

Ferdinand and Louis and that in each the recipient's bride held a flower. Otrer 

versions without flowers were acquired by other members of the family, portraits of 

Anna and Mary after the 1519 pattern appearing, for example, in the 1523-24 

inventory of Mm·gm·et of Austria 's collection at Mechelen.58 

The following year Maler was again called upon to paint the young queens 

(Fig. 140 and Fig. 141).59 These paired portraits are much larger and depict the sitters 

in just over half-length. Once more Anna faces to the right, Mary to the left, the 

former's placement perhaps reflecting her greater maturity. Anna wears a dress of 

golden patterned brocade, a heavy diamond with a pearl around her neck, a large 

broad-brimmed hat on her head, with a jewel hanging from its brim. On her knee sits 

a fox-faced lapdog with an 'A' on its collar. Again the background is Maler's typical 

sky blue and above the sitter's head is the inscription 'ANNA. REGINA. 1520. 

58 
These portraits were hung near each other and described as ' Item, ung aultre tableau de la portraiture de 

J\1/adame Anne d 'Ongrie, f emme de 1\t/onsgr l'archiduc, habillee d 'une robbe de damas rouge bandee, les manches 
descoppees et ung bonnet sur son chief, painct de paries et aultres bagud and 'item, ung aultre tableau de la 
portraiture de Madame Marie, royenne d 'Ongrie, habillee d 'une robbe de drapt d'or, bigarre de velours noir it 
losainges, it coli er au col et une bague y pendant it trois paries, it ung bonnet richement painct sur son chief see 
Michelant, 1871 , pp. 69-70; Zimennan, 1885, p. xcv, nos 31 and 35; and Gliick, 1934, p. 175 . 
59 

See Checklist, no. 2.1 and Checklist, no. 3. 
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ANNO. ET ATIS. 16'. The portrait of Mary depicts the sitter in a similarly splendid 

dress trimmed with patterned gold brocade and a equally gorgeous decorated broad-

brimmed hat. Above her head is the inscription 'MARIA. REGINA. 1520. ANNO 

ETATIS. 14'. As the court followed Old Style dating, with the new year beginning in 

March, and because Mary was fourteen until 13 September 1520 while Anna turned 

seventeen on 23 July 1520, the portraits were most probably produced sometime 

between March and July 1520.60 

Soon after these pottraits were completed preparations began for the imminent 

arrival of Ferdinand and the departure from Innsbruck of the two queens for their 

weddings . Inventories of the royal household were taken, Innsbruck artisans were put 

to work, and new items were sent from Augsburg and the Netherlands.61 Finally, in 

May 1521, Anna and Mary left Innsbruck for Linz and the former's wedding with 

Ferdinand.62 

It was presumably at this point that Hans Maler first depicted Ferdinand in a 

tlu·ee-quarter view, bust-length portrait facing right with a long inscription dated 1521 

that is now at Dessau (Fig. 142).63 Not only would Ferdinand have been eager to 

establish an official portrait but also images of the new ruler would have been in 

demand by his new subjects - while his effigy on coins asserted his authority to all 

classes, his painted portrait made the same point to the nobility. It is not insignificant, 

60 
As Mary did not marry Louis Il of Hungary until 11 December 1520 it might be argued that it was inappropriate 

to describe her as a queen. Nevertheless, as several documents show (for example, Lille, Archives du Nord, B 
2278 , fol. 122; see Le Glay, Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, iv, p. 357), Mary was commonly referred to as the 
Queen of Hungary before her marriage and it appears to have been common practice to describe the betrothed by 
their future title. 
6 1 

JKSAK, i, 1883, p. lxxviii, no. 494; andJKSAK, ii , 1884, p. xciii, nos 1412, 1413, p. xciv, no. 1419, p. xcv, nos 
1425, 1432. 
62 

See Koller, 1967. 
63 

See Checklist, no. 4.3. 
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given Ferdinand's task of winning over his new subjects, that he chose an artist able 

to produce large numbers of copies of the works. 

It should also be noted that Maler's picture spells the end of the imperial format 

used by Bernard Striegel for Maximilian's po1traits. Ferdinand, deprived of the 

imperial throne by his brother, had no right to use the iconography of the armoured 

figure with sceptre and imperial crown. Instead, he chose to use the Privatmann type 

to depict himself as an Archduke of Austria. That the imperial type was not revived 

for an image of the new emperor is also significant: Charles, who had not been to 

Austria, was clearly unconcerned about Austrian sensitivities, Schwarz's medal being 

deemed sufficient for local needs. 

Another version of the Dessau type at Vienna without an inscription shows how 

Maler's pictures were produced in multiple copies (Fig. 143).64 This portrait or one 

like it may have been sent to Mm·gm·et where it was hung alongside Anna of 

Hungary 's 1519 portrait. One wonders whether the type derived, like some of Maler's 

portraits of Mary and Anna, from a larger half-length. The Dessau painting was 

originally paired with a reversed version of his 1520 p01trait of Anna. This portrait is 

now lost but another example in reverse now at Innsbruck shows Anna wearing the 

same broad-brimmed hat with a dangling jewel that appears in the 1520 portrait (Fig. 

144).65 The jewellery around Anna's neck is also identical, although the brocade of 

her dress is not, consisting of a flame-like pattern on a red background . Maler, like 

most portraitists, was happy to produce multiple copies and variants for his clients. 

64 
See Checklist, no. 4.1. 

65 
See Checklist, no. 2.4. 
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Indeed, an undated letter from the artist to Anna of Hungary requesting payment for 

'I 0 pdd gemalt und konteJfet' either refers to portraits of her or to paired pictures of 

the royal couple.66 

Maler, who lived near ltmsbruck, probably created the models for these 

portraits during Ferdinand and Anna's visit to that city on 8-9 November 1521. 

Another portrait of Anna wearing a different costume in Berlin is yet another variant 

(Fig. 145).67 As comparison with the Thyssen-Bornemisza example shows, this 

portrait must have come from Maler's workshop or circle, and probably reflects a lost 

original painted by him between 1519 and the date on the panel, 1525. As A1ma faces 

to her left this was presumably an independent portrait and not paired with an image 

of her husband. 

In the mid-1520s Hans Maler also produced two more portraits of Ferdinand, 

but this time in full profile and, as Wolfgang Hilger has noted, deriving from medals 

made at the Diet at Worms.68 The first type is extremely similar to Hans Schwarz's 

first medal of Ferdinand (Fig. 119) and is known from a unique drawing at Christ 

Church College, Oxford (Fig. 146).69 The second of Maler's profile portraits, 

produced c. 1524-25, seems to have been more popular and is known from three 

panels, the best of which is at Florence (Fig. 14 7), with workshop versions at Rovigo 

and formerly on the London art market (Fig. 148)?0 Although the portrait derives 

from the 1523-4 medals by Hans Daucher after Schwarz that we looked at above (Fig. 

66 
Gllick, 1906, pp. xxi-xxii . 

67 
See Checklist, no. 4. 1. 

68 
Hilger, 1969, pp. 32-33. 

69 
See Check list, no. 2.2. 

70 
See Checklist, no. 5. 1, 5.2, and 5.3. 
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124 and Fig. 125), Mater has stamped the pictures with his own style, the blue 

background and profile pose showing a strong debt to Italian portraiture of mound 

1500.71 In addition to underlining his legitimacy as a ruler of Austria, inscriptions on 

the paintings point out Ferdinand's position as Charles' chosen successor to the 

imperial title, even though he would not become King of Hungary and Bohemia until 

1526 and King of the Romans until 1531.72 Unsurprisingly the type was widely 

. d . f d' 73 cop1e 111 a range o me Ja. 

Ferdinand seems to have succeeded in his goal of being accepted as ruler of the 

hereditary lands. Not only that, but in 1526 he would replace his brother-in-law 

Louis, killed by the Turks at the battle of Mohacs, on the thrones of Hungary and 

Bohemia. Facing the rise of Lutheranism and the constant tlu·eat of the expansionist 

policies of the Ottoman sultan Si.ileyman II the Magnificent, Ferdinand ruled his 

lands wisely and it is significant that the second edition of Erasmus' Institutio 

principis Christiani was dedicated to him. Indeed, his descendants would rule Austria 

until the Habsburg dynasty's final downfall in 1918. One part of his success, begun 

with his patronage of Hans Mal er, was to emphasise his commitment to his lands by 

using a local artist already in favour with both court and its leading citizens.74 

71 See Checklist, Group no. I 0 and Checklist (Ferdinand), no. 5.1. Given that the reverse of one of Schwarz' s 
medals shows Anna of Hungary in a similar broad-brimmed hat it seems possible that Maler may also have 
produced a lost profile portrait of her as well. Certainly other artists did , as can be seen in a print by Er hard Schiin: 
see Geisberg, 1924-30, no. 11276; Hilger, 1969, p. 36, 159, no. 73 . For Bernardino de' Conti see M.T. Fiorio in 
Bora, Fiorio, Mm·ani , and Shell, 1998, pp.211-30. 
72 For Charles and Ferdinand's secret and informal agreement about the latter' s succession to title of German king 
see Laubach, 1976. For German resistance to this plan see Kohler, 1982. Ferdinand attempted to grab after just 
about every title he could in the 1520's, whether he was entitled to them or not. As his wife Anna was a possible 
heiress in Hungary and Bohemia Ferdinand tried to make a claim in both kingdoms in 152627. In the 1550s he 
also made every effort to see that Maximilian II and his wife Maria were called king and queen of Bohemia long 
before his son was recognised as his successor by the Bohemian estates. 
73 

See Checklist, nos 5.5- 5.1 0. 
74 

For Ferdinand's patronage see Egg, 1961 . 
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Diirer's Visit to the Court of Margaret of Austria 
Not all German portraits of the Habsburgs met with approval. As we have seen, by 

the early 1520s Mat·gat·et of Austria was clearly the most significant and discerning 

patron of portraiture in the Netherlands. It is remarkable, therefore, that on 6 June 

1521 she expressed dislike for an image of the 'Kaiser' which Albrecht Di.irer, who 

was visiting the Netherlands, wanted to present to her. In his diary of his journey 

Di.irer wrote 'I went to Lady Margaret's and showed her my "Emperor", and would 

have presented it to her, but she so disliked it that I took it away with me.'75 On 3 July 

Dtirer 'exchanged my portrait of the Emperor for a white English cloth which Jacob, 

Tomasin [Bombelli]'s son-in-law gave me.'76 His accounts beg two questions. Firstly, 

what portrait did Di.irer try to give to Mat·gat·et and, secondly, why did she dislike it 

so? 

Although it is also conceivable that less than a year after the imperial 

coronation at Aachen the portrait may have been of Charles V, it is generally agreed 

that the portrait was probably ofMaximilian I, and was based on a drawing that Di.irer 

made on 28 June 1518 at the Diet of Augsburg (Fig. 149).77 The following year this 

was turned into a bust-length print that was widely disseminated as far away from 

75 Goris and Mm·Jier, 1971, p. 95. During his tour of the palace at Mechelen, conducted in person by the 
Archduchess, Dlirer also asked for a book of drawings by Jacopo de' Barbari but was told that they were already 
promised to Bernard van Orley. 
76 

Goris and Marlier, 1971 , p. 99 . 
77 See Checklist, no. 11 .1. Diirer supposedly also designed a medal of Charles V that was cut by Hans Krafft in 
celebration of the subsequently cancelled Diet that was to be held at Nuremburg in 1521. Numerous copies 
survive (for example see London, Victoria and Albert Museum, inv. no . 6748~ 860). For discussions of the type 
see Domanig, 1896, no. 36; Domanig, 1907, no. 39; Bernhart, 1919, p. 49, no. 62; Habich, 192534, I, ii , p. 5, no . 
18; Alvarez-Ossorio, 1950, p. 116; Grotemeyer, 1957, pp. 4243; Toledo, 1958, no . 300; Hill and Pollard, 1967, 
p. 110, no. 583; Hill and Pollard, 1967, p.IIO, no. 583; Berlin, 1983, pp . 178-=79; Austin, 1983, p. 235 , no. 138; 
Mende, 1983, pp. 50-57, 182-86, no. 13; New York and Nuremburg, 1986, p.325, no. 141 ; Maue, 1987, pp.227-
44; Trusted, 1990, pp. 64-65, no. 91 ; Vienna, 1994a, p. I 09, no . 26; New York and Washington, 1994, pp103-04, 
no. 77 ; Madrid, 1999, no. 58; Ghent, 1999a, p.247, no. 126; Toledo, 2000, p. 210, no. 32. 
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Nuremberg as the Netherlands (Fig. 150).78 Around the same time Dilrer also 

produced two paintings, today in Nuremberg and Vienna (Fig. 151 and Fig. 152)?9 It 

has recently been shown that Maximilian's features in the paintings were traced 

directly from the drawing. 80 Versions by other artists spread quickly, prints by Hans 

Weiditz (?) and Lucas van Leyden placing Dilrer's Emperor into settings of antique 

architecture (Fig. 153 and Fig. 154). 81 

In anticipation of his arrival Dlirer appears to have arranged for a large number 

of his prints to be forwarded to the Netherlands, and his diary records how he used 

them to barter for goods and services. If seems unlikely, however, that it was a print 

of Maximilian which Dlirer offered Margaret. The gift she rejected was valuable, and 

the 'white cloth' he exchanged it for was later used to pay Lemhard Tucher for 

transpmiing his 'bale' (that is, his possessions) all the way back to Nuremberg. 82 It is 

likely therefore that Dlirer offered Mm·gm·et a painting of the defunct Emperor. 

Margaret was well aware of Dlirer's work. Not only had her father given her a 

copy of the 'Triumphal Arch of Maximilian I' (which Dlirer had collaborated on) but 

also early on during his visit to the Netherlands the artist had sent her drawings and a 

copy of his engraved Passion. 83 Assuming that it was his portrait of Maximilian that 

he wanted to present, there are several possible reasons why Margaret might have 

rejected the work. Firstly, it may have been because the portrait followed the print in 

78 
See Checklist, no. 11.2. 

79 
See Checklist, nos 11.3 and 11.4. 

8° Crawford Luber, 1991 , p. 31. 
81 

See Checklist, nos 11.5 and no. 11.7. 
82 

Goris and Marlier, 1971 , p. 99. 
83 

'Item une aultre genealogie grande, nonnnee: Porte d'honneur, en papier, donnee par e feu empereur 
Maximi!ian a Madame, estant en une grant custode de cuir'(see Zimerman, 1885, p. cxix, no . 869). See Uiken, 
1998. For Diirer's gift see Goris and Marlier, 1971 , p. 64 (entry for 27 August-! September 1520.) 
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being a bust-length without hands. 84 Netherlandish copies, for example, follow the 

face exactly but vary the hands, as can be seen in Lucas van Leyden's print and in two 

contemporary paintings of Maximilian holding a sword aloft, one in Braunschweig, 

the other formerly on the London art market (Fig. 155).85 Another possibility is that 

the gift omitted to show Maximilian wearing the Order of the Golden Fleece, as is the 

case in the Vienna portrait. Certainly the drawing seems to have had the collar rather 

brusquely added to it. More prosaically Margaret's rejection of Dtirer's picture may 

have had less to do with its quality but with the knowledge that the famous artist 

would expect recompense commensurate with his status. Most importantly, it seems 

likely that Margaret, who as we have seen effectively managed the iconography of 

the Habsburgs in the Netherlands, may have been annoyed that this 'unauthorised' 

portrait of her father was on sale in the Netherlands. Whatever the case, on 29 June 

I 521 Dtirer lamented in his diary how he had made a loss in the Netherlands, 

especially as 'Lady Mm·gm·et in particular gave me nothing for what I made and 

presented to her.'86 Di.irer would return home with very little, leaving Margaret to 

commission works from her court artists for Charles' new project, an alliance with 

England. 

Lucas Horenbout's Portrait Miniatures and Anglo-Habsburg 
rapprochement, 1520-1526 

As we have seen, betrothal portraits had played a vital role in the genesis of new 

portrait types at the Habsburg court in the Netherlands during the 151 Os and this 

84 
Panofsky, 1943, ii , p. 211 We should remember, for example, that someone has added hands to Michel Sittow's 

portrait of Christian !I. 
85 

See Checklist, no. 11.8 and no. 11.9. 
86 

Goris and Marlier, 1971 , p. 98. 
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seems to have continued into the 1520s. It is likely that a portrait of Charles was sent 

to England as part of the alliance he concluded with Henry VIII in 1520. 

The most likely candidate for shipment would seem to be a portrait of Charles 

wearing an extravagantly slashed overshi1i, known through a portrait miniature in 

watercolour on card attributed to the Netherlandish artist Lucas Horenbout (Fig. 

156). 87 This seems very similar to Charles' iconography as Duke of Burgundy and 

hardly suggests his imperial status. Another miniature, of uncertain authorship exists 

at Vienna88
, and the portrait pattern was also used for a large-scale panel that has 

been in the English Royal Collection since the reign of Henry VIII (Fig. 157). 89 

While the former are bust-lengths the latter, whose authorship is unclear, shows 

Charles holding a sprig of rosemary. 

Most writers have suggested that the miniatures are copied from the panel but it 

is difficult to imagine anyone commissioning (let alone sending to a bride) such an 

unflattering portrait. Certainly, on the basis that likenesses tend to diminish in quality 

with repeated copying it would seem that the miniatures are earlier than the panel. 

Therefore the painting is probably a much later, probably unintentionally grotesque, 

copy. One possibility, however, is that Henry VIII is known to have collected satirical 

paintings of his enemies. In 1542, for example, he owned a double p01irait of Franc is 

I and Eleanor of Austria being mocked by a fool, an allusion to their marriage under 

the terms of the Treaty of Madrid of 1526 (Fig. 158).90 Might this caricature-like 

87 
See Checklist, no. 14.1. 

88 
See Checklist, no. 14.2. 

89 
See Checklist, no . 14.3 . 

90 
See Checklist, Group no. 16. 
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portrait of Charles be in the same vein? While the rosemary that Charles holds may 

signify that he would not forget Mary while she grew up, it may also ironically 

comment on Charles' ultimate faithlessness in his rejection of Mary for Isabella of 

Portugal. In 1525 Henry sent Charles an emerald whose colour represented hope on 

Mary's behalf; the rosemary for remembrance that the Emperor holds in the panel 

might refer to Henry's remembrance of Charles' perfidy. 

Turning now to the much more flattering miniatures, it is significant that the 

example in London has been attributed to Lucas Horenbout, son of the famous 

illuminator of the Bruges-Ghent school, Germ·d Horenbout. 91 In 1487 Germ·d was 

received into the Bruges painter's guild and subsequently ran a large workshop that 

primarily produced manuscript illuminations for royal patrons, including Isabel I of 

Castile and Mm·gm·et of Austria. On I April 1515 Mm·gm·et of Austria appointed him 

'varlet de chambre et painctre' and between 1516 and 1522 he received several 

payments from Margaret, largely for manuscript illuminations, the most important of 

which was for work on the manuscript known as the 'Sforza Hours' .92 He is last 

referred to in the Netherlands on 17 January 1522 when Mm·gm·et of Austria paid him 

6 florins philippes for an untraced portrait of Christian II of Denmark, and he next 

appears in England in October 1528, where he was working for the English court.93 

9 1 
For Gerard Horenbout see Haeghen, 1914; Duverger, 1930; Winkler, 1943 ; Wescher, 1946; Paget, 1959; 

Strong, 1983, pp. 30-31; Campbell and Foister, 1986, pp. 719-27; Dogaer, 1987, pp. 161-67; Gunn and Lindley, 
1991 , pp. 40-41. Kate Challis is also currently working on a Ph .D. dissertation at the University of Melbourne on 
the artist. For Lucas Horenbout see London, 1983, pp. 34-44; Campbell and Foister, 1986; Reynolds, 1988, pp. 3-
6. 
92 

London, BL, Add. MSS , 34294. Duverger, 1982, p. 95, published the original document of Germ·d ' s 
appointment. 
93 

'A maistre Girard Harembourg, painctre et illumineur, residant it Gand, la S0/11/IIe de vj florins philippus de XXV 
patCII'S piece, que deue luy estoit patr une paincture par luy faicte au vif 'it la semblance du ray de Dennemarcke, 
laque/le madicte dame a rete1we it ses mains pour !edit pris! see Pinchart, 1860, p. 18. Also see Duverger, 1982, 
p. 85. 
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Although there is no documentary evidence of Lucas Horenbout's activity in 

the Netherlands it seems likely that he and his siblings were trained in their father's 

shop: in 1520 there is a reference to one of Gerat·d's sons (perhaps Lucas) travelling 

twice to Bruges to make corrections to a Book of Hours; and at Antwerp in 1521 

Diirer met and purchased works from Gerard's daughter, Susanna?4 Lucas is first 

documented in England in September 1525, where he was working for Henry VIII. It 

seems likely, however, that he had been working for the court by at least 28 April 

1524, the date of a royal letters patent granted to Thomas F01·ster which contains an 

illuminated initial letter portrait of Henry by the artist.95 Gerat·d may have arrived in 

England at around the same time, although his first appearance in the accounts of 

Henry VIII is much later. 96 The Horenbouts were very successful in England and 

Lucas was still working for Henry VIII's court at his death in May 1544. 

The huge popularity of the portrait miniature at the Tudor court has meant that 

the genre is frequently thought of as particularly English.97 While the first reference 

to the independent portrait miniature occurs in a 1405 inventory of the possessions of 

Mat·gm·et of Flanders, Duchess of Burgundy, the earliest surviving datable examples 

are generally considered to be either the miniature, attributed to Lucas, of Henry VIII 

(which because of its inscription 'anno etatis xxxv0
' must date from not earlier than 

94 
See Duverger, 1930, p. 90; and Dlirer, 1956, p. 172. Guicciardini wrote that Susanna was the first member of the family to move to England and had been tempted there by Henry VIII: see Campbell and Foister, 1986, p725. This account perhaps recalls how Sophonisba Anguissola was brought to Spain by Phi lip li in 1559 One wonders if, like Anguissola, it was intended that Susanna Horenbout give lessons in painting to members of the royal family. 

95 
London, Victoria and Albeit Museum. For Lucas Horenbout's appearance in English records see London, BL, MSS, Egerton 2604, fol. 55. Published by Paget, 1959, p. 399. 

96 This can perhaps be explained by the loss of the accounts from between September 1525 and October 1528 (see Camp bell and Foister, 1986, pp. 720-21 ). 
97 For the general history of the portrait miniature see Foskett, 1963; London, 1983; Strong, 1983; Reynolds, 1988; Backhouse, 1989; Backhouse, 1991 , pp. 88-90; Edinburgh, 1993; Lloyd, 1996; Reynolds, 1998; Reynolcls, 1999. 
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June 1525)98 or another attributed to Jean Clouet of the Dauphin Francis (which may 

be identical or similar to one documented as arriving in England as a gift to Henry 

VIII from Madame d'Alen<;on in late 1526).99 What has perhaps been overlooked, 

however, is that the format was also probably in use at the Habsburg court in the 

Burgundian Netherlands. 

Portrait Miniatures from the Habsburg Court in the Burgundian 
Netherlands 
The Habsburgs were not unaware of portrait miniatures, as examples 'de illum;nure' 

of Charles V, Christian 11 of Denmark, Philip the Good, and others are recorded in the 

1516 inventory of Mm·gm·et of Austria's collection. 100 One wonders whether these 

might have been portrait miniatures or, at the very least, detached folios such as that 

held by Christian 11 of Denmark in a portrait by an anonymous mtist (Fig. 159). 101 

These miniatures had to come from somewhere and it seems reasonable to suggest 

that at least some of them might have come from the shop of Margaret's court 

painter, Gerard Horenbout. Indeed, such works may have been one of the reasons 

why Mm·gm·et granted Germ·d a position at her court in 1515 and perhaps explains the 

98 
Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, vellum on card, 5.3 x 4.8 cm. diam., inv. no. PD.19~ 949. 

99 Collection HM the Queen of Great Britain, gouache, 6.2 cm. diam. For the inventory of Mm·gm·et of Flanders 
see Dehaisnes, 1886, p. 913. For Clouet's miniature see Lebel, 1948, pp .275-76 ; and Greenwich, 1991 , p.91 , no. 
Y.44. 
100 'Ung petil /ab/eau de la semblance du roy ayanl la lhoison en son col el pour/an/ une robe cramoisy, une le/re 
en sa main, ung decoppe de drap d'or el ung po111poinl de gris sayon, de illuminurc! (Perhaps this showed Charles 
wearing the robes of the Order of the Golden Fleece.) 'Ung au/re pelil lab/eau de la semblance du ray de 
Danemarck foul habille de noir, el lenanl une jleur d'or en sa main, de ill111ninure (This may have resembled a portrait of Christian as a prince : London, Society of Antiquaries: see Kai Sass, 1971 , p.292); 'Ung ell/Ire pelil 
lab/eau de la semblance du bon due Philippe, habil/e foul de rouge, de illuminure (Perhaps this also showed 
Philip wearing the robes of the Order of the Golden Fleece): see Glay, 1839, ii, p.477 .. 
101 

Hillemd, Nationalhistoriske Museum paa Frederiksborg, panel, 31 x 22 cm., inv. no . A 4371. Whatever the 
case, from there the step to the portrait miniature is a short one indeed and perhaps the Horenbout workshop made 
a similar jump to Jean Clouet, moving from page to independent portrait miniature. Clouet's illuminations are 
found in the second volume of the work (Paris , BN, MSS, fr.l3429). The first volume was illuminated by 
Godefroy le Batave (London, BL, B arley MSS, 6205): see Orth, 1983, pp. 181-86. While it mi ght be argued that no record survives of Margaret of Austria purchasing portrait miniatures from Gerard Horenbout it should be 
noted that there are no recorded payments for miniatures to Lucas 1-Torenbout from the Tudors either: father and son each received a regular salary. 
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payment to him of twenty livres m September 1516 for 'certaines painctures et 

. d . '102 ouvrmges e son mest1er . 

There is also some evidence that Germ·d, like his son, worked as a portraitist. 

For his 1522 portrait of Christian to have been described as 'au vif' the Danish king 

must have sat for Germ·d during his visit to the Netherlands between June and August 

1521. It has been suggested that the portrait of Christian might be a panel mentioned 

in Margaret of Austria's 1523-24 inventory. 103 However, given that the average cost 

for a panel portrait was usually between ten and twenty florins philippes, the payment 

to Germ·d of 6 florins philippes suggests that the work may have been a miniature. 104 

On the other hand, however, it is important to remember that many of Margaret's 

artists were paid an annual retainer and as a result were often paid less for work 

completed than those artists who weren't in her employ. 105 At around this time Germ·d 

was also working on the Sforza Hours and his illuminations show an interest in 

portraiture, as can be seen with the identification portrait of Mm·gm·et of Austria as St 

Elizabeth (fol.61) which follows Van Orley's design, and a profile portrait of Charles 

V in the form of an illusionistic medal (fol.213) which copies Hans Schwarz's 

design. 106 

102 
Pinchart in Crowe and Cavalcaselle, 1863-65 , ii , p. ccciii. 

103 
'Aultre tableau fait apres le ray de Dannemarcque tenant une let/re en sa main, ayant une chemise it hwt!t 

collet, pour/ant la Thoison d'or pendant it ung cow·don de soie, le fond verd. See Michelant, 1871 , pp. 66-67; 
Zimerman, 1885, p. xciv, no . 15 ; Campbell and Foister, 1986, p.720. 
104 

In England, for example, miniatures seem to have been cheap: while in the mid-1540s Catherine Parr was 
purchasing miniatures at 5s. each from John Bettes at the same tine she was pay ing 30s each for panel portraits 
(see Campbell , 1985, p. xx). 
105 

1 would like to thank Kate Challis for making this point. 
106 

See Checklist (Margaret), no. 5.10 and Checklist (Charles), no . 13.12. Schwarz's medal was created after the 
Diet at Worms in 1521 and not in 1519 as has been suggested by Backhouse, 1989, p8 . The date of 1520 on the 
illusionistic medal must therefore refer to the date of Charles' coronation. 
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Looking at this evidence it is perhaps unsurprising that Germ·d's son Lucas 

should appear in the mid-1520s painting miniature portraits. It may well be that 

Mm·gm·et's payment to Germ·d, master of the Horenbout family workshop, for a 

picture of Clu·istian 11 was in fact for a portrait made by his son Lucas. If this is the 

case then do any portrait miniatures produced while Germ·d and Lucas were still in 

the Netherlands survive? The miniature portrait of Charles in London that has been 

attributed to Lucas that we looked at above seems a likely candidate. In 1522 Charles 

depmied the Netherlands for Spain where he remained until 1529. Unless Lucas 

accompanied him there - which seems unlikely -the model for his portrait of Charles 

would seem to predate 1522. 

This is confirmed by the fact that Charles is clean-shaven, a matter of interest to 

his contemporaries. As Peter Btn·ke has noted, the earliest mention of Charles having 

a beard comes in a 1521 letter by Pietro Mm·tire d 'Anghiera that reports a rumour to 

that effect. 107 The earliest eyewitness statement, however, is contained in a 1524 letter 

written by Ferdinand's ambassador in Spain, Martin de Salinas, that describes Charles 

as 'well-bearded'. 108 Given that Salinas had been with the Emperor since the early 

1520s, for him to mention Charles' beard it must have been a new and notew01ihy 

addition to the Emperor's features. We will look at its intellectual and political 

significance in the next chapter. 

This portrait of Charles makes a good pair with another miniature attributed to 

Lucas, this time of Charles' betrothed, Mary Tudor, wearing a large piece of 

107 
Burke, 2000, p. 408. 

108 
Rodriguez Villa, I 903 , p. 160. Gliick, I 933a, p. I 98, notes that Charles is recorded as bearded at his wedding 

to Tsabella of Portugal in I 526. 
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jewellery inscribed 'The Empour' (Fig. 86).109 While Janet Backhouse has proposed 

that this miniature could have been a gift from Mary to Hemy VIII in 1525 or may 

have been sent to France in 1527 as part of her betrothal to the Duke of Orleans, it 

seems improbable that portraits of Mary with such a piece of jewellery would have 

had currency after the end of her betrothal to Charles in June 1525. 110 The most likely 

recipient of such a miniature would surely have been Charles or a member of his 

immediate family. Further evidence that the miniature was produced during the 

betrothal is given by Mary's wearing of a Franco-Burgundian rather than an English 

hood. As we have seen, women normally adopted the national dress of their betrothed 

immediately after the contract was signed. It seems possible, therefore, that this 

portrait ofMary may have been identical or similar to the example 'en parchemi11 that 

was in Mm·gm·et of Austria's collection in 1523-24. 111 It is also conceivable that the 

other portraits of the English royal family that Mm·gm·et received were also by Lucas 

or Gerard Horenbout and that the betrothal between Charles and Mary was what 

prompted Henry to call the family to England. 

To sum up, it seems likely that these surviving miniature portraits of Charles 

and Mary were created as pmi of their betrothal between August 1521 and June 1525 

and, if Lucas Horenbout is indeed their author, that at least the design for Charles' 

portrait was probably manufactured before his departure for Spain in 1522. It may be 

that Lucas first arrived in England in the early 1520s to take a portrait of Mary -

perhaps accompanying Charles during his visit there in May to July 1522- but ended 

109 
London, National Portrait Gallery, watercolour on vellum, 3.5 cm. diam., inv. no. 6453. See Greenwich, 1991 , 

p. 91, no. V.47. 
110 

Backhouse, 1989, p. I 0; and Back house, 1991 , pp.89-90. 
111 

Seep. 237, n. 106 below. UPDATE 
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up in Henry's employ, bringing his father over shottly afterwards. This would 

certainly tally with Germ·d's sudden disappearance from Mm·gm·et's comptes at 

exactly this moment. 

Other Portraits from the Habsburg-Tudor Alliance 
A number of Tudor portraits also appeared in the inventory of Mm·gm·et of Austria's 

collection made during the alliance. While in 1516 only two works were mentioned-

a portrait 'en illuminaire' of Mary Rose Tudor and the 1505 portrait of Henry VII 

commissioned by Herman Rinck - in 1523-24 there were seven. 112 These included 

two portraits of Mary Rose (neither of which, however, was the example mentioned 

in 1516)113
; the 1505 portrait of Hemy VII; and portraits of Henry VIII; his wife 

Catherine of Aragon; and their daughter, the future Mary I, with a parrot. 114 

Interestingly, there was also another portrait of the future Mary 1, tllis time on 

parchment, which could well describe Lucas Horenbout's miniature. 115 These 

untraced and anonymous portraits probably came to Mechelen as part of the marriage 

treaty between Charles and the future Mary I. 

11 2 ' Ung autre petit tableau de la semblance de madame Mcnye, seur du roy d'Angleterre, oroderne de 
ilium inure ': see Le Glay, 1839, ii , p. 477. ' Ung autre tableau/ du chief du pere du roy I-lemJ' d'Angleterre, pere 
du cel/uy qui est it present par/ant la Thoison d'Or; et ayant une couverture paincte de vermet'l: see Le Glay, 
1839, ii , p. 480. 
113 

One was the terracotta bust by either Pietro Torrigiano or Guiclo Mazzoni. The second was the portrait of Mary 
Rose which may or may not be the panel by Sittow in Vienna. 
114 ' item, vingt tableaux des painctures estans it /'en/our dnmanteau de la chemynee et ail/eurs assavoir: La 
portraiture du ray d'Angleterre .. .': see Michelant, 1871 , pp . 58-59; Zimerman, 1885, p. cxviii ' Item, ung aultre 
tableau bien fait apres la royenne d'Angleterre, a mtz chief, ayant une robbe de velours cramoi~y. une chayne 
d 'or au col, y pendant une baguete' and 'item, ung aultre tableau de la portraiture de la fille du roy Hemy 
d'Aingleterre moderne, habil/ee de velours noir et une eo/le de taille d'or, tenant un papegay sur sa main 
senestre ': see Michelant, 1871 , p. 66; Zimennan, 1885, p. xciv. The portrait of Catherine of Aragon may be the 
same work referred to in the 1556 inventory of Mary of Austria' s collection as '33. El retrato de la reina doi'ia 
Cataline de lnglaterra, tia del emperador don Car/os nuestro seiior, en una tab/a cuadrada, con su moldura, yen 
el/a un letrero que dice su nombre.' See Pinchart, 1856a, p. 141. One wonders whetherit might have resembled 
the portrait of Mary Rose Tudor by Joannes Corvus (Sucleley Castle: see Campbell, 1985, pp. xvixvii , fig. 5) 
which also hac! the sitter's name on the frame. 
11 5 

'Item la portraiture du chief de la fille du roy d'Aingleterre en parchemin': see Michelant, 1871, p91; 
Zimerman, 1885, p. c, no . 194, and n.68. 
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While all these pictures are lost, one might speculate that like his father before 

him Henry VIII's portrait depicted him wearing the Order of the Golden Fleece.116 

Charles had done Henry the same honour, the English ambassadors to the 

Netherlands reporting to Cardinal Wolsey in a letter of 24 April 1522 that the 

Emperor had been seen wearing his Order of the Gmier regalia. 117 Such details 

signified new alliances: much later, in December 1538, when Francis I was seen 

wearing the Order of the Golden Fleece at the Louvre it was a sign of the growing 

amity between France and Spain at England 's expense.11 8 

A double portrait of Charles V and Henry VIII in a private collection also 

speaks of Habsburg rapprochement with the Tudors during the 1·520s (Fig. 160). 11 9 

David Starkey has suggested that the painting commemorates Charles' 1522 visit to 

England. During this trip Charles made a state entry into London, attended mass at 

Old St Paul's and, most importantly, signed a pact with Henry at Windsor on 19 June 

that confirmed that they would attack France the following year. Their intentions 

seem to have been well known: during the visit the two monarchs attended a comic 

play where their personifications easily tamed and bridled a horse that represented the 

K . fF 120 mg o ranee. 

In the painting the two monarchs are shown seated together before a rich cloth 

of estate with Hemy gripping a sceptre while Charles holds a sword aloft. The image 

11 6 
What is probably an eighteenth-century copy of Henry VIII wearing the Order of the Golden Fleece which 

follows one of Hans Holbein the Younger ' s designs survives : London, NationalPortrait Gallery (on loan to the 
Museum of London) , inv . no. 324. 
11 7 

Brewer, Gairdner and Brodie, 1862-1932, iii , pt 2, no. 2195. 
11 8 

Warnicke, 2000, p. 60 . 
11 9 

See Checkli st, Group no. 17 . 
120 

Brown, Bentinck, and Brown, 1864-1898, volume for years 1520~526, pp. 443-45, no. 437. 
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illustrates the nature of their relationship: theoretically Henry received his sceptre 

from the sword-wielding Emperor. This is consistent with the main theme of the 

pageant series for Charles' entry into London, where an inscription of his friendship 

and equality with Hemy VIII was posted in every street: 'Carolus henricus uiuant. 

Defensor uterque. Henricus Fidei. Carolus Ecclesiae'. 121 An unusual feature of the 

painting is the globe with a nocturnal coastal scene visible on the table in frm1 of the 

sitters. David Starkey has suggested this globe relates to a pageant presented at the 

monarchs' entry into London that showed England surrounded by water, planets, and 

stars. 122 While this is perhaps too literal a reading, visually it acts as an orb, 

underlining Charles' imperial status. If we were to follow Starkey's dating then the 

document that Charles points at would be the recently ratified treaty of Windsor. 

However, Charles' beard suggests that the picture was made after 1524, while 

his hairstyle indicates a terminus post quem of 1529. According to Prudencio 

Sandoval, in July of 1529 Charles had his hair cut short, an act that compelled his 

retinue to reluctantly follow suit and demonstrating the leading role rulers played in 

determining fashions at court. 123 By 'short' I mean that his ears become visible: a 

diptych of Charles and Ferdinand dated 1526 shows the Emperor bearded, and with 

his hair as it was tlu·oughout most ofthe 1520s, cut in a straight bob or 'page-boy' to 

12 1 
See Brown, Bentinck, and Brown, 1864-1898, volume for years l520-1526, pp.236-37, no. 466; and Anglo, 

1997 , p. 191. 
122 

See Greenwich, 1991, p. 56, no. V.l. For the entry of Charles V into London see Robertson, 1960; and Anglo, 
1997, pp. 170-206. 
123 

Sandoval, 1634, p. 50, writes 'se cor/6 el cabel/o largo, que has/a entonces se usaba en EspaFia, par achaque 
de undo/or de cabeza' and his retinue followed suit 'con tanto sentimiento que 1/oraron a!gunos'. Similarly, in 
1462, Philip the Good shaved his hair off to combat an illness, compelling his nobles to follow him (Cartellieri , 
1929, p. 72), while in May 1535 Henry VIII ' commanded all about his Court to poll their heads, and to giue them 
example, hee caused his owne head to bee polled, and from thence forth his beard to bee notted [polled] and no 
more shauen ' (Stow, 1615, p. 570). 
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just beneath the ears (Fig. 161).124 Records like this act as a crucial guide to dating 

Charles' portraiture. 125 Gustav Gllick, for example, was surely mistaken in suggesting 

that an alabaster relief by Jean Mone of Charles and his bride Isabella of Portugal at 

Gaasbeek dates from 1526 as an inscription states for, as Carmen Bernis has noted, 

Charles' hair is cut short and so the date must refer to the year of their marriage rather 

than to the relief's year of manufacture. (Fig. 162). 126 

While Charles' beard and hair allows us to date the double portrait between c. 

I 524 and 1529, this might be narrowed even further. On the left behind the Emperor a 

figure resembling Francis I and carrying a sceptre similar to that held by Henry VIII 

is being led into the room by a figure in the livery of one of Henry's servants. The 

painting might therefore refer to events in Italy, which Francis I had invaded in 1525 

in an attempt to capture Milan. The French king miscalculated badly, however, and 

was captured by imperial forces at the Battle of Pavia on 24 February. In the Treaty 

of Madrid, signed on 14 January 1526, Francis I was compelled to agree to Charles' 

demands in exchange for his freedom. As security that he would hold to the treaty 

Francis offered his sons the Dauphin and Duke of Orleans as ha;tages. Released on 

17 March 1526, Francis immediately repudiated the Treaty and at Cognac on 22 May 

he founded a league against Charles V with Pope Clement, Florence, Venice, and the 

Duke of Milan. 

124 
See Checklist, Group, no. 18. 

125 This does not mean, however, that out-ol'date types always fell immediately out of currency . In 1538, for 
example, a beardless portrait of Charles was made by Anton Woensam (Stuttgart, Staatsgalerie, woodcut, from 
Conci/ia omnia, lam genera/ia, quam particularia, ab aposto/orum temporibus in hue usque diem a sanctissimis 
patribus ce/ebrata ... , Cologne, 1538) who, given that he had surely seen Charles at his entry into Cologne in 
January !53 I, probably intended to show the Emperor as he had appeared at the time of his coronation. 
126 

See Checklist, Group no. 15.1. 
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Hemy received the news of the French defeat at Pavia with jubilation. Indeed, 

in the first flush of victory he had hoped for his own share of the spoils as Charles' 

ally. Reality, however, quickly set in with the realisation that the victory made the 

Emperor too powerful. 127 For the Habsburgs an alliance with England was no longer 

necessary and in June 1525 Charles dropped his betrothal to Mary. The Emperor 

could now bring his courtship oflsabella, sister ofthe Portuguese king, into the open 

and on 10 March 1526 the couple were married at Seville. 

The End of the English Alliance and Peace with France 
There had long been speculation that Charles and Isabella would marry and as early 

as 1513 Gil Vicente had prophesised the match in his Exorta(xio da Guerra that 'da 

muy fermosa fiar Iffante dona lsabel' was destined by Jupiter to be 'Emperatriz de 

Caste la e Alemania'. 128 Isabella brought a rich dowry of jewels with her to Spain, but 

she would also be an able partner for Charles, governing Spain tlu·ee times during his 

absences in 1529-33, 1535-36, and 1538.129 Fourteen months after the marriage, on 

21 May 1527, the couple produced a son, the future Philip 11 of Spain. 130 A daughter, 

Maria, who would later marry her cousin Maximilian II , was also born on 21 June the 

following year. A second son, the Infante Ferdinand, was born on 22 October 1529 

but died on 13 July 1530, while a third son, the Infante Juan, was born on 20 October 

1531 but died soon afterwards. On 27 June 1537 the couple produced a third 

daughter, the Infanta Juana, who would later marry the heir to the Portugtese tlu·one, 

127 
Assuming that Henry was the patron, the painting may have been givenaway soon after the end of the Tudor

Habsburg alliance as it does not appear in Henry V Ill ' s inventories. 
128 

Braamcamp Freire, 1944, p. l 04. 
129 

See Braamcamp Freire, 1920. 
13° Ferdinand also produced hi s first son in this year, and it is significant that whileCharles named his son Philip 
after the Dukes of Burgundy Ferdinand gave his own child the German name ofMaximilian after his grandfather. 
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Don Joao Manuel. 1539. After delivering a final, stillborn, child at Toledo on 20 

April 1539 Isabella of Portugal herself died on 1 May. 

At first the English seemed to accept Charles' Portuguese marnage with 

equanimity but, afraid of Habsburg ascendancy in Europe in the aftermath of the 

Battle of Pavia, they quickly switched their allegiance to the French, betrothing Mary 

to the Dauphin in 1527. The double portrait of Charles and Henry, in which the 

Emperor is perhaps pointing to the Treaty of Madrid, therefore probably dates from 

the last gasp of the Habsburg-Tudor alliance in 1525, and contains a similar message 

to the comic play performed at Windsor in 1522. 

The French, however, were bound for failure in Italy. On 6 May 1527 unpaid 

and out-of-control imperial troops sacked Rome. While Charles was horrified at this 

turn of events, with Pope Clement VII his prisoner Francis had lost his main ally. 

While an armistice was signed shortly afterwards, on 5 June 1528, the war in Italy 

continued until imperial troops won a final victory over the French at Landriano on 

21 June. From this point on the Habsburgs would dominate Italian affairs. 

Seeing the writing on the wall, Pope Clement now definitively switched sides, 

declaring 'I have quite made up my mind to become an Imperialist, and to live and 

die as such.' 131 On 29 June 1529 the Treaty of Barcelona cemented the Papacy's new 

alliance with the Emperor. 132 As usual this was ratified by a marriage, this time 

between Charles ' daughter Mm·gm·et and Clement's nephew, Alessandro de' Medici. 

The Pope now referred Henry VIII's divorce from Charles' aunt Catherine of Aragon 

131 
Bergenroth, De Gayangos and Hume, 1862-95, iv, p. 73. 

132 
See Cadenas y Vicent, 1985, pp. 13-36. 
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to Rome for arbitration, a decision that could only have one outcome, and an action 

that ultimately led to Hemy's break with the Roman Church. Anglo-Imperial 

relations would remain frosty until the accession of Mary I over twenty years later. 

A settlement between Charles and Francis was only achieved by the so-called 

'Ladies Peace ', negotiated by Margaret of Austria and Louise of Savoy at Cambrai in 

July and August 1529. Charles could now begin to prepare to leave Spain for his 

Italian coronation. 

Charles in Spain and Jan Vermeyen, travelling portraitist 
During the second half of the 1520s the production of portraits at the Habsburg court 

in the Burgundian Netherlands continued in much the same way as it had previously. 

The problem, however, was that with Charles absent in Spain Netherlandish 

portraitists lacked their central subject. This is perhaps the reason for the large 

number of poor and relatively unfaithful Netherlandish portraits of Charles from the 

1520s. In fact, if we look at his iconography from the German lands we can see the 

same thing happening: copies of copies tend to encourage dist01tion . 

This situation was clearly anathema to Margaret of Austria. While Bernard van 

Orley remained her key portraitist she appointed another artist, Jan Cornelisz. 

Vermeyen ( c.l500-1559), to travel abroad to make portraits. Probably trained in the 

workshops of either Cornelisz Willemsz in Haarlem or Jacob Cornelisz. van 

Oostsanen in Amsterdam, Jan Vermeyen's early work is either lost or unrecognised. 

Around I 525 the miist entered Habsburg service and spent much of his subsequent 

career working for the dynasty, accompanying Charles V on his Tunisian campaign in 

I 535 and designing the famous tapestries of the Conquest of Tunis by Emperor 
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Charles V. 133 He was clearly held in high regard by the dynasty, and as late as 1555 is 

recorded making a copy of aDieu de pitie by Titian for them.134 

According to an invoice for materials that Vermeyen presented to Mm·gm·et ' s 

executors in early 1532, the artist first entered the service of the Regent five years 

before her death. 135 Other documents reveal that Vermeyen was employed on a yearly 

retainer of 100 pounds, and the invoice shows that Mm·gm·et, obviously concerned 

about keeping the portrait collection at Mechelen up-to-date, used Vermeyen as a 

travelling portraitist. 136 In all the invoice details nineteen pictures, the majority of 

which were portraits of individuals who did not reside in the Netherlands. 

The chronology of the works mentioned in Vermeyen's invoice is somewhat 

jumbled and the following is an attempt to clarify the document. Three portraits of 

Mm·gm·et, Charles V's illegitimate daughter, seem likely to re related to the 

negotiations for the Treaty of Barcelona as they were sent to Charles and Clement 

VII, while Mm·gm·et of Austria retained the third. Signed in January 1529, the treaty 

betrothed the girl to Alessandro Farnese, nephew of the Pope, and the )llir were 

married by proxy on 23 June 1529. What was surely a betrothal portrait must have 

been shipped by this second date. 

Several other works indicate Vermeyen's presence at the negotiations carried 

out a few months later at the so-called 'Ladies Peace' held at Cambrai in July-August 

133 Vermeyen ' s cartoons are in Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum. The tapestry set, woven by Willem de 
Pannemaker, is in Madrid, Palacio Real. For the commission see Houdoy, 1873 ; d' Hul st, 1960, pp.221-30; 
Steppe, 1968, pp. 748-54; Schloss Halbturn, 1976; Horn, 1989. 
13 4 See Pinchart, 1856a, p. 138. 
135 

For this document see Appendix I. For other documents concerning Margaret 's employment of Vermeyen see 
Houdoy, 1872, p. 518; Horn, 1989, p.62, n.54. 
136 

See Pinchart, 1856a, pp. 136-37, n. 2 and n. 4. These documents are in Brussels, Archives Generales du 
Royaume, Reg. Nos 1805-1806). 
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1529. First of all, there is a painting of one of the daughters of Marie de Luxembourg, 

Madame de Vend6me. 137 Vermeyen also mentions four panels, two of Erard de la 

Marck, Cardinal of Liege, and two of the Virgin, that were delivered to Margaret and 

which presumably comprised two diptychs. 138 Erard de la Marck (1472-1538) was 

one of Mm·gm·et's closest allies and not only attended the Conference at Cambrai but 

the following year represented Mm·gm·et at Innsbruck and at the Diet of Augsburg. 

Finally, there is a portrait of Empress Isabella that was given by Mm·gm·et to the 

Cardinal. Clearly, with the exception of the Vend6me portrait, which the artist 

explicitly states was produced at Cambrai, all these works could have been produced 

before, during, or after the 'Ladies Peace'. Several more works (seven panels of Mary 

of Austria, Ferdinand, Anna of Hungary, and their four children) are related to a trip 

to Austria that Vermeyen made at Margaret's request between 25 May and 22 

October 1530 and will be examined in greater detail in the following chapter. The 

remaining portraits in the account- of Jehan Denis; of Charles; and two panels of his 

deceased son, the Infante Ferdinand -are more difficult to date . 

Looking at Vermeyen's invoice, what is striking is the mention of portraits of 

Charles, Isabella, and their son the Infante Ferdinand. 139 As Gli.ick pointed out, while 

137 Both parties at the 'Ladies Peace' stayed at the Hotel S.Pol, the residence of Marie de Luxembourg, for whom see Thelliez, 1970. For the negotiations themselves see K.necht, 1982, pp. I 74-9 I; and Russe lL I 992, pp. 94- I 52. 138 Two of these panels may be those of the Virgin and Child at Haarlem, Frans Halsmuseum (inv. no . NK 2596 I os 75-328 . See Haak, I 963 , pp. I 8- I 9; Friedlander, 1967-76, xii , suppl. no. 4 I 7; Horn, I 989, i, pp. 5-6, 8, n.54, 9, 55, notes 20, 22, p. 63 , n.58; Utrecht and ' s-Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 322, no. 220; Ghent, 1999a, p224, no. 91) and of the Cardinal at Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum (inv. no. A 4069. See Benesch, I 929, pp204-05, Hoogewerff, 1936-47, iv, pp.265-67 ; Pelinck, 1962, p. 10; Van Puyvelde, 1962, pp . 291-92; Haak, 1963 ; Friedlander, 1967-76, xii, p. I 29, no. 390; Rotterdam, I 969, ii , no. 230; Steppe and Delmarcel, I 974, p. 38; Collorfievaet, I 974; Van Thiel, I 976, p. 573; Bruyn, I 984, pp.3-5 ; Amsterdam, I 986, no. 78 ; Horn, 1989, I, pp.6-9, 56, 59-64, 67 ; Uh·echt and 's-Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 323, no. 221 ). 
139 

These pictures seem likely to be similar or identical to the portraits of Charles and lsabella recorded amongst the additions to Margaret's second inventory that were described as ' Item, ung tableau de l'empereur moderne' and, on the next line, 'Item, ung tableau de l'imperatrice '.These hung close to paintings sequentially described as 'Ung tableau de la semblance Jehan Den is', 'Deux tableaux receuz de Atf Jehan, le paint re, semblables; en l 'ung 
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there is no documentary evidence to suggest Vermeyen made a trip to Spain the 

artist's absence from Mm·gm·et's accounts during the 1520s makes it a plausible 

suggestion. 140 As we have seen, it seems that during the 1520s the Habsburgs did not 

trust Iberian artists to make portraits. Indeed, it is significant that not only do we have 

no Spanish portraits of the imperial couple but also no portraits of Charles' sisters 

Eleanor and Catherine in their successive roles as Queen ofPortugal.141 On one of the 

few occasions when lsabella had been previously portrayed, for a devotional painting 

of the Portuguese royal family adoring the Fons Vitae, the picture was imported from 

the Netherlands without the painter having ever seen his subjects. 142 During the 

1520s, furthermore, Charles was more interested in architectural projects in Granada, 

working on the Capilla Real of the cathedral there and building a palace for himself 

and lsabella at the Alhambra. It would make perfect sense for the Habsburgs to 

import an artist into Spain: for example, Charles seems to have enticed the Italian 

sculptor Pietro Torrigiano to Spain where according to Francisco d'Hollanda he 

est N,." Dame et en /'autre Jvfoni!r de Liege', 'Autre tableau e la semblance de Madame Marie, reyne d 'Ongrie' , 
and ' Ung double tableau oit son/ pourtraitz les qualre enffims du roi d 'Ongril!, and all are surely works 
mentioned in Vermeyen ' s invoice: see Michelant, 1871 , p.97. Interestingly, the slightly later version of the 
inventory in Vienna describes many of these pictures differently, does not list the portraits of Charles or Mary of 
Austria, records only one diptych of Erard de la Marck and the Virgin, and comments that the four panels of the 
children of Ferdinand and Anna had been returned from Brussels, where they were presumably exhibited at 
Coudenberg palace: 'Ung petit tableau de la porlreclure de /'imperatrix .. . Ung tableau de/a portreclure Jehan 
Denyr, fait au lustre de la chandoille ... Ung tableau, painct d 'ung couste d 'une NostreDame et de /'autre du 
cardinal de Liege, fermant a deux fuilletz ... Ung tableau double, de cypres, deans /equel son/ pourlrailz les 
premiers fits et jille du ray des Romans. Aultre semblable tableau oit son/ a us si pourtraix les secondesjils et jilles 
du diet seigneur ray des Ro11wins.' See Zimerman, 1885 , p. cxxi. Clearly, not all of Margaret's collection was kept 
at Mechelen and works came and went between her court and the other centres of government. 
140 

Gllick, 1933a, pp. 188, 191-92. 
14 1 

While Eleanor spent most of the 1520s in the Netherlands after the death of Emanuel I, and was consequently 
portrayed frequently, her sister Catherine was rarely painted because she was in Portugal. A lost portrait of her by 
the Portuguese painter Francisco d'Hollanda is mentioned in the 1556 inventory of Mary of Austria' s collection as 
'El retrato de la reina de Portugal d01la Catalina, hemwna de nuestro emperador, hecho en /inezo, par Francisco 
de 0/anda, metido en una caja aforrada en lerciopelo verde' (see Pinchart, 1856a, p.l41 ). One of the earliest 
surviving ad vivum likenesses of her is the 1552 portrait by Anthonis Mor (Madrid, Museo del Prado, inv. no. 
2109. See Hymans, 1910, pp. 59-60; Sfmchez Canton, 1956-59, ii , p. 233; Breuer, 1990, p. 18; Checa Cremades, 
1992, p. 79; Orso, 1993, p. !55; Jordan, 1994b, p.31; Madrid, 1998, pp. 407.()8, no. 98) . 
142 

Oporto, Hospital da Misericordia. 
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produced a lost terracotta bust of Isabella. 143 While Vermeyen and his workshop 

produced several surviving portraits of Charles, most can be easily dated to after July 

1529 when Charles cut his hair. 144 However, one workshop example, paired with a 

portrait of Isabella, shows him with long hair, making it likely that the pictures were 

produced before this date (Fig. 163). 145 

Given that Isabella of Portugal never left Iberia, it is likely that the prototype 

for these pictures was created in Spain. The painting of Isabella tallies well with 

Santa Cruz's description of her: 

'The Empress Isabella had a white skin, a clear look, she spoke little and was 

small. She had large eyes, a small mouth, flat breasts, good hands and a high-

set, well-formed throat .. . She was gentle and more reserved than need be; 

candid, quiet, devout, inward, not intervening at all.'146 

Presumably the prototypes for these portraits of the imperial couple were created 

sometime between Charles and Isabel's marriage on I 1 March 1526 and the 

Emperor's departure from Barcelona for Italy on 26 July 1529. Given the absence of 

a portraiture tradition in Portugal , it could even be that Vermeyn travelled to Portugal 

before the wedding to make a betrothal p01irait for Charles to see. What is 

particularly interesting is that these portraits of the imperial couple commissioned 

from Margaret ' s painter closely comply with the Erasmian humanist tendency of her 

court. 

143 
Holland, 1928 . 

144 
See Checklist, no. 17, and Group no. 20. 

145 
See Checklist, no. 19. 

146 
Schwarzendfeld, 1957, p. 107. 
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Vermeyen's portrait of the Infante Ferdinand presents its own problems. 

Mm·gm·et of Austria had a vested interest in this child who was born on 22 October 

1529, nearly tlu·ee months after Charles' departure from Spain for his coronation. On 

15 December 1529 Mm·gm·et wrote to Jsabella in rather emphatic terms to remind her 

that it had been agreed between her and Charles that the Infante would be sent to her 

to be educated. 147 Such an idea was not without precedent as the Regent had been 

raising Charles' illegitimate daughter Margaret since 1522 and the children of her 

deceased niece Isabel since 1526. Ferdinand's death on 13 July 1530 foiled the plan, 

however, and Mm·gm·et herself died later that year. 

What are we to make of this portrait of the Infante Ferdinand, which must 

presumably have been made during his short life between October 1529 and July 

1530? There are two possibilities: either Vermeyen was copying the work of some 

unknown artist, or he must have made a trip to Spain between the conference at 

Cambrai (July-August 1529) and his documented departure from the Netherlands for 

Augsburg (May 1530). 148 If this is correct, then Vermeyen could not have made 

Charles' portrait during this trip as the Emperor had left Spain in July 1529. What is 

troubling, however, is that there is no mention of a trip to Spain in Vermeyen's 

invoice, although the costs incurred during his trip to Germany are carefully detailed. 

We can conclude, therefore, that if Vermeyen did visit Spain between 1525 and 1530 

then he may have done so on more than one occasion. 

147 
Mazario Coleto, 1951 , p. 62 . She wrote to lsabella o f Portugal J' par mi parte no me pudieran venir nuevas que 

tanto deseara. P01·que, segun la que prometi6 Su Magi, yotengo esperam;a que este sera mi hijo y caFw para mi 
vejez que me vendra a consolar de la pena que yo tengo cada dia. Ass[ os ruego, se!1ora, que no me querays 
contradezir y yo solicitare tanto mas a Su Magi. quando le vi ere, que os vaya a ver para que comim;:e otro, que 
gracias a Dios elno ha menester otra cosa sino hijos para poseer Ios grandes reynos y tierras que Dios le ha 
dado.' See Ferm1ndez Alvarez, 1971-81 , i, pp. 185-86, doe. li . 
148 

Another more macabre possibility is that the painting may have been an early example of the Spanish custom 
of painting and disseminating deathbed portraits of in fant royals. 
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*** 

In conclusion, there is a strong continuity between Habsburg iconography between 

1506- I 8 and I 5 I 8-29, with betrothal portraits continuing to be important, as can be 

seen in Lucas Horenbout's images of Charles and Mary Tudor, Hans Maler's 

portraits of Anna of Hungary and Mary of Austria or Jan Vermeyen's diptych of 

Charles and Isabella of Portugal. At the same time, however, the marrying-off of 

Charles' sisters led to a reduction in the frequency of their representation. In future 

the majority of Habsburg portraits would be of Charles or his governors in Austria 

and Burgundy, Ferdinand and Mary. 

Charles seems to have had little interest in his iconography during this period, 

probably because of his absence from the main centres of Habsburg portrait 

production, the Netherlands and Germany. Verisimilitude seems to have suffered as a 

result, and in the late 1520s Mm·gm·et of Austria seems to have set out to remedy this 

by employing Jan Vermeyen to travel abroad. 

The most significant development during this period is the emergence of an 

independent German and Austrian iconography for Charles V and his siblings as a 

result of the death of Maximilian I and the succession of Charles and Ferdinand to the 

Holy Roman Empire and the Austrian Erblande. As we saw in the preceding chapter, 

their images were earlier derived from models sent from the Netherlands. The failure 

to appear in Germany of a truly 'imperial ' image of Charles - that is, something on 

the lines of Striegel 's portraits of Maximilian- signifies not only the shift of the title 

from that region to the Netherlands and Spain, but also Charles' apparent disinterest 

in portraiture for that area. While Margaret of Austria ' s Netherlandish artists 
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attempted to reconfigure the imperial image into a Burgundian format- they assumed 

that Charles would continue to view Burgundy as home - the geographical removal 

of the office to the court of the King of Spain inevitably spelt failure for their efforts, 

as the next chapter will show. 
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The Charles V that re-emerged in 1529 after seven years of seclusion in Spain was a 

completely different man. Not only had he adopted Spanish dress, language and 

customs but also, most importantly, at his court Charles' status as a God-like figure 

destined to head a 'World Monarchy' had become firmly entrenched . Charles' 

victories were seen to herald a 'universal peace ' and 'peace among Christians ' . After 

his victory at Pavia the Spanish humanist Alfonso de Valdes wrote ' that God has 

miraculously given this victory to the Emperor. .. at last, as the prophets foretold, the 

whole orb will be put under this very Christian prince and will receive Our Faith. '1 

With the Sack of Rome in 1527 the imperial chancellor Mercurio Gattinara wrote to 

Charles that 'Your Majesty should well consider that, in finding yourself victorious in 

Italy and with so powerful an army, God has set you towards world-monarchy ' .2 

What is significant about these statements is that they marry Charles ' earlier 

Erasmian ideas of peace and justice with an older Ghibelline and Dantian tradition, 

that of the authoritarian 'World Emperor'? Whether or not Charles believed in such 

notions himself there was a definite change in his iconography during the early 1530s 

that underlined these ideas. Three visual strategies were adopted to meet these aims. 

The first was to present Charles in armour, as a military leader; the second was to 

portray him as remote, distant, and god-like, by depicting him in a rigid and vi1tually 

1 
See Bataillon, 1937. 

2 
See Brandi, 1942. 

3 
For Charles V' s iconography as the Last World Emperor see Yates, 1975, pp.l -28 and Tanner, 1993, 

pp. 119-30. 
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immobile pose; and the third was the adoption of the full-length portrait, a format 

hitherto normally used for sacred figures. These three features (not necessarily in 

conjunction) would become characteristic of Habsburg iconography from the 1530s 

on, and are the principal subjects ofthe following chapter. 

Return from Spain, Domination of Italy and a fourth Loci for 
Habsburg Ruler Portraiture 
As we have seen, Charles left Spain by ship and arrived at Genoa on 12 August 

1529.4 He then made his way to Bologna to meet Pope Clement VII, entering the city 

on 5 November 1530.5 Emperor and Pope remained there for four months and on 24 

February, Charles' birthday, he finally received his imperial coronation.6 Bologna 

was flooded with visiting dignitaries from all over Europe and, as would be expected, 

the event was documented in numerous prints and paintings that were widely 

disseminated.7 After his coronation Charles and his court would spend the next three 

and a half years slowly perambu1ating between Italy, Germany, and the Netherlands, 

4 See Cadenas y Vicent, 1985, pp.37-45. Amongst his entourage was the German medallist Christoph Weiditz, who had arrived in Spain in 1529. Weiditz travelled with Charles throughout Italy, Central Europe, and the Netherlands between 1530 and 1532 before settling permanently in Augsburg. 
5 

See Cadenas y Vicent, 1985. 
6 See Giordano, 1842; Stirling-Maxwell, 1875 ; and Cadenas y Vicent, 1985 . 
7 An enormous number of commemorative images of Charles- both great and small - were produced for the coronation. One of the former was this medal by Giovanni Bernardi da Castelbolognese ( 1496-1553). Most likely it was a medal like this, but in gold, which Vasari recorded that the artist presented to the Emperor at Bologna: see Checklist, no. 18. Also of interest are the woodcuts by Robert Peril (see Ghent, 1999a, pp. 26061 , no. 144; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, pp. 156-8, no. 77; Toledo, 2000, pp. 283-85, no. 90), and Nicolas Hogenberg (see Bonn and Vienna, 2000, pp.l60-61 , no. 78 ; Toledo, 2000, p. 287, no. 92). These were some of the sources used by many artists, such as Domenico del Riccio (Brusasorzi)'sc. 1564 fresco for the Palazzo Ridolfi , Verona (see Soly, 2000, p. 408) and for the painting by Juan de la Corte (Toledo, Museo de Santa Cruz. See Toledo, 1958, p34, no. 72). The news of the coronation itself was spread in illustrated broadsheets, such as the Warhafftig anzaygung wie Kaiser Car/ der ji"inft et/lichen Fiirsten au.IJ dem Reychstag zu A ugspurg im 153() j ar gehalten Regalia und /ehen vnder dem fan ge lihen etc. (Vienna, ONB, Sammlung von lnkunabeln, alten und wertvollen Drucken, inv. no. Sign. 47 .E.61. See Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p. 176, no. 114). Along with Maximilian'sTriumphal Procession, Peril and Hogenberg's prints would act as an inspiration to Hans Leonard Schaufelein's woodcuts of theTriumph of Emperor Charles V of 1537 (Vienna, Graphische Sammlung Albertina, inv. no. 1937/35m57. See Geisberg, 1974, iii, nos G I 080-1 088). 
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often in the company of his brother Ferdinand and his sister Mary.8 The focus of most 

of his efforts during this period, however, would be the consolidation of imperial 

control over Italy . 

Charles' presence in Italy largely spelt the end of French intervention south of 

the Alps, ensuring Habsburg dominance of the Italian peninsula for the next two 

centuries. Indeed, from the 1530s Charles had effective control ofMilan which, when 

coupled with the Habsburg territories of the Tyrol and the Franche-Comte, meant that 

the dynasty had possession of a near-complete strip of land running through the 

middle of Europe from the North Sea to the Mediterranean. In the 1540s, the 

marriage of Charles' niece Christina of Denmark to the Duke of Lorraine would 

complete this network, and during the second half of the sixteenth century this so-

called 'Spanish Road ' played a crucial part in Habsburg attempts to subdue the rebel 

provinces of the N01thern Netherlands.9 Not only did this mean an unfettered 

shipment of arms and supplies between the N01th and South but also of artists, ati 

works, and ideas. Habsburg-dominated Italy provides, with the Netherlands, Spain 

and Central Europe, a crucial fourth locus for the development of the Habsburg ruler 

portrait. Thus the 1530s sees the start of a near-unbroken chain of artists in Habsburg 

service stretching from the Netherlands through Southern Germany, Austria and into 

Italy, linking North and South, and providing the basis for a new international style of 

ruler portraiture. 

8 
For Charles' itinerary see De Foroncla Y Aguilera, 1895 ; for Ferclinancl's see Forschungen wr Deutschen 

Geschichte, 1862. 
9 

See Parker, 1972. 
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Charles, therefore, needed an Italian portraitist to symbolise his dominion over 

Italy. His choice fell upon the Venetian painter Titian, whom he ennobled in 1533. 

With this act Charles paid a compliment to Italy that bound the peninsula closer to 

him. Not only did it underline Charles' cultural sensitivity, his support of and respect 

for native customs and style, but it also symbolized Italy's importance to him. This 

significance had two strands, the political and the artistic. Politically, Central Europe 

was under the control of Charles' brother Ferdinand, the Netherlands was 

increasingly rebellious, and while Spain remained Charles' financial and powerbase it 

was geographically distinct from the European stage. Italy, on the other hand, as the 

home of his new ally the Pope, played a central role in world affairs. Artistically, with 

the exception of the distant and rebellious Netherlands, Charles ' other dominions 

clearly did not have the visual muscle required by an emperor obsessed with a 

renovatio of the Roman Empire. Northern Italian artists, with their emphasis on the 

classical tradition, would prove the central focus of Charles' patronage from the 

1530s onwards and Charles' etmoblement ofTitian was the first step in this process. 

Armour 

Although they are lost and known only from copies, it is significant that Titian's early 

portraits of Charles don't follow Italian models but depict the Emperor in armour, a 

feature that would be characteristic of much subsequent Habsburg ruler portraiture. 

The contemporary documentary evidence about Titian's early potiraits of Charles is 

quite muddled. 

That painter and Emperor met at all seems to be due to Marquis Federico II 

Gonzaga, fifth Marquis of Mantua (1500-1540), whom Charles was shortly to elevate 
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to a Duke. 1° Federico seems to have asked Titian to paint the Empera· shortly after 

his arrival, for a letter to the Gonzaga agent in Venice dated 11 October 1529 requests 

the artist to travel to Parma to portray the Emperor.11 A portrait of Charles by Titian 

was evidently completed sometime before I 8 March I 530, when a letter from 

Giacomo Leonardi to the Duke of Urbino repmis that Titian had painted Charles, and 

that the Emperor had scandalously paid him only one ducat. 12 While the accusation is 

somewhat suspect, and seems part of numerous defamatory rumours about Charles 

miserliness that were circulating at the time, what it does show is that Titian had 

painted the Emperor, although it is unclear whether this showed him m armour or 

not.J 3 

A second sitting took place at Bologna, but this time between 13 December 

1532 and 28 February 1533. On his way there Charles stopped at Mantua, arriving on 

7 November 1532 and, on the basis of a letter that Federico II Gonzaga wrote to 

Titian on that day, it seems that once again it was the Duke of Mantua who had called 

the Venetian artist to paint the Emperor's portrait - no doubt he was acting at 

1° Federico played an important role as a diplomat between the Empire and the Italian states during the 1520s, and 
had met Charles at Genoa to escort him to Bologna. An enthusiastic patron ofTiian, about 1523 he commissioned a three-quarter length portrait of him self from the artist, and by the time of his death in 1540 Federico had 
collected around thirty works by him. The Marquis also patronised Netherlandish paintings, buying over one hundred and twenty of them , and so his taste would not have been that dissimilar to Charles'. Presumably he acted as an advisor to Charles on Italian art and artists. For their relationship see Bodart, 1998. 
11 Wethey, 1969-75, ii, p. 19. 
12 'La ora/ore di A1anlova [Benedetlo Agnello]molto biasma la maes/a Cesarea calumniandola d'eslrema 
avarizia e che la ll/o. condusse Titiano per fare ritrarre sua maesla, quale li feci don are un ducal a e che il prefato 
l/lmo per honor suo li dom) 150 ducati~ see Gronau, 1936, p. 85; Bodart, 1998, p.209, no. 45. This is discussed in detail by Wethey, 1980, p.288; and Bodart, 1997, pp.62-63, 66. For the controversy over whether Titian actually portrayed Charles in 1530 see Wethey, 1969-75, ii , p.l9, n.2; and Hope, 1977. 
13 See Bodart, 1998, p. 63 , n.54. That said, however, it is true that Spaniards were not used to the high cost of 
painting in Italy, and Charles had only recently arrived from Spain (for a discussion of this issue see Falomir Faus, 2000, p. I 18). 
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Charles' behest. 14 This second portrait was completed by 14 January 1533 when 

Ferrante Gonzaga wrote to Federico from Bologna that Titian had produced a highly 

praised portrait ofthe Emperor inarmour. 15 Sadly, however, Titian's 1530 and 1532 

portraits of Charles are lost, although we can gain some idea of what at least one of 

them - it is unclear if this was painted in 1530 or 1532- looked like from later 

• 16 copies. 

Copies of Titian's 1530-32 portraits of Charles fall into tlu·ee types, all of which 

show the emperor wearing the same suit of armour, with two conical disks at the 

shoulders, and holding a sword. It is unclear which, if any, accurately reflect Titian's 

portrait of Charles in armour. The first copy is a print by Giovanni Britto (perhaps 

supervised by Titian) where Charles is shown in half-length and facing to the right 

14 See Wethey, 1980, p. 88. Vasari confuses the 1530 and 1532 sittings, incorrectly suggesting that Titian was 
called to Bologna by Cardinal Ippolito de' Medici through the mediation of Pietro Aretino and that while there he 
had painted a portrait of the Emperor wearing annour: 'dove fece un bellissimo ritrallo di Sua Maeslit tullo 
armato, che tanto piacque, che gli fece donare m if le scudi ': see Vasari, 1967, vii , p.440 ; and Hope, 1977, p. 551. 
In 1535 Lombardi presented a marble bust of Charles V to Alessandro de' Medici ,Duke of Florence and recent 
bridegroom of his daughter Margaret. Lombardi is documented as producing four marble busts of Charles, 
although only one is identified (Paris, Musee Jacquemart-Andre). In a letter to Isabella of Portugal, dated 15 
January 1537, Titian 's friend and publicist Pietro Aretino noted that Charles had first agreed to sit for Titian after 
seeing his portrait ofFederico 11 Gonzaga. As Federico was depicted by Titian as early as c. 1523 (Madrid, Museo 
del Prado, inv. no. 408 . Inscription: 'TITIANUS F.' See Wethey, 1969-=75, ii, pp. 107-08, no. 49) and then again 
in armour in 1530 (untraced) this letter sheds no light on the chronology of Titian's portraits of Charles. For this 
letter see Aretino, 1957-60, i, p. 109. 
15 ' Titiano ha jallo lo imperatore tanto naturale che tulli questi lo vedono da divino '. Cited by Wethey, 1980, 
p. 88. Presumably it was for this reason that on his last day at Bologna the Emperor awarded Titian 500scudi, and 
just over two months later on I 0 May 1533 made him a Knight of the Golden Spur and Count of the Lateran 
Palace. In this patent of nobility the artist is referred to as a reborn 'Ape lies', the Greek painter, while Charles is 
compared with his predecessors Alexander the Great and Augustus. However, Titian was not the first artist to be 
ennobled by Charles, as he awarded coats of arms to Hans Reuthlinger, Michael Witz, and Hieronymus Hop fer in 
1522, 1523, and 1524 respectively. In 1530 he gave Baccio Bandinelli membership of the Order of the Knights of 
St Peter and in 1535 he made Sodoma a Count Palatine. On the conferment of titles to artists see Warnke, 1993, 
pp. 155-74. 
16 See Cloulas, 1964; Mliller-Hofstede, 1967; Wethey, 1969-75, pp.l8-22. Portraits of Charles in Armour: 
Simancas Castle, inventory of Charles V, 1561 ? (' un retrato de su magestad en una tab/a armada en blanco y 
d01·ado de memo de Ticiano' . See Beer, 1891 , p. clxxiii, no. 196); El Pardo Palace, Sala de la Antecamara, 
inventory 1614-17 ('Otro retrato del emperador de media cuerpo Carlo quinto armaciJ con una espada desnuda 
en la mano y la celada encima del bufete : See Wethey, 1969-75, ii , p. 192); Madrid, Alcazar, inventory 1636 (as 
previous description but with the following addition )ma celada con plumas a la memo izquierda sabre un bufete 
de carmesi con tuson de annar [sic] sabre la go/a es de mano de Ticiano). Thereafter the portrait disappears. 
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(Fig. 164).17 The second is a painting by Peter Paul Rubens where Charles is shown 

nearly to the knees, facing to the viewer 's left, with a helmet resting on a table 

behind, and holding the sword in his right hand , while the other rests on his hip (Fig. 

165). 18 One version, which closely follows Rubens' picture, has a landscape view 

seen through a window in the background, most probably a later addition to the 

composition.19 The final variant is at Prague and depicts Charles' features in a very 

similar way to the Rubens type, but has no background detail, depicting the figure in 

bust-length, holding the sword in his right hand in the same way to the print by Britto 

(Fig. 166). 20 

Two lines of thought exist about these coptes. The first suggests that the 

pictures derive from two different portraits of Charles by Titian, respectively made in 

1530 and 1532, as the surviving documentation would suggest. Alternately, and more 

convincingly, it may be that the print and the Prague painting are revisions of the type 

preserved by Rubens, who seems to have been a faithful (and frequent) copyist of 

Titian's designs. Britto's print clearly reverses Titian's original because the lance-rest 

of Charles ' cuirass is on the wrong side. 21 

Interestingly, Charles was also painted 111 armour at Bologna 111 1530 by 

Parmigianino ' . Vasari relates that: 

17 
See Check list, no. 19. 1. 

18 
See Checklist, no. 19.6. 

19 
See Checklist, no. 19.7. 

20 
See Checklist, no. 19.22. 

21 
As Karla Langedij k has commented, ' In Britto' s woodcut the right hand is holding a long sword and in this 

respect the print introduces a justified variant of the painted portrait, for if it had simply reproduced the painting in 
reverse the emperor would, after all, have been shown with the sword in hi s left hand ' (see Langedijk, 198 1, 
p. 86). Be that as it may, it certainly didn ' t stop the anonymous portraitist who, as we have already seen, depi cted 
Charles in the early to mid-151 Os holding a sword in his left hand . 
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'When the Emperor Charles V was in Bologna to be crowned by Clement, 

Francesco, having attentively observed the Emperor while he ate, did a fine 

painting of him in oil, but not a portrait. He painted the personification of glory 

crowning him with laurels, and a child representing a small Hercules, who 

offered him the terrestrial globe, symbolising mastery of the world. The painter 

showed the finished work to the Pope, Clement, and he liked it so much that, 

along with Francesco and the Bishop of Verona, he had it sent to the Emperor. 

The latter esteemed the painting highly and wished to have it, but Francesco, 

ill-advised either by a disloyal or ignorant friend, assured him that the work 

was not yet finished and he did not thus want to give it to him. Therefore, the 

Emperor did not receive the painting and the painter went without his fee. '22 

This could well be a picture today in New York that clearly seems unfinished (Fig. 

167).23 Here Charles also grips his sheathed sword in one hand but in the other he 

holds what appears to be a lance, an interesting forerunner of the lance he would 

carry in Titian's 1548 Charles V at Miihlberg. The terrestrial globe being presented to 

him surely refers to the idea that Charles would come to head a Universal Monarchy. 

Charles ' likeness would seem to derive from another source, perhaps a medal, as his 

hair isn't shown cut into his new Roman style. 

22 'Quando I 'imperadore Carlo quinto fit a Bologna, perche I 'incoronasse Clemente settimo, Francesco, andando let! ora a vederlo mangiare, f ece senza ritarlo I 'imagine di esso Cesare a olio in un quadro grandissimo; ed in que/la dipinse la Fama che lo coronava di !aura, ed unfanciullo ir!forma d 'un Ercole piccolino che gli porgeva if mondo, quasi dandogliene if dominio: la quale opera finita che fit, la f ece vedere a papa Clemente, a! quale piacque tanto, che mando que/la e Francesco insieme, accompagnati dal vescovo di Vasona allora dataKi, all 'imperadore: onde essendo motto piaciuta a Sua Maestit, f ece intendere che si lasciasse; ma Francesco, come mal consigliato da un suo poco f edele o poco saputo amico, dicendo che non era fin ita, non la volle lasciare: e cosi Sua lv/aestit non I 'ebbe, ed eg!i non fit, come sarebbe stato senza dubbio, premia/a. Quest a quadro essendo poi capitato a/le mani del cardinale Ipolito de 'Medici, fit donato da lui a! cardinale di Mantoa, ed oggi, e, in guardaroba di que! duca, conmoltre aft re belle e nobilissime pi litre.' See Vasari , 1967, v, p. 229. 
23 

See Checklist, no. 20. 
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The inclusion of armour and swords in these pictures is highly significant and 

would be highly influential for the development of Habsburg iconography. Yet this 

was not a new development, for both Titian and Parmigianino were following the 

established iconography for the Duke of Burgundy (as can be seen in the portraits of 

Charles the Bold, Philip the Fair, and Charles V that we have looked at above) and of 

the Holy Roman Emperor (Striegel's portraits of Maximilian) . At the same time, 

however, the sword and armour carried a more contemporary resonance than their 

pedigree might suggest. 

Charles had arrived in Italy seeking to enhance his reputaci6n, that is, his status 

as a warrior. And he was not short of enemies, Ferrara and Florence were both still 

hostile to Imperial will and the Ottomans were harrying both Eastern Europe and the 

Mediterranean. Recent research has shown that Charles viewed his arrival in Italy as 

the beginning of a policy of leading his armies in person?4 His use of the portrait in 

armour at this point surely signified this policy. 

More symbolically, the motifs may also have been a reference to the 'doctrine 

of the two swords', a theory based on Luke 22:38 which claimed that Christ had 

given St Peter two swords, one symbolising the spiritual rule of the Church, the other 

the worldly rule of the Holy Roman Emperor.25 As we have seen, the Emperor had 

been in frequent conflict with the Papacy throughout the 1520s. For Charles' 

supporters, many of whom believed that the Emperor would issue in a world 

monarchy, the doctrine not only meant that he was of equal spiritual significance to 

24 
See Tracy, 2002. 

25 See Ullmann, 1965, pp . I 09-10 . 
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the Pope, but that the Papacy should restrict itself to spiritual rather than temporal 

affairs. Titian and Parmigianino's pictures are therefore allegories of the treaty of 

Barcelona and of Charles' Italian coronation. The appearance of portraits of Charles 

in armour at this juncture is symbolic of how wider political events led to changes in 

Habsburg iconography. 

In addition to carrying a current political message about Charles' political aims 

Titian's picture would also have been appreciated for a number of other reasons. It 

was up-to-date, representing Charles with his new harstyle and beard. Furthermore, in 

its absence of explicit allegory or elaborate symbolic attributes, the picture largely 

followed the existing format used by the Dukes of Burgundy: it seems likely that 

Titian was following the instructions of a patron who had very clear ideas about how 

he should be depicted. In Titian's portrait Charles had a picture that he could 

understand and which underlined his policies. Not only that, but it was by the most 

fashionable painter of his Italian allies?6 

Parmigianino's portrait, on the other hand, seems to have been rejected by 

Charles. Despite Vasari's statement that the Emperor liked the picture, it seems 

26 
That this policy, manifest in Titian 's neo-Burgundian portrait of Charles in armour, was successful can be 

measured by the fact that during the 1530s there was a sudden rush amongst the Italian nobility to have portraits 
made of themselves in armour in emulation of the Emperor. For example, Titian's portraits ofA/fonso d 'A valos, 
Marchese del Vasto, with Page (Paris, Marquis de Ganay. See Wethey, 1969-=75, pp. 78-79, no. 9), and Francesco 
At/aria I del/a Rovere, Duke ofUrbino(Florence, Uffizi, inv. no. Pl723. See Wethey, 1969-75, pp. 78:;9, no. 89). 
In particular Bronzino 's Cosimo I in Armour (Florence, Uffizi , inv. no. P302) is linked to Titian 's portrait of 
Charles V with Sword. Cosimo seems to have consciously modeled himself on Charles, as can be seen in his 
capricorn impresa and in many of his official acts (for example, he stepped down from his Dukedom saying that 
he was following Charles' lead): see Langedijk, 1981 , pp. 80, 86, 114. The Italian aristocracy, attempting to curry 
favour with the Spaniards surrounding the Emperor, also commissioned portraits as gifts. In July 1530 Federigo 
Gonzaga, Marquis of Mantua, commissioned a portrait of Cornelia Malerpina as a gift for one of Charles V's 
closest advisors, Francisco de Ios Cobos, who had met Cornelia at the Imperial coronation at Bologna. The portrait 
was completed by 26 September 1530 when it was dispatched to de Ios Cobos in Germany (seeCrowe and 
Cavalcaselle, 1877-78, i, pp. 342-46, 44749). In 1533 the Duke of Ferrara, Alfonso d 'Este, asked Cobos to 
choose a painting by Titian from his own collection. Taking up the offer Cobos picked a portrait of the Duke, and 
suggested that it be presented to Charles V (see Keniston, 1959, p. 148; Wethey, 1969-75, ii , p. 18). Perhaps in 
compensation Cobos received a Pietit by Sebastiano del Piombo ti·om the Duke's brother Ferrante Gonzaga (see 
Hirst, 1972, pp. 385-95). On Cobos' collection of works by Titian and others see Keniston, 1959, p350. 
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unlikely that Parmigianino would have passed up the oppmtunity of presenting the 

picture to an Emperor, even if it were unfinished. There are a number of reasons why 

Charles might have disliked the picture. Firstly, it might be something simple, such as 

the fact that Parmigianino represented the Emperor as he had appeared before his hair 

had been cut. More likely, however, Charles probably thought the allegorical mode 

employed by Parmigianino was inappropriate for a ruler portrait on an independent 

support. As we have already noted, in Burgundy allegorical representations of rulers 

were reserved for the decorations of triumphal entries. Nor did allegory appear in 

paintings of his father or grandfather. Charles' distaste for its use seems to have been 

known to Titian who, when painting his equestrian portrait of Charles V at Miihlberg 

in 1548, pointedly ignored Pietro Aretino's suggestion of crowding the picture with 

allegorical details.27 Titian lmew what Charles liked: pictures without explicit 

allegory that derived from the Burgundian tradition of ruler portraiture and which 

carried explicit messages about contemporary policy. 

Immobility 

The second main characteristic of Habsburg ruler porh·aiture during the late sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries was the way that portraitists tended to present the sitter 

arrogantly staring at the viewer and in virtually immobile poses. This characteristic is 

27 Aretino suggested that Charles be flanked by an allegory of Religion, represented by a chalice and cross, and 
Glory by a winged trumpet. He wrote: ' Vorrei vedere allo incontrato fermarsi in piedi, e moversi (secondo che si 
move o ferma il destriere eh 'eg/i cava/ea) la religione, la ftuna: / 'una con la croce e il ea/ice in mano, che gli 
mostrassi in cielo: e /'altra con le a/i, e le trombe, che gli offerisse ilmondo, consciosia che per acquisto di que/la 
il deificato Monarca, combatte e travaglia non pure il verno come la state, ma il di a/ pari de/la nolle, tolerando 
la guerra delle ma/vagie indispositioni, che la afjligano con una maniera di constantia; che pili non se ne scorge 
in un ' corpo senza detrimento. ' See Aretino, 1957-60, ii , pp. 212~ 3. For Aretino's comments on Titian 's portraits 
see Freedman, 1995 . 
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particularly apparent in many of the portraits made at the imperial Diet held at 

Augsburg between June and November 1530.28 

The immobility of the sitters in these portraits seems to derive from classical 

sources. During the 1520s a fascination with the iconography and culture of imperial 

Rome had developed at Charles' court. While an interest in ancient Rome had also 

gripped Maximilian, Charles took the theme much further. 29 In architecture, for 

example, he built a classical palace on the Alhambra at Granada which, as a symbolic 

renovatio of classical Western culture, was made all the more pertinent by its 

construction over a Moorish palace. Charles not only remodelled his environment 

after a classical model but also his own self-image, growing a beard in imitation of 

his favourite emperor Marcus Aurelius, and cropping his hair into a Roman style on 

the eve of his Italian coronation?0 Gattinara encouraged this interest in the classical 

world as he believed that God had made Charles emperor so he could establish a 

world monarchy on the lines of the Roman empire. Coupled with hieratic Burgundian 

court ritual and the Spanish tendency towards the sacralisation of their kings, this led 

to an elevation of Charles to near God-like status at his court which was in diametric 

28 
A large number of images of the event were produced with, for example, Ji:irg Breu the Elder memorialising the 

Diet in numerous woodcuts, including scenes such as Charles ' anival in the city or of Charles and his brother on 
sleighs with Mary of Austria and Anna of Hungary. Large numbers of images of the brothers together suddenly 
began to appear at this time, in an effort to support Ferclinancl 's candidacy for King of the Romans. In the face of 
strong opposition from the Dukes of Saxony, the Habsburg plan was ultimately successful and on 5 January 1531 
Ferdinand would be elected at Cologne, and crowned at Aachen six clays later. Examples are at Vienna, 
Graphische Sammlung Albertina (inv. no. 1958/93) and elsewhere. See Ri:itttinger, 1909~ 0; Dodgson, 1911, ii , 
p. 117, nos 10 and 16, p.434, no. 10; Hirth, n.d ., ii , no. 746; Geisberg, 1924~0, nos 365, 405, 406; Hollstein, 
1954-, iv, p. 198; Hilger, 1969, pp. 45-46, 160, nos 79 and 82; Menz, 1982; Utrecht and s!.Hertogenbosch, 1993, 
p. 119; Boclart, 2000, pp. 15-21 ; Toledo, 2000, p. 303, no. 110. 
29 

Examples of books written under Max imilian 's patronage include Otto van Freising'sWorld Chronicle (1515) 
and Johannes Cuspinian's HisiOI JI of the Roman Consuls up to Justinian ( 1512) and De Caesaribus a/que 
lmperatoribus Romanis ( 1540). 
30 

Interest in Marcus Aurelius at the imperial court was such that Charles ' advisor Antonio de Guevarawrote El 
Libra A urea del Emperador Mco·co Aurelio and the Reloj de Principes for Charles, works that encouraged the 
emperor to follow the example of his predecessor: see De Guevara, 1953; and Mezzatesta, 1984. 
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opposition to his humanistic and Erasmian upbringing. While images of Charles from 

Mm·gm·et of Austria's court displayed a friendly face, the emperor's new self-image 

would not allow this. All-powerful gods do not smile. 

There were also antique precedents for presenting the emperor as immobile. 

Describing the adventus into Rome of the Constantius 11 on 28 April 357 the historian 

Ammianus Marcellinus wrote of the emperor that: 

'as if his head were in a vice, he [the emperor] kept the gaze of his eyes 

straight ahead, and turned his face neither to the right nor to the left. Like a 

graven image of a man, he neither allowed his head to shake when the wheel of 

the carriage jolted, nor was he at any time seen to spit, wipe or rub his nose, or 

to move his hands.' 31 

So, on the one hand, stern immobility was encouraged by ancient precedent, and as 

such was a useful part of Charles ' desire to renovate the power and prestige of the 

imperial office. On the other, it also had backing from contemporary political 

theorists, as can be seen Baldassare Castiglione 's 11 Corteg;ano, a work dedicated to 

Charles. First published in Spain in 1527, the main message of Castiglione 's tract is 

the usefulness of d;ssinntlat;o or the concealment of the inner self.32 Castiglione 

therefore advised the couttier to control his body language and to restrain gesture as it 

acted as an index of the emotions of the inner sele3 Although not the first to express 

such an opinion (he echoes Aristotle, Aquinas, and numerous other sources) it is 

31 
Ammianus Marcellinus, 1935-39, 16.1 0.6-8 . 

32 
For the book's influence in Spain see Morreale, 1959. For its dissemination see Burke, 1995 . 

33 
See Casti glione, 1967, pp. 65-69; Fermor, 1992, p. 78; Fennor, 1993, p. 133. The role of such advice in 

moulding the princely character can be seen at work in group portraits of royal children: the younger the child the 
less self-restraint that there is in evidence. 
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significant that Castiglione's book should have appeared at the imperial comi shortly 

before a major change in the presentation of Charles' public image. 

In the visual arts the same idea of the significance of movement had already 

been noted by Alberti who wrote that in paintings the 'movements of the soul are 

made known by movements of the body', while Leonardo had similarly commented 

that 'The most important things that can be found in the analysis of painting are the 

movements appropriate to the states of mind of each living creature such as desire, 

contempt, anger, pity, and the like' .34 As Sharon Fermor has shown, the type and 

frequency of movement was seen as an index of social status, with excessive 

movement signifying the absence of self-discipline brought about by poor education 

and breeding.35 The static figure implies permanence (an idea in keeping with the 

semi-sacral and eternal nature of the ruler) and the concepts of serenitas and 

tranquillitas, obligatory qualities in kings?6 In short, the higher the social status of 

the subject the more immobile they should be, and there was no person higher than 

the figure of the Holy Roman Emperor. 

This physical immobility is particularly clear in the representation of the facial 

features of the Habsburg ruler. As have seen, this had first become apparent in 

portraits of Charles from the 1520s, such as Van Orley's second portrait and Hans 

Schwarz's medal. Indeed, by the 1530s it is as if Charles were suffering from Mobius 

syndrome, the condition in which individuals are born with a total inability to move 

34 
'Ma quesli movimenli d'animo si conoscono dai movimenli del corpo' . See Alberti , 1966, p. 77 . 'La pill impor/anle cosa che ne discorsi della pi/Iura trovare si possasono, li movimenti apopriali alii accidenti mentali di ciilscun animate come desiderio, sprezzamenlo ira pietil e simili '. See Da Vinci , 1956, f.48 . Also see Fermor, 1993, p. 131 ; Tinagli, 1997, p. 79. 

35 
See Fermor, 1982; Fermor, 1992; Fermor, 1993; Fermor, 1998. Thevirlzl of the artist was tied to his ability to portray proper decorum and his own social status was at stake: see Kemp, 1992. 

36 
See Fermor, 1992, pp. 86-87; Langedijk, 1981 , p. 98 . 
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their facial muscles and hence to make facial expressions?7 Individual personality is 

submerged beneath the social role of the sitter: status, rather than personality, is what 

matters. During the I 530s human warmth gradually dies out in Habsburg portraiture 

and is replaced by a series of de-personalised masks of authority. 38 

The artists who implemented this change were Christoph Amberger and Jakob 

Seisenegger, and they probably first met at the Diet of Augsburg held in I 530. If the 

Diet was a meeting of political minds from all over the Empire then it was also a 

meeting of pmiraitists from across the Habsburg realms: Amberger was a resident of 

the imperial city, while Seisenegger was Ferdinand's new portrait painter. They were 

joined by an artist with a very different agenda, Mm·gm·et of Austria's travelling 

portraitist, Jan Vermeyen. In shmi, Amberger and Seisenegger's portraits point the 

way to where Habsburg ruler pmiraiture would travel, while Vermeyen's pictures 

represent the end of the humanist tradition encouraged by Mm·gm·et. 

A fair amount of evidence survives to tell us of the activities of these artists at 

the Diet. As we have seen, documents show that in 1530 Mm·gm·et of Austria sent 

Vermeyen to Innsbruck and the Diet at Augsburg to paint Ferdinand, Anna of 

Hungary, and their four children. Tlu·ee years later the artist invoiced her estate for 

37 On the face see Ekman, Friesen, and Ellsworth, 1972; and McNeill , 1998. 
38 Those gestures that do survive, although they are by no means common, usually have some sort of classical 
antecedent. For the ' Aurelian gesture ' see Mezzatesta, 1984, pp. 620-33. For general accounts of gesture see: 
Baxandall, 1971 , pp. 56-71 and Knox, 1990. Excellmt introductions are Barasch, 1987; and Bremmer and 
Roodenburg, 1991. For monastic and particularly Cistercian sign language see Rijnberk, 1954 and Jarecki, 1981; 
for gestures of power and salvation, thought and speech (particularly that derived from Roman sources) see 
L' Orange, 1953; for gestures of despair see Barasch, 1976; for gestures of mockery see Knox, 1989; and for 
gestures in the Renaissance see Chaste!, 1987. 
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the cost of materials used in the production of these portraits, and this shows that 

while in Germany V ermeyen had also made pmtraits of Charles and Mary ?9 

A similar document survives from Ferdinand's new painter, Jakob Seisenegger 

(1505-1567).40 Born in Southern Germany this artist probably began his career 

working as an illuminator, but by 1529 he was active in Bohemia where he painted 

full-length portraits of the local chancellor Adam von Hradec and his wife. 41 Given 

his adoption of the format it seems likely that like Amberger he had travelled in 

Northern Italy during the 1520s. With the death of Hans Maler in 1529 F~rdinand 

was looking for an able portraitist and in Seisenegger he found one. From c. 1535 

Seisenegger was based at Ferdinand's court in Vienna, and in 1538-39 he travelled to 

the imperial court in Spain where he painted portraits of Charles' wife and child·en. 

In 1550-51 he attended the Reichstag in Augsburg and while there met Titian. 

Although little-known today, his status during his lifetime was such that Ferdinand 

ennobled him in 1558. 

In 1535 Seisenegger presented an invoice to Ferdinand which detailed the work 

that he had carried out for him up to this date, and this mentions several pictures 

39 'A Jehan Vermey,jadis painctre de feu madame Margarete de Savoye, 1/ivres pour sa paine et sallaire d'avoir 
painct et pourtraict la figure de I 'empereur, le roy des Romains, la royne An ne et la royne A1arid See Pinchart, 
1856a, p. 137, n.2. The document can be found at Lille, Archives du departement du Nord, Registre no. 216 of the 
chambre des comptes). On I January 1531 [NS 1532] Vermeyen was paid 50 pounds for the six month period of 
service before the death of Mm·gm·et of Austria: 'A maistre Jehan Vermay, jadis painctre de feue Madame, la 
so m me de 1/ivres pour la moictie de cent livres qu 'it sou/oil a voir chascun an de pension, et ce icy pour sadicte 
pen cion d 'ung de my an commenchant le premier de janvier xvc xxxj, laquel/e ice/le feue dame par son testament a 
ordonne qu 'il en jut paye.' (see Pinchart, 1856a, p. 137, n.l. The document can be found at Brussels, Archives du 
royaume de Belgique, Registre no. 1833 of the chambre des comptes). One wonders whether this was delayed 
until October 1532 and if it is identical to the payment he received in that month. It may be significant, howe\lr, 
that at the bottom of the document Vermeyen relates that he returned to Mechelen with pictures of 'desdits Ray et 
Royne des Romains avec leurs enfcms ; fa iling to mention the pictures of Charles and Mary. It could be that these 
were shipped separately or were painted later. 
4° For Jakob Seisenegger see Uicher, 1962; Locher, 1981 ; Petrli , 1985; Matt hews, 200 I. 
41 

These are at Milotice castle, inv. nos M-287 , M-288. See Petrii , 1985. 
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made at the Diet of Augsburg in 1530.42 This reveals that while there Seisenegger had 

also painted Ferdinand and Anna's four children, as well as two anamorphic 

landscapes and a full-length portrait of Charles V.43 

While no such document survives for Christoph Amberger, according to 

Joachim von Sandrart the artist also painted the Emperor during the Diet of 

Augsburg.44 The leading artist ofthe city, Christoph Amberger (c. 1505-1561162) was 

a remarkable artist, producing full-length pottraits as early as 1525 that blend German 

forms with Venetian style.45 In the late 1520s Amberger travelled in northern Italy 

and Venice and by 15 May 1530 he became a master at Augsburg Throughout his 

long and successful career he was the favourite painter of Augsburg's nobles and 

merchants, and his reputation was such that in the 1540s he was commissioned to 

repair Titian 's Charles V at the Battle of Miihlberg and he also designed some of the 

bronze figures for the tomb of Maximilian I at Innsbruck. In the rest of this chapter 

we will look at the work of these three artists from the Diet, leaving the most radical 

contribution, Seisenegger's full-lengths, to last. 

42 See Appendix 2. 
43 The anamorphic pictures mentioned in both Vermeyen' s and Seisenegger's invoices are particularly interesting . 
Vermeyen portrayed both Charles and Mary of Austria in this way, while Seisenegger talks about two anamorphic 
landscapes. Although these are now all lost, we might be able to get some idea of what Verneyen's pictures 
looked like from an anamorphic print made by Erhard Schiin ofCharles V, Ferdinand I, Clement VII , and Francis 
I of France: see Checklist, Group nos 26.1 and no. 26.2.Several other anonymous anamorphic pictures of Charles 
V and lsabella of Portugal survive from the 1530s so it seems likely that this type of portrait was first popularised 
by artists in Habsburg employ: see Checklist (Charles), nos 21-23 and Checklist (Isabella), no. 3. Part of the 
Wunderkammer trend for exotica, it is unsurpri>ing that anamorphic portraits seem to have been introduced into 
England in the 1540s by an artist formerly in the employ of Mary of Austria, Guillim Scrots (London, National 
Portrait Gallery). See London, 1996, p. 19, no. 23 . For Scrots see MacLeod, 1990. 
44 'Zu Zeiten Caroli V. An. 1530 contraflitete er diesen grossen Monarchen sehr lebhaflund wolgeflillig. Als nun 
der Kaiser zu wissen begehrt, war er fiir selbiges Stuck fordere , under sich van einem Dutzet Thai er vemehmen 
lassen, liesse ihm der freygebige Herr dreymal so vie/ reichen, neben einer hen·/ichen giildenen Kellen und 
Kaiser/. Gnadenpfennig, mil Venue/den, dass Titian , dem erfiirjedes Contrafdt 100 Reichsthaler bezahlen lassen, 
diesel be nicht btisser gemacht. ' Sandrart, 1994, i, p.235. 
45 Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 887. See Augsburg, 1980, iii , pp. 131 , 142. For Amberger see 
Hassler, 1894; Baldass, I 932; Feuchtmayr, 1938-39; Fink, 1963 , pp. 59-61, 163-71 ; Be inert, I 964; Finke, 1967; 
Kohler, 1969; Loch er, I 969; Locher, 1979; Augsburg, 1980. 
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Portraits from the Diet of Augsburg 
Looking first of all at images of Ferdinand, Vermeyen's portrait of him seems to have 

enjoyed considerable currency tlu·oughout the 1530s and beyond. Examples from 

Vermeyen's shop seem to be the picture at Hannover (Fig. 168), another formerly in 

the Tudor-Wilkinson collection (Fig. 169), and a third rather more distant example 

formerly in the Stanley Mortimer collection (Fig. 170).46 All show Ferdinand with the 

Order of the Golden Fleece around his neck, wearing a furred tabard, dark brown or 

black overshi1i, and a white chemise with a frilled neck and cuffs. On his head he 

wears a broad Burgundian hat decorated with tassels arranged in a series of Xs and 

with a badge pinned to one side. Ferdinand's hair is still cut in the Burgundian 

fashion that Charles had rejected, a style he would retain for most of his life: now 

secure in his powerbase he had little need to be indistinguishable from his brother. 

Ferdinand is shown in near profile, holding a slip of paper in his hands whose 

aggressive gesturing is particularly typical of Vermeyen's early style. As he faces to 

our right it seems the picture must have been paired with a lost p01irait of Anna, a 

hypothesis confirmed by an anonymous print of the couple where Ferdinand's pose 

follows Vermeyen's prototype right down to the pointing hand (Fig. 171).47 (That the 

artist was copying paintings is shown by the reversal of both the prototype and the 

placement ofFerdinand on the right.) 

Vermeyen must have produced other variants of the picture, for the remaining 

copies - all of which are anonymous except for a workshop piece by Barthel Beham 

in Munich- depict Ferdinand wearing a smaller, simpler hat with the badge pinned to 

46 
See Checklist, nos 7.1 , 7.2, and 7.3. 

47 
See Checklist, Group no. 27. 
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the right and which also remove the piece of paper from his hands (Fig. 172)~8 These 

are much more modest affairs than the originals from Vermeyen's shop, squashing 

the arms up into the picture and cropping the frame tightly around the figure . 

The most important of these copies must be the pair of prints of Charles and 

Ferdinand that the Munich court painter Barthel Beham produced a year after the Diet 

(Fig. 173 and Fig. 174).49 The great similarity between the print of the Ferdinand and 

Vermeyen's portraits makes it likely that Beham based his image on one of the 

Netherlander's pictures. What is interesting, however, is that in the print Ferdinand is 

depicted wearing German costume, presumably to differentiate him from his brother 

and to underline his area of control. It is unclear, however, whether or not Beham was 

modifying Vermeyen's pattern or reflecting a lost original. 

It is interesting to note that at around this time Seisenegger was also producing 

images of Ferdinand and that these present the King in a similar format to 

Vermeyen's. Known through a slightly later workshop copy, in Seisenegger's portrait 

Ferdinand again holds a slip of paper, but this time he is seen behind a parapet and 

facing to his right (Fig. 175).50 While the style of the picture, surely a workshop 

piece, reveals Seisenegger's background in the Danube school, it also points to a 

developing convergence of the Netherlands and Austria within the conventions of 

Habsburg iconography. A significant difference, however, is that Seisenegger' s sitter 

is far more immobile and stony-faced than Vermeyen's. 

48 
See Checklist, no. 7 .4 . 

49 
See Checklist, no. 25.1 and no. 7 .12. 

50 
See Checklist, no. 8. 
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Turning to the portraits of Ferdinand and Anna's children, amongst the 

additions to the second inventory of Margaret of Austria's collection at Mechelen 

were two diptychs of the children that were hung next to anamorphic portraits painted 

on canvas of Charles and Mary of Austria by Jan Vermeyen.51 However, these 

portraits of the children were probably not Vermeyen's, which seem to have 

disappeared without trace, but Seisenegger's. This is because a 1556 inventory of the 

collection of Margaret's heir, Mary of Austria, records an anamorphic portrait of 

Charles hung with two portraits of the children of Ferdinand and Anna, and it seems 

likely that these were three of the six works mentioned in Mm·gm·et's inventory.52 An 

extended description ofthe pictures given in the 1556 inventory matches that given in 

Seisenegger's 1535 invoice, and portraits of this type are today in the Mauritshuis and 

in the Belgian royal collection (Fig. 176, Fig. 177, and Fig. 178).53 

51 'Premier, la pourtraicture de I 'empereur moderne, Charles fl"" de ce non, tiree apres le vif et ftlict par compas 
sur taille, fort bonne. La pourtraicture de la reyne MWJ'e, douaigiere d 'Ongrie aussi ftlicte sur taille, de meindre 
grandeur que la precedente. 'Ung tableau double de cyprez, deans lequel son/ pourtraitz les premiers jilz et fle 
du ray des Romains. Aultre semblable tableau ozl son/ aussi pourtriz les seconds jilz et jille dudit ~,. ray des 
Romains.' See Michelant, 1871 , p. 116; and, with slightly different orthography, Zimennan, 1885, p. cxxi. 
However, another version of the imentory, published by Zimerman, 1885, p. cxxiii , records the pictures 
differently, telling us that the author of the anamorphic paintings was Vermeyen: 'Receu it Bruxelles de 
I 'empereur par les mains de Symonet son varlet de chambre, les pourtraitures de SaMajeste ft1ictes m1 compas et 
celle de la Royne douairiere d'Ongrie sa seur faicte sur taille par M.Jehan pain/re de feu Madame. Et deux 
tableaux des pourtraitures des deux jils et des deux jilles du Ray des Romains don Fernandez, le fond des diz 
tableau est de cypres.' 
52 '3. Un tableau de l'effigieftlict apres le vy.!J du premierjilz duroy des Romains don Fernant, tenant une pomme 
en une main et en I 'autre une dague it manche paincte jaulne et noir. 4. Ung tableau grave du second jilz dud it 
seignwr ray, tenant ung oyseau sur la dextre main, et est assiz sur ung coussin vert. 5. Ung tableau de l'aignee 
jille dudict seigneur ray, tenant ung oysel entre ses mains, habillee de drap d'or. 6. Un autre tableau de la 
seconde jille dudict seigneur ray, habillee en drap d 'or, ayant les mains couchies I 'une sur l'cwtre. 7. La 
pourtraicture de I 'empereur mod erne Charles V de ce 110m, faicte sur taille, tout par compas, ayant une main 
gantee et I 'autre nue.' See Pinchart, 1856a, pp. 130-31. Mary of Austria seems to have owned other portraits by 
Seisenegger. The descriptions of two more versions in her collection ('8. Ung tableau, le fond noir, de la 
pourtraiture du petit ray des Romains, appuye sur ung bleu coussin, tenant une pomme en I 'une main et I 'autre 
une escreviche attachee i1 ung fillet. 9. Ung tableau d 'une jille dudict ray des Romains, appuye sur ung coussin 
bleu, tenant une jleurette en sa main, sur laquelle y a ung petit papillon blancq ') appear to be repetitions. See 
Pinchart, 1856a, p. 131 
53 See Checklist, no. 2.1 (Maximilian Il) , no. 1.1 (Elisabeth of Austria), no . 1.1 (Anna of Austria). For the lost 
portrait of Ferdinand see Lecher, 1962, p. 87, no. 30. The Brussels examples are perhaps remnants of the set that 
Seisenegger made at Regensburg in 1532 according to his invoice (see Appendix 2, item 8 and Lecher, 1962, 
p. 85 , no. 15 , p. 86, no. 22, p. 87, no. 31 , p. 91 , no. 50). For Seisenegger' s series see Lecher, 1981. Charles also 
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Although rather conservatively in the 'plastic' style of the Danube school, they 

are nevertheless charming images in the tradition initiated nearly fifty years before by 

the portraits of Philip the Fair and Mm·gm·et of Austria. Ferdinand and Anna seem to 

have appreciated the value of portrait series of their children much more than Charles 

and Isabella did: while numerous series of their children survive or are mentioned in 

contemporary documentation, we have few images of Charles' heirs in their youth.54 

It is telling that the only documentary evidence we have for their being portrayed is 

found in another invoice submitted by Seisenegger to Ferdinand in 1545.55 This 

probably reflects the lack of able portraitists in Spain. 

While not instructed by Mm·gm·et to do so, according to the surviving 

documentation Vermeyen evidently also produced a portrait of Charles at the Diet of 

Augsburg. It seems likely that a picture today in Brussels and known from several 

other copies reflects this portrait, which evidently replaced his earlier image of 

Charles with long hair. The new portrait depicts the Emperor with sh01i hair, a black 

beret on his head, wearing an embroidered white chemise and a black overshirt with 

red sleeves (Fig. 179).56 In his left hand he holds a pair of brown gloves; his right 

hand points. His face is presented in three-quarter view, his mouth as ever slightly 

open, and looking to one side. The background is a brilliant green and the work has 

owned a panel (untraced) that showed the four children together, according to an ilVentory of his collection made 
at Brussels on 18 August 1556. Although the artist is not identified it seems likely that the portrait was probably 
by Seisenegger: 'Item, ung aultre petit tabliau de bois, lit oit son/ contrefaictes /es quat/re enffims du ray de 
Boheme, deux jilz et deux jilles.' See Gachard, 1855, p. 92. 
54 

The exception is a stone roundel of Phi lip holding an imperial crown (New York, Hispanic Society of America) 
that was clearly manufactured before Charles agreed that Ferdinand would succeed to the imperial title. A small 
painted tondo that is paired with an image of Charles V in old age (Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv . nos A980 and 
A979 respectively) is currently inventoried as representing Philip. It seems more likely, however, that the painting 
depicts Edward VI of England. 
55 

See Locher, 1962, pp. 11 and 95, no. 75. 
56 

See Checklist, no. 17 .I. 
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been cut down on all four sides, denying it the monumentality visible in the pmtrait 

of Ferdinand. Charles' pose and gesture make it extremely likely that versions of the 

portrait were paired with Vermeyen's portrait oflsabella, a hypothesis confirmed by a 

diptych at 's-Heerenberg by an anonymous copyist (Fig. 180).57 

The impmtant point about these pictures is that Charles and Ferdinand's hands 

are mobile and that they still retain the human warmth first encouraged m 

Netherlandish ruler portraiture by Mm·gm·et of Austria after her appointment as 

Governess in 1506. With her death in the same year as the Diet at Augsburg, her 

replacement as Governess of the Netherlands by Mary of Austria, and the return of 

Charles V to Spain in 1533, this quality would fade from Habsburg iconography and 

there would be a return to the immobile figures and blank, impassive faces of early 

Austrian and Burgundian portraiture. 

This shift is already visible in the pmtraits of Mary made by both Vermeyen 

and Seisenegger at the Diet. After the death of Louis II of Hungary in 1526 Mary had 

followed her aunt's example and went into public and perpetual mourning. Thus her 

portraits are extremely hard to disentangle, as her costume of widow's weeds is 

unchanging. A workshop version of Vermeyen's portrait is now in New York (Fig. 

181) and this seems to have been widely copied.58 Jakob Seisenegger's portrait, 

57 
See Checklist, Group no. 20. 

58 See Checklist, no . 6.1. Closely related to Vermeyen ' s design is a rather individualistically painted portrait from 
the late I 530s by the so-called Master of the Regent Mary: Location unknown (formerly London, Asscher and 
Welker, 1934). See Gli.ick, 1934, p. 184. Other anonymous portraits of Mary perhaps bear some relationship to 
Yermeyen 's prototypes, although this cannot be proven: I. Budapest, Szepmi.ivesti Muzeum, inv. no. 6961. See 
Pinchart, 1856a, pp. 135-8, 142-3; Gliick, 1934, pp.l87-88; Balogh, 1948, p. 20; Pigler, 1967, p.679; Schlegl, 
1968, p. 166; Friedliinder, 1967-1976, xii , p. 24; Schloss Schallaburg, 1982, p.507, no. 526; Horn, 1989, i, pp. 8-
9, 60-7 ; Utrecht and s' -Hertogenbosch, 1993, p.324, no. 222 . 2. Budapest, Szepmlivesti Muzeum, inv. no. 
54.1941. See Gliick, 1934, p.l86, fig. 99; Riviere, 1987, ii, p.485, no . 8 (as by Pieter van Coninxloo) ; Utrecht 
and s' -Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 142, no. I 04. 3. HM Queen of Great Britain, inv. no. 402699. See Coli ins Baker, 
1937, p. 124. These prototypes acted as the basis for an unusual full-length where Mary holds a large falcon on 
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probably also made at the Diet of Augsburg in 1530, is similarly unrevealing of her 

character (Fig. 182).59 Comparing these pictures with Van Orley's potiraits of 

Mm·gm·et of Austria (Fig. 1 00) Mary's cold and haughty demeanour is early evidence 

of a profound change in Habsburg ruler portraiture that began to appear in the 

1530s.60 

Christoph Amberger's Portraits of Charles V 
This frigidity is also present in Christoph Amberger's surviving portraits of Charles, 

images that seem likely to date back to designs made at the Diet of Augsburg. These 

consist of two virtually identical painted portraits at Berlin (Fig. 183) and Lille, 

which give his age as thirty-two (and so must date from 24 February 1532 to the same 

date the following year), and a slightly different version at Siena without an 

inscription (Fig. 184).61 The latter example seems somewhat distant from Amberger 

and should probably be assigned to his circle. Charles appears seated behind a table 

or parapet in half-length, three-quarter facing view, against a monochrome 

background, a format superficially similar to his Burgundian iconography. 

In the Berlin and Lille pictures Charles holds a book and a glove and on the 

index finger of his left hand is a signet ring. The picture in Siena gives Charles 

different objects, and he holds a handkerchief in one hand, while his other rests on the 

parapet or table before him. As there is no other record of Amberger meeting Charles 

one arm while a hunting dog at her side looks up at her: Location unknown (formerly London,Christie's, Wagner Sale, 16 January 1925, lot 123) 
59 See Checklist, no. 7.1 . 
6° For Margaret's portrait see Checklist, no . 5. 
6 1 See Checklist, no. 20.1, no. 20 .2 and no. 20.3. 
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m 1532 all three are most likely later copies or simplified versions of a more 

elaborate design made at Augsburg in 1530. 

This is confirmed by a unique print at Erlangen from Amberger's circle that 

shows Charles in the same pose and with similar accessories to the Siena painting, 

although his left hand holds a glove as in the pictures at Berlin and Lille (Fig. 185).62 

The print is considerably more elaborate, however, with Charles wearing a costume 

of richly decorated brocade with a jewelled collar, and above his head the imperial 

coat-of-arms are flanked by two griffins. The whole is bordered by an ornamental 

frame beneath which is a long inscription giving Charles ' titles. Given the elaborate 

costume, it seems likely that this print is a close or identical replica of the painting 

produced at Augsburg in 1530. The surviving paintings probably simplified Charles' 

costume to facilitate rapid production. Presumably some sort of patron was used : the 

underdrawing of the Berlin example shows either remarkable self-confidence or 

adherence to an earlier design. 

What has been hitherto ignored, however, is that the clotl1 that Charles holds in 

the Siena picture and the Erlangen print is a reference to his imperial status. This 

cloth is most likely a mappa which, when held in the right hand in classical antiquity, 

signified the consular rank frequently taken by the Roman emperors.63 The jewel-

encrusted book that Charles holds in the Berlin and Lille paintings, on the other hand, 

should most likely be interpreted as the Bible or a Book of Hours. In a Protestant 

context the book could be a potent symbol of the Bible in the vemacular. Here, on the 

other hand, it must refer to conservative orthodoxy, and its inclusion is surely 

62 
See Checklist, no. 20 .5. 

63 
See Partridge and Starn, 1980, pp. 55-56 
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significant for it was shortly after Augsburg that the German Lutherans definitively 

broke with Charles by forming the Schmalkaldic League. 

A second print of Charles from Amberger's circle deriving from the type is 

paired with one of Isabella of Portugal. These coloured prints depict the imperial 

couple in impressive surrounds of classical architecture, their hands resting on 

cushions, above them baldachins decorated with their arms (Fig. 186 and Fig. 187)~4 

These extremely rare prints (only two sets are known) must have been a prestige 

production and, as a prominent inscription at the bottom of the print of Charles makes 

clear, were cut far from Augsburg, in Antwerp by lost de Negker. Only Charles' bust 

seems similar to Amberger's other portraits of the Emperor, although this is turned 

fmther into profile, and his costume now consists of a wide-collared German 

overcoat, with the collar of the Order of the Golden Fleece replaced by a simple 

ribbon. 

Amberger's Portrait of Charles V as the Source of his German 
Iconography 

The wide variation between the surviVIng paintings and the prints suggests that 

Amberger and his workshop were probably attempting to meet the demand for 

pictures of the recently crowned Emperor. Just as Hans Schwarz's portraits of Charles 

had acted as the basis of the Emperor's German iconography in the 1520s, now 

Amberger's pmtrait was called upon to fulfil the same role in the 1530s. It seems that 

a stock of variations on Amberger's pmtraits of Charles existed in Southern Germany 

and that these were mixed at will throughout the 1530s. Christoffel Bockstorffer, for 

example, used the first print or perhaps the lost, hypothetical, Augsburg panting as a 

64 
See Checklist, no. 20.6 and no . 2. 
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source for his double portrait of Charles and Ferdinand (Fig. 188)~5 The sculptor 

Hans Rein hart the Elder made use of an identical or similar model for his 153 7 medal 

of Charles (Fig. 189).66 Amberger's second print of Charles in German costumealso 

seems to be the source of an anonymous alabaster relief of either South German or 

Netherlandish origin in Vienna (Fig. 190).67 

One extremely interesting variant is a small medallion signed and dated 1537 

by Hans Kels the Younger (Fig. 191).68 This depicts Charles, Isabella of Portugal, 

Ferdinand I, and Amm of Hungary in strict profile. Above their heads, as in the 

Erlangen print, two griffins hold the 'Plus Oultre' device. Intriguingly, however, 

Charles wears the wide-lapelled German costume of the second print while also 

carrying the mappa of the Siena painting and Erlangen print. It is surely significant 

that of the group only the Emperor holds a cloth, putting its identification as an 

imperial mappa beyond doubt. It is important to point out that this detail gives the lie 

to most of the existing literature on Amberger's p01trait that has tended to 

characterise the picture as 'biirgerlich' or 'burgher-like'.69 Rather, it is better to view 

Amberger's portraits of Charles as one of the earliest attempts to formulate an image 

of the Emperor that conveys his imperial status. The choice of the pseudo-Venetian 

65 See Checklist, Group no. 21. 
66 See Checklist, no. 20.7 . In 1539 Reinhart produced a pair with a portrait ofFerdinand I. 
67 

See Checklist, no. 20.8. 
68 See Checklist, Group no. 22 . The same conjunction ofmappa and German costume also occurs in another 
medallion by Hans Kels the Elder, which shows Charles in the company of Maximilian I and Ferdinand I: see 
Checklist, Group no . 23. The same costume is shown in another South German relief: see Checklist, Group no. 24. 
Another sculpture by either Veit or 1-Ians Kels the Elder shows Charles, accompanied by Ferdinand, wearing the 
overcoat seen in Amberger ' s first print: see Checklist, Group no. 25 . Several other variants or copies of Clarles 
alone are listed by Liicher, 1969, pp. l4-15, who fru stratingly does not illustrate or di scuss them: see Checklist, 
nos 20.9, 20. 10, and 20.11. 
69 

See especially Kiihler, 1969, p. I 0. 
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Amberger is significant, however, indicating that Charles and his circle must have 

been impressed by Titian's work while they were in Italy. 

Full-length Portraits of Charles V 

Whjle Vermeyen and Amberger's portraits of the Emperor are interesting, the most 

important work painted at Augsburg in 1530 is the lost full-length portrait of Charles 

mentioned in item 10 of Jakob Seisenegger's 1535 invoice. 70 The ftil-length was the 

third major feature of much subsequent Habsburg ruler pmiraiture. 

Seisenegger's use of the full-length for a portrait on an independent support 

was innovatory for, as we have seen, in Habsburg portraiture the format had 

previously been reserved for use either on large-scale public works such as the 

Zierikzee triptych or in manuscript miniatures of the Heads of the Order of the 

Golden Fleece.71 The Habsburgs' familiarity with the full-length from these sources 

may explain why they were the first royal dynasty to have adopted the format for 

large-scale portraiture. They probably also recognised the power and dominance that 

the full-length achieved over its audience in comparison with the bust or three-quarter 

length. It is surely no coincidence that they should have adopted the format at exactly 

the same moment that Charles had apparently triumphed over the French and the 

Papacy, bringing an end to the wars that had dominated Europe tlu·oughout the 1520s. 

70 
See Appendix 2. 

71 
Froning, 1973, p. 13. For example see the Statute Book of the Order of the Golden Fleece, Waddesdon Manor, 

.Tames A. de Rothschild collection, inv. no. 17. This contains fun length portraits of Philip the Good (fol. 37v), 
Charles the Bold (fol. 49v) ; Max imilian I (fol. 58v); Phi lip I of Castile (fol. 65v), Charles V (fol. 74v); and Philip 
II of Spain (fol. 88v). These portraits were probably added after the Chapter held at Mechelen in 1491 and were 
completed in three stages. The first three portraits (Philip the Good, Charles the Bold; Maximilianl) were 
probably painted in the 1490s and are not veristic. Sometime after 1545 the next two portraits (Philip I of Castile, 
Charles V) were probably added. The final portrait (Philip 11) was probably added after the Chapter of 1556. 
Significantly, the illuminations from the 1490s depict Gothic archways, while the later ones are in an Italianate 
style . For this manuscript see Delaisse, Marrow, and De Witt, 1977, pp.348-73 . For a discuss ion of other statute 
books of the Order of the Golden Fleece see Dogaer, 1962;Dogaer, 1963; Onghena, 1968. 
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That said, the full-length figure had been around for some time. Throughout the 

Middle Ages, it had been associated with genealogical series and exemplars such as 

the Nine Wotihies, as well as with holy figures: clearly, it was in the ruler's interest 

to draw a parallel between themselves and these figures. 72 The full-length portrait on 

an independent support first appears during the second half of the fifteenth century, as 

is shown by a list of portraits by Baldassare d'Este dated 1473 that includes a full 

length of Duke Borso d 'Este, and a double portrait of Duke Galeazzo Sforza and his 

wife. 73 What seem to be the earliest surviving full-lengths on independent supports 

are the portraits of Henry the Pious, Duke of Saxony, and his wife Duchess Catherine 

of Mecklenburg that Lucas Cranach the Elder painted in 1514 (Fig. 192 and Fig. 

193).74 

By the 1520s the format was growing 111 popularity. As we have noted, 

Christoph Amberger painted full-lengths of a couple in 1525 and in Italy Moretto da 

Brescia was painting full-lengths by 1526.75 In 1529 the Monogrammist 'BB' painted 

a full-length portrait of Ferdinand l's two-year old son Maximilian, perhaps using the 

format for its novelty value (Fig. 194).76 In 1529, however, Jakob Seisenegger made 

portraits of Ferdinand's Governor in Bohemia Adam I. von Hradec and his wife 

Anna, and these presumably brought him to Ferdinand's attention, for Seisenegger 

72 These were particularly popular in Burgundy: see Froning, 1973, pp.l6-17; Woodall, 1997, p.2. 
73 

Hirst, 1981 , pp. 92-93 , n. 12 . Furthermore, a full-length portrait of Alessandro Sforza of Pesaro, who had died 
in 14 73, was in the palace of Pesaro in 1500: see Campbell, 1990, p. 56. 
74 Dresden, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Gemaldegalerie, panel transferred to canvas, 184 x 82.5 cm. each, inv . 
no. l906 G and H. See Froning, 1973, pp.25-28, 32-38. These were originally joined on one panel before they 
were transferred to canvas. The size of the portrait more than doubles from the fifteenth to the sixteenth centuries 
(that is from about 40 x 35 cm . c. 1450 to approximately 80 x 60 cm. c.l500, while after c. 1550 the he ight of the 
portrait often exceeds I 00 cm.): see Garas, 1965, p. 19. An alternative, however, may be Vittore Carpaccio 's 
full-length Knight in a Landscape of c. 1510 (unless it is an allegorical painting or a depiction of a military saint): 
Madrid, Thyssen Collection, canvas, 218 x 151 .5cm. See Lauts, 1962, p. 245. 
75 

For example, London, National Gallery, inv. no . NG I 025. See Gould, 1975, p. 160161 . 
76 

See Checkli st, no. I. 
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entered Habsburg service the following year. 77 Clearly, although it was still a novelty, 

the full -length portrait was becoming increasingly fashionable in Germany and 

Northern Italy during the 1520s. 

Just why did the full-length come to the fore at this point? One reason was that 

with the increasing popularity of canvas as a support it became easier to portray 

life-size, full-length figures. Not only was canvas more portable (useful for 

peripatetic courts) but it also allowed the artist to simply increase in the size of the 

image. 78 Size is important; even today the majority of snapshot photographers avoid 

the full-length figure (unless the environment of the subject is significant) because the 

small size of the standard photographic print denies the intimacy required for such 

images. 

The full-length was also popular for a number of practical reasons connected 

with wealth and status. Not only did the type clearly signify that the subject was 

important (which is one reason why Van Eyck chose it for his comily images of the 

Virgin and Child) but because of the size of the format only the very rich could afford 

full-lengths. As a form of conspicuous consumption, that essential component of 

'magnificence', the full-length had little equal. Indeed, the format was suitable for the 

display of the ruler ' s possessions, particularly clothes and armour. So, as a mans of 

creating a truly ' imperial ' image of Charles V, the full-length was ideal. 

The first documented full -length independent portrait of a Habsburg is not of 

Charles, however, but of his sister Mary. Painted in 1526 by Hans Krell, painter to 

77 
See PetrO, 1985 . 

78 
Woodall , 1997, p. 2. 
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the Hungarian court, this was paired with another of her husband, Louis II. 

Unfortunately, both are now lost.79 If a surviving seventeenth-century copy of a full-

length of Louis at Gripsholm is related to these, however, then it is likely that the 

pictures were probably based on earlier bust-length portraits of Louis and Mary by 

Krell (Fig. 195 and Fig. 196) and were in a similar vein to Cranach's portrait of the 

Duke and Duchess of Saxony.80 Given her prior experience of the full-length and her 

close proximity to Ferdinand, it seems likely that Mary may have played a role in the 

Habsburgs' adoption of the format. 

Astoundingly, in the invoice presented to Ferdinand I in 1535 (reproduced here 

as Appendix 2), the artist refers to five full-lengths of the Emperor painted between 

1530 and 1532.81 The Habsburgs were clearly impressed with the possibilities of the 

79 Krell ' s work for Louis and Mary is known through an iwoice presented to Louis ' successor Ferdinand in 1527: 
see Zimerman, 1885, pp. lxvii-lxviii , no. 2897. According to this Krell had painted decorations for banquets, 
gi lded the royal sleigh, painted the royal armoury, and made clothes, masks and hair for balls. In addition to the 
full-lengths, the invoice mentions several portraits of Louis and Mary made between 1522 and 1526. Several of 
these had been presented to Mm·grave Georg von Brandenburg, to 'Hanewald, Niderlender' , to King Sigismund of 
Poland, and to 'Margrethn, Niderlenderin, meiner gnedigsten frawen ir maj. hofmaisterin gewest' (Margaret of 
Austria). A portrait of Louis is mentioned amongst the additions to the 1523-24 inventory of Margaret's collection 
as 'Ung autre tableau de paincture du ray d'Ongrie moderne,fait apres le vif, ayant en son chiefung bonnetnoir a 
la mode de Flandres, a ung cranselin et une plume blanche dessus, habille d'une chemise, a au collet prepoint 
cramoisy et une robe noire, avec la thoison pendant a son col, le fond bl!!t.': see Zimerman, 1885, p. xcix, no. 
153. 
8° For Krell's portrait of Mary of Austria see Checklist, no. 4.1. David Frumiere' s copy after Hans Krell is at 
Gripsholm (Nationalmuseum, canvas, 197 x 116 cm., inv. no. 596). Jstvan Schlegl has wondered whether be 
portrait derives from the full-length mentioned by Hans Krell in his invoice or from a full length portrait of Louis 
that Mary commissioned from Bernard van Orley between 1532-35 . However, it' s unlikely that the Gripsholm 
painting would be a copy of Van Orley's portrait, as Louis doesn't wear the Order of the Golden Fleece, which his 
Habsburg wife would surely have insisted upon. The earliest surviving copy after Krell's bust-length design would 
seem to be the example at Vienna, (Kunsthistorisches Museum (exhibited at Schloss Ambras) , panel, 31.5 x 25 
cm., inv. no. 4460). Subsequent anonymous versions are at Brussels (Musee Royaux des Beauxarts, panel, 31.5 x 
22 cm., inv . no. 1362); Budapest, Szepmlivesti Muzeum, panel, 34.8 x 28.8 cm., inv . no . 77.6 ; Loution unknown 
(formerly Zurich, private collection until 1968; London, Christie ' s sale, 29 November 1968, lot 65), panel, 64 x 
52.5 cm. A final example comes from the workshop of Barthel Beham (Munich, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum 
(exhibited at Leutstetten, Obb. , Schlof3), panel, 45 x 36 cm., inv. no. B I a 5). A roundel attributed to Hans 
Daucher is at Boston (Museum of Fine Arts, stone 72.6 cm. diam., inv. no. 69.1150).For Louis' iconography see 
Schlegl, 1968. 
81 

For a discussion of Seisenegger's portraits of Charles see Uicher, 1962, pp. 88-9, nos.3 5, 37, 38, 39, and 40. 
For their significance see Loch er, 1985, pp. 74-82 and Kusche, 1991 , pp.4-35 . For Seisenegger's invoice see 
Appendix 2. 
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format and it seems likely that Seisenegger was employed precisely because he was 

competent at producing full-lengths. 

Given that he was not billing Ferdinand for the Augsburg portrait but for a copy 

made at the Diet of Regensburg in 1532, it would seem likely that someone else had 

commissioned the original, presumably Charles himself.82 According to the artist, for 

the Regensburg picture he augmented the 1530 model with a 'curtain of golden 

flowers'. Sadly, both the Augsburg original and the Regensburg copy are lost and 

their brief description gives us little idea of what they looked like. 

The next item in the invoice, number 4 is given a better description, however, 

and showed the Emperor in full-length in an interior, all in black, his Spanish mantle 

embroidered above and below with gold, wearing a black hat, and with a golden 

rapier and dagger. 83 Painted at Prague in 153 I, it seems likely that the portrait must 

have been based on sketches taken at the Diet of Augsburg, for Charles hea:led north 

in November 1530 after the conclusion of the Diet of Augsburg, and remained in the 

Netherlands from January 1531 to January 1532. Although the original is lost, the 

portrait is known from a copy at Castle Ashby that was produced by Seisenegger's 

workshop the following year (Fig. 197).84 Not only does Charles appear in ful~ 

82 
Charles was in residence at Regensburg between 28 February to I September 1532 while Ferdinand visited the 

city between 13 June and 2 September 1532. For Charles' itinerary see Foronda y Aguilera, 1895, pp28-30; for 
Ferdinand's see Forsc/wngen zur Deutschen Geschichte, 1862, i, pp. 387-88. 
83 

See Appendix 2 below. 
84 

See Checklist, no. 24.1. Items 4, 5 and 6 of the invoice relate how the artist made the portrait at Prague and that 
as soon as it was completed he travelled at speed towards Brno in Moravia to show it to Ferdinand. The King of 
the Romans must have been pleased with the picture as he ordered Seisenegger to prepare a second copy as soon 
as the artist had returned to Prague. As Ferdinand was at Brno between 25 March and 3 April 1531 this must be 
the terminus ante quem of the Prague portrait. Ferdinand did not visit Prague until 17 April 1531 , so Seisenegger 
must have received a letter there after his return from Augsburg. See Forschungen zur Deutschen Geschichte, 
1862, i, pp. 387-88. Seisenegger's Castle Ash by portrait seems to have been quite influential, and aseries of bust 
and half-length portraits of Charles in the same or similar costume seem likely to derive from this or another of the 
artist's pictures, as can be seen by the example attributed to the workshop of Barthel Beham: see Checklist, no. 
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length, and in a setting reminiscent of classical architecture, but his face ts as it 

distant and reserved as it appears in Amberger's portraits of the Emperor. 

Unusually, in the Castle Ash by portrait Charles does not wear the Order of the 

Golden Fleece around his neck but a twisted gold cord from which is suspended a 

large square-cut jewel in a gold setting. 85 The same jewel can also be seen in another 

portrait of Charles by Barthel Beham, which is dated 1535 (Fig. 198).86 This portrait 

is clearly related to the print of Charles produced by Beham in 1531 (Fig. 173), so it 

seems likely that all these pictures of Charles derive from a shared model.87 Both are 

so similar in pose and attitude to the Castle Ashby portrait that it is conceivable that 

they may actually derive from Seisenegger's design and not from some 

undocumented sitting given to Beham when Charles and Ferdinand were in Munich 

on 10-14 June 1530. If this is correct, then Beham's works might demonstrate that 

while Seisenegger based the pose of the Prague and Castle Ash by portraits on the lost 

model produced at the Diet of Augsburg, he also radically simplified Charles' 

costume to facilitate the production and dissemination of Charles' new image. Thus 

Beham's p01traits may reflect Seisenegger's lost 1530 Augsburg original. 

According to his invoice Seisenegger's next portrait of Charles was painted on 

the Emperor's return to Bologna in November 1532, and again he gives a detailed 

description. Once again Charles appeared in full-length, this time in the company of a 

24.2. Several other derivative half-lengths where Charles holds a scroll with one hand and points exist: see 
Checklist, no. 24.5 , no . 24.6 . and no. 24.7. There is also a fulllength copy in Palma with a slightly different 
costume that was previously at El Escorial, and which might reflect another lost variant by Seisenegger: see 
Checklist, no. 24 .2 and no . 24.3. 
85 This is extremely unusual , although the pendant of the Golden Fleece might have been a victim of the heavy 
restoration the picture has suffered, particularly across the chest area. For details of the condition of the painting 
see Matthews, 200 I. 
86 

See Checklist, no. 25.2. 
87 

See Checklist, no. 25 . I . 
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large dog. Seisenegger's original survives at Vienna, and a copy by Titian is 

conserved at Madrid (Fig. 199 and Fig. 200).88 As the only original portrait of 

Charles completely by Seisenegger's hand to survive it makes a useful terminus for 

this discussion. Despite the recent discovery of pentimenti during conservation on the 

Titian, and the subsequent suggestion that the image originated with the Venetian, 

this author believes Seisenegger was the originator of the portrait.89 

Iconographically, while Cranach had already introduced the dog into the full-

length ruler p011rait in his picture of Hemy the Pious of Saxony, it was Seisenegger's 

inclusion of the dog into Charles' portrait which would influence countless other 

artists (most notably Van Dyck). As we have seen, hunting was an important part of 

the royal lifestyle, and dogs a common companion to the ruler. Here the dog acts as 

an antitype to Charles' own nobility, acting as a demonstration of the virtue and 

overlord ship of the ruler over the bestiality of the animal. Thus the virtuous, civilised 

ruler controls and directs both his own animal passions as well as those of the beast 

he possesses; Charles V restrains the animal in Seisenegger's portrait; he will not 'let 

88 
See Checklist, no. 26.1 and no. 26.2. For the relationship of both works see Gliick, 1927; and Wethey, 1969-

1975, ii , pp. 18-22,85-7, no. 20. 
89 

Firstly, Seisenegger describes the picture in great detail in item 14 of his 1535 invoice . In this document he 
does not refer to it as being a copy after Titian, even though when he refers to copies he is explicit thatthis is what 
they are. A second objection is that the Vienna painting is a clear development of Seisenegger' s Castle Ashby 
portrait of the Emperor, further filling the frame with the figure , simplifying the fussy architecture of the latter 
down to a marble floor with a curtain behind, and placing the figure into a more stable pose. Furthermore, 
Charles ' stance in the Madrid portrait is quite unlike Titian ' s other portraiture and very different indeed to the 
other full-lengths that he painted later in his career. Fourthly, as Erwin Panofsky pointed out, the dog seems to be 
based a woodcut by Hans Burgkmair,Maximilian I visiting the artist's studio (see Panofsky, 1969b, pp. 182-84). 
As this was an illustration for Maximilian ' s autobiographical Weiss Kiinig it is unlikely Titian would have been 
familiar with the source, as the work was only belatedly published in 1775. Before this date it was only well 
known in Austria. Most likely Seisenegger reused the animal as a flattering exempla to Charles of his 
predecessor ' s patronage and close intimacy with artists. The absence ofpentimenti from the Vienna portrait may 
indicate that Seisenegger worked from pricked drawings or some other such intermediary design. Finally, Titian ' s 
portrait is an interpretation of Seisenegger's original probably based on sketches made at Bologna, which explains 
the presence of the pentimenti. If Seisenegger were copying Titian we would expect his costume details to be less 
detailed, not the reverse. 
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slip the dogs of war'. 90 It should be remembered that Charles had just ended a series 

of major conflicts . 

Titian's copy is also significant. While Seisenegger's portrait gives Charles the 

iconic reserve and gravitas found in Striegel's ' imperial' p01traits without having to 

resort to loading the picture with explicit attributes such as swords, sceptres, or 

armour, Titian takes Seisenegger's design and synthesises it with both the 

Burgundian tradition of ruler portrait and Venetian style. In effect, he adopts the dark 

background and schematisation of Van der Weyden's noble prototypes but fmther 

idealises the Emperor by lengthening his figure, broadening his chest, softening his 

features and further simplifying the setting. In sh01i, Titian ' s portrait merges a 

concetto of the splendour of the imperial office with the innate and remote majesty of 

a near-superhuman individual, the Charles V promoted by imperial propagandists like 

Seisenegger. This would become the central goal of all subsequent portraitists in 

Habsburg service. 

**** 

Charles' departure from Italy shortly after the completion of the Vienna portrait 

marks both an end and a beginning in Habsburg ruler portraiture. By 1533 the 

principal features of Habsburg ruler portraiture as it would develop- the full-length, 

the mask-like face, and the wearing of armour- were all in place. All that remained 

was for them to be combined, and this is what subsequent portraits by Titian and 

90 
Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, Act 3, Scene I , line 273 (Arden edition) . Freedm an's suggestion that the dog in 

Seisenegger's portrait symbolises the English crown seems unlikely (see Freedman, 1995, p.l20) . The dog is an 
antitype for the ruler, a theme played with in Velazquez's Infante Felipe Prospero (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, 1659) where the dog sits on a chair; the infant prince has not yet learnt the self-control required to oust 
bestiality from the throne. 
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Anthonis Mor would do in the 1540s and 1550s. At the same time, the Burgundian 

tradition that had been starved by the appointment of successive female governesses 

to the Netherlands grew increasingly moribund. In effect, Charles' relocation to Spain 

spelt its deathknell. 
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In the introduction to this study, 1 commented that the aim of this disse11ation was to 

determine how and why three characteristics of much sixteenth- and seventeenth

century Habsburg pm1raiture - the full-length, the wearing of armour, and the 

presentation of the subject's face as an arrogant and authoritarian mask - entered 

Habsburg ruler iconography. This study has shown that during the first third of the 

sixteenth century Habsburg iconography rejected bust-length portraits to adopt these 

qualities, and that these developments reflect the reformation of many elements 

already found in traditional Habsburg iconography in order to convey a new message 

that Charles V ' s authority was innate, universal , and God-given. This was achieved 

without resorting to allegory or explicit symbolism. 

In short, it seems clear that as contemporary political and intellectual conditions 

shifted, so Habsburg portraiture adapted to reflect these changes. Thus, Charles ' 

iconography has been shown to manifest two opposing urges underlying his 

monarchy: on the one hand the Christian humanity and warmth stressed by his 

humanist and Erasmian education and , on the other, the desire to promote himself 

above all other rulers. As we have seen, with the death of Margaret of Austria the 

anchor of humanism was removed, leaving Charles and his artists free to develop a 

universalist style that reflected the prestige, power, and authority of Charles V, World 

Emperor. 

Such a conclusion refutes the usual viev-i that Charles V was not a significant 

patron. Indeed, the reverse is true, for he has been shown to have had a role as both a 

patron of portraitists and as a focus for their activities right across the Habsburg 
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realms. lt seems clear that the driving force behind the momentous changes in 

Habsburg iconography during the early sixteenth century was Charles' aspirations 

after his accession to the Spanish and imperial thrones. lt is not too much to say that 

without Charles V and his remarkable inheritance Habsburg iconography may well 

have evolved completely differently. 

The study has also shown that by viewing Habsburg ruler portraiture as the 

product of a number of linked courts a better understanding of the relationship of 

Habsburg iconography to the broad political aims and objectives of the dynasty can 

be achieved. Without such an approach the shift in Habsburg ruler portraiture from a 

Humanistic to an authoritarian message in the first third of the sixteenth century 

would have remained unclear. 

lt has also demonstrated that Habsburg rule and ruler portraiture during the 

early sixteenth century was clearly more inclusive of difference than has been 

previously admitted. While not a topic for this dissertation, it seems that with the rise 

of Charles V 's imperial pretensions this pluralism began to be replaced, beginning at 

com1 \Vith the appearance of Jakob Seisenegger' s full-length portraits of Charles V, 

works that v-.tere neither purely Burgundian, Austrian, Spanish nor Italian. 

Contradictorily, therefore, despite the Habsburgs ' use of multiple styles, the study has 

shown that Habsburg ruler portraiture is able to take its place amongst the national 

'schools' of other contemporary European nations. The development of this style by 

artists such as Titian and Mor, and its relationship to contemporary political thought, 

would be a worthy topic for future research . 
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The study has also shown that the increase in the production of portraits 

occasioned by Charles' accession to the Spanish and Imperial thrones allowed copies 

to play an important role in Habsburg policy. Surviving copies make it clear that 

facial veracity was closely linked to the concept of authority for the Habsburgs and, 

although there are significant gaps in the documentary records for the artists in 

Habsburg service, they make it likely that most Habsburg portraiture stemmed from 

authorised likenesses produced by accredited court artists in the employ of the 

dynasty . From the courts radiated copies of varying quality, all of which, however, 

safeguarded the salient features of the individual - as has been demonstrated, the 

Habsburg features implied political authority and the right to rule . As a result, many 

largely ignored portraits can be seen to have a greater significance than previously 

thought. In short, many poor copies are not devoid of meaning, as has been implied 

by the greater attention given by many art historians to their more impressive 

descendents from the later sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

Now that many of the Habsburg portraits on independent supports produced in 

the early sixteenth century- the key source for the dissemination of their iconography 

- have been collated, it would be useful for a future study to group and analyse other 

media - such as coins, prints, sculptures, as well as literary texts - in which the 

Habsburgs were represented, to see if they follow similar patterns to the portraits and 

whether they allow the same conclusions to be reached . As I noted in the 

introduction, the enormous amount of surviving visual and documentary evidence 

related to the production of Habsburg iconography has meant that this dissertation has 

had to be consciously limited to a specific period and a specific type of subject 
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matter. This surfeit of material suggests that future projects on the topic would benefit 

from being of a collaborative and multi-national nature. It is also felt that the 

numerous copies of Habsburg pm1raits listed in the dissertation deserve a dedicated 

study, preferably with the aid of technical analysis, in order to further clarify the 

circumstances of their production and usage. Finally, research into the dissemination 

of the characteristics of the Habsburg ruler pm1rait - as embodied in Titian and 

Seisenegger's portraits of Charles V -outside the Habsburg realms would also prove 

rewarding and useful . 

In conclusion, the period of c. 1500 to 1533, generally regarded as a fallow one 

for the development of ruler portraiture, has been shown to be of great significance. 

In the same way, Charles V, a figure usually seen to have had little influence on the 

arts, can also be seen to have had an enormous impact. What this dissertation has 

demonstrated is that neglected areas like portraiture can prove fruitful - here they 

have allowed us to peer behind the authoritarian mask of Habsburg rule. 
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Appendix 1: Jan Vermeyen 's 1533 invoice 

This document was published without reference by Houdoy, 1872-73, p. 516 (also 

repr. by Horn, 1989, pp. 61-62, n. 52). Houdoy's transcription is reproduced below: 

I 533. - Plaise a MM les executeurs du testament de feue madame avoir regard 

et entendre que, environ cinq ans avant le trespas de m a dite feue dame, elle re tint en 

service Me Jehan Vermay en estat de son painctre au traictement et encion de cent 

livres par an et a la charge de lui paier taus les tableaux de bcis et couleurs d'or, 

d'azur et autres qu 'il exposeroit et employeroit aux ouvraiges que ma dite feu dame 

lui donneroit charge de faire pour elle, desquelles parties ci-apres declairees il n 'a 

jusques a oires este paiez ny dresse, dont il est prest affermer et jurer si besoing est 

icelles lui estre deues. 

Premiers. - Le dit Jehan Vermay a fait et pourtraict au vif la figure d'ung 

nom me Jehan Denis, lequel feue madame a prins et rete nu devers elle et la fait mettre 

en son cabinet,· pour ce, pour le tableau et les couleurs emploiees .. .IV l. 

Item -Pour ung tableau de bois, auquel est pourtraict la figure de I 'imperatrix, 

lequel ma feue dame a donne au cardinal de Liege; comprins les couleurs d 'or, 

d 'azur et autres ... V I. 

Item - Ledit Jehan a fait et delivre a ma dite dame quatre grans tableaux 

assavoir: deux a la figure du cardinal de Liege et les autres deux a I 'ymaige de Notre 

Dame,· pour le bois, estoffes d 'or, d 'azur et aut res ... XX I. 
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Item -Pour 1 'estoffe, couleurs et bois de troix tableaux faicts a la figure de la 

fille bastarde de 1 'empereur, lesquels ma dite dame a envoye, assavoir: ung au pape, 

ung a l 'empereur, et l 'autre elle l 'a reteJ1U et m is en son cabinet ... Xll l. 

Item. -Pour les couleurs, estoffe et 1 'or d'un tableau fait a la figure de la fille 

de Mme de Vendosme, laquelle madame feyt pourtraire a Cambray, elle y 

est ant .. .Ill l. 

Item. - Ledit Me Jehan Jut envoye par feue Mme dez Malines a Ysbroucq avec 

la compagnie de M. de Rosemboz, ouquel lieu il a pourtraict les quatre enffans du 

roy des Romains; pour l 'estoffe azur, or, et autres couleurs de diverses sortes 

emploies a la pourtraicture des quatres enffans, comprins le bois de IJJI tableaux et 

custodes garnyes de serrures, en quay ifs ont este mis et pacquetes pour les appourte 

dez /edit Ysbroucq a M alines a m a dite feue dame ... XX l. 

Item. -Pour le bois, or, azur et estoffes emploiez a la pourtraicture de la royne 

Douagiere d'Ongrie, de Bohbne, etc., laquelle il a appourte a ma dite dame ... V l. 

Item. - Ledit Me Jehan a fourni le bois de deux tableaux garniz de firrilles, 

serrures et custodes, lesquels il a fait les pourtraictures du Roy et Royne des 

Romains, les quels il a appourte d 'A llemagne avecq les tableaux susdits a madame; 

pour azur, or et aut res estoffes ... X!. 

Item. - Pour le bois de deux tableaux et estoffes d 'iceulx lesquels sont este 

pourtraicts la figure de l 'enfant trespasse de 1 'empereur; pour ce .. . VI l. 

Item - Pour ung tableau, comprins azur, or et estoffe emploiez a la 

pourtraicture de 1 'empereur a present ... V!. 
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Et si a aussi fraie et desbourse le dit Me Jehan pour la despense de bouche et 

son cheval, d 'estre retourne avec les dits tableaux et pourtraicture desdits Ray et 

Royne des Romains avec leurs enfans cy-dessus declaires, assavoir: dez Ysbroucq a 

A1alines dew-a m a dite feu dame la so m me de XXX I. 

Somme ... VJXX l. de XL gras. 

Remonstre en toute humilite !edit Me Jehan, comme feue madame luy avoit 

promis recompense d 'aulcuns dons et presents qu 'on luy avail offrez aux 

Allemaignes, lesquels il a refuse pour l'honneur de sa maitresse, il supplie que, avant 

regard sur ce, il vous plaise, messeigneurs, luy accorder et ordonner quelque 

gracieuse so m me de deniers, en forme de don, comme suyvant le testament de m a dite 

feue dame il a este fait a aulcuns officiers qui son! venu apres luy au service d'icelle 

feue dame. 

Siferez bien 
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Appendix 2: Jakob Seisenegger's 1535 invoice 

This document was first published by Birk, 1864, pp. 72:-73 (repr. Birk, 1887). His 

transcription was checked against the original (Vienna, Hofkammerarchiv, Fasc. 

Autogr. 326 b), found to be accurate, and thus reproduced below: 

Vermerkht mein Jacoben Seyseneckher, Romisch kg!. maj. etc. hofmaller, 

m-bait, so ich seiner maj. gemacht und die aus ursachen nach lengs anzaig, wie 

hernach: 

I . Item zu end des reichstag zu Augspurg hat mir di kg!. mcj. mein genedigister 

herr zwo fang tajl, darinen zwai perspectifische angesicht nach stetlicher ausziehung 

sambt ainem durchsehunden venster in ain landschaftgrund, ime die in seiner rechten 

gross, wie die seind, abzuconteJfeten, zugestellt und aigentlich also abzumachen 

bevohlen; zu denen ich erstlich van dem tischler zwo solich gleichmessige tajl bestellt 

und di van meinem gelt bezallt, di ich auch mit seinen grunten zugericht, nachmals 

mit grosser mue alle und jede puncten, linen und anders iglichs sonderlich m it dem 

zircl ganz vleissiglich abtragen und seczen muessen, weliches lange zeit und weil 

genomen, das allerersten mit denfarben auch an ir stat so wol als di puncten mit dem 

zirkl abtragen nd vermallen muessen, welichssich nit wie ain contrafectur, so van 

freien gesicht gesehen wirt, machen lesst; ist also mein mal/er ganz ungewondlich 

solich ding mit irrigen, unerkhentlichen linien auch so swer, das solichs nit anzaigt 

mag werden, zu macen. Wiewol ich fur soliche mue I 0 gulden verdient het und der, 

so si gemacht, nit 20 gulden genomen, dam it man jhe sech, das ich der sachen nit zu 

vi! thue, so beger ichfur alles nuer funf gulden reinisch. 
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2. Item mer in obangezaigten reichstag hat mir di kg!. maj. seine vier konicliche 

khinder, nemblich Elysabet, .Maximilian, Anna und Ferdinandum, wie ich di kais. 

maj. gemacht, abzuconteJfeten bevolhen, darzu ich von dem tischler vier tafln mit 

leisten und schrubprettlen genomen und bezallt; und nachdem ich sonst mit ander 

m-bait, auch aus bevelh kg!. maj. mit abconteJ:fehung kais. maj. beladen gewest, hab 

ich zu diser zurichtung, nachdem und si eilents haben sol/en veJfertiget werden, 

andere maister und gesellen aufgenomen, di die tajln leimgetrenkht, grundt und farbn 

und anders geriben und zugericht, di nachmals vorgeund und an die stat zu dem 

gemel veJ:fertigt; di hab ich mit essen, trinkhen und Ion, auch mit zins, herberg und 

petten di ganz zeit aushalten muessen; als di berait, hab ich si in kg!. maj. camer 

geanflvort und geben; wiewol auch von notten, in was claidung und zier si gemacht 

seind warden, anzuzaigen, damit je di mue und khunst aigentlicher vernomen wurde, 

so hab ich solichs aus leng der schrift unterlassen, sander ich wil solichs in 

nachvolgunden grossern stuckhen melden und beger also fur alles fur ain tafl siben 

gulden reinisch, brechten di vier tafln 28 gulden. 

3. Item mer in dem reichstag hab ich aus bevelh kg!. maj. kais. maj. sun auf 

pergamen von ollfarben nach ainem andern illuminirten abgeconteJfet, der mich 

nach so ainem clainen ganz hart abzumachen ankhomen ist, dafur ich doch nurd 1 

gulden beger, da ich sons! nit gern drei nemen wolf. 

4. Item zu Prag hat mir di kg!. maj. kais. maj. in seiner rechten ganzen und 

volkhomblichen gross auf ain tuech von o(farben abzuconteJfehen bevolhen, den ich 

in ainem Spanischen schwarzen mantl mit ainer kapen, mit schwarzen at/ass 

umerzogen, di kapen auch den mantl mit gulden gewunden schnuern oben herab und 
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unden hinumb verprdmbt, darzu in ainem schwarzen samaten wapenrockh, auch mit 

gulden schniern allenthalben umb und umb verprdmbt, an der seiten ain gulden 

rapir, darzue ainen gulden tolch, mit schwarzen seiden tolln und gulden khnopfen 

gemacht, auf dem haubt ain schwarz samatens piret, an dem leib in schwarzen 

tuechen hosen und schwarzen samaten schuehen, das ganz corpus seiner maj. gestellt 

auf ainen perspectivischen estrich in ain gehais,· wiewol ich auf solichen vleiss und 

mue, so ich gehabt, vil ain merers verdient, so wil ich doch auf das wenigist die sach 

seczen und beger nurd 48 gulden rheinisch. 

5. Item als ich solich der kais. maj. abconte1jehung ve1jertigt het, hat mich di 

kgl. maj. in eil durch den came1poten su seiner maj. sambt dem gemel van Prag aus 

gen Prun in Merhern zu khomen ervordert mit anzaigung, das ich ehe geld 

aujbringen und ain ross khaujen und unverzogenlich at([sein und zu seiner maj. 

ziehen soll, das ich also gethan und umb ross, sat/ und anders ausgeben I2 Il2 

gulden rheinisch,· und nachdem es hinein unsicher, bin ich etlich meil umbgeriten und 

verzert 4 gulden. Als ich zu kg!. maj. khomen und das gemel besehen, hat mich sein 

maj. widerumben abgefertigt und bevolhen, in aller gestalt wie obangezaigt kais. maj. 

contrafetur ist, ainen zu Prag zu machen,· hab ich widerumb hinauf 3 gulden verzert,· 

so hab ich das ross ob mir ain ganz monat, das ich es nit verkhaufen mogen, 

gehalten, darinnen es verzert 2 gulden reinisch, lintel alles 2 I I 12 gulden reinisch. 

Als ich nachmals das ross und sat! verkhauft, hab ich es nit tew-er als umb 6 Il2 

gulden reinisch geben. Also steel mir noch aussen I 5 gulden reinisch,· di beger ich 

mir auch widerumben zu geben. 
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'6. Item auf obangezaigten kg!. bevelh hab ich kais. maj. also abconterfet und 

beger auch sovil als von den obern, 48 gulden. 

7. Item zu Regenspurg hab ich auf kais. maj. bevelh di jung konigin Eliczabet in 

ainem roten karmasinen atlasen rockh, mit gulden stuckhen verprdmbt, mit 

zerschniten ermlen, darunter weisse seiden, so heraus gepauscht und widerumben m it 

gulden schnierlein zugepunden, umb si ain gurtl von zogen gold mit gelossen knopfen 

und gulden tolln, auf dem haubt ain guldene haubn, darauf ain rots negelens krenzli, 

mit gulden zweifelsknopfen umbwunden, das alles mit vleiss geconterfet, umb den 

hals ain guldens hembdlen, mit gulden straifen herab geziert, daruber ain guldens 

halspand van schmaracten, diemueten, rubin und perlein, in gulden geschmelzt 

r6slein eingeseczt, darinter und iiber ir ain durchsichtig gepew mit Welischen seuln, 

di ire capitl und postament gehabt haben, dardurch man hinaus ain landschaft und 

den him! gesehen hat, weliche abconte1jehung kg/. maj. zuvor, wie di verfertigt, selbs 

besehen und der kg/. wird gen Polln zugeschigkht hat. Hab also das auf das aller 

ringist geseczt und beger 25 gulden. 

8. Item auf bevelh kg/. maj. etc. hoffmaister herrn Wilhalm van Rogendorf hab 

ich zum andermall di vier konicliche khinder in aller mass und gross, wie ich die 

erstlich kg!. maj. in di camer zu Augspurg zugestellt und uberantwort hab, in iren 

gulden stuckhen, samat und schonen khlainaten geziert, gemacht und abconteJjet; 

davon beger ich auch sovil als oben, nemblich 28 gulden. 

9. Item auf kg/. maj. etc. bevelh hab ich zu Inspruckh irer kg!. maj. gemahel 

me in gnedigiste fraw sambt den k6niclichen khindern zu conte1jehen angejangen und 

di zu Regenspurg gar ausgemacht, wi hernach volgt: Erstlid1 mein genedigiste fi·aw 
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in ainem roten karmasinen atlasen rockh, daran di prust mit guldem tuech verprambt, 

mit zerschniten ermblen, di mit weisser seiden unterzogen und pauschund heraus 

gangen und di schnidt mit gulden schnuern widerumb verkhnupft und unden herumb 

den rockh zwifach verwulstlt, darzwichen der rockh, zerschniten, darunter mit ainem 

silberen-stuckh unteJjuetert, das durch di schnit heraus geseen hat, umb den leib ain 

gurtl van zogen gold, rot und gemacht mit knopfen auf di art der pmfusermunich, 

doch darzwischen frombde khnopf ander art mit anhangunden tollen voller 

geslossner khnopf, auf dem haubt ain schone wolgezirte guldene hauben, darauf ain 

rot samaten pil-et, umb den hals ain seer muesame arbait van naterei, mit gold 

gemacht, daruber ain guldens halspant, mit j-ombder selzamer goldschmidarbait 

khonstlich gemacht mit gulden wurmlein und mit edlen gestain van robinen, 

schmarakten und diemueten und van vast schonen perlen, das mir vastgrosse mue 

genomen hat, darzu noch ain zwifache guldens ketl van zogen gold, mer ain klains 

geschmelzt khetlein mit puechstaben, irer maj. iiber di prist gehangen; auf der seiten 

zwo colon mit iren capiteln und postamenten, dorauf ain zwifachs gesimbs und 

zwischen dem gesimbs ain merbelstain, auf di antiquitetis art eingeseczt und auf 

ainen estrich gestellt, der da van allerlai merbelstain zusamengeseczt gewesen ist; 

das alles ist auf ain tuech van olfarben, das doch hart ankhombt, gemacht. 

~Mer auf zwai tuech di kg!. khinder als Maximilian, Ferdinand, eliczabet, Anna 

und Mm-ia, hab ich in roten samaten rockhen, auch mit zerschniten ermlein und 

allermass ve1prambt. unteJjuetert mit khlainaten und ander zier, wie mein 

genedigiste j -aw, auch van olfarben gemacht und hab auf ain icklichs, wiewol es nit 

so gross gewesen, gleich die mhue und m-bait wie mit meiner genedigisten frawen 
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gehabt, di m it ainem schwipogen, dare in ich gulden rosen geste lit, der auf runden 

marblseuln gestanden, di auch ire capitl und postament gehabt haben, darzue ainen 

estrich, von marblstain gemacht, darauf di sewln und pilder gestellt; und doch di 

N!aria hab ich siczund in ainem Welischen gegossen vergolten wagen gemacht mit viZ 

zierlichen dingen und noch ander m-bait mer, di ich von verdruss, alles so nach lengs 

zu lesen, unterlass. Und nachdem ich von furdrung der m-bait hab di besten zwen 

maister, so in Teutschen landen, darzu brauchen und ob mit ha/ten muessen, hab ich 

inen und darnach fur andere zallung aines tail gethon und doch nit gar vernuegt zu 

bezallen, sander bindenen noch doran ain summa zu thuen schuldig sambt denen, so 

mir sons! auch gel! dargestreckht haben; weliche gemel kg!. maj. etc. mein 

genedigister herr zu hand kais. maj. geschenkht und in Hispanien gesendt und gefurt 

warden; von welichen ich, dieweilmir sovil dorauf gangen, wie nach lengs und doch 

m it dem kurzisten erzellt, nit weniger nemen khann, als 210 gulden reinisch. 

10. Item zu Regenspurg hab ich di kais. maj. aus bevelh kg!. maj. abermals in 

aller mass und gross, wie ich zuvor sein maj. zu Augspurg abconte1jet hab, und 

darzue uber sein maj. ain gulden tuech, mit schonen gewarchten pluemen wolgeziert, 

gemacht; beger dmfur 50 guilden reinisch. ' '] 4. Item mer di Romisch kais. maj., so 

ich zu Wononi abconte1jet hab, wie dann di kg!. maj. den noch vor augen hat, der in 

ainem weissen silberen stuckh, mit zobl unterfitetert, w1d in ainem Cordowanischem 

lidrem golfer, dasselb uber di prust herab zerschniten und mit gulden gewunden 

schniern verprambt, in ainem weissen zerschnitern attlasen wamass, das auch mit 

gulden schniren verprambt, in weissen tuechen hosen und samaten zerschniten 

schuhen, ain rapir und gulden to/eh m it seiden tollen an der seiten, auf dem haubt ain 
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schwarz samaten piret m it ainem weissen federlein, ne ben ime ain grosser englischer 

wasserhund, steund auf ainem marbalierten ostrich und hinter und neben ime ain 

gruener taffanter furhang; beger dmfur auch nurd 50 gulden reinisch. 

I I. Item mer zu Regenspurg aus bevelh kgl maj. gemacht das gross gulden 

panir in das veld, we/ices in di leng bei I 4 werchschuech und in die hoch bei 8 

schuechen ungeverlich gehabt hat, wie auf der noch verhanden ist, dazu ich ausser de 

seiden alien zeug von go!dfarbenund den grund zu machen verlegt, darein ich zwen 

gross schwarz adler mit kg!. maj. drifachen schild oder wapen in di prust gemacht 

hab, das mir ser vill go!ds, farb und m-bail genomen hat; beger fur alles 60 gulden 

reinisch. 

I 2. Item mer zu Regenspurg kg/. maj. kennfendlein, ganz gevirt, auf ainen 

weissen tamaschkh, dare in auf icliche seiten a in Mariapild m it dem khindlein in ainer 

gulden sun und zu beden seiten m it gulden leisten und jlamen m it guetem geslagenem 

gold allenthalben geziert, wie dann derselb noch in irer maj. camer verhanden ist; 

beger mir dmfur auf das negst zw geben 8 gulden reinisch. 

I 3. Item den herziern hab ich allermass, wie kg!. maj. khennfendl gewesen, 

gemacht, allain das diser fann zwen zipjl gehabt hat; beger auch sovil als oben 

dmfur, 8 gulden. 

I 4. Item mer di Romisch kais. maj. so ich zu Wononi abconterfet hab, wie dann 

di kg!. maj. den noch vor augen hat, der in ainem weissen silberen struckh, mit zobl 

unte1juetert, und in ainem Cordowanischen lidrem goller. dasselbuber di prust herab 

zerschniten und mit gewunden schniern ve1prambt. in weissen tuechen hosen und 

samaten zerschnilen schuhen. ain rapir und gulden 10/ch mit seiden tollen an der 
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seiten, auf dem haubt ain schwarz samaten piret m it ainem weissen federlein, neben 

ime ain grosser englischer wasserhund, steund auf ainem marbalierten ostrich und 

hinter und neben ime ain gruener taffanter furhang; beger dmfur auch nurd 50 

gulden reinisch. 

15. Item mer funf tajln, dorauf ich di herrn van dem haws Burgundi van de m 

herrn Wilhalmen van Rogend01j tajln abconteJfet hab, wie auch die noch verhanden, 

darzue ich van dem tischler di tajln genomen und bezallt, di vergrundt und gemalt 

hab; beger fiir aine 3 gulden reinisch .. . 15 gulden. 

Suma aller posten hievorgemeldt thut 599 

gulden. 

Doran empfangen 228 

gulden. 

Rest at 371 gulden 
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ANNA OF AUSTRIA 

Type Number: 1.1* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 1.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 1.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 

Checklist 

Fig. 177 

Archduchess Anna 
Jakob Seisenegger 
The Hague, Koninklijk Kabinet van Schilderijen, 
Mauritshuis, inv. no. 270 
panel 
43.4 x 34.4 cm. 
1530 
The Hague, Mauritshuis 1821 as Leonardo da Vinci. 
Lecher, 1962,p.85,no. 13. 
Inscription: 
'ANNA.FERDINANDI.HVNGARIE.Ef .BOHEMIE.REGI 
S.FILIA.ANNO. 1530.ETATIS.SVE.2'. Part of a set with 
portraits of Maximilian 11 and Elisabeth of Austria in the 
same location. 

Archduchess Anna 
Workshop of Jakob Seisenegger 
Brussels, Royal collection 
panel 
40 x 35 cm. 
1532? 
?Turnhout, Mary of Austria, 1556 'Ung aultre tableau de 
l 'as nee fille du diet seigneur Ray, tenant un oysel entre ses 
mains, habille de drap d'or'; Belgian royal collection. 
Lecher, 1962, p. 85, no. 15, and p. 97, no. 85. 
Paired with a portrait of Maxirnilian 11 of Austria in the 
same location. 

Archduchess Anna 
Anonymus after Jakob Seisenegger 
unknown 
panel 
41.5 x 34 cm. 



Date: 
provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 1.4 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

ANNA OF HUNGARY 

Type Number: 1.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 1.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 

C hecklist 

after 1530 
Munich, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum. Lost since 1947. 
Locher, 1962, p. 99, no. 101 and p. 97 , no. 85 . 
Paired with a portrait of Elisabeth of Austria still 111 
Munich. 

Archduchess Anna 
Anonymus after Jakob Seisenegger 
unknown 
panel 
42 x 34 cm. 
after 1530 
Munich, Julius Bohler, 1951 . 
Locher, 1962, p. 97, no . 87. 

Fig. 136 

Anna of Hungary 
Hans Maler 
Madrid, Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, inv . no. 1937.2. 
parchment on panel , 
44 x 33.3 cm. 
1519 
Rome, Palazzo Barberini until 1934; Lucerne, Mercuria, 
until 1937. 
Friedlander, 1897, p. 363, no. 24; Weizinger, 1914, p. 146; 
Mackowitz, 1955, pp. 77-78; Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 45 , 82-
83 , no. 23; Stange, 1966, p. 86 ; Locher, 1967, p. 34; 
Ltibbeke, 1991 , pp. 298-30 I, no . 68 (with further 
references to Thyssen-Bornemisza collection catalogues on 
p. 298). 

Fig. 137 

Anna of Hungary 
Hans Maler 
unknown 
panel 
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Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 1.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number·: 2.1 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 

35 x 27 cm. 
1519 

Checklist 

J. Gurney collection; New York, Christie's , 15 June 1977, 
lot 97; New York, Sotheby Parke Bernet, 31 May-3 June 
1980, lot 233. 
Has incorrect identification behind : MARIE DE 
BOURGOGNE 1476. Faces to viewer's right . 

Anna of Hungary 
Anonymous after Hans Maler 
Berlin, Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz 
(K upferstichkabinett) 
woodcut 
30 x 30 cm. 
1525 
Gltick, 1934, p. 175. 

Fig. 140 

Anna of Hungary wdh a Dog 
Hans Mater 
Private collection (Netherlands) 
parchment on panel 
51 x 38 cm. 
1520 
Munich, Bohler Sale, 1928; New York, Solomon R. 
Guggenheim, 1930; New York, Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Foundation, 1938-1962; New York, Sotheby 's, June 27 
1962, lot 21; Amsterdam, Sotheby Mak van Waay, Hans 
Wetzlar Sale, 9 June 1977, lot 29. 
Indianapolis, 1950, no. 64; Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 16-17, 
42-43, 81, no. 15; Utrecht and 's-Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 
50, no. 32. 
Inscription: 'ANNA. REGINA. 1520. ANNO. ETATIS . 
16'. 

Anna of Hungary 
Hans Mater 
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Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.4* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Checklist 

Destroyed 1945, previously Stuttgart, Alte1iumsammlung 
panel 
24 x 20 cm. 
c. 1521 
Munich, Kuppelmayr sale, 1896, lot I 02 I. 
Friedlander, 1897, p. 362; Weizinger, 1914, p. 145; 
Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 44, 81 , no . 20; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 
55. 
Reduced to bust length. Paired with a portrait of Ferdinand 
I that was destroyed at the same time (see Checklist, no. 
4.2) . 

Anna of Hungary 
Hans Maler 
unknown 
panel 
24 x 20 cm. 
dated 1523 
Worlitz, Gotisches Haus, 18 I 8; Ducal family of Anhalt; 
New York, Fleischmann Gallery, 1930; New York, 
Knoedler, I 956. 
Friedlander, 1895, pp. 412-13; Gltick, 1905b, p. 247; 
Baldass, 1913-14, p. 277, n.1; Weizinger, 1914, p. 145; 
Mackowitz, 1955, pp. 77-78; Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 41 , 82, 
no . 18; Hilger, 1969, pp. 23 , 29-30, 38, 123, 14445, no. 6a; 
Klingen and Ziesche, 1996, pp. 78-79, no. 262. 
Reduced to bust length. The pair to the portrait of 
Ferdinand I by Maler now at Dessau (see Checklist, no. 
4 .3). Inscription: 'Anna Regina, Anno Etatis 20. 1523 ' . 

Fig. 144 

Anna of Hungary 
Hans Maler 
Innsbruck, Tiroler Landesmuseums Ferdinandeum, inv. no . 
1919 
panel 
27 x 19.5 cm. 
1521 
Exhibited as from an Austrian noble collection in Exh. 
Sanct. Lucas, Vienna, 1935. 
Friedlander, 1895, p. 411 ; Friedlander, 1897, p. 362; Gltick, 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 2.5 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments : 

Type Number: 3* 

Subject: 
At1ist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 4.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 

Checkli st 

1905b, p. 247; Innsbruck, 1950, no. 197; Mackowitz, 1960, 
pp. 43-44, no. 19; Stange, 1966, p. 91; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 
55, no. 214. 
Reversed bust length version with different costume. 

Anna of Hungary with a Dog 
Peter Paul Rubens after Hans Maler 
Levens Hall , Westmorland , O.R. Bagot coli. 
canvas 
64 x 49.3 cm. 
bef. 1640 
Mentioned in 1640 inventory of Rubens ' posessions 'No. 
145. Le pourtrait d 'une damoiselle, habillee a l 'allemande, 
avec un petit chien a la main, sur fond de bois. ' 
Jaffe, 1989, p. 218, no. 372. 
Presumably copied at Antwerp according to Jaffe. 

Fig. 125 

Anna of Hungmy 
Attributed to Hans Daucher after Hans Schwarz 
Examples are at Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
MUnzkabinett, and elsewhere. 
medal, silver 
5.5 cm. diam. 
1524 
Herrgott, 1752-72, II, ii, pl.l/4, 7; Domanig, 1896, no. 80; 
Habich, 1907, p. 260; Habich, 1929-34, I, i, no. 64, fig. 
ix.3; Hilger, 1969, pp. 34, 38, 40, 45 , 58, 123, 128, 176-77, 
no. 168. 
Derives from the 1523 'Wedding Medal' ofFerdinand and 
Anna of Hungary (see Checklist, Group, no. I 0). Obverse 
shows Ferdinand I (See Checklist, no. 5.1 ). 

Fig. 145 

Anna of Hungary 
Workshop or Follower ofHans Maler 
Berlin, Gemaldegalerie, panel, inv. no. 592A. 
panel 
34 x 28 cm. 
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Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 4.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Checklist 

dated 1525 
Basel, Offentliche Sammlung; Berlin, Solly collection sale, 
1821 . 
Friedliinder, 1895, p. 415; Loga, 1899, p. 209; Gltick, 
1905b, pp. 245-47; Hegner, 1927; Ghent, 1955, p. 123, no. 
64; Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 46, 84, no. 34; Bock, Grosshans, 
Kelch, Kohl er, and Schleier, 1986, pp. 46, 122, no. I 06; 
Bonn and Vienna, 2000, pp. 135-36, no. 42. 
Follows a lost original. Inscription: ' Anna regina 1525 
Anno Etatis 22'. Portraits of Anna after this prototype were 
still being produced as late as 1530, as can be seen by an 
example by the Monogrammist HB (See Checklist, no . 
3.2). 

Anna of Hungmy 
Monogrammist HB after Hans Malet' 
unknown 
panel 
34 x 28 cm. 
dated 1530 
FriedHinder, 1895, p. 415; Weizinger, 1914; Mackowitz, 
1960,pp.46, 85,no. 34. 
This is presumably the copy which Weizinger says was in 
England with the inscription 'Anna regina 1530. Anno 
Etatis 27 HB '. 

BIANCA MARIA SFORZA 

Type Number: 1.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Bianca Maria Sforza 
Ambrogio de Predis 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 5622. 
panel 
47 x 38 cm. 
c. 1495 
imperial collection 
Frimmel, 1895, p. 129; Innsbruck, 1969, no. 532; Heinz 
and Schtitz, 1982, p. 293, no. 266. 
Perhaps a later copy of a work dating from the marriage 
with Maximilian I in 1493. 
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Type Number: 1.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 1.3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 2.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

B;anca Maria Sforza 
Ambrogio de Predis 

Checklist 

Washington, D.C. , National Gallery of Art, 1nv. no. 
1942.9.53. 
panel 
51 x 32.5 cm. 
c. 1495 
Berlin, Lippmann collection; Washington, Widener 
collection. 
Bode, 1889, p. 71-72; Heinz and Schtitz, 1982, p. 293. 
Inscribed upper center on headdress is Sforza motto: 
MERITO ET TEMPORE (With Merit and Time). 

Bianca Maria Sforza 
Ambrogio de Predis 
Paris, Musee du Louvre 
panel 
unknown 
c. 1495 
unknown 
Heinz and Schi.itz, 1982, p. 293. 

Fig. 48 

Bianca Maria Sforza 
Workshop or follower ofBernard Striegel 
Innsbruck, Tiroler Landesmuseums Ferdinandeum, inv. no. 
100 
panel 
74.2 x 45.5 cm. 
c. 1500 
Karl von Weinhart. 
Vischer, 1885, p. 84; Stiassny, 1892, p. 257-58; Weizinger, 
1914, p. 142; Ringler, 1928, no. 100; Ghent, 1955, p. 130, 
no. 116; Mackowitz, 1955, p. 103-05; Mackowitz, 1960, p. 
33; Stange, 1957, p. 148; Egg, 1962, p. 17; Otto, 1964, p. 
102, no. 62; Stange, 1967-78, p. 217, no. 951; Innsbruck, 
1969, pp. 23-24, no. 72; Bourg-en-Bresse, 1981, pp. 69-70, 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 2.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 3.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Checklist 

no. 44; Innsbruck, 1992, pp. 262-63, no. 78. 
On the breast of her dress are 2 embroidered peacocks and 
a falcon-hunting scene. A landscape view is behind the 
sitter (perhaps added in the seventeenth century) and 
Bianca Maria stands in front of a cloth of honour and 
behind a parapet. 

Bianca Maria Sforza 
Workshop or follower ofBernard Striegel 
Washington, The Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and 
Collection, Georgetown. 
panel 
72 x 39.5 cm. 
c. 1500 
Vienna, H. Sax; Vienna, Pri.ickl coli.; Vienna, Albeit 
Figdor; his sale, Berlin, Cassirer, 1930 (as Mary of 
Burgundy); Washington, Robert Woods Bliss from 1930. 
Die Sammlung Dr. Albert Figdor. Wien (Sale Catalogue), 
1930, iii, no. 97; Mackowitz, 1960, p. I 03; Otto, 1964, p. 
I 02, no. 63; Stange, 1967-78, p. 217, no. 952; Innsbruck, 
1992, pp. 262-63. 
No landscape view behind the sitter. 

Fig. 49 

Bianca Maria Sforza 
Workshop ofBernard Striegel or Hans Maler (?) 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (Exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), inv. no. 4404. 
panel 
76 x 43.5 cm. 
c. 1505-10 
imperial collection 
Vischer, 1885, p. 45; Mackowitz, 1955, p. 1 03; Mackowitz, 
1960, p. 30, no . 3; Egg, 1962, p. 17; Otto, 1964, pp. 69-70, 
102; Stange, 1967-78, ii, p. 215, no. 944; Innsbruck, 1969, 
p. 23, no. 71; Heinz and Schtitz, 1982, pp. 293-4, no. 267. 
Although the face is by the same hand as the portrait of 
Maximilian I that it is paired with (see Checklist, no. 2.7), 
the rest is by another artist. The dark view out of the 
window has a dark and sketchily painted landscape with 
castles 
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Type Number: 3.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 3.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 3.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Checkli st 

Bianca Jvfaria Sforza 
Attributed to Hans Maler after Bernard Striegel 
unknown 
panel 
76 x 43 .5 cm. 
c. 1505-10 
Munich, 0. von Spitzel and Graveur Seitz; Munich, private 
collection. 
Weizinger, 1914, p. 129; Mayer, 1929, p. 5; Stange, 1934-
61 , viii, p. 148; Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 32, 79, no . 4; Otto , 
1964, pp. 69-70, I 02-3, no. 64; Oberhammer, 1935 , p. 439 ; 
Mackowitz, 1955, p. 103 ; Stange, 1967-78, ii , p. 215 , no . 
944; Heinz and Schi.itz, 1982, pp. 293-4. 

Bianca A1aria Sforza 
Anonymous after Bernard Striegel 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 5732 
panel 
52.5 x 41 cm. 
c. 1505-10 
imperial collection? 
Heinz and Schi.itz, 1982, p. 294. 

Bianca Maria Sforza 
Hieronymus Beck after Bernard Striegel 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum 
manuscript drawing 
c. 53 x 37 cm. (folio) ; c. 27.5 x 18. 3 cm. (illustration) 
c. 1570-80 
H. Beck (1525-1596); Archduke Matthias (probably after 
1596); Pressburg and Schloss Ottenstein, Graf Lamberg; 
Munich, Hartung and Karl , 1973 ; acquired by 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, 1973 . 
Heinz, 1975, p. 258, no. 114; Heinz and Schi.itz, 1982, p. 
294. 
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Comments: 

CHARLES V 

Type Numbet·: 1 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Numbet·: 2.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.2 

Subject: 
Atiist: 
Location: 

Fig. 64 

Charles V as a Child 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
c. 1505 
London, F. Sabin, 1930. 

Checkli st 

Inscription : ' MAXIMILIANUS PS ' . A photograph ts at 
The Hague, RKD archive. 

Fig. 69 

Charles V at the age of seven with a hunting falcon 
Master of the Magdalen Legend 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), inv. no. 4430. 
panel 
49 x 35 .5 cm. 
1507 
Imperial collection 
See Maquet-Tombu, 1930, p. 190; GIUck, 1937, p. 165; 
Vienna, 1958, no . 41; Bruges, 1962, no. 84; and Mechelen, 
1973, no. 303; Heinz and Schtitz, 1982, pp. 62-63, no. 20; 
Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p. 131, no. 35. 
An inscription on the frame: 'Etatus septe anor quatuor 
mes. XXI.dier' (indicates that Charles is aged 7 years, 4 
months, and 21 days, so the painting was probably 
completed on 14 August 1507). On collar of shirt: 
'FIS.DE.ROI.SPANNER.N' 

Charles V at the age of seven with a hunting falcon 
Anonymous after Master of the Magdalen Legend 
Trier? 
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Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 2.3 

Subject: 

Artist: 

Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 3.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 3.2* 

panel 
unknown 
after 1507 
unknown 
Heinz and Schi..itz, 1982, pp. 62-3, no. 20. 

Checklist 

Heinz and Schi..itz do not give a precise location for this 
work. I have contacted the principal museums in the city 
and they have no knowledge of the work. lt has been 
suggested that unless it is in a private collection then it may 
have been lost or destroyed during World War 11. 

Emperor Charles V at the Age of 7 with a Hunting Falcon 
(recto); detail ofthe Hunting Falcon (verso) 
Hans Holbein the Elder after Master of the Magdalen 
Legend 
Berlin, Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz 
(Kupferstichkabinett), inv. no. KdZ 2510 
drawing 
15.1 x 9.2 cm. 
c. 1520 
Nagler coli. Acquired by Preussischer Kulturbesitz 1835. 
Glaser, 1909, p. 134; Friedlander and Bock, 1921, ii, p. 48; 
Lieb and Stange, 1960, p. 41, 86, nos 119, 120. 

Fig. 65 

Charles V as a Child 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
Aix-en-Provence, Musee Granet, inv. no. 860-1-521. 
panel 
21 x 17 cm. 
c. 1510 
Gift ofBourguignon de Fabregoules, 1860. 
Ghent, 1955, nos 98 and 132; Base!, 1974-76, ii , pp. 683-
84, no. 598; Campbell, 1985, p. 129; Toledo, 2000, p. 187, 
no. 10. 
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Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 3.3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments : 

Type Number: 4* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Checklist 

Charles V as a Child 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
Royal Collection 
panel 
21 x 17 cm. 
c. 1510 
Paris, Roger de Gaignieres?; Paris, Pierre Clairambault?; 
Paris, L. Lallait; Strawberry Hill , Horace Walpole; his sale, 
17 May 1842, lot 74; bt Queen Victoria. 
Campbell, 1985, pp. 128-29, no. 81. 
On display at Holyrood in 2000. 

Charles V as a Child 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
Edinburgh, National Gallery of Scotland, inv. no. 1254. 
panel 
21 x 17 cm. 
c. 1510 
Coli. Sir Henry Hawley; purchased from Mr. R. Langton 
Douglas, London, 1920. 
Wescher, 1941 , p. 275; Ghent, 1955, p. 127, no. 98; 
Meche1en, 1958, p. 9, no. 74; Bourg-en-Bresse, 1958, p. 9, 
no. 74; Leuven and Utrecht, 1959, p. 135, no. 190; Bruges, 
1962, p. 157, no. 83; Anderson, 1979, pp. 32-33 . 

Fig. 71 

Charles V in Armour with a Drawn Sword 
Anonymous South German 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (Exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), inv. No. 5618 
panel 
60 x 42.5 cm. 
c. 1512-14 
Imperial collection 
Vienna, 1958, p. 15, no. 42; Heinz and Schi.itz, 1982, pp. 
62-63 , no. 21; Camp bell, 1990, p. 234, no. 254; Innsbruck, 
1992, p. 383, no. 212; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p. 131, no. 
36; Toledo, 2000, p. 188, no. 11 . 
Perhaps after a lost Netherlandish prototype. 
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Type Number: 5.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 5.2* 

Subject: 
Atiist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 5.3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Fig. 75 

Charles V 
Anonymous Netherlandish after Michel Sittow 
Bruges, St.-Sauveur 
panel 
43.5 x 31.5 cm. 
c. 1515 
unknown 

Checklist 

Gillon, 1952, p. 180; Toledo , 1958, no. I 0 I ; Guy 
Devliegher, 1960; Kai Sass, 1976; Brussels, 1977, p. 117, 
no . 232; Guy Devliegher, 1979, p. 175 ; Campbell, 1990, p. 
215; Innsbruck, 1992, pp. 395-96, no. 213. 
Follows a lost original , presumably by Sittow. 

Fig. 76 

Charles V 
Anonymous Netherlandish after Michel Sittow 
Rome, Villa Borghese, inv . no . 281. 
panel 
42 x 22 cm. 
c. 1515 
Rome, Olimpia Aldobrandini , 1626; thence by descent. 
Baldass, 1944, pp. 155-57, no. 137; Della Pergola, 1959, ii , 
pp. 178-79, no. 263; Kai Sass, 1976, passim; Innsbruck, 
1992, p. 395; De Vrij , 1998, p. 190. 
Follows a lost original , presumably by Sittow. 

Fig. 77 

Charles V 
Anonymous Netherlandish after Michel Sittow 
Petworth House, inv . no. 291 
panel 
39.6 x 27.4 cm. 
after 1515 
Petworth Inventory 1837; Petworth Inventory 1856. 

A derivative of the Bruges/Rome portraits that follow 
Sittow's lost original. 
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Type Number: 5.4* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 5.5 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 5.6 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Fig. 78 

Charles V 
Anonymous Netherlandish after Michel Sittow 
leper, Stedelijk Museum, inv. no . 739 
panel 
37 x 27.5 cm. 
c. 1515-20 
leper, Van der Stichelen de Maubus collection. 

Checklist 

Mechelen, 1987, no. 19; and Utrecht and 's-Hertogenbosch, 
1993, p. 45 , no . 22. 
A derivative of the Bruges/Rome portraits that follmv 
Sittow's lost original. While the leper panel is paired with a 
portrait of Margaret of Austria which follows a model 
established by Bernard van Orley (see Checklist, no. 5.8) 
the two make an unlikely couple: although the supports are 
the same size Margaret's body is uncomfortably larger than 
that of Charles . 

Fig. 79 

Charles V 
Anonymous German after Michel Sittow 
unknown 
panel 
38 x 30 cm. 
c. 1515-20 
Paris, Tudor Wilkinson collection. 

A derivative of the Bruges/Rome portraits that follow 
Sittow's lost original. 

Fig. 109 

Charles V 
Hans Weiditz 
woodcut 
39.5 x 20.4 cm. 
1519 
For discussions of the variants of this portrait see Thausing, 
1884, ii, p. 161; Rottinger, 1904; Dodgson, 1903, i, p. 243; 
Dodgson, 1905; Vienna, 1958, no. 139; Rosenthal, 1971 , 
pp. 224-25; Amsterdam, 1972, no . 16; Rosenthal , 1973, p. 
205; Geisberg, 1974, nos 1527, 1528; Kai Sass, 1976, pp. 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 6.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Checklist 

11-14; Augsburg, 1980, i, p. 137, no. 28; Nuremberg, 1983, 
p. 196, no. 248; Scheller, 1983b, p. 234; Toledo, 1992, p. 
511; Innsbruck, 1992, p. 397, no. 214; Baer, 1993, p. 164; 
Madrid, 1993, p. 51, no. 31; Utrecht and 's-Hertogenbosch, 
1993, p. 236, no. 172; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, pp. 142-45, 
no. 56; Toledo, 2000, p. 204, nos 26 and 27. 
A derivative the Bruges/Rome portraits that follow Sittow's 
lost original. As Campbell Dodgson pointed out, the 
different states of the print probably reflect different stages 
of Charles' campaign: the earliest (Dresden) support his 
election; the late ones hail him as 'Romischer Kunig' 
(Vienna, Albertina). One hand rests on a parapet covered 
with a cloth of estate while he holds a pomegranate in the 
other, the symbol of the city of Granada, added to the 
Spanish coat-of-arms upon its conquest by Ferdinand and 
Isabel in 1492. The prints emphasise Charles' immense 
political power and his superiority over his rival Francis I 
for the imperial crown, the pomegranate alluding not only 
to his status as king of Spain but also his legitimacy as a 
direct descendent of Maximilian, whose personal device it 
was (see Panofsky, 1943, i, p. 178). Indeed, Maximilian I 
also holds a pomegranate in his portrait on the 'Triumphal 
Arch' and in Dtirer's portrait of the Emperor. 

Fig. 87 

Charles V 
Workshop of Bernard van Orley 
Bourg-en-Bresse, Musee de l'Ain, inv. no. 980.15 E (on 
extended loan from Musee du Louvre, inv. no. R.F. 2031) 
panel 
37x 26.6 cm. 
1515-6 
Revoil collection until 1828 when it was purchased by 
Charles X. 
G. Hulin de Loo in Bruges, 1902; Demonts, 1922, p. 58, 
no. 2205B; Gltick, 1937, pp. 166-67; Paris, 1946; Michel, 
1953, pp. 233-35, no. 2205B; Ghent, 1955, no. 98; Bourg
en-Bresse, 1958, no. 48; Mechelen, 1958, no. 75; Leuven 
and Utrecht, 1959, no. 233; Paris, 1960, no. 129; Bruges, 
1962, no. 85; Rotterdam, 1969, no. 224; Friedlander, 1967-
76, viii, pp. 63, 110, no. 142a; Kai Sass, 1976; Brejon de 
Lavergnee, Foucart, and Reynaud, 1979, p. 99; Bourg-en
Bresse, 1981, p. 14, no. 1; Niviere and Poiret, 1990, p. 68; 
Bourg-en-Bresse, 1994, pp. 26-28; Eichberger and Beaven, 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 6.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 6.3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 6.4* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 

Checklist 

1995, p. 236; Ghent, I 999a, pp. I 93-94, no. 40. 
Presumably there was a lost original from which these 
copies derive. This is the best of the surviving examples. 

Charles V 
Workshop of Bernard van Orley 
Naples, Museo e Gallerie Nazionali di Capodimonte, inv. 
no. 14 
panel 
36 x 26 cm. 
1515-6 
Parma, Palazzo Giardino. 
FriedHinder, 1967-76, viii, pp. 63, I I 0, no. 142b). 
Presumably there was a lost original from which these 
copies derive. 

Charles V 
Workshop of Bernard van Orley 
Paris, Musee du Louvre, inv. no. R.F. 2120 
panel 
36.5 x 26.5 cm. 
15 I 5-6 
Legacy Baron Basile de Schlichting, 1914. 
FriedHinder, 1909, pp. 3 I-32; Demonts, I 923, p. 163; 
Gltick, I937, pp. I66-67; Michel, 1953, pp. 235-36, no. 
4 I25B; Ghent, 1955, no. 90; Mechelen, 1958, no. 75; 
Bruges 1962, p. 158, no. 85; Friedlander, 1967-76, viii, pp. 
63, llO,no. 142c. 
Inscribed, upper right "L'EMPEREVR" and upper left 
"I 037". Presumably there was a lost original from which 
these copies derive. 

Fig. 88 

Charles V 
Anonymous after Bernard van Orley 
Vienna, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, Codex 
Vindobonensis 2606, fol. 91 r. 
manuscript illumination 
28.4x21 cm. 
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Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 7.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 7.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 8* 

Subject: 

Checklist 

c. 1519-20 
imperial collection. 
Frimmel and Klemme, 1887; Gerstinger, 1934; Bruges, 
1962, pp. 118-29; Rosenthal, 1973, pp. 206-07; Vienna, 
1987, p. 95; Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, p. 235; Bonn 
and Vienna, 2000, p. 148, no . 63. 
Presumably there \·Vas a lost original from which these 
copies derive. 

Fig. 99 

Charles V 
Jan van Battel 
Mechelen, Stedelijk Museum Hof van Busleyden, inv. no. 
S/ 10, 1517. 
panel 
88 x 56 cm. (centre), 90 x 25 cm. (wings) 
1517 
Ordered by the town council of Mechelen for the 
decoration of the "rentmeesterskamer" (the room of the 
bailiffs), 1517 (20 florins). 
Toledo, 1958, no. 3; Leuven, 1971 , pp. 260-63; Mechelen, 
1987, no. 44; Utrecht and, 1993, p. 33, no . 17; Ghent, 
1999a, p. 171 , no. 12; Toledo, 2000, p. 190, no. 13. 

Charles V 
Anonymous after Jan van Battel 
unknown 
panel? 
unknown 
sixteenth century? 
unknown 

A later copy with different armorials (see the photograph at 
Brussels, Institut Royal du Patrimoine Artistique, neg.l392 
C). 

Fig. 106 

Charles V, 
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Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 9.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 9.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bernard van Orley 
Budapest, Szepmuvesti Muzeum, inv. no. 1335. 
panel 
72 x 51.5 cm, 
c. 1520-22 

Checklist 

London, Hollingworth-Magniac collection; Cologne, 
Bourgeois Brothers; bt. by Budapest MF A 1895. 
Wauters, 1893, pp. 12-13, I 08; Friedlander, 1909, pp. 30, 
32; Ring, 1913, pp. 23 , 149; Gluck, 1933a, pp. 198, 200 ; 
Gllick, 1934, p. 184; Gllick, 1937, p. 166; Jenkins, 1947; 
pp. 17, 43; Wescher, 1965, pp. 162, 166; Pigler, 1967, i, pp. 
511-12; Friedliinder, 1967-76, viii, pp. 63-64, Ill , no. 143. 
A prime quality original from the hand of Bernard van 
Orley. 

Fig. 110 

Charles V 
Imperial portraits workshop 
Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, inv. no. 2309. 
panel 
34.3 x 23 .8 cm. 
c. 1520 
Ralph Bernal; his sale, London, Christie's, 5 March 1855, 
lot 1 I 15. Bt. M01·ant; Sir John Ramsden, Bart; London, 
Clu·istie's, 11 July 1930, lot 45. Bt. Joubert; Leonard 
Daneham; his bequest, 1937. 
Gerson and Goodison, 1960, p. 76, pi. 38; Arnould and 
Massing, I 993, p. 52, no. 9. 
A composite of Sittow and Van Orley's portraits of 
Charles. 

Fig. I I 1 

Charles V 
Imperial portraits workshop 
unknown 
panel 
44.5 x 33 cm. 
c. I520 
Bernal collection. Bt Hanbury for £75 (handwritten 
annotation in the copy of the sale catalogue at the 
Courtauld); H.G. Bois collection; London, Sotheby ' s, sale 
11 March 1931, lot 83; Chester, E. Peter Jones collection; 
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Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Numbet·: 10.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 10.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 11 * 

Subject: 
Attist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Lucerne, Galerie Fischer, 1974, lot 2273. 
Arnould and Massing, 1993, p. 52, no. 9. 

Checklist 

A composite of Sittow and Van Orley's portraits of 
Charles. 

Fig. 114 

Charles V holding an upright Sword 
Imperial portraits workshop 
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1nv. no. 
32.100.46 (88149). 
panel 
29.5 x 22.5 cm. 
c. 1520 
New York, Micheal Friedsam collection; his bequest 1931. 
Baetjer, 1980, i, p. 57, iii, p. 36. 
A derivative of this workshop's earlier composite of Sittow 
and Van Orley's portraits of Charles. 

Fig. 115 

Charles V holding an upright Svvord 
Imperial portraits workshop 
unknown 
unknown 
29.5 x 22.5 cm. 
c. 1520 
Paris, Charpentier sale, 10 June 1954, lot 42 

A derivative of this workshop's earlier composite of Sittow 
and Van Orley's portraits of Charles. 

Fig. 116 

Charles V holding an upright Sword 
anonymous Netherlandish 
Kettering, Boughton House, Collection of the Duke of 
Buccleuch, inv. no. 91. 
panel 
44 x 33 cm. 
c. 1520 
unknown 
Anderson, 1979, pp. 62-63; Hackenbroch, 1996, p. 250. 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 12* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments : 

Type Number: 13.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 13.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Fig. 117 

Charles V holding a Sceptre 
anonymous Netherlandish 
Madrid, Galeria Caylus . 
panel 
46 x 35.5 cm. 
c. 1520 

Checklist 

Baron de Bernonville collection before 1881 ; London, 
Duveen brothers, 1907; Monaco, Sotheby ' s, 17 Jure 1989, 
lot 327. 
Antwerp, 1995, pp. 266-67 (as by the Master of the 
Magdalen Legend) ; Checa Cremades, 1995 ; Ghent, 1999a, 
p. 243, no. 118. 
The same workshop also produced a portrait of Mary of 
Austria (see Checklist, no . 5) . 

Fig. 121 

Charles V 
Hans Schwarz 
Examples are at Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
Mi.inzkabinett, and elsewhere. 
medal, bronze 
7.3 cm. diam. 
c. 1520 
imperial collection 
Habich, 1929-34, I, i, p. 39, no. 229, .8. 

Fig. 122 

Charles V 
Hans Schwarz 
Examples are at Stockholm, National Museum, and 
elsewhere. 
medal, bronze 
7.2 cm. diam. 
c. 1520 
Habich, 1929-34, I, i, p. 39, no. 228, fig. x1.3 and I, i, p. 52, 
no . 319, fig. xlii. 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 13.3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 13.4* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 13.5 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 

Checklist 

Fig. 123 

Charles V 
Hans Schwarz 
Examples are at Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
Mi.inzkabinett, and elsewhere. 
medal, bronze 
6.5 cm. diam. 
c. 1520 
imperial collection 
Bernhart, 1919, pp. 35-36, nos 12, 13; Habich, 1929-34, I, 
i, p. 39, no. 224, .5; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p. 156, no. 74. 
This type was also used as a source for works in other 
media (for example, Brussels, Musee Royaux des Beaux
Arts . See Toledo, 1958, p. !56, no. 273). 

Fig. 126 

Equestrian Portrait of Charles V 
Hans Daucher 
Innsbruck, Tiroler Landesmuseums Ferdinandeum, inv. no. 
P168 
Honestone relief 
19 x 12.5 cm. 
signed and dated '1522 HO' 
Meran, Count of Flugi; Levico, Franz Tecini, deacon of 
Pergine and honorary canon of Trento; acquired in 1837 by 
Ferdinandeum. 
Halm, 1920, p. 304; Halm, 1926, ii, pp. 209, 211; Bange, 
1928, p. 20, p1.8; Augsburg, 1955, no. 174; Berlin, 1983, 
no. C7; Mechelen, 1987, no. 198; Toledo, 1992, pp. 511-
12, no. 266; Eser, 1996, pp. 119-23, no. 7. 

Equestrian Portrait of Charles V 
Hans Daucher 
Augsburg, Stadtische Kunstsammlungen, inv. no. 9.211. 
bronze 
19 x 12.5 cm. 
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Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 13.6 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 13.7* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number·: 13.8 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 

Checklist 

1522 
Acquired from collection of Anna Mtiller-Stahl , Frankfurt, 
in 1941. 
Eser, 1996, p. 123 (under no. 7) . 

Equestrian Portrait o.f Charles V 
Hans Daucher 
Nuremberg, Germanisches Nationalmuseum , PI. 0 .880 
bronze 
16.6 x 11.5 cm. 
1522 
unknown 
Eser, 1996, p. 123 (under no. 7). 

Allegory of Virtues and Vices at the Court of Charles V 
Hans Daucher 
New York, Metropolitan Museum of A1i, inv . no. 
17. I 90.745 
Honestone relief 
27.6 x 46.7 cm. 
signed and dated 'I 522 HD' 
Gift of J. Pierpont M organ, 1917. 
Halm, 1926, ii , pp. 209- I 8; Sauerlandt, 1927, pp. 70-72; 
Bange, 1928, pis 7-10, 13; Feuchtmayr, 1933, pp. ix-xiii; 
MUller, 1963, p. 26; Snyder, 1987, pp. 120.21; Chipps 
Smith, 1994, pp. 338-39 . 

Fig. 128 

Charles V 
Anonymous after Hans Schwarz 
unknown 
Oil on canvas on panel 
29 x 24 cm. 
after 1520 
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Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Numbea·: 13.9* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 13.10 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 13.11 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 

Check list 

Budapest, Ernst Museum, Kilenyi Sale, 26 November 
1917, lot 132; Budapest, Ernst Museum, Mezey Sale, 21 
November 1927, lot 4. 

Inscription: 'CAROLUS IM.' 

Fig. 129 

Charles V 
Hieronymus Hopfer after Hans Schwarz 
Examples are at Berlin, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, 
Kupferstichkabinett (inv. no. 240-1974) and elsewhere. 
woodcut 
22.5 x 15.5 cm. 
dated 1521 
Pauli , 1908, p. 4; Hollstein, 1954-72, xv, p. 232, no . 63 ; 
Ghent, 1955, no . 250; Augsburg, 1980-81 , i, p. 137, no . 29 ; 
Berlin, 1983, p. 178, no. C 19; Hamburg, 1983, pp. 184-85, 
no. 78; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p. 150, no. 66. 
Inscription: 'CAROL VS VON GOTS GNAD REMISCH 
KING ERWELTERR KAISER KING ZVO HISSPANIA 
VND BAIDER SICILEN ECZ ERCZHERZOG ZVO 
OSTERREICH HERCZOG VON BVRGVND BRABANT 
ECZ GRAF ZVO FLANDER TIROL ECZ I H MDXX[I] ' 

Fig. 130 

Charles V 
Anonymous after Hans Schwarz 
Linz, Landesmuseum 
woodcut 
unknown 
dated 1522 
Hilger, 1969, p. 128. 

Fig. 131 

Charles V 
Loys Hering after Hans Schwarz 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 4371. 
stone sculpture 
15.1 x 12.2 cm. 
1520s 
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Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 13.12 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 13.13* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 13.14* 

Subject: 

Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 

Checkli st 

imperial collection 
Katalog der Sammlung f iir Plastik und Kunstgewerbe, 
I 966, p. 62, no . 293 ; Reindl , 1977, r:p. 92, 455 , no . D 18; 
Berlin, 1977, pp. 68-72; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, pp. 3 I 9-
21 , no . 355 . 

Fig. 132 

Charles V 
anonymous after Hans Schwarz 
Examples are at Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
Mtinzkabinett, and elsewhere. 
Taler from the Mtinzstiitte at Ltibeck 
2.5 cm diam. 
after 1520 
Hilger, 1969, p. 128. 

Charles V 
Gerat·d Horenbout after Hans Schwarz 
London, British Library, Add. MSS, 34294, fol. 213 . 
manuscript illumination 
13 .1 x 9.3 cm. (page) 
c. 1520 
Bianca Maria Sforza; Mechelen, Margaret of Austria, 
1520s; ?Charles V; purchased in Madrid by Sir John 
Charles Robinson, 1871 ; sold to John Malcolm of 
Pontalloch; donated by him, 1893. 
Evans, 1992. 

Fig. 133 

Identification portrait of Charles V as one of the Three 
Kings 
Felipe Vigarny 
Granada, Cathedral, Capilla Real 
polychromed wood 
90 x 3 5 x 226 cm. 
1520s 
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Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 14.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Numbet·: 14.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 14.3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 

Checklist 

carved for in situ location 
Toledo, 1958, p. 145, no. 238; Brussels, 1970, no . 13 ; 
Antwerp, 1995, pp. 280-81 . 

Fig. 156 

Charles V 
Attributed to Lucas Horenbout 
London, Victoria and Albert Museum, inv. no . P. 22-1942. 
Watercolour on vellum 
4 .2 cm. diam. 
c. 1520 
Sir Hans Sloane (1660-1753); recorded in his inventory 
under no. 276 as " Philip the 2d of Spain painted in 
miniature by Oliver"; passed with his collection to the 
British Museum in 1754; transferred along with twenty-two 
other miniatures to the V. & A., 1934. 
London, 1983, no. 11 ; Greenwich, 1991 , p. 91, no . V.48 . 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, see Kenner, 1893, p. 
139. 

Charles V 
Lucas Horenbout? 
Vietma, Kunsthistorisches Museum 
Watercolour on vellum 
unknown 
c. 1520 
imperial collection? 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, see Kenner, 1893, p. 
139. 

Fig. 157 

Charles V 
Anonymous after Lucas Horenbout 
Collection HM the Queen of Great Britain, inv. no. 246. 
panel 
43.8 x 32.4 cm. , 
c. 1526 
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Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 15 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 16.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 16.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Checklist 

Royal collection (first mentioned at Whitehall, Henry VIfi 
coli., 1542 and 1547 inventories). 
Campbell , 1985, pp. 129-31, no. 82. 
Lorne Campbell has associated this panel with the portrait 
of Charles owned by Mary Rose Tudor in June 1514 that 
was 'tres mal contrefait'. This seems unlikely, however, as 
not only is Charles clearly older than fourteen but the 
decorative slashing of Charles' overshi1i is a fashion 
popular from, at the earliest, around 1518 up to the late 
1520s. 

Charles V 
anonymous 
unknown 
Watercolour on vellum? 
unknown 
c. 1520 
Paris, Hollingworth-Magniac collection 

Wears a different costume to the other mmwtures of 
Charles. From the existing photograph (London, Courtauld 
Institute, Witt Library) it is rather crude in quality. 

Charles V 
Jan Vermeyen 
Petworth House, Sussex 
panel 
38 x 28 cm. 
bef. 1529 
unknown 
Collins Baker, 1920, p. 49. 
Follows example at Thatcham (see Checklist, Group no. 
19) ie. Charles has long hair. 

Charles V 
Workshop or follower of Jan Vermeyen 
unknown 
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Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 17.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 17.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 17.3 

panel 
unknown 
bef. 1529 

Checklist 

Munich , Caspari sale, unknown date (see reproduction in 
London, Courtauld Institute of Art, Witt library). 

A roundel. Follows example at Thatcham (see Checklist, 
Group no. 19) ie. Charles has long hair. 

Fig. 179 

Charles V 
Workshop or follower of Jan Vermeyen 
Brussels, Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, inv . 
no. 8723. 
panel 
23 .5 x 18 cm . 
After 1529 
Galerie Louis Manteau, Brussels; Bequest of Mrs Delporte
Livrauw and Or Franz Delporte, Brussels, 1973. 
Gli.ick, 1933a, pp. 183-85 ; Ghent, 1955, p. 131 , no. 122; 
Toledo , 1958, p. 114, no . 139; Brussels, 1963, no. 230; 
Pauwels, Roberts-Jones, Laureyssens, Heesterbeek-Bert, 
Pacco, Wilde, and Bussers, 1988, p. 40; Horn, 1989, i, p . 8, 
61, 11.50. 
Charles has short hair. 

Charles V 
Workshop or follower of Jan Vermeyen 
Private collection 
panel 
32 x 25 cm. 
After 1529 
Amsterdam, P. de Boer, 1958; London, Christie's sale, 24 
November 1967, lot 25; New York, Heinemann. 

Charles has short hair, as in the version at Brussels, but 
wears a black embroidered costume. 
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Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 17.4* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 17.5* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Charles V 
Workshop or follower of Jan Vermeyen 
unknown 
panel 
67 x 52 cm. 
After 1529 
Paris, Trotti and Co., 1929. 
Glilck, 1933a, pp. 196, 198; Davidson, 1992, p. 42. 

Checkli st 

Charles has short hair, as in the version at Brussels , tut 
wears a black embroidered costume. 

Charles V 
Workshop or follower of Jan Vermeyen 
London, Wallace Collection, inv. no . P529. 
panel 
14.4 x 11.9 cm. 
after 1529 
Acquired by Sir Richard Wallace, probably as part of the 
Nieuwerkerke collection in 1871; Hertford House 
inventory, 1890, as 'Portrait of a Man, Holbein School '. 
Gluck, 1933a, p. 198; Ingamells, 1992, iv, 119-20; 
Davidson, 1993, p. 42. 
Charles has short hair and is shown in bust length. 

Charles V 
Workshop or follower of Jan Vermeyen 
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv. no. A 164. 
panel 
16.5 x 14 cm. 
After 1529 
Amsterdam, Art Market sale, 14 November 1825, lot 45 (as 
Hans Holbein the Younger). 
Glilck, 1933a, p. 198; Glilck, 1937, p. 166, n.6; Friedlander, 
1967-76, xii, p. 89; Van Thiel, 1976, p. 573 ; Horn, 1989, i, 
p. 61, n.SO; Eichberger, and Beaven, 1995, p. 239; Utrecht 
and s' -Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 325, no . 223; Van Thiel, 
1976, p. 573; Davidson, 1992, p. 42. 
Charles has short hair and is shown in bust length. 
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Type Number: 18* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 19.1 * 

Subject: 
Atiist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 19.2 

Checklist 

Charles V 
Giovanni Bernardi da Castelbolognese 
Examples are at Brussels, Bibl. Roy . Albeti yer, Cabinet des 
medailles; Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (inv.20bl3) ; 
and elsewhere. 
medal, silver 
7.8 cm. 
1530 
Armand, 1883-87, i, p. 137; Kenner, 1892, pp. 56-57; 
Bernhart, 1919, no . 157; Hill and Pollard, 1967, no. 484c; 
Pollard, 1984-85, iii , no. 826; Donati, 1989, p. 62; Vienna, 
1994b, p. 69, no. 41; Hackenbroch, 1996, p. 167; Bonn, 
1998, no. 132; Ghent, 1999a, p. 331, no. 247N; Soly, 2000, 
p. 403; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p. 161, no. 80; Toledo, 
2000, p. 286,no. 91. 
This medal seems to have served as the basis for an 
anonymous North Italian engraving of Charles wearing a 
fanciful collar (New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
The Elisha Whittelsey Fund, inv.1993 .1 001: see Boorsch, 
1993 ; Hackenbroch, 1996, p. 167). 

Fig. 164 

Charles V holding a drawn sword 
Giovanni Britto after Titian 
London, British Museum and elsewhere 
woodcut 
49.4 x 34.8 cm. 
after c. 1530-2 
Bartsch, 1803-21, xii, p. 140, no. 1; Korn, 1897, p. 63; 
Tietze and Tietze-Conrat, 1937-38, p. 71; Tietze and 
Tietze-Conrat, 1938, p. 471; Mauroner, 1943, no. 11; 
Vietma, 1958, pp. 61-2, no. 148; Oberhuber, 1966, no. 169; 
Wethey , 1969-75, ii, p. 191; Berlin, 1971, no. 15; 
Washington, Dallas, and Detroit, 1976, pp. 204-05, no. 46; 
Venice, 1976, p. 121, no. 57; Checa Cremades, 1994, no. 
44; Bodart, 1997; Checa Cremades, 2000, pp. 311-12; 
Mancini, 2000; Toledo, 2000, p. 266, no. 74. 
Follows Titian's lost original of c 1530. Inscription: 
'CAROL VS IMPERATORI QVINTVS'. 
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Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Numbet·: 19.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 19.4* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Checklist 

Charles V 
Giovanni Britto after Titian 
London, British Museum and elsewhere 
woodcut 
49.4 x 34.8 cm. 
after c. 1530-2 
Hirth, n.d., ii , p. 121; Mauroner, 1943, no. 12; Hollstein, 
1954-, iv, p. 207, no. 2; Berlin, 1971 , p. 49; Washington, 
Dallas, and Detroit, 1976, pp. 206-07, no. 47; Venice, 
1976, p. 121, no. 58. 
Follows Titian's lost original of c 1530. Shows Charles' 
head alone, but this is identical to Checklist, no. 19.1. A 
unique example of the bust-only version (London, British 
Museum, inv.l866-7-14-31) has an accompanying poem by 
Britto. 

Charles V holding a drawn sword 
Agostino Veneziano after Giovanni Britto (after Titian) 
Vienna, Graphische Sammlung Albertina and elsewhere 
woodcut 
unknown 
versions dated 1535 or 1536 
Bmisch, 1803-21, xiv, p. 380, no. 524; Washington, Dallas, 
and Detroit, 1976, p. 204. 
Follows Titian's lost original of c 1530. The versions dated 
1536 place a crown on Charles' head 

Charles V holding a drawn sword 
Anonymous after Titian 
El Escorial 
panel 
c. 30 x 20 cm. 
1530s 
royal collection 

Follows Titian's lost original of c 1530. Perhaps a copy 
after the print by Britto. 
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Type Number: 19.5 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date : 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 19.6 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments : 

Type Number: 19.7 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Checklist 

Charles V holding a drawn sword 
Guiseppe Scolari? after Giovanni Britto (after Titian) 
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Elisha Whittelsey 
Fund (1949, inv.49.97.628) and elsewhere. 
woodcut 
48.9 x 34.7 cm. 
1530s 
Stirling-Maxwell, 1875; Hirth, n.d , ii, p. 479; Mauroner, 
1943, no. 11 (second replica); Berlin, 1971, p. 49; 
Washington, Dallas, and Detroit, 1976, p. 314, no . I 05 ; 
Necipoglu, 1989, p. 415 . 
Britto ' s print after Titian ' s lost original also seems to have 
acted as the basis for this print of Charles in his coronation 
garb. 

Fig. 165 

Charles V holding a drawn s1vord 
Peter Paul Rubens after Titian 
England , Private Collection 
canvas 
118 x 91.5 cm. 
1603-8 
Rubens inventory, 1640. 
London, 1950, pp. 28-323, no. 26; MU!ler-Hofstede, 1965, 
pp. 116-17; Mi.iller-Hofstede, 1967, pp. 38-47; Wethey, 
1969-75, ii , p. 192, pi. 48; Campbel1, 1990, p. 234, no. 253. 
Follows Titian 's lost original of c 1530. 

Charles V holding a drawn sword 
Anonymous after Titian 
London, Orlando Montagu collection 
canvas 
126.5 x 101.1 cm. 
late sixteenth or early seventeenth century 
unknown 
Hope, 1980, pp. 76-78; Camp bell, 1990, p. 234, no. 253. 
Follows Titian ' s lost original of c 1530. Includes a 
landscape seen through a window behind the subject. 
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Type Number: 19.8 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 19.9 

Subject: 
Atiist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 19.10 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Checklist 

Charles V holding a drawn sword 
Attributed to Peter Paul Rubens after Titian 
unknown 
canvas 
72x61 cm. 
c. 1628 
Mantua, Zambeccari Palace; Bologna, M. A. Gualandi , sold 
bef. 1854 to an Englishman; Onvell Park, near Ipswich, 
George Pretyman; London, Christie's, Orwell Park sale, 28 
July 1933, lot 26. Sold to V. Block for £682; Amsterdam, 
Goudstikker Gallery, 1933-1940; Berlin, H. W. Lange, 12 
December 1940, no. 159. 
Giordano, 1842, pi. I; Crowe and Cavalcaselle, 1877-78, i, 
p. 367, n.; Burchard, 1933, no. 44; Scharf, 1935, p. 259; 
GlUck, 1937, pp. 168-70; London, 1950, p. 30; MUllet~ 
Hofstede, 1967, pp. 45-46; Wethey , 1969-75, ii , p. 192. 
Follows Titian ' s lost original of c 1530. This copy sho\vs 
Charles as older, is reduced to bust length and the svvord 
has been omitted. 

Charles V holding a drawn sword 
Lucas Vorsterman after Peter Paul Rubens (after Titian) 
unknown 
woodcut 
unknown 
c. 1617-18 
Wethey, 1969-75, ii, p. 191, pl.49. 
Follows Titian's lost original of c 1530 but shows Charles ' 
features as older. 

Charles V holding a drawn sword 
Pieter de Jode after Peter Paul Rubens (after Titian) 
woodcut 
unknown 
c. 1617-18 
unknown 
Wethey, 1969-75,ii,p.l91. 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 19.11 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 19.12 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 20* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Checklist 

Follows Titian's lost original of c 1530. The inscription 
mistakenly identifies the sitter as Ferdinand I. 

Charles V holding a drawn sword 
Anonymous after Titian 
Hamburg, W. Willi Streit collection 
canvas 
unknown 
c. 1617-18 
unknown 
Wethey , 1969-75, ii, p. 192. 
Follows Titian's lost original of c 1530. This omits the 
sword and so may be a copy of Rubens ' second picture. 

Fig. 166 

Charles V holding a dravvn sword 
Anonymous after Titian 
Prague, Narodni Galerie 
unknown 
unknown 
after 1530 
imperial collection 
Soly, 2000, p. 175. 
Follows Titian ' s lost original of c 1530. 

Fig. 167 

Charles V 
Parmigianino 
New York, Rosenberg and Stiebel Inc. 
canvas 
172.7 x 119.4 cm. 
1530 
Cardinal lppolito de Medici; Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga; The 
Dukes of Mantua (until at least 1630); London, William 
Angerstein; Lesser; Richmond, Sir Francis and Sir Herbert 
Cook (catalog London, 1932, no. 97). 
Frohlich Bum, 1925, pp. 87-93, no. 263; Quintavalle, 1948, 
pp. 184-97, no. 646; Freedberg, 1950; Barocchi, 1950, pp. 
263-65; Bologna, 1956, pp. 3-16, no. 73; Longhi , 1958, pp. 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 20.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Numbet·: 20.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 20.3 

Checklist 

33-36, no. 99; Parma, 1971, pp. 47-49; Popham, 1971, i, 
fig. 37; Rossi, 1980; Bologna, Washington, and New York, 
1986, pp. 172-74, no. 62; Checa Cremades, 1987, p. 39; 
Gould, 1994, p. 118; Campbell, 1990, pp. I, 137, 162-3, 
185, no. 177; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p. 161 , no . 79; 
Burke, 2000, pp. 424-25; Hirst, 2000, pp. 46, 47, n.30; 
Toledo, 2000, p. 430, no . 227. 
Two preparatory drawings also exist: New York, Pierpoint 
Morgan Library, inv. no. iv.43 recto and verso (see 
Popham, 1971, i, p. 124, no. 318; Bologna, Washington, 
and New York, 1986, pp. 172-74; Hirsch, 2000, pp. 46, 47, 
n.30). 

Fig. 183 

Charles V 
Christoph Amberger 
Berlin, Nationalgalerie,. inv. no. 556 
panel 
66.7 x 50 cm. 
1532 
Bologna, Johan Kinig (or Konig?), until 1585; Nuremberg, 
Paul von Praun collection, and thence by descent ; acquired 
by Berlin Gemaldegalerie, 1819. 
Finke, 1967; Koh1er, 1969; Locher, 1969. 
Inscription: 'AETATIS XXXII' and ' PLVS OVLTRE' 
between columns. 

Charles V 
Christoph Amberger 
Lille, Musee de Beaux-Arts, inv. no . P 755 
panel 
29.5 x 20.5 cm. 
after 1530 
Donation Antoine Brasseur (bought in 1891). 
Lenglart, 1893, p. 3; Finke, 1967; Kohler, 1969; Locher, 
1969. 

Fig. 184 
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Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date : 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 20.4 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 20.5 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 20.6 

Subject: 
Attist: 

Charles V 
Christoph Amberger 
Siena, Pinacoteca, inv. no. 489 
panel 
51 x 61 cm. 
after 1530 
unknown 

Check li st 

Ghent, 1955, p. 115, no. 2; Finke, 1967; Ki::ihler, 1969; 
Li::icher, 1969. 
Charles holds a mappa rather than the book of the above 
examples. 

Charles V 
Anonymous after Christoph Amberger 
New York, Pierpoint Morgan Library, mv. no. Ill 134B, 
Box G 15.2-16.1 
drawing 
30.1 x 19 cm. 
after 1530 
Glaenzer and Co; acquired in 1911. 
Finke, 1967; Ki::ihler, 1969; Li::icher, 1969; Bonn and 
Vienna, 2000, p. 310, no. 341. 
Head only. Interestingly, the costume is different to the 
other examples. 

Fig. 185 

Charles V 
Workshop of Christoph Amberger 
Erlangen, Universitatsbibliothek 
woodcut 
46.6 x 35.7 cm. 
after 1530 
unknown 
Hollstein, 1954-72, ii , p. 2, no. 1; Geisberg, 1974, no . 46. 

Fig. 186 

Charles V 
Workshop of Christoph Amberger 
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Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 20. 7* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek, inv. no. III A 2 I 7 
woodcut 
38.8 x 25 . I cm. 
after I 530 

Checklist 

Unknown but perhaps Joseph Helier (I 798- I 849). 
Passavant, I 860-64, p. 297, nos 3 and 4; Hassler, I 894, p. 
46-47, 63-65; Geisberg, 1924-30, no. 47; Hollstein, 1954-
72, ii , p. 3, nos 2 and 3; Vienna, 1958, pp. 64-65 , no. 150; 
Geisberg, 1974, nos 47 and 48; Augsburg, I 980, i, pp. 172-
73 , no. 92 ; Hamburg, 1983, pp. 49-51, nos 6 and 7; Bonn 
and Vienna, 2000, p. 310, nos 342 and 343. 
Inscription: ' Karolus von Gottes gnaden Romischer Kaiiser 
all zeit merer der Reiichs und in Germanien/ Hispanien/ 
bayder Sicilien/ Hierusalem/ Hungern/ Dalmacien/ 
Croacien/ der Insulen Balearum und Fostunatarum/ auch 
des newen umbtrays der lndierse. Kuunig/ Erzherzog zii 
Osterreich/ Het1zog zu Burgund/ Lotharingien/ Brabantse. 
Grave zu Flandern/ Tyrolse. Herz in Asia und Africa.' 
Paired with a woodcut of lsabella of Portugal (see 
Checklist, no. 2). Interestingly, the artist has been careful in 
the print to ensure that the Emperor continues to face to our 
right, although the pendant of the Order of the Golden 
Fleece is reversed. Of the two surviving copies of the prints 
the other set (which has been cut-down) is at Vienna, 
Graphische Sammlung Albet1ina, inv.1958/92. For the life 
and collection of Joseph Helier see F. Leitschuh, Katalog 
der Handschriften der Kg!. Bibliothek zu Bamberg. Leipzig 
1887, ii , pp. i-liv (Joseph Helier und die deutsche 
Kunstgeschichte ). 

Fig. 189 

Charles V 
Hans Reinhat1 the Elder after Christoph Amberger 
Examples are at Budapest, National Museum (inv. no. 
R.lll.478), Nuremburg, Germanisches Nationalmuseum 
(inv. no . med.3560), London, Victoria and Albert Museum 
(inv. no. 2384-1855), Madrid, Museo Arqueol6gico 
Nacional (inv. no. I 993/80/140-2), Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Miinzkabinett (inv. no. 697 
b/3), and elsewhere. 
medal, silver 
6.6 cm. diam. 
1537 
imperial collection 
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Bibliography : 

Comments: 

Type Number: 20.8* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 20.9 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 20.10* 

Subject: 
Artist: 

Checklist 

Bernhart, 1919, no. 93; Habich, 1929-34, 11 , i, p. 278, no . 
1926; Alvarez-Ossorio, 1950, p. 117; Karlsruhe, 1969, no. 
12; Hill and Pollard, 1967, p. 115, no. 606; Berlin, 1983, p. 
179; Trusted , 1990, p. 93, no. 143 ; Utrecht and s '
Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 74, no . 51-13 ; New York and 
Washington, 1994, pp. 284-85, no 125 ; Bonn and Vienna, 
2000, pp. 326-7; no . 365 ; Toledo, 2000, p. 305, no. I 12. 

Fig. 190 

Charles V 
Anonymous South German after Christoph Amberger 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no . XII a 82 
sculpture, alabaster 
14.2 (H) x 12.9 (W) cm. 
1530s 
France, Joseph Angelo; acquired by imperial collection 
1808. 
Kenner, 1886, pp. 6-8; Braun, 1918, p. 90.92; Bange, 1928, 
p. 31-32; Habich, 1929-34, p. 20; Vienna, 1958, p. 26, no . 
56; Katalog der Sammlung fur Plastik und Kunstgewerbe , 
1966, pp. 71-72, no. 309; Reindl, 1977, pp. 7, 91, 441-45 ; 
Mechelen, 1987, p. 96, no. 195; Innsbruck, 1992, p. 398, 
no . 216; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p. 343 , no . 397. 

Charles V 
Anonymous South German after Christoph Amberger 
unknown (private collection in 1969) 
canvas 
unknown 
after 1530 
unknown 
Locher, 1969, pp. 14-15. 

Charles V 
Anonymous South German after Christoph Amberger 
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Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 20.11 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 21.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 21.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Checklist 

Paris, Musee du Louvre 
wooden relief 
unknown 
after 1530 
unknown 
Locher, 1969, pp. 14-15. 

Charles V 
Anonymous South German after Christoph Amberger 
Munich, Bayerischen Nationalmuseum 
tile 
unknown 
after 1530 
unknown 
Locher, 1969, pp. 14-15. 

Anam01phic portrait of Charles V 
Anonymous 
private collection 
panel 
33 x 77 cm. 
dated 1532 
unknown 
Antwerp, 1995, pp. 290-91; Ghent, 1999, p. 216, no. 77. 
Inscription: 'CAROLV.QUIN.IMP'. Orb in front of figure . 

Anamorphic portrait of Charles V 
Anonymous 
unknown 
panel 
unknown 
1533 
Paris, Me. Lair-Dubreuil sale, 3 April 1925, lot. 37 ('Petit 
diptycyque en bois peint representant en caricature le 
pmirait de Charles-Quint'); New York, Lipchitz collection. 
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Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Numbea·: 22* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 23* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 24.1 * 

Subject: 

Checklist 

Dimier, 1925, pp. 12-13; Baltrusaitis, 1955, p. 19 (IliA); 
Baltrusaitis, 1977, p. 16; Ghent, 1999a, p. 216, no. 77. 
Inscription: 'CAROLV.QUIN.IMP.' and ' 1533'. 

Anamorphic portrait of Charles V 
Anonymous 
Palencia, Cathedral. 
panel 
11 x 99 cm. 
after 1530 
unknown 
Dimier, 1925, pp. 12-3 ; Baltrusaitis, 1955 , p. 16; Toledo, 
1958, p. 118, no. \50 
On card '+IMIRVM/NATURAE, ET ARTIS. On upper 
part of painting: IMPERATOR CAESAR I CAROLVS.G. ' 
Very crude in quality. On card: '+IMIRVM/NATURAE, 
ET ARTIS.' Inscription on upper part of painting: 
'IMPERA TOR CAESAR I CAROL VS.G .' 

Anammphic portrait of Charles V 
Anonymous 
Valladolid, Real Iglesia paroquial deS . Miguel y S. Juliim 
panel 
12x98cm. 
after 1530 
unknown 
Caturla, 1944, p.11 ; Toledo, 1958, p.ll9, no.\51; Mariin 
Gonzalez, 1970, p.SI; Martin Gonzalez and Urrea, 1985, 
p.127; Azcarate, 1993; Antwerp, 1995, p. 290; Toledo, 
2000, p.300, no . I 05 . 
Paired with a portrait of Isabella of Portugal in the same 
location (see Checklist, no. 3). Inscription: 'IMPERATOR 
CAESAR I CAROL[us]'; and on reverse 'EL 
EMPERADOR CARLOS QUINTO DE LA COMP.A DE 
JESuS' . 

Fig. 197 

Charles V 
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Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 24.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 24.3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 

Workshop of Jakob Seisenegger 
Castle Ashby, Marquess of Northampton 
canvas 
222 x 111 cm. 
dated 1532 

Checklist 

El Escorial?; 2nd Lord Ashburton; 5th Marquess of 
Northampton (by marriage to the daughter of the 2nd Lord 
Ashburton). 
Matthews, 2001. 
Inscription: 'CAROLVS. QVINTVS. INPERATOR. 
ROMANORUM./ REX. HISPANIE ETC. [in abbreviation] 
ETATIS. TRIGINTADVO[RVM]. ANNORVM./ ANNO. 
MILLESIMO. QVINGENTESIMO. TRICESIMO./ 
SECVNDO.' Numbered '909' on bottom left. Presumably 
follows the example from 1531 mentioned in Seisenegger's 
1535 invoice. 

Charles V 
Workshop of Barthel Beham (after Jakob Seisenegger?) 
Munich, Bayerische Staatsgemaldesammlungen (exhibited 
at Burghausen, Staatsgalerie, Hauptburg der Burg), inv. no. 
2611 
panel 
42 x 34 cm. 
after 1532 
Munich, Ducal collection (Fickler inventory 1598); SchloB 
Neuburg an der Donau; to Munich, Bayerische 
Staatsgemaldesammlungen, 1804; on loan to Regensburg, 
Museen der Stadt, 1939-69. 
Bayersdorfer, 1885, no. 178; 1905, no. 129; Reber, 1893, p. 
9; Rothenburg, 1987, no. 312; Locher, 1994, p. 288; 
Lecher, 1999,pp. 157,164, 192,no. 18. 
Inscription '90' on upper RHS 

Charles V 
Anonymous after Jakob Seisenegger 
Palma de Mallorca, Palacio de la Almudaina 
canvas 
205 x 127.5 cm. 
after 1532 
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Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 24.4 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 24.5 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 24.6* 

Checklist 

El Escorial. 
Poler6 y Toledo, 1857, no. 114; Bernis, 1962, fig. 146. 
Full-length. The portrait is currently in a badly damaged 
state with a large tear in the canvas just above the partridge 
on the lower left. The partridge upon the tiled floor is the 
sort of allegorical detail not found in Seisenegger's 
surviving output and is probably an addition. The partridge 
generally symbolises luxuria and Venus, hardly the sort of 
symbols one would associate with Charles V, although in 
some contexts it can refer to chastity: see Keller, 1913, p. 
157. A copy of the Parma portrait is also documented : 
Location unknown, (formerly London, Christie's, Tatton 
Sale, 14 December 1928, lot 147). The portrait was 
' Brought by the late Lord Wenlock from Italy ' . 

Charles V 
Anonymous after .Jakob Seisenegger 
unknown 
canvas 
unknown 
after 1532 
London, Christie ' s, Tatton Sale, 14 December 1928, lot 147 
('Brought by the late Lord Wenlock from Italy ' ). Bt. 
Clements for £441. 
Poler6 y Toledo, 1857, no. 114; Bernis, 1962, fig. 146. 
A copy of the Par m a portrait. 

Charles V 
Anonymous after Jakob Seisenegger 
unknown 
panel 
29.5 x 20.5 cm. 
after 1532 
Lucerne Fine Art Co, 1927; Lucerne, Fischer, Burgers Sale, 
25-6 August, 1932. 
Friedlander, 1967-76, xii, p. 93, no. 27 
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Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 24.7 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 25.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Charles V 
Anonymous after Jakob Seisenegger 
Chantilly, Musee Conde. 
panel 
41 x 20 cm . 
after 1532 
unknown 

Checklist 

Gruyer, 1896, pp. 163-5 (xcvii); Simchez Canton, 1948, p. 
Ill; Anderson, 1979, p. 66 . 

Charles V 
Anonymous after Jakob Seisenegger 
unknown 
panel 
34 x 26 cm. 
after 1532 
Budapest, Senyi collection; Brussels, R. Finck collection; 
London, Clu·isties sale, 1 July 1966, lot 26 ; Charles Mouton 
collection. 
Bruges, 1962, pp. 160-61, no . 90. 

Fig. 174 

Charles V 
Batihel Beham (after Jakob Seisenegger?) 
Examples at Vienna, Graphische Sammlung Albertina (inv. 
no. 1930/813/814); Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional (inv. no. 
IH 1709-6); Munich, Staatliche Graphische Sammlung 
(inv. no. 96949) and elsewhere. 
woodcut 
20.9 x 13.5 cm. 
dated 1531 
Herrgott, 1752-72, iii/l; iii/2, p. 246; Bartsch, 1803-21, viii, 
p. 109, no. 60; Pauli, 1905, p. 49; Singer, 1908, p. 37; 
Pauli, 1911, p. 56, no. 90; Hirth, n.d., ii, no. 754; Singer, 
1931, no. 24277; Hollstein, 1954- , ii, p. 229; Ghent, 1955, 
no. 218; Muller, 1958, p. 27, no. 122; Vienna, 1958, p. 61 , 
no. 147; Zschelletzschky, 1975, pp. 94-5, 422; Wethey, 
1969-75, ii, p. 19, pi. 46; Checa Cremades, 1987, p. 43 ; 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 25.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 26.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 26.2* 

Subject: 

Checkli st 

Madrid, 1993, pp. 51-52, n.33; Locher, 1999, pp. 123-28; 
Mancini , 2000; Toledo, 2000, p. 302, no. I 09. 
Perhaps a copy after Jakob Seisenegger's lost 1530 portrait 
of Charles V. 

Fig. 198 

Charles V 
Barthel Beham (after Jakob Seisenegger?) 
Munich, Bayerische Staatsgemaldesammlungen (exhibited 
at Burghausen, Staatsgalerie, Hauptburg der Burg) , inv. no. 
2558 
panel 
42.3 x 34.6 cm. 
dated 1535 
Munich, Ducal collection (Fickler inventory 1598?); 
SchloB Neuburg an der Donau; to Munich, Bayerische 
Staatsgemaldesammlungen, 1804; on loan to Regensburg, 
Museen der Stadt, 1958-69. 
Bayersdorfer, 1885, no. 177; 1905, no. 128; Reber, 1893, p. 
9; Poensgen, 1956, p. 51; Rothenburg, 1987, under no. 312; 
Locher, 1994,p. 288;L6cher, 1999, pp.l57, 164, 192, no. 
17. 
Inscription: ' IMP. CAES.CAROLVS.V.P. 
F.AVGVST.AN.AET.XXXV' 

Fig. 199 

Charles V with a Dog 
Jakob Seisenegger 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. A 114 
canvas 
205 x 123 cm. 
1532 
Prague, Imperial collection, from 1685. 
Gll.ick, 1927; Locher, 1962, p. 88, no. 35; Wethey, 1969-
1975, ii, pp. 18-22, 85-7, no. 20; Ghent, 1999, pp. 264-66, 
no. 149; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, pp. 310-14, no . 345. 

Fig. 200 

Charles V with a Dog 
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Artist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 26.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

ELEANOR OF AUSTRIA 

Type Number: 1.1 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments : 

Checkli st 

Titian after Jakob Seisenegger 
Madrid, Museo del Prado , inv. no . 409 
canvas 
192 x Ill cm. 
after 1532 
Spanish royal collection 
Gli.ick, 1927; and Wethey , 1969-1975, ii , pp. 18-22, 85-7 , 
no. 20; Ghent, 1999, pp. 264-66 , no. 149; Bonn and Vienna, 
2000, pp. 310-14, no . 344. 

Charles V with a Dog 
Anonymous after Jakob Seisenegger 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Portratsammlung des 
Erzherzogs Ferdinand, no. 148. 
paper 
7.5 x 5 cm. 
after 1532 
Schloss Ambras, Archduke Ferdinand. 
Locher, 1962, pp. 23 , 32. 88, no. 36. 
Bust length version, without arms, in oval medallion. 

Fig. 73 

Eleanor of Austria 
Hieronymus Beck after anonymous Netherlandish atiist 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum 
manuscript drawing 
c. 53 x 37 cm. (folio); c. 27.5 x 18. 3 cm. (illustration) 
c. 1570-80 
H. Beck (1525- 1596); Archduke Matthias (probably after 
1596); Pressburg and Schloss Ottenstein, Graf Lamberg; 
Munich, Hatiung and Karl, 1973 ; acquired by 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, 1973. 
Heinz, 1975, pp. 196-98, 206. 
Replicates a lost original - perhaps one of the works for 
which Pieter van Coninxloo was paid in 1513. 
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Type Number: 1.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Eleanor of Austria 
anonymous 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 3321 
canvas 
93 x 74 cm. 
sixteenth- or seventeenth-century copy 
imperial collection? 
Heinz, 1975, p. 198. 

Checklist 

Replicates a lost original - perhaps one of the works for 
which Pieter van Coninxloo was paid in 1513. 

Fig. 96 

Eleanor of Austria 
Workshop of Bernard van Orley 
Collection HM the Queen of Great Britain 
panel 
37.5 x 27 cm. 
after c. 1515 
royal collection 
Campbell, 1985, p. I 08, no. 69. 
A poor copy of what must have been a lost quality original 
by Bernard van Orley. 

Fig. 98 

Eleanor of Austria 
Jan Gossart 
Private collection 
panel 
28 x 36 cm. 
afterc. 1515 
Joseph Fievez; Terhulpen, Hernalsteens-van der Waarden; 
Ghent, 1955, p. 121 , no. 48; Mechelen, 1958, p. 5, no. 42; 
FriedHinder, 1967-1976, iv, p. 144 (as by the Master of the 
Joseph Legend), viii, pp. 38, 100, no. 61; and Mechelen, 
1987,p. IOI , no.208. 

ELISABETH OF AUSTRIA 
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Checklist 

ELISABETH OF AUSTRIA 

Type Number: 1.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 1.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

FERDINANDI 

Type Number: 1 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Fig. 178 

Archduchess Elisabeth 
Jakob Seisenegger 
The Hague, Mauritshuis, Koninklijk Kabinet van 
Schilderijen, inv. no. 269 
panel 
43.4 x 34.4 cm. 
1530 
The Hague, Mauritshuis 1821 as Leonardo da Vinci. 
Friedlander, 1895; Gltick, 1934, p. 179; Lecher, 1962, p. 
86, no. 20. 
Inscription 'ELISABETH FERDINANDI HUNGARIE ET 
BOHEMIE REGIS FILIA ANNO 1530ET A TIS SUE 4'. 

Archduchess Elisabeth 
Anonymus after Jakob Seisenegger 
Munich, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, inv. no. 6763. 
panel 
42 x 33.4 cm. 
1530 
unknown 
Lecher, 1962, p. 98, no. 91. 
Paried with a portrait of Anna of Austria formerly in the 
same location (see Checklist, no. 1.3). 

Fig. 80 

Ferdinand I 
Anonymous 
unknown 
panel 
29x21 cm. 
after 1516 
Lu Hulpe, Baron Charles Emmanuel Janssen, 1962. 
Maquet-Tombu, 1930, p. 192; Paris, 1947, no. 64; 
Onghena, 1959, pp. 363-64; Bruges, 1962, pp. 148-49, no. 
72 (as a portrait of Philip the Fair by the Master of the 
Magdalen Legend); Hilger, 1969, p. 144, no. 5 (first 
identification as Ferdinand); and Kai Sass, 1976, p. 8, n.22. 
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Comments : 

Type Number: 2.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 3.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

An adaptation of Sittow's portrait of Charles V. 

Fig. 119 

Ferdinand I 
Hans Schwarz 

Checklist 

Examples are at Brussels, Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts 
de Belgique and elsewhere. 
medal , bronze 
5.5 cm. diam. 
1522 
Habich, 1929-34, I , i, p. 39, no. 227 ; Hilger, 1969, p. 115, 
no. 166. 
Inscription: ' AET A TIS.XIX'. Single sided. 

Fig. 146 

Ferdinand I 
Hans Mater after Hans Schwarz 
Oxford , Christ Church, inv. no. 1108 (Bell HH 3). 
drawing (watercolour on paper) 
38 x 26.8 cm. 
after 1522 
unknown 
Parker and Hugelshofer, 1925, p. 32; Bell , 1944, p. 86 (as 
Maximilian I); Otto, 1964, p. I 03 , no. 66 (as by Bernhard 
Striegel); Hilger, 1969, p. 154, no. 49; Rowlands, 1988, p. 
153; Hackenbroch, 1996, p. 202. 

Fig. 120 

Ferdinand I 
Hans Schwarz 
Examples are at Paris, Cabinet des Medailles , and 
elsewhere. 
medal, bronze 
5 cm. diam. 
1524 
Habich, 1929-34, I, i, p. 39, no. 226, .2; Hilger, 1969, p. 
178, no. 175. 
Single sided. A terminus ante quem is provided by a related 
woodcut by Hans Weiditz used in Huttichius' Imperatorum 
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Type Number: 4.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 4.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Checklist 

Romanum libellus, Strasbourg, I 525 , p. 83 (see Hilger, 
1969, p. 159, no. 75) . 

Fig. 143 

Ferdinand I 
Hans Maler 
Vienna, Kunsthistori sches Museum, inv. no. 83 1. 
panel 
25 x 20.5 cm. 
c. I 521 
?Mechelen, Margaret of Austria, I 523-24 inventory 
('Ardtre tableau de monseigneur l 'archiduc don Fernande, 
habille d 'une robbe de drapt d'or foure de martres et ung 
prepoint de satin cramoisy, a une chayne d 'or au col, y 
pendant la thoison': see Michelant, 1871 , p. 69; Zimerman, 
1885, p. xcv, no. 32); Brussels, Archduke Leopold 
William; imperial collection, from 1659. 
Friedlander, 1895, pp. 412-13; Gltick, 1905b, p. 247; 
Baldass, 191.3-14, p. 277, n.1 ; Weizinger, 1914, p. 145 ; 
Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 40-41, 81 , no. 16; Stange, 1966, p. 
90; Hilger, 1969, pp. 23 , 29-30, 38 , 123, 144, no. 6; Utrecht 
and ' s-Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 40; Klingen and Ziesche, 
1996, I, p. 78 ; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, pp. 132-34, no . 39 ; 
Toledo, 2000, p. 189, no. 12 

Ferdinand I 
Hans Maler 
Destroyed 1945, previously Stuttgart, Altertumsammlung 
panel 
25 x 21 cm. 
c. 1521 
Munich Kuppelmayr coli ; Munich, Kuppelmayr sale, 1896, 
lot 1021. 
FriedHinder, 1897, p. 362, oo . 21; Weizinger, 1914, p. 145 ; 
Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 41 , 81, no. 17; Hilger, 1969, p. 145, 
no . 6b; Row1ands, 1988, p. 153. 
Inscription: ' REX FERDINANDUS, Etatis 17, I 521 '. 
Paired with a portrait of Anna of Hungary that was 
destroyed at the same time (see Checklist, no. 2.2) . 
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Type Number·: 4.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 4.4 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 5.1 * 

Subject: 
A1tist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 

Fig. 142 

Ferdinand I 
Hans Maler 
Dessau, Anhaltische Gemiildegalerie, inv. no. 262 
panel 
24 x 20 cm. 
1521 

Checklist 

Worlitz, Gotisches Haus, 1818; Ducal family of Anhalt. 
Friedliinder, 1895, pp. 412-13, no. 3; Gli.ick, 1905b, p. 247; 
Baldass, 1913-14, p. 277, n.l; Weizinger, 1914, p. 145; 
Mackowitz, 1955, pp. 77-78; Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 41 , 82, 
no. 18; Hilger, 1969, pp. 23,29-30,38, 123 , 14445, no. 6a; 
Klingen and Ziesche, 1996, pp. 78-79, no. 262. 
Inscription 'REX FERDINANDVS. Etatis 17. 1521 '. 
Originally paired with a lost portrait of Anna of Hungary 
(see Checklist, no. 2.3). I would like to thank lngo Pfeifer, 
assistant curator of the Kulturstiftung Dessau Worlitz, for 
providing me with information about this work. 

Ferdinand I 
Workshop or follower ofHans Maler 
unknown 
panel 
24 x 20 cm. 
c. 1521 
Paris, At1 Market 

An undated photograph is at London, Courtauld Institute of 
Art, Witt library. Inscription: 'REX FERDINANDVS. 
Etatio 17. 1521 '. 

Fig. 125 

Ferdinand I 
Attributed to Hans Daucher after Hans Schwarz 
Examples are at Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
Mi.inzkabinett, and elsewhere. 
medal, silver 
5.5 cm. diam. 
1524 
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Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 5.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 5.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Checklist 

Herrgott, 1752-72, 11 , ii, pl.l/4, 7; Domanig, 1896, no . 80; 
Habich, 1907, p. 260; Habich, 1929-34, I, i, no. 64, fig. 
ix.3; Hilger, 1969, pp. 34, 38, 40, 45, 58, 123, 128, 176-77, 
no . 168. 
Derives from the 1523 'Wedding Medal' of Ferdinand and 
Anna of Hungary (see Checklist, Group, no . I 0). Reverse 
depicts Anna of Hungary. 

Fig. 147 

Ferd;nand I 
Hans Maler after Hans Daucher 
Florence, Uffizi, inv. no. 747 
panel 
33 x 28 cm. 
1524 
unknown 
Bode and Scheibler, 1881 , p. 59; Vischer, 1885, p. 54; 
Friedliinder, 1895, p. 415; Gltick, 1905b, p. 247; Habich, 
1907, p. 261; Pierraccini , 1907, p. 172, no . 895; Weizinger, 
1914, p. 145; Leuven and Utrecht, 1959, pp. 240-41 , no . 
3 16; Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 41-42, 84, no. 32; Salvini, 1963, 
p. 54; Hilger, 1969, pp. 35-36, 145, no. 7; Anderson, 1979, 
p. 62. 
Copy of medal attributed to Hans Daucher (see Checklist, 
Group, no . 1 0). In profile. Inscription: 'Effig: Ferdin: 
Princip: Et Infant: Hispan: Arch: Austr. + Ro : Imp * Ano 
Etat: Sve. XXI. Vicar:'. 

Ferd;nand I 
Anonymous after Hans Maler (after Hans Daucher) 
Rovigo , Accademia dei Concordi, inv. no. 296. 
panel 
25 x 20 cm. 
1525 
First recorded by Bartoli in 1793 as being in the Muttoni 
coli., Rovigo. 
Vischer, 1885, p. 55 ; Friedliinder, 1895, p. 415; Gli.ick, 
1905b, p. 247; Weizinger, 1914, p. 145; Mackowitz, 1960, 
pp. 42, 84, no. 33; Hilger, 1969, p. 145, no . 7a. 
Copy of medal attributed to Hans Daucher (see Checklist, 
Group, no. I 0) . In profile. Inscription: 'EFFIG. FERDIN. 
PRINCIP. ET INFANT. HISPAN . ARCH./AUSTR. RO. 
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Type Number: 5.4 

Subject: 
Artist: 

Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Numbet·: 5.5* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 5.6 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Checklist 

IMP. AN.o ETAT. SUE XXII./ VICAR . MDXXV ' . 
Previously bore the false inscription ' HOLBAIN'. I would 
like to thank thank dott. Antonio Romagnolo for the 
information he provided for this picture. 

Fig. 148 

Ferdinand I 
Workshop or foiiO\:ver of Hans Maler (after Hans Daucher 
or Hans Daucher) 
unknown 
panel 
37 x 26 cm. 
1520s 
London, Christie ' s Sale, 27 May 1983, lot 82; London, 
Christie's Sale, 15 June 1984, lot 22. 

Copy of medal attributed to Hans Daucher (see Checklist, 
Group, no . I 0). In profile. 

Ferdinand I 
Augsburg Master after Hans Daucher 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Sammlung fLir Plastik 
und Kunstgewerbe, inv. no. 4452. 
white marble relief with red marble insets, wood frame 
20.5 cm. 
after 1523 
imperial collection 
Hilger, 1969, p. 169, no . 128. 
Copy of medal attributed to Hans Daucher (see Checklist, 
Group, no. I 0) . In profile. 

Ferdinand I 
Anonymus after Hans Daucher 
Baden-Baden, Zahringer Museum. 
stone and marble 
8.2 cm. 
after 1523 
unknown 
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Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 5.7* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 5.8* 

Subject: 
Atiist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 5.9* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Checklist 

Hilger, 1969, p. 169, no. 129. 
Copy of medal attributed to Hans Daucher (see Checklist, 
Group, no. IO).In profile. 

Ferdinand I 
Erhard Schon after Hans Daucher 
Vienna, Albetiina and el sewhere. 
woodcut 
35.3 x 22.2 cm. 
1528 
Hilger, 1969, p. 159, no. 73. 
Derives from medal attributed to Hans Daucher (see 
Checklist, Group, no . I 0). 

Ferdinand I 
Hieronymus Magdeburger after Hans Daucher 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Mlinzkabinett. 
Silver medal 
4.65 cm. 
1529 
unknown 
Hilger, 1969, p. 177, no. 171. 
Copy of medal attributed to Hans Daucher (see Checklist, 
Group, no. 10). In profile. 

Ferdinand I 
Mathis Schilling after Hans Daucher 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Munzkabinett. 
medal 
5,6 cm. 
1531 
imperial collection 
Hilger, 1969, p. 177, no . 172. 
Copy of medal attributed to Hans Daucher (see Checklist, 
Group, no . I 0). In profile. 
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Type Numbet·: 5.10 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 6* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments : 

Type Number: 7.1 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Ferdinand I 
Hieronymus Magdeburger after Hans Daucher 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Mi.inzkabinett. 
medal 
4.3 cm. 
1532 
imperial collection 
Hilger, 1969, p. 181 , no. 196. 

Checklist 

Copy of medal attributed to Hans Daucher (see Checklist, 
Group, no. I 0). In profile, wearing crown. 

Fig. 134 

Ferdinand I as a Child 
Anonymous South German 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no . 4455 . 
panel 
31 x 22 cm. 
1520s? 
imperial collection 
Innsbruck, 1969, no . 215 (as Louis of Hungary) ; Heinz and 
Schi.itz, 1982, p. 65 , nos 24. 
Paired with a p01irait of Louis of Hungary . The portrait of 
Louis appears to derive from a lost portrait recorded in the 
'Portraitbook' of Hieronymus Beck: see Heinz, 1975, p. 
246, no. 91. 

Fig. 168 

Ferdinand I 
Jan Vermeyen 
Hannover, Niedersachsisches Landesmuseum, mv. no. 
PAM 960 
panel 
54 x 45 cm. 
after 1530 
Berlin, C.F. Schmidt, 16 May, 1944; purchased in trust for 
the Oberfinanzdirektion, Munich; loaned by the 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 1966. 
Gli.ick, 1933a, p. 194; Hilger, 1969, pp. 48, 123, 146, no . 9; 
Heinz and Schi.itz, 1982, p. 66, no. 26; Gmelin, 1982, pp. 
1 066-68; MUnster, 1985, p. 148, no. 55; Horn, 1989, i, p. 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 7.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 7.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Checkli st 

63, n.56; Wolfson, 1992, pp. 235-36, no . I 02; Soly, 2000, 
p. 320. 
A photograph of a version sold by Lepke in 1928 in 
London, CoUI1auld Insitute of Art, Witt Collection, reveals 
that it is not identical to the Hannover picture as Horn , 
1989, i, p. 63 , n.56 suggests. 

Fig. 169 

Ferdinand I 
J an V ermeyen 
unknown 
panel 
48 x 34 cm. 
after 1530 
Vienna, Stefan von Auspitz collection; New York, Ehrich 
Galleries, 1920; The Hague, Bachstitz collection, 1937; 
Paris, Charpentier, 27 March 1952, lot 19; Paris, Tudor
Wilkinson collection; Paris, Hotel Drouot, sale no . I 0, 3 
July 1969, lot 86. 
Benesch, 1929, p. 211; Paris, 1947, pi. 150; Ghent, 1955, p. 
131 , no. 123; Leuven and Utrecht, 1959, p. 240, no . 315 ; 
Hilger, 1969, pp. 48, 123, 145-6, no . 8; Horn, 1989, i, p. 63 , 
n.56; Davidson, 1992, p. 43 . 
It is possible that either of this and the version formerly in 
the Stanley Mortimer collection may be identical with two 
works mentioned by Davidson, 1992, p. 43: I. Florence, 
Costantini collection; 2. Paris, Galerei Leeghenhoek 
(purchased London, Phillips, 5 December 1989, lot 124). 

Fig. 170 

Ferdinand I 
Workshop of Jan Vermeyen? 
unknown 
panel 
40.5 x 30.5 cm. 
after 1530 
London, Christies', Henry Doetsch Sale, 1895, lot, 229; 
Richmond, Viscount Lee of Fareham collection; New 
York, Kleinberger & Co; New York, Stanley Mortimer 
Senior collection; Litchfield, Conn., Stanley M011imer 
Junior collection; New York, Christie's sale, 15 June 1977, 
lot 96; Wuppertal , private collection, 1978-81; London, 
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Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 7.4* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 7.5 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Checklist 

Sotheby 's Parke Bernet, 9 December 1981, lot 79; London, 
Sotheby's Parke Bernet, 30 November, 1983, Jot 54. 
Maquet, 1929, p. 275; Hilger, 1969, pp. 48, 55, 123, 146, 
no . I 0; Fried Hinder, 1967-76, xii, pp. 20, 168, no. 29; 
Riviere, 1987, ii, p. 437, no. 15 (as by Bernard van der 
Stoct); Horn, 1989, i, p. 63, n.56; Davidson, 1992, p. 43 . 
It is possible that either of this and the version formerly in 
the Tudor-Wilkinson collection may be identical with two 
portraits of Ferdinand by Vermeyen mentioned by 
Davidson, 1992, p. 43: I. Florence, Costantini collection; 2. 
Paris, Galerei Leeghenhoek (purchased London, Phillips, 5 
December 1989, lot I 24). 

Fig. 172 

Ferdinand I 
Workshop of Jan Vermeyen 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (Exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), inv. no. 4059. 
panel 
25 x 20 cm. 
after 1530 
London, Ward collection; acquired 1886 by the 
Gemaldegalerie of the Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Engerth, 1892, p. Ill; Rubbrecht, 1910, p. 133; Benesch, 
1929, p. 211; Gllick, 1933a, p. 194; Hilger, 1969, pp. 49, 
146, no. 11; Innsbruck, 1969, no. 213, Heinz and Schtitz, 
1982, no. 26; Horn, 1989, i, p. 63, n.56; Innsbruck, 1992, p. 
392, no . 207; Davidson, 1992, p. 43; Bonn and Vienna, 
2000, p. 175, no. Ill; Toledo, 2000, p. 270, no. 77. 

Ferdinand I 
Workshop or follower of Jan Vermeyen 
Munich, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, inv. no . R 44. 
panel 
42.5 x 34 cm. 
after 1530 
unknown 
Voll, Braune, and Buchheit, 1908, no. 115; Hilger, 1969, 
pp. 52, 147, no. 15; Locher, 1994, p. 288; Locher, 1999, pp. 
157, 189, no . 10. 
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Comments : 

Type Number: 7.6* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 7.7 

Subject: 
Attist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 7.8 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Checklist 

Inscription: ' 90' (upper RHS). On the reverse: 'Dem 
durchleuchtig vnd hochgeborn v fUrsten vnnd Herrn Herrn 
Otthain[rich] pfalzgrauven Bey Reyn Hertzogn zu Nidern 
vnnd obrn bayrn ec. meinen gnedigen Herrn '. 

Ferdinand I 
Workshop or follower of Jan Vermeyen 
Budapest, National Museum. 
panel 
20 x 25 cm. (sight estimate) 
c. 1530 
unknown 
Hilger, 1969, pp. 50, 146, no. 12. 

Ferdinand I 
Workshop or follower of Jan Vermeyen 
Le Havre, J. Traumann collection. 
panel 
51 x39cm. 
after 1530 
Madrid, E. Traumann collection. 
Ghent, 1955, p. 127, no. 98a; Toledo, 1958, p. 99 , no. 100; 
Bruges, 1962, pp. 170-1 , no . I 09; Hilger, 1969, pp. 50, 146, 
no. 13; Bourg-en-Bresse, 1981 , pp. 25-26, no. 11 b. 

Ferdinand I 
Workshop or follower of Jan Vermeyen 
unknown 
panel 
50 x 20 cm. 
after 1530 
London, Bernal collection, 1855; London, Christie's, North 
Sale, 11 July 1930, lot 43; bt Lewis. 
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Type Number: 7.9 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 7.10 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 7.11 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 7.12* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Checkli st 

Ferdinand I 
Workshop or follower of Jan Vermeyen 
unknown 
panel 
31 x 26 cm. 
after 1530 
Paris, Demotte collection 

Ferdinand I 
Workshop or follower of Jan Vermeyen 
unknown 
panel 
27.5 x 22.5 cm. 
after 1530 
Berlin, Ball and Grape sale, 28 June 1932, lot 37. 

Ferdinand I 
Monogrammist GP after Jan Vermeyen 
Stockholm, National Museum, inv. no. 1391. 
panel 
13 x 13 cm. 
after 1530 
Bequest of Fredrik Sander to the Nationalmuseum, 1887. 
Hilger, 1969, p. 147, no. 16. 

Fig. 173 

Ferdinand I 
Barthel Beham (after Jan Vermeyen?) 
Examples at Vienna, Graphische Sammlung Albetiina (inv. 
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Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 7.13 

Subject: 
Artist: 

Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 7.14* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Check li s! 

no . 1930/813/814); Madrid , Biblioteca Nacional (inv. no. 
IH 1709-6); Munich, Staatliche Graphische Sammlung 
(inv. no. 96949) and el sewhere. 
woodcut 
20.9 x 13.5 cm . 
dated 1531 
Herrgott, 1752-72, iii/ 1; iii/2, p. 246; Bartsch, 1803-21 , viii , 
p. I 09, no. 60; Pauli , 1905, p. 49; Singer, 1908, p. 37 ; 
Pauli, 1911, p. 56, no. 90; Hirth, n.d ., ii , no. 754; Singer, 
1931 , no. 24277 ; Hollstein, 1954- , ii, p. 229; Ghent, 1955 , 
no. 218; Muller, 1958, p. 27, no. 122; Vienna, 1958, p. 61 , 
no . 147; Hilger, 1969, p. 161 ,no. 85; Zschelletzschky, 
1975, pp. 94-5 , 422; Wethey, 1969-75, ii , p. 19, pi. 46; 
Checa Cremades, 1987, p. 43 ; Madrid, 1993, pp. 51-52, 
n.33; Locher, 1999, pp. 123-28; Mancini , 2000; Toledo, 
2000, p. 302, no . I 09. 
Paired with a portrait of Charles V (see Checklist, no. 25). 

Ferd;nand I 
Agostino Veneziano after Barthel Beham (after Jan 
Vermeyen?) 
Vienna, Albe1iina and elsewhere 
engraving 
20 x 13 cm. 
1536 
Hilger, 1969, p. 161, no. 87. 

Ferd;nand I 
David Frumiere after Jan Vermeyen 
Stockholm, National Museum (exhibited at Gripsholm 
Castle). 
panel 
194 x 123 cm. 
1667 
royal collection 
Locher, 1962, p. 22. 
A full-length, copied by David Frumiere in the seventeenth 
century. Perhaps based on the print by Vermeyen. 
Inscription: 'FERDINANDUS D. G. HUNGARIAE ET 
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Type Number·: 8 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

FREDERICK Ill 

Type Number: 1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 

BOHEMIAE REX ANNO 1531 AETA TIS 29' 

Fig. 175 

Ferdinand I 
Jakob Seisenegger 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
1532 

Checklist 

Paris, Kleinberger & Co, 1938; London, Arcade Gallery , 
1939. 
Locher, 1962, pp. 86-87, no . 25; Hilger, 1969, pp. 48 , 55, 
123, 146,no. 18. 
Inscription: 'FERDINANDUS. D. G. ROMANORUM 
REX HUNGARIE. ET BOHEMIE. I ANNO SALUTIS. 
MD XXXII AET A TIS SUAE XXVIII I.' 

Fig. 5 

Frederick 111 
Anonymous South German Artist, 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), inv. no. 2769. 
panel 
46 x 32.7 cm. 
last quarter of fifteenth century 
imperial collection 
Eger, 1965, pp. 89, 123, no. 6; Wiener Neustadt, 1966, p. 
79; Heinz and Schutz, 1982, pp. 51-2, no. 9. 
Inscription: 'FRIDERICUS.III.AUS.IP. RO.AVF.P. F'. 

Fig. 31 

Frederick Ill 
Attributed to Hans Burgkmair 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), inv. no. 4398 
panel 
78.5 x 51.5 cm. 
c. 1500 
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Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments : 

IS AB EL OF AUSTRIA 

Type Number: 1 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 3 

Checklist 

imperial collection 
see Buchner, 1953, pp. 115, 206; Eger, 1965, p. 44-46, 122, 
no. 4; Mackowitz, 1960, p. 32; Wiener-Neustadt, 1966, p. 
355, no. 146; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 13, no . 5; Heinz and 
Schutz, 1982, pp. 50-51 , no. 7; Innsbruck, 1992, p. 271. 
Crowned and enthroned, Frederick wears the Order of the 
Griffin and holds a sceptre in his right hand and the hilt of a 
sword in his left. An inscription ('Frederic anno etatis 53') 
states that he is fifty-three years of age, therefore implying 
it is a copy of a lost original painted in 1468. The panel is 
paired with portrait of his wife, Eleanor of Portugal 
(Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (Exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), inv. no. 4399). 

Fig. 66 

lsabel ofAustria? as a Child 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
c. 1505-10 
London, Dowdeswell , early 20111 century 

Photograph at London, Courtauld Institute of Art, Witt 
library . 

Fig. 68 

lsabel of Austria 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
Collection of HM Queen of Great Britain 
panel 
36.2 x 24.1 cm. 
c. 1512 
royal collection 
Campbell , 1985, pp. 35-37, no. 24. 
A copy after a lost original. 

Fig. 72 
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Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 4 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 5.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 

Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Checklist 

Isabel of Austria 
Anonymous 
Munich, Bayerische Staatsgemaldesammlungen, mv. no . 
4706. 
panel 
30 x 20 cm. 
c. 1513 
According to Dr. Martin Schawe, Bayerische, 
Staatsgemaldesammlungen, the portrait allegedly came 
from Schloss Ambras. 
Maquet, 1929, p. 286; Campbell , 1985, p. 33; Riviere, 
1987, ii , p. 440, no. 26 (as by Bernard van der Stoct). 
Perhaps a copy of one the works that Pieter van Coninxloo 
was paid for in 1513. 

Fig. 89 

!sa bel of Austria 
Workshop of Bernard van Orley 
Krakow, National Museum 
panel 
33 x 23.7 cm. 
c. 1515 
Pulawy, Gotischen Haus; Goluch6w, Czartoryski 
collection. 
Gluck, 1940, p. 55; Bialostocki and Walicki , 1957, p. 495 ; 
Kai Sass, 1970, p. 83; Campbell, 1985, p. I 07. 
In profile. 

Fig. 90 

Isabel of Austria 
Workshop ofBernard van Orley 
Collection HM the Queen of Great Britain 
panel 
37.5 x 27.1 cm. (enlarged on all sides: original painted 
surface c. 35.9 x 25.1 cm.) 
after 1515 
Whitehall, Royal collection, 1542 and 154 7 inventories . 
Kai Sass, 1970, p. 86; and Campbell , 1985, pp. I 07-08. 
A copy of the type is in the Recueil d'Arras (Arras, 
Bibliotheque Municipale). 
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Type Number: 5.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Numbet·: 5.3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 

Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 5.4* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 

Checklist 

Fig. 91 

Isabel of Austria 
Workshop of Bernard van Orley 
unknown 
panel 
44 x 35 cm. 
after 1515 
New York, Parke-Bernet, Heckscher sale, 2-4 .January 
I 942, lot 72; New York, Parke-Bernet, Watki ns sale, 4 
June 1942, lot 48. 
Campbell, I 985, p. I 07. 
Sale catalogue description: 'Half-length figure of a young 
woman, turned slightly to the left, in a French hood with 
gold and coral border, showing a pleated transparent coif 
and her fair hair; wearing a black square-necked gown, 
with apricot-colored trimming and ermine sleeves, and 
jewel necklaces; holding in her right hand a spray of lillies 
of the valley. Green background. Sale measurements: 17 
1/2" x 14" in:' 

Fig. 92 

Isabel of Austria 
Jacob Cornelisz. van Oostsanen after Bernard van Orley 
Madrid, Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, inv. no. 1930.16. 
panel 
33 x 23 cm. 

c. 1520 
Thyssen collection. 
Gluck, 1940, pp. 12-14; Friedlander, 1967-76, xii , p. 119, 
no. 292; and Eisler, 1989, pp. 224-27. 

Isabel of Austria 
Master of the Berlin Sketchbook after Bernard van Orley 
Berlin, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Preussischer 
Kulturbesitz (Kupferstichkabinett), inv. no. 79 C 2a, fol. 26 
recto 
panel 
14.5 x 10.4 cm. 
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Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 5.5 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 5.6 

Subject: 

Atiist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments : 

Type Number: 5.7 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 

c. 1520 
unknown 
Gluck, 1940, p. 11; Eisler, 1989, pp. 224-27. 

Checklist 

A close drawing, made by a member of Jacob Cornelisz. 
van Oostsanen's workshop, which was presumably taken 
from the same model that had served his master. 

Jsabel of Austria 
Follower of Bernard van Orley 
Brussels, BRA, MSS, 14516. 
manuscript illumination 
unknown 
after 1515 
unknown 
Rubbrecht, 1910, fig. 78. 

Fig. 93 

Last Judgement Altarpiece (includes portraits of Christian 
11 and Jsabel of Austria) 
Claus Berg after Bernard van Orley 
Copenhagen, National Museum 
panel 
233.5 x 155 cm. 
after 1515 
Helsing0r 
Glilck, 1940, pp. 4-5; Svarre, 1953, pp. 61-71; Feulner and 
Muller, 1953, fig. 536; and Kai Sass, 1970, pp. 30-31; 
Camp bell, 1985, p. 1 07; Eisler, 1989, p. 224. 
Potirait of Isabel and her husband Christian II of Denmark 
on the predella of the altarpiece painted for the Danish 
royal chapel at Odense (Saint Knud). Isabella's potirait 
derives from Van Orley's prototype. 

Fig. 94 

Jsabel of Austria 
Martin Busseti after Bernard van Orley 
Copenhagen, National Museum 
limestone sculpture 
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Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

330 x 117 cm. 
1515-1523 
Copenhagen castle. 

Checklist 

Rydbeck, 1907; Norlund, Struckmann, and Swane, ND, p. 
21; Gamrath, I 975, pp. 69-70, 
Follows Van Orley's model but adds crown, sceptre and 
orb. 

ISABELLA OF PORTUGAL 

Type Number: 1.1 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 1.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 

lsabella of Portugal 
Anonymous after Jan Vermeyen 
Lisbon, Museo Nacional de A1ie Antiga, inv . no. 2 I 72 
panel 
unknown 
after 1529 
unknown 
Everae1i and Stols, 1991, p. 27. 
Derives from Vermeyen's prototype (see Checklist, Group 
no. 19). 

lsabella of Portugal 
Anonymous after Jan Vermeyen 
unknown 
panel 
unknown 
c. 1529 
(see reproduction London, Warburg Institute, photographic 
archive). 

Derives from Vermeyen's prototype (see Checklist, Group 
no. 19). 

Fig. 187 

Jsabella of Portugal 
Workshop of Christoph Amberger 
Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek, inv. no. III A 218 
woodcut 
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Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

38.8 x 25.1 cm. 
after 1530 

Checklist 

Unknown but perhaps Joseph Helier ( 1798-1849). 
Passavant, 1860-64, no . 4; Haasler, 1894, p. 4&47, 63-65; 
Geisberg, 1924-30, no. 48; Hollstein, 1954-72, ii, p. 3, no. 
3; Vienna, 1958, pp. 64-65 , no. 150; Geisberg, 1974, no. 
48 ; Augsburg, 1980, i, pp. 172-73, no. 92; Hamburg, 1983, 
pp. 50-51, no. 7; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p. 310, no. 343. 
Inscription: 'Eiisabeth van Gottes gnaden, Roemische 
Kaiserin/Kunigin zu Hispanien etc. zuo Portigall, und 
Alger-/bien, disz, und Jhenshalb Moers, in Affrica Kung/ in 
etc. Fraw zuo Gnyeen, und der E1farnen Schif-/fart, und 
handluong zuo Etiopien, Arabien, Pers-/sien, und der 
Indias'. Given the reference to Algiers seem likely to date 
from the time of Charles' African expedition. Paired with a 
woodcut of Charles V (see Checklist, no. 20.6). Of the two 
surviving copies of the prints the other set (which has been 
cut-down) is at Vienna, Graphische Sammlung Albertina, 
inv.l958/92. For the life and collection of Joseph Helier see 
F. Leitschuh, Katalog der Handschriften der Kgl. 
Bibliothek zu Bamberg. Leipzig 1887, ii , pp. i-liv (Joseph 
Helier und die deutsche Kunstgeschichte) . 

Anamorphic portrait of lsabella of Portugal 
Anonymous 
Valladolid, Real lglesia paroquial deS. Miguel y S. Juli<'m 
panel 
12 x 98 cm. 
after 1530 
unknown 
Caturla, 1944, p.ll; Toledo, 1958, p.119, no. I 52; Martin 
Gonzalez, 1970, p.51; Martin Gonzalez and Urrea, 1985, p. 
127; Azcarate, 1993; Antwerp, 1995, p. 292; Toledo, 2000, 
p.300, no .1 06. 
Paired with a portrait of Charles V in the same location (see 
Checklist, no . 23). Inscription: 'ELISABETH CAROL! V 
IMPE /RATORIS UXOR'. 

JOANNA OF ARAGON-CASTILE 

Type Number: 1.1 * Fig. 27 
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Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 1.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 1.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 1.4 

Checklist 

Joanna of Aragon-Castile 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 4450 
panel 
36.8 x 24.5 cm. 
c 1500 
imperial collection 
Maquet-Tombu, 1929, p. 285; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 27 , no . 
95; Heinz, 1975 , p. 238, no . 79 ; Heinz and SchUtz, 1982, 
pp. 203-04, no. 172; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p. 124, no. 
23 ; Toledo, 2000, p. 181 , no. 4. 
Inscription: 'Madame. Jehanne.de. castille'. Follows a lost 
Netherlandish original. The type also used in a triptych (se 
Checklist, Group, no. 5). 

Joanna of Aragon-Castile 
anonymous 
Seville, Duque del lnfantado 
panel 
32 x 21 cm. 
c. 1500 
Marques de Santillana. 
Toledo, 1958, p. 86, no. 64; Trizna, 1976, p. I 06, no . 51. 
Follows a lost Netherlandish original. 

Joanna of Aragon-Castile 
anonymous 
unknown 
panel 
unknown 
c. 1500 
Paris, Tudor-Wilkinson collection. 
Bruges, 1953, p. 41 , no. 40; Ghent, 1955, p. 124, no. 69; 
Heinz and Schtitz, 1982, p. 204. 
Follows a lost Netherlandish original. 
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Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 1.5 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 1.6* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 2.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist : 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 

Checklist 

Joanna of Aragon-Castile 
Anonymous 
unknown 
panel 
unknown 
c. 1500 
Carderera and Nogues collections; sold Madrid , Finarte 
Espafia, 17 November 1998, lot 17. 
Heinz and SchUtz, 1982, p. 204. 
Follows a lost Netherlandish original. 

Joanna of Aragon-Castile 
Anonymous 
Dresden, Gemaldegalerie, inv . no . 838D. 
panel 
32 x 30 cm. 
c. 1500 
Acquired from the Ungern-Sternberg collection, 1856. 
See Heinz and Schlitz, 1982, p. 204. 
Follows a lost Netherlandish original. 

Joanna of Aragon-Castile 
Anonymous 
Madrid, Centro Hispano Bank Collection. 
canvas 
55 x 46 cm. 
I i 11 century 
unknown 

Follows a lost Netherlandish original. 

Fig. 28 

Joanna of Aragon-Castile 
Anonymous 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no . 3495 
canvas 
unknown 
I i 11 century? 
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Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 2.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 2.4 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

imperial collection 
Heinz, 1975, p. 240. 
Follows a lost Netherlandish original. 

Joanna I of Aragon-Castile 
Juan Pantoja de la Cruz? 
Madrid, lnstituto de Valencia de Don Juan 
canvas 
124 x 97 cm. 
1614? 
Painted for Palacio del Pardo in 1614 (?) 

Checklist 

Sanchez Canton, 1923, p. 13, no . 2; Lapuerta Montoya, 
2000, pp. 30, 32. 
Follows a lost Netherlandish original. 

Joanna I of Aragon-Castile 
Anonymous 
London, Spanish Embassy 
canvas 
unknown 
I i 11 century? 
Spanish royal collection 

One of two pictures at the Spanish Embassy in London. A 
late copy after a lost Netherlandish original. 

Joanna I of Aragon-Castile 
Anonymous 
London, Spanish Embassy 
canvas 
unknown 
I i 11 century? 
Spanish royal collection 

The second of two pictures at the Spanish Embassy 111 

London. A late copy after a lost Netherlandish original. 
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Type Number: 2.5 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 3* 

Subject: 
Attist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Checklist 

.Joanna I of Aragon-Castile 
Hieronymus Beck after anonymous Netherlandish artist 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum 
manuscript drawing 
c. 53 x 37 cm. (folio); c. 27.5 x I 8. 3 cm. (illustration) 
c. I 570-80 
H. Beck (I 525- I 596); Archduke Matthias (probably after 
I 596); Pressburg and Schloss Ottenstein, Graf Lamberg; 
Munich, Hatiung and Kart, I 973; acquired by 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, 1973. 
Heinz, 1975; Heinz and Schlitz, I 982, p. 204. 
Follows a lost Netherlandish original. 

Fig. 29 

.Joanna I of Aragon-Castile 
Juan de Flandes 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no . 3873 
panel 
36.4 x 25.5 cm. (painted area 29.5 x 19.3 cm.) 
1506? 
Imperial collection 
Gh.ick, 1931, pp. 31 5-16; Haverkamp-Begemann, 1952; 
Bermejo, I962, pp. 34, 45, no. 47; Ebbinge-Wubben, 1971, 
p. 195; Demus, Klauner, and Schlitz, 1981, pp. 177-78; 
Bermejo and Portus, 1988, pp. 14, 93, no . 49; Eisler, 1989, 
p. 161; Innsbruck, 1992, p. 379, no. 193; Toledo, 1992, pp. 
419-20, no. 155; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, pp. 122-23, no. 
22. 
Paired with a pmirait of Philip the Fair (see Checklist, no. 
4). 

MARGARET OF AUSTRIA 

Type Number: 1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Margaret of Austria 
Master of Moulins (Jean Hey?) 
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, mv. no. 
1975.1.130. 
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Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 2.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 

Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Checklist 

panel 
34 x 24 cm. 
c. 1490 
Don Sebastian Gabriel de Beaujeu, Braganza y Borb6n, 
infante of Spain and Portugal; his son, Prince Pierre de 
Bourbon et Bourbon, duke of Durcal ; New York, 
Chickering Hall , American Art Association, I 0-11 April 
1889, lot 24 (as Dona Juana la loca by Hans Holbein the 
Elder; not sold); Paris, Hotel Drouot, 3 February 1890, lot 
23 (as Jeanne la Folie by Holbein); bt Haro Freres et 
Bloche; Paris, Prince Manuel de Yturbe; Paris, Princess 
Yturbe; New York, F. Kleinberger Galleries, 1926; 
acquired by Philip Lehman from Kleinberger in March 
1926. 
Sterling, Ainsworth, Talbot, Wolff, Haverkamp-Begemann, 
Brown, and Hayes, 1998, pp. 11 - 18, no . 3. 

Fig. 20 

Margaret of Austria 
Pieter van Coninxloo, workshop 
Collection HM the Queen of Great Britain , inv. no. 242. 
panel 
36.7 x 22.5 cm. 
1505 
Sent to Henry VII , 1505; royal collection. 
Campbell , 1985, pp. 34-35, no. 23. 
Presumably follows a lost prime original. 

Mm·gm·et of Austria 
Master of the Magdalen Legend? after Pieter van 
Coninxloo 
Paris, Musee du Louvre, inv. no. R.F. 2259. 
panel 
31 x 22 cm. (painted area 24.7 x 15.2 cm.) 
c. 1500 
Coli. Baron Le Roy de Gausendries, Brussels; Gwydyr 
collection; Wentworth Dilke collection; London, Sir 
Charles Dilke collection; lent by Maurice Sulzbach in 
1919; donated by him 1922. 
Demonts, 1925; Adhemar, 1937; Michel , 1953, i, pp. 175-
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Comments: 

Type Number: 2.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 3* 

Subject 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Checklist 

77, no. 4113; Ghent, 1955, p. 124, no. 70; Mechelen, 1958, 
p. 7, no. 55; Friedlander, 1967-76, xii , p. 94, no. 33; 
Bruges, 1969, pp. 146-47, 276-77, no . 76; Brejon de 
Lavergnee, Foucart, and Reynaud, 1979, p. 85; Campbell , 
1985, pp. 34-35 . 
It is perhaps significant that thi s and the other 
contemporary copy, both of which include the sitter ' s 
hands, show Mm·gm·et wearing a ring on her vvedding 
finger. 

Mm-gm·et of Austria 
Anonymous after Pieter van Coninxloo 
unknown 
panel 
44 x 30 cm. 
c. 1510-20 
Adenauer collection; sold London, Chri stie 's, 26 .June 
1970, lot 25. 

A copy after a lost prime original. 

Fig. 52 

Mm-gm-et of Austria at Prayer 
Master of 1499 
Ghent, Musee des Beaux-Arts, inv. no. 1973A 
panel (diptych) 
30.6 x 14.6 cm each 
c. 1501 
?Mechelen, Margaret of Austria, 1516 (' Ung demy tableau! 
m/ est lvfadame paincte en une chambre f aict de telle main 
que celluy de Maillardet '. See Le Glay, 1839, ii , p. 482). ln 
the 1520s, like Gerard Horenbout ' s work on the Sforza 
Book of Hours, the picture may have been sent for 
completion and could be identical with the work added to 
Mm·gm·et's collection after the 1523-24 ('Receu puis cest 
inventoirefait ung double tableau; et l'ung est N[re] Dame 
habille de bleu, tenant son enffant droit, et en l'aultre 
Madame a genoux, adorant !edit enffant' . See Michelant, 
1871 , p. 87; and Eichberger, 1998, p. 295); Coil. Comte de 
I 'Espierre and Princesse de Croy; sold Galerie Charpentier, 
Paris 22 May 1933 ; Sold Palais Galliera, Paris, 27 March, 
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Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 4.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 4.2 
Subject: 
Atiist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 4.3 

Checklist 

1971, no. 21; Given by Am is du Musee, 1973. 
Ghent, 1975, no. 25; Bourg-en-Bresse, 1981 , 54-55; 
Brussels, 1985, ii , p. 405; Eeckhout, 1985-88, pp. 56-61; 
Testa, 1986; Patoul and Schoute, 1994, pp. 521-23; 
Hoozee, 1995, p. 11 ; Eichberger, 1998, p. 295. 
Another devotional work was also recorded in 1523-24, an 
untraced picture of Margaret and Charles V adoring the 
Virgin that was described as 'Item ung aultre petit tableau 
de Nostre-Dame en chief ou est la representation de 
l'empereur moderne et de Madame a genoux adorant la 
dite ymaige, dessus ung blason aux armes d'E!:>paigne et de 
Bourgogne et quatre blasons es quatre coins' see 
Michelant, 1871 , pp. 83-84; and Zimerman, 1885, p. xcvii , 
no. 115. 

Fig. 57 

Mm-gm-et of Austria 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (Exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), inv. no. 5615 
panel 
31 x 20 cm. 
c. 1508 
imperial collection 
Heinz and Schiltz, 1982, p. 59, no. 18 ; Innsbruck, 1992, p. 
373, no. 187; Toledo, 1992, pp. 422-23, no . 158; Bonn and 
Vienna, 2000, p. 127, no. 28; Toledo, 2000, p. 182, no. 5. 
A copy after a lost original. 

Margaret of Austria 
Attributed to Bernard van Orley 
Berlin, Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz 
(Kupferstichkabinett), inv . no. KdZ 6829. 
drawing 
23.4 x 17.6 cm. 
after 1508 
Nagler coli; acquired by Preussischer Kulturbesitz 1835 . 
FriedHinder, 1930. 
A copy after a lost original. 
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Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 5.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 5.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

C hecklist 

Mm·gm-et of Austria 
Lucas Cranach the Elder 
Dessau, Gemaldegalerie, inv. no. 13 . 
panel 
50 x 35 cm. 
after 1508 
unknown 
Duverger, 1970, p. 11 ; Basel , 1974-76, i, p. 303 , no . 198; 
Friedlander and Rosenberg, 1981 , p. 132, no. 321. 
A copy after a lost original. 

Fig. 100 

Mm-gm·et of Austria 
Workshop of Bernard van Orley 
Bourg-en-Bresse, Musee de I'Ain, inv. no . 975 , 16 AB. 
panel 
37 x 27 cm. 
after c. I 5 15 
Wykehurst Park (Sussex), Edward Huth collection; 
Brussels, Delapm1e collection; Paris, Tudor-Wilkinson 
collection; Paris, Hotel Drouot sale no . I 0, 3 July 1969, Jot 
80; Los Angeles, Norton Simon Collection until 1969. 
Ghent, 1955, p. 126, no. 91; Mechelen, 1958, p. 9, no. 69; 
Leuven and Utrecht, 1959, p. 160, no. 231; Friedlander, 
1967-76, viii , pp. 63, Ill, no . 15la; Bourg-en-Bresse, 
1981, 16-17, no. 2; Campbell , 1985, p. 1 06; Campbell , 
1990, p. 76, no. 86; Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, p. 226. 
A workshop copy of a putative lost prime original. 

Mm·gm-et of Austria 
Workshop or Follower of Bernard van Orley 
Brussels, Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, inv. 
no. 4059. 
panel 
37 x 27 cm. 
after c. 1515 
Brussels, Lumaye Blaton coli. 
Boom, 1935, pp. 140-41; Lavalleye, 1943, p. 56; Toledo, 
1958, p. 99, no. 99; Mechelen, 1958, p. 8, no. 68 ; Leuven 
and Utrecht, 1959, pp. 134-35, no. 188; Friedlander, 1967-
76, viii, pp. 63, Ill, no . 151 b; Campbell, 1985, p. 1 06; 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 5.3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Numbea·: 5.4* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Numbea·: 5.5* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Checklist 

Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, p. 228). 
A copy of a lost original. 

Margarel of Austria 
Workshop or Follower of Bernard van Orley 
Collection HM the Queen of Great Britain, inv. no. 623 . 
panel 
37 .5 x 27.1 cm. 
after c. 1515 
royal collection 
Fried Hinder, 1967-76, viii , pp. 63, Ill , no . 151 d; Campbell, 
1985, pp. 105-06, no. 67. 
A copy of a lost original. 

Mm·gm·et of Austria 
Workshop or Follower ofBernard van Orley 
Bristol, City Art Gallery, inv. no . K 1647 
panel 
36.5 x 23.4 cm. 
after c. 1515 
Lady Palmer Coli.; A. H. Buttery, London, 1934; F.P. M. 
Schiller collection; his bequest 1946. 
Friedlander, 1967-76, viii, pp. 63, Ill , no. 151 g; Camp bell, 
1985, p. I 06. 
A copy of a lost original. 

Mm·gm·et of Austria 
Workshop or Follower ofBernard van Orley 
Antwerp, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, 1nv. 
no. 184. 
panel 
34 x 23 cm. 
after c. 15 15 
Baron van Ertborn bequest, 1841. 
Mechelen, 1958, p. 9, no. 70; Friedlander, 1967-76, viii, pp. 
63 , Ill , no. ISle; Mechelen, 1987, p. 61, no. 20; 
Camp bell, 1985, p. I 06. 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 5.6 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 5.7 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 5.8* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

A copy of a lost original. 

Margaret of Austria 
Workshop or Follower of Bernard van Orley 
L. Meeus collection. 
panel 
35 x 29 cm. 
after c. 1515 
Paris, Carvalho collection; Paris, M. Kleinberger. 

C hecklist 

Bruges, 1902, no. 224; Friedlander, 1967-76, viii , pp. 63, 
Ill , no. ISle. 
A copy of a lost original. 

Margaret of Austria 
Workshop or Follower of Bernard van Orley 
Parma, Galleria Ducale, inv. no . 1451. 
panel 
27 x 21 cm. 
after c. I 5 15 
unknown 
Tesori Nascosti della Galleria di Parma, Parma, 1968, pi. 
50. 
A copy of a lost original. 

Margaret of Austria 
Workshop or Follower of Bernard van Orley 
leper, Stedelijk Museum, inv. no. 740. 
panel 
37 x 25 cm. 
after c. 1515 
leper, Van der Stichelen de Maubus collection. 
Mechelen, 1958, p. 9, no. 72; Friedlander, 1967-76, viii, pp . 
63, 111, no. 151 f; Mechelen, 1973, no . 380; Campbell, 
1985, p. I 06; Mechelen, 1987, p. 61 , no. 19; Utrecht and 's
Hertogenbosch, 1993,p. 45 , no. 22. 
A copy of a lost original. Paired with the portrait of 
Emperor Charles V also at leper (see Checklist, no . 5.4). 
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Type Number: 5;9 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 5.10* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 5.11* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Provenance: 

Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Mm·gm-et of Austria 
Workshop or Follower of Bernard van Orley 
Nivelles, Musee Communal d'Archeologie 
panel 
unknown 
afterc. I5I5 
unknown 

A copy of a lost original. 

Margaret of Austria as St Elizabeth 
Gerard Horenbout after Bernard van Orley 
London, British Library, Add. MSS, 34294, fol. 6 I. 
manuscript illumination 
I3.1 x 9.3 cm. 
after c. 1515 

Checkli st 

Bianca Maria Sforza; Mechelen, Margaret of Austria, 
1520s; ?Charles V; purchased in Madrid by Sir John 
Charles Robinson, 1871 ; sold to John Malcolm of 
Pontalloch; donated by him, I 893. 
Evans, 1992. 

A1argaret of Austria 
Anonymous after Bernard van Orley 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Sammlung fur Plastik 
und Kunstgewerbe: 
gamepiece 
Diameter 5,5 cm 
The set of which this is a part stems from from Collection 
at Schloss Ambras (near Innsbruck), where it was listed in 
the respective inventories: 1875 Ambr. Sammlung. , X, 85 , 
p. 263; 1821 Ambr. Inv. , p. 455, No. 9. 
c. 1535 
imperial collection 
Utrecht and 's-Hertogenbosch, I 993, p. I 90, no. 134. 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 5.12* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 5.13 

Subject: 
Atiist: 
Location: 
Media: 

Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Type Number: 5.14* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 5.15* 

Subject: 

Part of a set of gamepieces (inv. nos 3851-3877). 

Mm-gm·et of Austria 
Anonymous after Bernard van Orley 
Brussels, St Gudula 
stained glass window 
after c. 15 15 
Helbig and Vanden Bemden, 1974. 

Mm-gm·et of Austria 
Jean Franco after Bernard van Orley 
Paris, BN, MSS, fr. 5615, fol. 52r. 

Checklist 

manuscript illumination (Genealogie abregee de Charles 
Quint) 
12.3 x 23.2 cm. 
after c. 1515 
Brussels, 1987b, pp. 156-60; Innsbruck, 1992, p.374, 
no.188; Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, p. 244; Bonn, 2000, 
p.1 09, no.2. 

Crucifixion (with portrait of Mm-gm-et of Austria) 
Bernard van Orley 
Bruges, Church of Onze-Lieve-Vrouw 
panel 
unknown 
c. 1520-30 
produced for this location 

Completed by M arcus Gheeraerts the Elder ( 1521-1604) 
and restored by Frans Pourbus the Younger (1569-1604) . 

Crucifixion (with portrait of Margaret of Austria) 
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Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 5.16 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 6 

Subject: 
A11ist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Check li st 

Bernard van Orley 
Rotterdam, Boymans van Beuningen Museum, mv . no . 
1629. 
panel 
140 x 96.5 cm. 
c. 1520-30 
Bruges, Dominican convent (probably to 1796); Bruges, 
Himbert coli; Brussels, L. J. Nieuwenhuys, 1818; King 
Willem II coli., 1823; purchased by Mr Viruly for 200 
guilders at the auction of the King Willem II coli, The 
Hague, 1850-1; donated to the Boymans van Beuningen 
Museum by Mrs M. Viruly-van Vuren van Dalem, 1867. 
Friedlander, 1967-76, viii, p. 72, I 06, no . 113 ; Farmer, 
1981 , p. 191; Utrecht and s' -Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 320, 
no. 218; Van Eyck to Bruegel, 1400-1550, 1994, pp. 181-5, 
no. 37; Ghent, 1999, p. 142. 

Crucifixion (with portrait of Mm·gm·et of Austria) 
Anonymous after Bernard van Orley 
location unknown 
panel 
140 x 96.5 cm. 
c. 1520-30 
Cologne, Kunsthaus Lempert, 5-7 May 1966, lot 58. 
Van Eyck to Bruegel, 1400-1550, 1994, p. 185, n. 12. 
A copy after the painting in Rotterdam (see Checklist, no. 
5.15). 

Fig. 103 

Mm·gm-et of Austria as the Magdalen 
Workshop of Bernard van Orley 
Munich, Bayerische Staatsgemaldesammlungen, 111V. no. 
1133/723. 
panel 
36 x 24 cm. 
c. 1515-30 
unknown 
Mechelen, 1958, p. 9, no. 71; Mechelen, 1987, p. 61, no. 
21. 
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Type Number: 7.1 

Subject: 

Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 7.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 7.3 

Subject: 

Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Checklist 

Mm·gm·et of Austria adoring the Christ Child (lefi hand 
wing depicting Christ Child and the Virgin only). 
Bernard van Orley 
Ottawa, National Gallery of Canada, inv. no. 2853 I. 
panel 
24 x 18 cm. 
c. 1515-30 
Phi lip V of Spain; Neuwied, Prince of Wied collection. 
Friedlander, I 967-76, viii, pp. 61, 109, no. I 33; Laskin and 
Pantazzi , 1987, pp. 210-13; Hinterding, 1989, p. 63, no. 30; 
M. Ainsw01ih in Liedtke, 1992, pp. 129-3 I, no. 37; Silver, 
1998a, pp. 80-81. 
The surviving half of a dismembered diptych. lt has been 
suggested that the other half of the diptych of Mat·gat·et at 
her devotions is perhaps a panel cut into a roundel that was 
formerly Amsterdam, Muller's sale, 9 November 1940, lot 
515 (see Checklist, no. 7.3) but this seems unlikely. 

Fig. 104 

Margaret of Austria adoring the Christ Child 
Anonymous after Bernard van Orley 
unknown 
panel(?) 
unknown 
c. 1515-30 
Mons, Lescartes collection; Roubaix, Derville collection. 
Friedlander, 1967-76, viii, p. I 09, no. 133a. 
Reproduces both wings of the lost whole by Van Orley. 

Mm·gm·et of Austria adoring the Christ Child (right-hand 
wing) 
Anonymous after Bernard van Orley 
unknown 
panel 
24.8 x 18.5 cm. (oval) 
c. 1515-30 
Lucerne Fine Art Co., 1927; London, Sotheby's, Reid Sale 
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Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 7.4 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 7.5 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

MARY OF AUSTRIA 

Type Number: 1 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 

Checklist 

(Schuster Coli.), 15 July 1931 , lot 119; bt Menken; 
Amsterdam, Muller's sale, 9 November 1940, lot 515. 
Fried Hinder, 1967-76, viii , pp . 61, I 09, no. 133; Laskin and 
Pantazzi, 1987, p. 211. 
Cut into an oval. Reproduces the lost wing of the diptych 
by Van Orley. It has been suggested that this is the pair to 
the Ottawa left-hand wing of the diptych, but this seems 
unlikely (see Checklist, no . 7.1 ). 

Margaret of Austria adoring the Christ Child 
Anonymous after Bernard van Orley 
unknown 
panel 
unknown 
c. 1515-30 
Munich, Art Market, Bohler. 
Friedlander, 1967-76, viii, p. I 09, no. 133b. 
Reproduces both wings of the lost whole by Van Orley. 

Margaret of Austria adoring the Christ 
Anonymous after Bernard van Orley 
unknown 
panel 
30.2 x 42.5 cm. 
c. 1515-30 or later 
London, Sotheby's, 14 October 2000, lot 307. 

Reproduces both wings of the lost whole by Van Orley. 

Fig. 74 

Mary of Austria 
Hieronymus Beck after anonymous Netherlandish artist 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum 
manuscript drawing 
c. 53 x 37 cm. (folio); c. 27.5 x 18. 3 cm. (illustration) 
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Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments : 

Type Number: 3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Checkli st 

c. 1570-80 
H. Beck ( 1525-1596); Archduke Matthias (probably after 
1596); Pressburg and Schloss Ottenstein, Graf Lamberg; 
Munich, Hatiung and Karl , 1973 ; acquired by 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, 1973 . 
Heinz, 1975, pp. 196-98, 206. 
Reproduces a lot Netherlandish original, perhaps one of the 
works Pieter van Coninxloo was paid for in 1513 . 

Fig. 138 

Mmy of Austria 
Hans Maler 
Schweinfurt, Georg Schafer collection 
parchment on panel 
32.5 x 22.5 cm. 
1519 
Mechelen , Mm·gm·et of Austria, 1523-4 inventory ( 'Item, 
ung aultre tableau de la portraiture de Madame lvfairie, 
royenne d 'Ongrie, habillee d'une robbe de eh-apt d 'or, 
bigarre de velours noir a losainges, a ung colier au col et 
une bague y pendant a trois paries, a ung bonnet richement 
painct sur son chief': see Michelant, 1871 , p. 70; and 
Zimerman, 1885, p. xcv, no . 35); London, Hollingwotih
Magniac collection; New York, F. Mont collection, 1950. 
Gllick, 1934, p. 175; Locher, 1967, pp. 34, 77; Innsbruck, 
1969, p. 55, no. 216; Bushat1, 1985, p. 96, no. 19. 

Fig. 141 

Mary of Austria 
Hans Maler 
London, Society of Antiquaries, inv . no. 26 
parchment on panel 
48.4 x 36 cm. 
1520 
Reverend T. Kerrich who bequethed it to the Society of 
Antiquaries in 1828. 
Scharf, 1864, p. 326, no. xxvi; Gluck, 1934, pp. 175-76; 
Benesch, 1966, p. 152; Locher, 1967, p. 34; Heiss, 1971, 
pp. 8, 18-19; Innsbruck, 1992, p. 391, no. 208; Utrecht and 
s'-Hertogenbosch, 1993, pp. 50-51, no. 33; Toledo, 2000, 
p. 185, no. 8. 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 4.1 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 4.2 

Subject: 
A1iist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 5 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Checklist 

Inscription: 'MARIA. REGINA . 1520. ANNO ETATIS. 
14' . 

Fig. 196 

Mary of Austria, Queen ofHungary 
Hans Krell 
Munich, Alte Pinakothek, inv. no . 3564 
panel 
45 x 36 cm. 
dated 1522 
unknown 
Gltick, 1934, pp. 176-7; Ghent, 1955, p. 122, no. 62 ; 
Schlegl, 1968, p. 158; Utrecht and s'-Hertogenbosch, 1993 , 
p. 59. 

Mary of Austria, Queen of Hungmy 
Hans Krell 
unknown (destroyed in WWII?) 
panel 
45 x 36 cm. 
1520s 
Konigsberg, Schloss 
Gltick, 1934, pp. 176-7. 
Extended to half-length. 

Fig. 118 

Mary of Austria 
anonymous Netherlandish artist 
unknown 
panel 
53 .5 x 45.7 cm. 
c. 1530 
London, Sotheby's sale, 24 June 1970, lot 6. 
Heinz, 1975, pp. 196-98, 206. 
After a lost original (?) Wears widow's weeds. The same 
workshop also produced a portrait of Charles V holding a 
scepter (see Checklist, no. 12). 
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Type Number: 6.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 6.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number·: 6.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Checklist 

Fig. 181 

}vfary of Austria 
Workshop of Jan Vermeyen 
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, inv.l982.60.26. 
panel 
54.6 x 45.7 cm. 
c. 1530 
?House of Orange; ?House of Hohenzollern; ?Wilhelm I! 
of Germany, Schlol3 Oranienburg near Berlin ( 1907); 
Berlin, Hugo L. Maser, 1933-57; New York, Hugo Maser 
and Paul Drey Gallery, 1957-59; London, Christies', 26 
June 1959, lot 95; New York, Jack and Belle Linsky coli. , 
1959-80; New York, Jack and Belle Linsky Foundation, 
1980-82; donated to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 
York, 1982. 
Gltick, 1934, p. 179; Haraszti-Takacs, 1955, p. 39. 
A workshop copy of a putative lost original. 

Mary of Austria 
Anonymous after Jan Vermeyen 
unknown 
panel 
35 x 27 cm. 
c. 1530 
Brussels, Cardon collection; sold Brussels, Ste. Gudule, 27-
30 June 1921 , lot 20. 

A copy after a lost original. 

Mary of Austria 
Anonymous after Jan Vermeyen 
unknown 
panel 
35.6 x 28 cm. 
c. 1530 
London, Sotheby's sale, 14 October 2000, no lot number. 

A copy after a lost original. 
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Type Number: 6.4 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Numbet·: 7.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 7.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

MARY OF BURGUNDY 

Mmy of Austria 
Anonymous after Jan Vermeyen 
unknown 
panel 
53 x 45 cm.
c. 1530 
London, So the by ' s sale, 24 June 1970, lot 6. 

A copy after a lost original. 

Fig. 182 

Mary of Austria 
Jakob Seisenegger 
Paris, Musee Jacquemart-Andre, inv. no. 694 
panel 
49 x 38 cm. 
signed and dated 1530 

Check list 

In Spain during sixteenth century? (label on reverse); 
Rome, Simonetti collection; acquired in 1889 for Musee 
Jacquemart-Andre. 
Glilck, 1934, pp. 20-21, 187;L6che~ 1962,p. 90,no.47. 
Inscription: 'LA REINA MARIA' and 'ANNO 1530 
ETATIS 25' 

Mary of Austria 
Anonoymous after Jakob Seisenegger 
unknown 
panel 
24.2 x 21.3 cm. 
c. 1530 
London, Christies', 7 April 1995. 

A poor copy after Seisenegger's original. 
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Type Number: 1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.1 * 

Subject: 
Atiist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 2.2* 

Subject: 

Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance 

Fig. 13 

Mary of Burgundy 
Giovanni Candida 

Checklist 

Brussels, Bibl. Ray. Albert Ier, Naples, Museo e Gallerie 
Nazionali di Capodimonte, and elsewhere. 
medal , bronze 
4.8 cm. diam. 
c. 1480 
Armand, 1883, ii, p. 80, no. I; De Rinaldis, 1913, p. 169; 
Hill , 1930, p. 216, no. 831; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 80, no. 
317.1; Parma, Naples, and Munich, 1995, p. 442, no. 237. 
The reverse shows Maximilian I (see Checklist, no. I). 
Inscription: 'R. MARIA. KAROLI. F(ILIA). DVX. 
BVRGVNDTAE. AVSTRIAE. BRAB(ANTIS). C (=ET) 
FLAN(DRIE)'. 

Fig. 43 

Mary of Burgundy holding a Fa/con 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
Gaasbeek, Kasteel, inv. no. 0408. 
panel 
52 x 32 cm. 
late 15th century? 
Legacy Arconati Visconti 
Bruges, 1992, p. 70, no. 43; Ghent, 1999a, p. 167, no. 5. 
A copy after a lost original. 

Fig. 51 

Mary of Burgundy witnessing Christ making his last 
farewell to his mother Mary in the company of the 
unbaptised souls brought from Limbo 
Jan Mostaert 
I. Twenthe Enschede Rijksmuseum, inv. no. 13 
2. Madrid Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, inv. no. 1930.76. 
panel 
24 x 16 cm. each 
c. 1520 
1. Berlin, R. von Ktihlmann coli; Amsterdam, P. Cassirer; 
Enschede J.H. van Heek coli. Bt 25 Jan. 1937; Enschede, 
Bruikleen J.H. van Heek, 1937; his bequest, 20 Apr. 1953 . 
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Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 3.1 

Subject: 
A1iist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 3.2 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Checklist 

2. Russia, private coli; Thyseen-Bornemisza coli., 1930. 
Munich 1930, p. 68, no. 229; Heinemann, 1937, no 291 ; 
Enschede, 1948, p. 60; Breckenridge, 1957, pp. 29, 30; 
Amsterdam, 1958, pp. 84-89; Boon, 1958, p. 377; Guldan, 
1966, p. 224; Friedlander, 1967-76, x, pp. 68-69, no. 4; 
Heinemann and Ebbinge- Wubben, 1969, p. 244, no . 224; 
Ebbinge- Wubben, 1971 , p. 283 , no. 224; Ter Kuile, 1974-
76, pp. 78-80; Snyder, 1985; Eisler, 1989, pp. 208-11 , 274, 
no. 29; Silver, 1998a, p. 79. 
Mary 's features derive from a lost original. 

Fig. 42 

Mary of Burgundy 
Anonymous 
Kreuzlingen, Kisters Collection 
panel 
47.5 x 35 cm. 
c. 1480 
unknown 
Bern, 1969, p. 327; Nuremberg, 1971a, p. 19; Bonsanti , 
1983; Innsbruck, 1992, pp. 274-75, no. 91. 
It is unclear whether this is a copy of a lost original or 
derives from a life sitting. The type also appears in two 
drawings for an altarpiece by Hans Holbein the Elder 
(Frankfurt am Main, Stadelsches Kunstinstitut und 
Stadtische Galerie. See Innsbruck, 1969, p. 17). 

Mary of Burgundy 
anonymous 
Graz, Steiermarkisches Landesmuseum, Alte Galerie, inv. 
no. 53. 
panel 
42.5 x 33 .3 cm. 
c. 1500 
unknown 
Suida, 1923, p. 45; Bourg-en-Bresse, 1958, no. 32; 
Mackowitz, 1955, pp. I 05-07; Mackowitz, 1960, p. 27; 
Wiener Neustadt, 1966, p. 372; Stange, 1966, p. 84; 
Innsbruck 1969, p. 17, no. 33; Bour~en-Bresse, 1981, p. 
60; Bonsanti , 1983, pp. 20, 33; Mechelen, 1987, p. 58, no. 
4; Biedermann, Gmeiner-Htibel, and Rabensteiner, 1995, 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 3.3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 3.4* 

Subject: 
A1iist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 3.5* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 

Checklist 

pp. 165-66. 
Either a copy of the Kreuzlingen example or of a lost 
original. Inscription on upper right: MAR.CAR.BURG. I 
DVCIS.F.ET HAER I MAX.l CAES CONI V I I. 

Mmy of Burgundy 
anonymous 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 9273. 
panel 
unknown 
c. 1500 
imperial collection? 

A fragmentary copy in a ruinous state. Either a copy of the 
Kreuzlingen example or of a lost original. 

Fig. 44 

Mary of Burgundy 
Niklas Reiser?IAnonymous South German 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 4400 
panel 
75.5 x 54.5 cm. 
c. 1500-10 
imperial collection 
Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 26, 79, no. 2; Stange, 1966, p. 83; 
Egg, 1966, pp. 31-33; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 17, no. 34; Heinz 
and Schiitz, 1982, pp. 226-27, no. 194; Bonn and Vienna, 
2000, pp. 116-17, no. 12. 
Mary's portrait is either based upon the Kreuzlingen 
example or a lost original, but the work places the sitter in 
an architectural setting. Paired with a portrait of 
Maximilian I (see Checklist, no. 2.5). 

Fig. 45 

Mary of Burgundy 
Anonymous South German 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (exhibited at Hofburg 
Schatzkammer), inv. no. 4402 
panel 
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Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 3.6* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

MAXIMILIAN I 

Type Number: 1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 

79 x 46 cm. 
c. 1500-10 
imperial collection 

Checklist 

Oberhammer, 1935, p. 288; Dijon 1951 , no. 39; 
Mackowitz, 1955, p. 1 03; Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 26, 79, no. 
I; Stange, 1966, p. 83; Egg, 1966, pp. 31-32; Wiener 
Neustadt, 1966, no. 177; Bourg-en-Bresse, 1981 , p. 60; 
Heinz and Schi.Hz, 1982, pp. 225-26, no. 193 
Mary's portrait is either based upon the Kreuzlingen 
example or a lost original, but the work places the sitter in 
an architectural setting. Paired with a portrait of 
Maximilian I (see Checklist, no. 2.8). 

Fig. 46 

Mary of Burgundy 
Master HA or AH 
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, mv. No. 

1975.1.137 
panel 
43.8 x 31.1 cm. 
dated 1528 
New York, RobertLehman, until 1975. 
Mayer, 1930, pp. 115, 118; Ring, 1949, no. 154; Innsbruck, 
1969, under no. 33 ; Bern, 1969, under no. 216; Baetjer, 
1980, p. 112; Bourg-en-Bresse, 1981, p. 60; Bonsanti , 
1983, p. 21; Sterling, Ainsworth, Talbot, Wolff, 
Haverkamp-Begemann, Brown, and Hayes, 1998, pp. 37-

41. 
Derives from either a lost original or the Kreuzlingen 
example. Perhaps linked to a Schauthaler from Halle 
(examples at Brussels, Bibliotheque Royale, Cabinet des 
medailles, and elsewhere. See Vienna, 1959, p. 234, no. 
651; Brussels, 1996, p. 70, no. 11 ). 

Fig. 13 

Maximilian I 
Giovanni Candida 
Brussels, Bib!. Roy . Albert Ier, Naples, Museo e Gallerie 
Nazionali di Capodimonte, and elsewhere. 
medal, bronze 
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Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.1 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.3 

Subject: 

4.8 cm. diam. 
c. 1480 

Checklist 

Armand, 1883-87, ii, p. 80, no. I; Rinaldis, 1913, p. 169; 
Hill, 1930, p. 216, no. 831; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 80, no . 
317. 1; New York and Washington, 1994, pp. 123-26, no. 
37a; Parma, Naples, and Munich, 1995, p. 442, no . 237. 
The reverse shows Mary of Burgundy (see Checklist, no. 
I). Inscription : ' D. MAXIMILIANYS. FR(IDERICI). 
CAES(ARIS). F(ILIVS). DVX. AVSTR. 
BVRGVND(IAE) ' 

Fig. 32 

Maximilian I in Armour ('imperial' type) 
Bernard Striegel 
Destroyed 1947, formerly Strasbourg, Musee des Arts, inv. 
no. 56 
panel 
80 x 49 cm. 
1507 
Baden-Baden, G. Gimpel coli. , 1881 ; presented to 
Strasbourg, Musee des Arts by the Archduke of Baden. 
Baldass, 1913/14, p. 267; Weizinger, 1914, p. 141; Otto, 
1964, p. 101 , no . 55 ; Stange, 1967-78, ii , p. 212, no. 934; 

Fig. 35 

Maximilian I in Armour ('imperial' type) 
Bernard Striegel 
Berlin, Deutsches Historisches Museum, , mv. no. OHM 
1988 
parchment on panel 
76.5 x 48 cm. 
1493-1499 
Schweinfurt, Georg Schafer collection. 
Stange, 1967-78, ii, p. 213, no. 940b; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 
148, no. 547; Augsburg, 1980, no. 20. 
Inscripti6n: '1490' or' 1496' or' 1499' 

Maximilian I in Armour ('imperial' type) 
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Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.4 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.5* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Checklist 

Workshop of Bernard Striegel 
Augsburg, Bayerische Staatsgemaldesammlungen, inv. no. 
WAF 1081 
panel 
81.4 x 49.2 cm. 
c. 1500 
Boisseree collection, 1827; Munich, Alte Pinakothek until 
1911 
Baldass, 1913/14, p. 266; Weizinger, 1914, p. 114, no. 12d; 
Baldass, 1923, pp. 13 , 37, no. I 5; Jenkins, 1947, p. 8; 
Schramm, 1956, p. I 000; Mackowitz, 1960, p. 37; Otto, 
1964, p. 66; Goldberg, Salm, and Scheffler, 1967, i, pp. 8(). 
3; Stange, 1967-78, ii , p. 212, no. 935; Crawford Luber, 
1992, pp. 43-4; Schawe, 200 I, pp. 91-2. 

Maximilian I in Armour ('imperial' type) 
Workshop of Bernard Striegel 
unknown 
panel 
unknown 
c. 1500 
London, Durlacher, G. Thomas sale, 1924 (see 
reproduction in Witt library, Courtauld Institute, London). 

Maximilian I in Armour ('imperial' type) 
Follower of Bernard Striegel 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (exhibited at Hofburg 
Schatzkammer), inv. no. 922 
panel 
60.5 x 41 cm. 
c. 1500 
Imperial collection (Vienna, Belvedere, 1783). 
Baldass, 1913/14, Weizinger, 1914, no. 12e; p. 268; 
Stange, 1934-61, viii, p. 147; Mechelen, 1958, p. 10, no . 
87; Vienna, 1959, pp. 179-80, no. 526; Mackowitz, 1960, 
p. 37; Otto, 1964, pp. 67, 101, no. 56; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 
148, no. 549; Stange, 1967-78, ii , p. 212, no. 936; Heinz 
and Schtitz, 1982, pp. 53-4, no. 11. 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 2.6* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.7* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Checklist 

Paired with a portrait of Mary of BurgW1dy (See Checklist, 
no. 3.4). 

Maximilian I in Armour ('imperial' type) 
Follower of Bernard Striegel 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 3132. 
panel 
77 x 45.5 cm. (original frame 84.5 x 53 cm.) 
c. 1500 
imperial collection 
Baldass, 1913/14, p. 268; Stange, 1934-61, viii, p. 147; 
Mackowitz, 1960, p. 37; Otto, 1964, p. 65; Innsbruck, 
1969, p. 99; Heinz and Schutz, 1982, pp. 54-5, no . 12. 
On the right hand side of the painting is a view outside with 
a mountainous landscape with mountain goat and a group 
of figures: this represents the search for the ' Martinswand ' . 

Maximilian I in Armour ('imperial ' type) 
Follower of Bernard Striegel 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (Exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), inv. no. 4403 . 
panel 
75 .5 cm x 49 cm. 
c. 1510 
imperial collection 
Baldass, 1913-14, p. 266; Mackowitz, 1955, p. 103; 
Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 33-5, 79, no. 5; Otto, 1964, p. 67; 
Stange, 1967-78, ii, pp. 212-3, no. 936a; Innsbruck, 1969, 
p. 30, no. 105; Heinz and Schutz, 1982, pp. 55-6, no. 14; 
Innsbruck, 1992, pp. 341-342, no. 153; Ghent, 1999, p. 
167, no. 4; Bonn, 2000, pp. 111-13, no. 4. 
This panel depicts Maximilian wearing more modern 
armour than in the other versions the type. The armour 
resembles examples made by Lorenz Helmschmid of 
Augsburg before 1508: see Gamber, 1957, p. 60. For a 
discussion of the role of armour in Habsburg politics see 
Gamber, 1984. Exhibited in a pair with a portrait of Maria 
Bianca Sforza (see Checklist, no. 3.1) 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 2.6* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.7* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Checklist 

Paired with a portrait of Mary of Burgw1dy (See Checklist, 
no . 3.4). 

Maximihan I in Armour ('imperial ' type) 
Follower of Bernard Striegel 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 3132 . 
panel 
77 x 45.5 cm. (original frame 84.5 x 53 cm.) 
c. 1500 
imperial collection 
Baldass, 1913114, p. 268; Stange, 1934-61, viii , p. 147; 
Mackowitz, 1960, p. 37; Otto, 1964, p. 65; Innsbruck, 
1969, p. 99; Heinz and Schutz, 1982, pp. 54-5, no. 12. 
On the right hand side of the painting is a view outside with 
a mountainous landscape with mountain goat and a group 
of figures: this represents the search for the 'Martinswand '. 

Maximilian I in Armour ('imperial ' type) 
Follower of Bernard Striegel 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (Exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), inv. no. 4403 . 
panel 
75.5 cm x 49 cm. 
c. 15 I 0 
imperial collection 
Baldass, I9I3-I4, p. 266; Mackowitz, 1955, p. 103; 
Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 33-5, 79, no. 5; Otto, 1964, p. 67; 
Stange, 1967-78, ii, pp. 212-3, no. 936a; Innsbruck, 1969, 
p. 30, no. 105; Heinz and Schi.itz, 1982, pp. 55-6, no. 14; 
Innsbruck, 1992, pp. 34 I -342, no. 153; Ghent, I 999, p. 
I 67, no. 4; Bonn, 2000, pp. 11 I-13, no. 4. 
This panel depicts Maximilian wearing more modern 
armour than in the other versions the type. The armour 
resembles examples made by Lorenz Helmschmid of 
Augsburg before 1508: see Gamber, 1957, p. 60. For a 
discussion of the role of armour in Habsburg politics see 
Gamber, 1984. Exhibited in a pair with a portrait of Maria 
Bianca Sforza (see Checklist, no. 3.1) 
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Type Number: 2.8* 

Subject: 
A1iist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.9 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments : 

Type Number: 2.10 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.11 

Maximdian I in Armour ('imperial ' type) 
Follower ofBernard Striegel 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv . no. 440 I. 
panel 
85 x 52.5 cm. 
c. 1510 
imperial collection 

Checklist 

Baldass, 1913-14, p. 268; Stange, 1934-61 , viii , p. 147; 
Mackowitz, 1960, p. 37; Otto, 1964, p. 65 ; Innsbruck, 
1969, p. 99; Heinz and Schi.itz, 1982, p. 55 , no. 13. 
Paired with a portrait of Mary of Burgundy (see Checklist, 
no . 3.5). 

Maximilianl in Armour ('imperial ' type) 
Follower ofBernard Striegel 
unknown 
panel 
unknown 
sixteenth century 
Munich, private collection, 1900. 
Stange, 1967-78, ii , p. 213 , no. 940c 

Maximilianl in Armour ('imperial' type) 
Follower ofBernard Striegel 
Herzogenburg collection 
panel 
61.5 x 42 cm. 
sixteenth century 
Entrusted to guardians of Hollenburg, 1818. 
Baldass, 1913/14, p. 266ff; Herzogenburg, das Stift und 
seine Kunstschatze, 1962, no. 55 ; Otto, 1964, p. 67; Stange, 
1967-78, ii, p. 213, no. 938; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 148, no. 
548 
A landscape view out ofthe window. 
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I 

u 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.12 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.13 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 2.14 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Maximilian I in Armour ('imperial' type) 
Follower of Bernard Striegel 
St Florian (Oberosterreich), Private Collection, 
panel 
77 x 50 cm. 
sixteenth century 
unknown 

Checklist 

Weizinger, 1914, no. l2b; Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 37, 79, no. 
6; Stange, 1967-78, p. 213, no. 937. 
Blank \·Vindow w/o landscape. 

A1aximilian I in Armour ('imperial' type) 
Follower ofBernard Striegel 
Dietenheim bei Bruneck, Private Collection 
panel 
82 x 50 cm. 
sixteenth century 
Schloss Sonnenberg; Frau Grobner collection, 1885. 
Weizinger, 1914, no. 12a; Stange, 1967-78, ii , p. 213, no. 
938 ; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 148, no . 548. 

A1aximilian I in Armour ('imperial' type) 
Anonymous Netherlandish after Bernard Striegel 
unknown 
unknown 
82 x 50 cm. 
c. l550-60 
unknown 
Stange, 1967-78, ii, p. 213, no. 940e 
Referred to briefly by Stange but with no fUJiher 
information given. 

Maximilian I in Armour ('imperial ' type) 
Follower of Bernard Striegel 
Cologne, Wallraf-Richartz-Museum, inv. no. WRM 582. 
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Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 2.15 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Checklist 

panel 
59 x 44.5 cm. 
c. l550-60 
Wallraf collection. 
Cologne, 1991 , p. 85 
In profile wearing imperial crown, scepter, sword , armour, 
and the Order of the Golden Fleece. Very loosely follows 
Striegel ' s type. I would like to thank to Rita Wagner for 
sharing her unpublished research on this portrait. 

Maximilian I in Armour ('imperial' type) 
Workshop or follower of Bernard Striegel (Hans Mal er?) 
Erlangen, Universitatsbibliothek, inv. no. 8.749 . 
drawing 
21 cm x 14.7 cm. 
c. 1510 
unknown 
Yischer, 1885, pp. 38 , 81 ; Bock, 1929, p. 183, no . 749; 
Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 39, 80, no. 7; Innsbruck, 1969, p . 
151 , no. 563 ; Innsbruck, 1992, pp. 342-43, no. 154. 
This surviving drawing of Maximilian wearing the imperial 
crown may have been used as a 'patron', although Anja 
Eisenbei/3 kindly imforms me that it shows no sign of 
tracing or pouncing. 

Fig. 36 

Maximilian I in Armour ('imperial' type) 
Bernard Striegel 
Innsbruck, Tiroler Landesmuseums Ferdinandeum, inv. no. 
Gem.136. 
panel 
84 x 51.8 cm. 
1508 
Private collection in 1969. 
Honold, ) 967, p. 33 ; Stange, 1967-78, ii, p. 213 , no . 940d ; 
hmsbruck, 1969, p. 148, no. 550; Innsbruck 1992, pp. 261-
62, no. 77; Toledo, 1992, pp. 433-4, no. 172. 
The second type of Striegel 's 'Imperial' portraits of 
Maximilian. 
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Type Number: 4.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 4.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 4.3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 

Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 

Fig. 38 

Maximilian I 
Ambrogio de Predis 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no . 4431 
panel 
44 cm x 30.3 cm. 
dated I 502 
imperial collection. 

Checkli st 

Ghent, 1955 , p. 129, no. I 06; Vienna, 1959, p. 180, no . 
527; Brussels, 1987a, p. 56, no. 4; Innsbruck, 1992, p. 343 , 
no . I 55. 

Maximilian I 
Anonymous after Ambrogio de Predis(?) 
Berlin, Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz 
(Kupferstichkabinett), inv. no . 4830. 
drawing 
37.3 x 25.3 cm. 
c. 1500 
Paris, Dominique Vivant-Denon; Vienna and Paris, 
Alexander Emil Posonyi and A. Hulot; acquired by 
Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz in 1877. 
Baldass, 1913-14, p. 264; Flechsig, 1928-31 , ii , p. 271, no. 
L 17; Pope-Hennessy, 1966, p. 166; Nuremberg, 1971 b, no. 
194; Anzelewsky, 1971, pp. 192-93 ; Anzelewsky, 1991 , 
pp. 196-99; Berlin, 1995, pp. 279-81, no. 179). 
This profile profile has been at times rather uncertainly 
attributed to de Predis, an anonymous Venetian Master, or 
Bernard Striegel. Inscription (false): 'I 507' , ' Maximilian ', 
and Dtirer monogram . 

Madonna of the Rose garlands 
Anonymous after Albrecht Dtirer (after Ambrogio de 
Predis(?) 
Prague, Nationalgalerie, inv. no. O.P. 2148 
panel 
162 x 194.5 cm. 
sixteenth century 
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Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 5* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments : 

Type Number: 6.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 

Checklist 

imperial collection 
Graz, 1953 , p. 34, no. 50; Vincent, 1969-71; Innsbruck, 
1969, p. 151, no . 564; and Anzelewsky, 1971 , p. 198 ; 
Klauner, 1971 , p. 18; Stechow, 1974, p. 261 ; Anzelewsky, 
1991 , p. 202; Vienna, 1994a, pp. 130-31, no. 39; Venice, 
1999, pp. 306-09, no. 57; Koreny, 1999, pp. 244-46; 
Kotkova, 2002. 
l ncludes a portrait of Maximilian I. Di.irer 's original is in a 
ruinous state and the design is best appreciated through 
later copies. The same profile ' patron ' was also used in an 
altarpiece commissioned in 1507 for the basilica of S. 
Paolo fuori le mura, Rome, in preparation for Maximilian ' s 
abotied Roman coronation. 

Fig. 37 

Maximilian I 
Workshop of Bernard Striegel 
Berlin, Gemiildegalerie, inv. no. 2111 
panel 
54.5 x 36 cm. 
c. 1500 
Bononi-Cereda collection, sold 1896; in 1911 on London 
ati market; acquired in Paris in 1913 by the Figdor 
collection; Berlin, Cassirer, Figdor Sale, 29-30 September 
1930, lot.95; acquired in 1936 by Gemiildegalerie. 
Baldass, 1913-14, p. 265 ; Die Sammlung Dr. Albert 
Figdor. Wien (Sale Catalogue), 1930, iii , no . 95 ; Bruges, 
1962, p. 133, no. 50; Otto, 1964, pp. 65 , I 0 I, no . 54; 
Stange, 1967-78, ii , p. 214, no . 941 ; Egg, 1969, p. 100; 
Innsbruck, 1993, p. 261. 
A copy after a lost original. Inscription above: ' 1504 JAR 
DA WAS ICH MAXMILIAN RENIENT DJ REMISCH 
AD KRON UNO WAS XXXX JAHR ALT, DA WAS 
DAS MEJN GESTALT' 

Fig. 33 

Maximilian I 
Workshop or follower ofBernard Striegel 
Banbury, Upton House, inv. no. 213. 
panel 
39 x 30 cm. 
c. 1500 
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Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 6.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 6.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 7.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Checklist 

London, Sotheby's, Mrs. E.M. Renshaw sale, 16 December 
1942, lot 89 (as by Striegel); bt. by Arcade Gallery, from 
whom it was acquired by Lord Bearsted, October 1945. 
St. John Gore, 1964, p. 68. 
Perhaps a copy after a lost original. On the folded paper can 
be read pa1i of a petition: ' ... Ich arm er dienstman bitt von 
meiner (?)erjagten Frau wegen von euer Rat und helfft 
als ... ' An old inscription on the reverse records : 
' I nscrizione trova ... antica cornice 
Maximilianus Rex Romanorum. ' 

Max;m;lian I 
Workshop or follower ofBernard Striegel 
Paris, Musee du Louvre, inv. no. 2740. 
panel 
39 x 29 cm. 
c. 1510-20 

ne1 Davanti. 

Charles X of France collection; Revoil collection, 1828. 
Baldass, 1913-14, p. 271; Demonts, 1922, p. 67, no. 2740; 
Mechelen, 1958, p. I 0, no . 88 ; Bruges, 1962, p. 133, no . 
51. 
Perhaps a copy after a lost original. 

Max;,n;/;an I 
Workshop or follower ofBernard Striegel 
unknown 
panel 
'7 3/8 x 6 118 in.' 
c. 1510 
New York, A. Seligmann, unknown sale date: see the 
photograph at London, Courtauld Institute of Art, Witt 
Library. 
Perhaps a copy after a lost original. 

Max;m;/;an I 
Workshop or follower ofBernard Striegel 
Berlin, Gemaldegalerie, inv. no. 2110. 
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Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments : 

Type Number: 7.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 7.3* 

Subject: 
At1ist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments : 

panel 
37 x 25.5 cm. 
c. IS IO 

Checklist 

Vienna, Hans Schwarz; London, Lord Grimthorpe; Vienna, 
Figdor collection; sold Berlin, Cassirer, Figdor Sale, 29-30 
September, I 930; acquired 1936. 
Baldass, I 913- I 4, p. 276; Weizinger, 19 I 4 , p. I 41 , no. I 2c; 
Die Sammlung Dr. Albert Figdor. Wien (Sale Catalogue), 
I930, iii , no . 96; Stange, 1957, p. 148 ; Rettich, 1959, p. 
165; Otto, 1964, pp. 68, I 02, no . 59; Bock, Grosshans, 
Kelch, Kohler, and Schleier, 1986, pp. 72, 142, no. I 84. 
The portrait type is the same as that used in the Family of 
Maximilian I (see Checklist, Group, no . 8) . Inscription: 
' Maximliani primi Romanorum Imperatoris Archducis 
Austrie Effigies '. 

Jvfaximilian I 
Workshop or follower ofBernard Striegel 
Innsbruck, Tiroler Landesmuseums Ferdinandeum, inv. no . 
I277 . 
panel 
38 x 25.7 cm. 
c. I510 
private collection in I 969 
Stange, I 967-78, ii, p. 214, no. 941 a; Innsbruck, I 969, p. 
I 48, no. 55 a. 
The portrait type is the same as that used in the Family of 
Maximilian I (see Checklist, Group, no . 8). 

Maximilian I 
Workshop or follower of Bernard Striegel 
Toledo, Museo de Santa Cruz. 
panel 
33 x 27 cm. 
dated I 607 
unknown 
Antwerp, I 995, pp. 276-77. 
The pot1rait type is the same as that used in the Family of 
Maximilian I (see Checklist, Group, no . 8). 
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Type Number: 7.4 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 7.5* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 7.6 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 7.7 

Checklist 

Maximilian I 
Workshop or follower of Bernard Striegel 
unknown 
parchment on panel 
78.3 x 48 cm. 
after 1515 
London, Charlotte Babb; Munich, Scheidwimmer. 
Stange, 1967-78, ii, p. 214, no. 943. 
The pot1rait type is the same as that used in the Family of 
Maximilian I (see Checklist, Group, no. 8). 

Maximilian I 
Workshop or follower of Bernard Striegel 
Graz, Landesbildergalerie. 
panel 
54 x 30 cm. 
after 1515 
Legacy Admund Attens. 
Baldass, 1913-14, p. 271; Stange, 1967-78, ii , p. 215 , no. 
943b. 
The p011rait type is the same as that used in the Family of 
Maximilian I (see Checklist, Group, no. 8). 

Maximilian I 
Workshop or follower of Bernard Striegel 
Augsburg, Latteier collection 
panel 
58 x 49 cm. 
after 1515 
Munich, Caspari collection; London at1 market, 1966. 
Stange, 1967-78, ii, p. 215, no. 943c. 
The portrait type is the same as that used in the Family of 
Maximilian I (see Checklist, Group, no . 8). 
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Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 8.1 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 8.2 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Maximilian I 
Workshop or follower of Bernard Striegel 
Base! , Offentliche Kunstsammlung, inv . no. 2276. 
panel 
46 x 32 cm. 
after 1515 

Checklist 

Anonymous gift to Base! , Offentliche Kunstsammlung, 
1952. 
Stange, 1967-78, ii , p. 215 , no . 943d. 
The portrait type is the same as that used in the Family of 
A1aximilian I (see Checklist, Group, no . 8) . 

Fig. 39 

Maximilian I 
Workshop or Follower of Bernard Striegel 
Kreuzlingen , Kisters collection 
panel 
18 .7 x 15 .5 cm. 
c. 1515 
Amsterdam, Muller, Joseph Camberlyn d 'Amougies Sale, 
13 July, 1926; Vienna, Castiglione collection; Castagnola, 
Thyssen-Bornemisza collection; London, Agnew 's Sale, 
April , 1964. 
Baldass, 1913-14, p. 272; Munich, 1930, no . 307; Otto, 
1964, pp. 68 , I 02 , no. 60; Li:icher, 1967, p. 32; Stange, 
1967-78, ii , p. 214, nos 941 b, 942a (incorrectly catalogued 
twice) ; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 148, no. 552; Innsbruck, 1992, 
p. 341 , no . 151. 
Possibly derives from a lost prime orig inal. 

Maximilian I 
Workshop or Follower of Bernard Striegel 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv . no. 828. 
panel 
22 x 16.2 cm. 
c. 1515 
imperial collection 
Baldass, 1913-14, p. 272; Bruges, 1962, p. 136, no. 58; 
Otto, 1964, p. I 02, no. 58; Stange, 1967-78, ii , p. 214, no. 
942; Brussels, 1987a, pp. 58-59, no. 5; Innsbruck, 1992, pp. 
341 -42, no . 152; Toledo, 1992, pp. 432-33, no. 171 ; 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 9.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 9.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number·: 9.3* 

C hecklist 

Crawford Luber, 1991 , pp. 43-44; Utrecht and 's
Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. SO , no. 31. 
Possibly derives from a lost prime original. 

Fig. 59 

Maximilian I 
Joos van Cleve 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 972 
panel 
27 x 18 cm. 
after c. I 5 1 0 
imperial collection 
Baldass, 1925, p. 7; FriedHinder, 1967-76, ixa, p. 66, no. 
71a; Demus, Klauner, and Schtitz, 1981 , p. 140; Scaillierez, 
1991, pp. 84-88 ; Innsbruck, 1992, p. 343, no . 156; Bonn 
and Vienna, 2000, p. 113, no. 5. 
Holds flowers. A work similar to this picture is described in 
the 1523-24 inventory of Margaret of Austria's collection 
as 'Item, ung aultre tableau de la pourtraicture de 
l 'empereur Maximilien, tenant deux flew-s d'ulletz de sa 
main, habille de drapt d'or, pourtant la Thoison' (see 
Michelant, 1871 , p. 92; and Zimerman, I 885, p. Cl, no. 
214). 

Maximilian I 
Workshop or circle of Joos van Cleve 
Paris, Musee Jacquemart-Andre, i'nv. no. 2234. 
panel 
20 x 13 cm. 
1510 (on frame) 
Paris, H. Haro collection; Paris, F. Kleinberger, 1907; 
Paris, Andre collection 
Baldass, 1925, p. 27; Bautier, 1929, p. 139; Bruges, 1962, 
pp. 134-35, no. 54; Friedlander, 1967-76, ixa, p. 66 , no. 
71 b; Egg, 1969, pp. 98-9; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 149, no. 554; 
Hand, 1978, pp. 54-9; Scaillierez, 1991, pp. 84-88. 
Holds flower. 
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Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 9.4* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 9.5* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 9.6* 

Subject: 
Artist: 

Maximilian I 
Master of Frankfurt after Joos van Cl eve 
's-Heerenberg, Stichting Huis Bergh, inv . no . 5 
panel 
20.5 x 12.5 cm. 
afterc. 1510 
unknown 

Checkli st 

' s-Hertogenbosch, 1990, p. 110; Scaillierez, 1991, pp. 84-8 ; 
Bruges, 1992, pp. 72-3, no . 45 
Holds flower. 

Maximilian I 
Anonymous after Joos van Cleve 
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv. no. SK-A-3293 
panel 
34.5 x 24 cm. 
after c. 1510 
Kapelle op den Bosch near Mechelen, Mr and Mrs DAJ 
Kessler-Hi.ilsmann; their gift 1940. 
Baldass, 1925, p. 7, cat. no. 8, n. 27; Bautier, 1929, p. 139; 
Friedlander, 1924-37, ix, p. 139, nr. 71; Ghent, 1955, p. 
117, no. 19; Mechelen, 1958, p. 3, no. 20; Louvain and 
Utrecht, 1959, p. 134, no. 186; Bruges, 1962, p. 134. 
Holds flower. Appears against a blue background. 

Maximilian I 
Anonymous after Joos van Cleve 
Madrid, Museo del Prado, inv. no. 3017 
panel 
50 x 35 cm. 
after c. 1510 
Madrid, Alcazar, 1600. 
Toledo, 1958, p. 71, no. 25; Bruges, 1962, p. 135, no. 55 
Holds flower. A hard, possibly German, copy which 
exaggerates Maximilian's nose. 

Fig. 112 

Maximilian I 
Imperial portraits workshop after Joos van Cleve 
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Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 9.7 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 9.8 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 9.9 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 

Long! eat, Marquis of Bath 
panel 
44.45 x 33 cm. (approx.) 
after c. I 510 

Checklist 

Longleat inventory , 26 Feb. I 718 (Thynne Papers LXXVII 
f. I 43v). 

Very similar to the portraits of Charles V such as the dotted 
background , round frame, etc. Based on type attr. to Joost 
van Cleve. Nb. Frame decorated with Habsburg eagle. 
Holds flower. 

Maximilian I 
Anonymous after Joos van Cleve 
unknown 
panel 
34.5 x 26 cm. 
afterc. 1510 
Brussels, Giroux sale, 12 March 1927, lot 37. 

Holds flower. Photograph at London, Courtauld Institute, 
Witt library (under Gerard Horenbout). 

Maximilian I 
Anonymous after Joos van Cleve 
Earl of Halifax 
panel 
30 x 23 cm. 
after c. I 51 0 
Unknown 

Holds flower. Photograph at London, Courtauld Institute, 
Witt library (under Lucas van Leyden) 

Maximilian I 
Anonymous after Joos van Cleve 
unknown 
panel 
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Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 9.10 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 9.11 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 9.12* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

34 x 24.5 cm. 
after c. 151 0 

Checklist 

Goodrich Court, near Ross- Wye, Mrs Trafford; London, 
Mrs Drey, 1960. 

Holds flower. Extremely similar to the version in the Earl 
of Halifax 's collection. Photograph in London, Courtauld 
Institute, Witt library (under ' Hans Maler ' ). 

Maximilian I 
Anonymous after Joos van Cleve 
Stift Kremsmi.inster, Kunstsammlung 
panel 
32 x 22.9 cm. 
after c. 151 0 
unknown 
Innsbruck, 1969, p. 149, no. 555 . 
Holds flower. 

Maximilian I 
Anonymous after Joos van Cleve 
Braunschweig, Herzog Anton Ulrich-Museum 
panel 
44.5 x 34.5 cm. 
after c. 1510 
Acquired 1872. 
Riegel, 1900, p. 6; Baldass, 1913/14, p. 332; Innsbruck, 
1969, p. 149, no. 556; Herzog Anton Ulrich-Museum 
Braunschweig. Verzeichnis der Gemalde, 1969, p. I 02 . 
Holds flower. 

Fig. 113 

Maximilian I 
Imperial portraits workshop after Joos van Cleve 
Twenthe Enschede, Rijksmuseum, inv. no. 378. 
panel 
44.3 x 33 cm. (painted area 35 x 24 cm.) 
after c. 1510 
Utrecht, J.H. Borghouts dealers, 15 August 1950. 
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Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 9.13 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 9.14* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 9.15* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Checklist 

Ter Kuile, 1974-6, pp. 69-70, no. 115 (as workshop of the 

Master of Frankfurt). 

Holds flower. 

Maximilian I 
Anonymous (Master of Frankfurt?) after Joos van Cleve 

unknown 
panel 
57 x 37.5 cm. 
afterc. 1510 
Theodor Ritter von Neuhaus; Kattau bei Eggenburg 

(Niederosterreich); Berlin, Cassirer, Figdor collection sale, 

1930; Cologne, Lempet1z Sale, 1937. 

Die Sammlung Dr. Albert Figdor. Wien (Sale Catalogue), 

1930, iii , no. 44; FriedHinder, 1967-1976, vii , no . 161 . 

If indeed a variant after Joos van Cleve's prototype then it 

is a very distant one. Holds flower. 

Fig. 60 

Maxhnihan I 
Anonymous after Joos van Cleve 

Vienna, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, Codex 

Yindobonensis 2606, fol. 76v. 

Manuscript illumination 

28.4 x 21 cm. 
after 1518 
imperial collection 
Bruges, 1962, p. 134; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 17, no . 38; 

Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, p. 234. 

Holds a roll of paper. 

Maximihan I 
Workshop or circle of loos van Cleve 

Brussels, Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, inv. 

no. 2581 
panel 
33 x 23 cm. 
after c. 15 1 0 
unknown 
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Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 9.16* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 9.17 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 9.18* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Checklist 

Mechelen, 1958, p. 6, no. 47 (as by Gerat·d Horenbout); 
Bruges, 1962, p. 134, no. 54; Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, 
p. 233 
Holds a scroll. 

Maximilian I 
Workshop or circle of Joos van Cleve 
Berlin, Gemaldegalerie, inv. no. 1321 
panel 
31 x 21 cm. 
after c. 1510 
Suermondt Collection 1874. 
Sock, Grosshans, Kelch, Kohler, and Sch1eier, 1986, pp. 
56, 202, no. 408. 
Holds a scroll. 

A1aximilian I 
Workshop or circle of Joos van Cleve 
unknown 
panel 
38 x 28 cm. 
after c. 1 5 I 0 
London, Sotheby's, Schwerdt sale, 27 June 1939, Jot 1326. 
4. London, Sotheby Parke Bernet, 12 December 1979, lot 
54. 

Holds a scroll. 

Maximilian I 
Anonymous after Joos van Cleve 
Potsdam, Sanssouci, inv. no. 1440 
panel 
39 x 24.4 cm. 
after c. 1 5 1 0 
unknown 
Berlin, 1983, p. 172, no. C 11. 
Maximilian holds up a ring. 
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Type Number: 9.19 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 9.20 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 9.21 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 9.22* 

Subject: 
Artist: 

Max;m;!ian I 
Anonymous after Joos van Cleve 
unknown 
panel 
31.5 x 25.5 cm. 
afterc. 1510 
Paris, Hotel Drouot Sale, 11 December 1941, Jot 23. 

Checklist 

Maximilian holds up a ring. Photograph at The Hague, 
RKD. 

MaxhnWan I 
Anonymous after Joos van Cleve 
unknown 
panel 
37 x 23 cm. 
after c. I 51 0 
Paris, Petit Palais, Beurdeley Sale, 6-7 May 1920, lot 146 
(as by Bernard Striegel). 

Maximilian holds a rosary. 

MaxhnWan I 
Anonymous after Joos van Cleve 
unknown 
panel 
36 x 23 cm. 
after c. 1510 
Count of La1aing, 1907; sold Utrecht, J .H. Borghouts 
dealers, 15 August 1950. 
Bruges, 1907, p. 22, no. 28; Ter Kuile, 1974-6, p. 69. 

Max;mWan I 
Anonymous (Master of Frankfurt?) 
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Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 10 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 11.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Checklist 

Royal Collection (currently on display at Edinburgh, 
Holyrood House) 
panel 
55.2 x 44.8 cm. 
after c. 151 0 
Kew, 1731; bt Frederick, Prince of Wales; London, 
Kensington palace, 1818 (inv.653) : ' . .. Emperor 
Maximilian of Austria '; Windsor (inv.226); at Hampton 
Court from 1980. 
Campbell , 1985, p. 79, no . 47. 
Possibly a variant after Joos van Cleve ' s prototype but if so 
it is a very distant one. Bust only. Inscribed "EMPEREVR 
MAXIMILIAN D ' A VSTRICH". The present support 
appears to incorporate an earlier canvas, c. 47 x 37.5 cm. 

Maximilian I 
Anonymous after Joos van Cleve 
Comte Saint-Bris, exhibted at Amboi se, Clos-Luce 
panel 
38 x 28 cm. 
after c. 1510 
Pollltales collection; Marne collection; sold Paris, 1904; 
Ader collection; sold Paris, 1960 
Bruges, 1962, p. 136, no. 57; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 149, no. 
557 
In profile, holds scroll. On reverse 'DIVI MAXIMTLIANI 
CESARIS AUGUSTI PITTURA ANO ETATIS SUE LIX 
QUO A AB HOC SECULO MIGRA VIT DUODE CIMA 
JANUARII IN ARCHDUCA TU SUO AUSTRIE' 

Fig. 149 

Maximilian I 
Albrecht DUrer 
Vienna, Graphische Sammlung Albertina, inv. no . 4852. 
drawing 
38 .1x31.9cm. 
1518 
imperial collection 
Baldass, 1913-14, pp. 280-83; Winkler, 1936-39, p. 33 , no . 
567; Vienna, 1959, pp. 128-29, no. 418; Innsbruck, 1969, 
p. 55 , no . 256; White, 1971, pp. 168-69; Mechelen, 1987, 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 11.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 11.3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Checklist 

pp. 59-60, no . 12; Campbell, 1990, pp. 14, 16, no. 25, and 
p. 65; Crawford Luber, 1991. 

Fig. 150 

Maximilian I 
Albrecht Di.irer 
See bibliography below. 
woodcut 
43 x 32.5 cm. 
1519 
For general studies on this group see Stegman, 190 I; 
Geisberg, 1911; Baldass, 1913-14, pp. 329-32; 
Oberhammer, 1969; Crawford Luber, 1991 ; Vienna, 1994b, 
pp. 82-85. Several variants of the print exist. The following 
are some representative examples: Vienna, Graphische 
Sammlung Albertina, inv. no . 1434/483 (see Bartsch, 1803-
21, vii, no. 154; Geisberg, 1911 , p. 237; Meder, 1932, no. 
255 (lb); Musper, 1952-53, pp. 214-18; Hollstein, 1954-72, 
p. 205 , no. 419; Toledo, 1992, pp. 434-35 , no. 173; Vienna, 
1994a, p. 107, no . 24. Illustrated here as Fig. 167). Vienna, 
Graphische Sammlung Albetiina, inv. no. 1934/484 (see 
Bmisch, 1803-21, vii, p. 81, no. 154; Bald ass, 1913-14, p. 
281; Meder, 1932, i, p. 255; Innsbruck, 1969, pp. 65-66, 
no. 257; Crawford Luber, 1991 ). Berlin, Nationalgalerie 
(see Bartsch, 1803-21, nos 153-54; Passavant, 1860-64, no. 
368; Meder, 1932, no . 255; Hollstein, 1954-72, no. 255; 
Geisberg, 1974, no. 727; Crawford Luber, 1991). 

Fig. 151 

Maximilian I 
Albrecht Diirer 
Nuremberg, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, mv. no . Gm 
169. 
canvas 
83 x 65 cm. 
1519 
Nuremberg, Willibald Imhoff collectin, 1573, inv. no. 8; 
until 1650 in Hans Imhoff collection; acquired 1860 by the 
Germanisches Nationalmuseum by Johann Sigmund 
Christoph Joachim Frhr. Hailer von Hallerstein. 
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Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 11.4* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Checklist 

Stegman, 190 I, pp. 132-46; Baldass, 1913-14, pp. 280-83; 
Lutze and Wiegand, 1936-37, i, pp. 53-54; Panofsky, 1943, 
i, p. 205 , ii, no. 60; Rupprich, 1956-69, i, pp. 173, 176, 209, 
no. 68; Oberhammer, 1969, pp. 2-14, no. I 05; Anzelewsky, 
1971, no. 145; Nuremberg, 1971b, no. 258; New York and 
Nuremburg, 1986, pp. 322-24, no. 140; Campbell, 1990, p. 
16; Crawford Luber, 1991 ; Mende, 1992, p. 149; Pohl , 
1992, pp. 81 , 298; Vienna, 1994a, pp. 82-85 , no. 7a; 
Budde, 1996, pp. 157-58 ; Rebel, 1996, p. 31 0; Locher, 
1997, pp. 213-16). 
Inscription: 'Der allergrofimachtigste unci 
uniiberwindlichste Kaiser lvfaximilian, der bei seinen 
Zeiten die meisten Konige unci Fiirsten in Vennn?ft, 
Schicklichkeit, Weisheit und Mannheit, vor allem aber an · 
Kriegsruhm und Festigkeit iibertroffen. 1st geboren den 9. 
Tag des Monats Marz im Jahr des Heils 1459, hat gelebt 59 
Jahre, 9 Monat und 25 Tag, ist mit Tod verschieden den 12. 
Tag des Monats Januar im Jahr 1519. Der Allmdchtige 
geruhe der Seele seine gdttliche Barmherzigkeit gnddiglich 
mitzuteilen.' A study dated 1519 of Maximilian's hands 
holding the pomegranate for the Nuremberg version is in 
Vienna, Albertina (see Koschatzky and Strobl , 1971, no. 
115). For the Vienna painting see Thausing, ii , 1884, p. 
152; Stegma1m, 1901, p. 132; Wolfflin, 1905, p. 237; 
Flechsig, 1928-31, i, p. 413; Winkler, 1928, p. 68 ; 
Waetzoldt, 1935, p. 190; Tietze, 1937-38, ii, nos 725 , 726; 
Panofsky, 1943, i, p. 258, no. 61; Winkler, 1957, p. 269; 
Musper, 1965, under no. 35; Grate, 1965, p. 1 04; Benesch, 
1966, p. 136; Zampa and Ottino della Chiesa, 1968, nos 
157, 158; Oberhammer, 1969; Hofmann, 1971, p. 73 ; 
Anzelewsky, 1971, pp. 51, 85, no. 146; Anzelewsky, 1980, 
p. 202; Strieder, 1981, p. 76; Nuremberg, 1986, under no. 
140; Crawford Luber, 1991; Vienna, 1994a, pp. 82-85, no . 
7; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, pp. 1 13-14, no. 8. 

Fig. 152 

Maximilian I 
Albrecht Dtirer 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no . 825. 
panel 
74 x 61.5 cm. 
1519 
imperial collection 
Thausing, 1884, ii, p. 152; Stegmann, 190 I, p. 132; 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 11.5* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Checkli st 

Wolfflin, 1905, p. 237; Flechsig, 1928-31, i, p. 413; 
Wi11kler, 1928, p. 68; Waetzoldt, 1935, p. 190; Tietze, 
1937-38, ii , nos 725 , 726; Panofsky, 1943, i, p. 258, no. 61; 
Winkler, 1957, p. 269; Musper, 1965, under no. 35; Grate, 
1965, p. I 04; Benesch, 1966, p. 136; Zampa and Ottino 
della Chiesa, 1968, nos 157, 158; Oberhammer, 1969; 
Hofmann, 1971 , p. 73; Anzelewsky, 1971 , pp. 51 , 85, no. 
146; Anzelewsky, 1980, p. 202; Strieder, 1981 , p. 76; 
Nuremberg, 1986, under no. 140; Crawford Luber, 1991; 
Vienna, 1994a, pp. 82-85, no. 7; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, 
pp. 113-14, no. 8. 
Inscription: 'POTENTISSIMVS . MAXIMVS . ET . 
INVICTISSIMVS . CAESAR MAXIMILIANVS I QVI . 
CVNCTOS .SVI . TEMPORIS . REGES . ET . 
PRINCIPES IVSTICIA PRVDENCIA I 
MAGNANIMIT ATE . LIBERALIT ATE . PRAECIPVE . 
VERO . BELLICA . LAVDE . ET I ANIMI . 
FORTIDVDINE. SVPERA VJT. NATVS . EST. ANNO . 
SAL VTJS . HVMANAE I M . CCCC . LIX . DIE . 
MARCII . IX . VIXIT . ANNOS . LIX . MENSES . IX . 
DIES . XXV I DECESSIT . VERO . ANNO . M . D . XIX . 
MENSIS . IANV ARII . DIE . XII . QVEM DEVS I OPT. 
MAX . IN . NVMERVM. VIVENCIVM . REFERRE . 
VELIT' 

Fig. 153 

Maximilian I 
Hans Weiditz? after Albrecht Dtirer 
Vienna, Graphische Sammlung Albertina (inv. no . 
19341485) and elsewhere 
woodcut 
38.1x3 1.9 cm. 
c. 1520 
Bartsch, 1803-21, vii, p. 81, no. 153 ; Dodgson, 1903, i, pp. 
335-36, no. 141; Geisberg, 1911 , p. 241 , no. 4; Baldass, 
1913-14, p. 316; Geisberg, 1923-30, no. 1526; Meder, 
1932, pp. 235-37, no . 255; Panofsky, 1943, ii, p. 45, no . 
368; Hollstein, 1954- , vii, p. 206, no. 255; Vienna, 1959, p. 
131, no. 426; Innsbruck, 1969, p. 66, no. 258; Strauss, 
1980, pp. 543-47, no. 190; Mechelen, 1987, p. 60, no. 13; 
Innsbruck, 1992, no. 158; Baer, 1993, p. 164; Utrecht and 
's-Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 234, no. 169; Bonn and Vienna, 
2000, pp. 114-16, no. I 0. 
Inscription 'JMPERA TOR CAESAR DIVVS 
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Type Number: 11.6 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 11.7 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number·: 11.8 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 

Checklist 

MAXIMILIANVS PIVS FELIX AYGVSTVS' and 'Der 
Telir Furst Kayser Maximilianus ist auf dem xij tag des 
Jenners seins alters jm lix Jar seligklich von dyser Zeyt 
geschaiden. An no domini 1519'. 

Maximilian I 
Jost de Negker after Albrecht Dtirer 
Gotha, Museen der Stadt, Schlofimuseum, and elsewhere 
woodcut 
unknown 
c. 1520 
Geisberg, 1974, nos 956 and 727, 1526. 

Fig. 154 

111aximilian I 
Lucas van Leyden after Albrecht Dtirer 
Gotha, Museen der Stadt, Schlofimuseum, and elsewhere 
copper engravmg 
25.5 x 18.3 cm. 
c. 1520 
Rotterdam, Gonse, 1876, p. 528; 1938, no. 404; Gllick, 
1940, p. 21; Hollstein, 1947-, x, p. 192, no . 172; Hennus, 
1950, p. 92; Amsterdam, 1958, no. 201; Paris, 1959, no. 
133; Friedlander and Winkler, 1963, pp. 37-38, 76, no. 23 ; 
Rotterdam, 1969, i, no . 220; Vos, 1978, pp. 126, 130, 194, 
no. 224; Amsterdam, 1978, pp. 74-76, no . 118; Renger, 
1979, p. 62; Paris, 1980, p. 37, n.36; Florence and Paris, 
1980-81, pp. 148-50, no . I 03; Washington and New York, 
1983, p. 199, no. 74. 
A preparatory drawing survives (Paris, Institut Neerlandais, 
Fondation Custodia (Coil. F. Lugt), inv. no. 5140) . 

Fig. 155 

Maximilian I 
Anonymous after Albrecht Dtirer 
Braunschweig, Herzog Anton Ulrich-Museum, inv. no. 12 
panel 
44.5 x 34.5 cm. 
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Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 11.9 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 12.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 12.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 

c. 1520 
Acquired 1872. 

Checklist 

Riegel, 1900, p. 6; Baldass, 1913-14, p. 332; Innsbruck, 
1969, p. 149, no. 556; Herzog Anton Ulrich-Museum 
Braunschweig. Verzeichnis der Gemalde, 1969, p. I 02. 

Maximilian I 
Anonymous Netherlandish after Albrecht Di.irer 
unknown 
panel 
45.9 x 31.75 cm. 
c. 1520 
London, Christie's, Lincoln Sale, 31 March, 1929, lot 32. 

Fig. 105 

Maximilian I on his Deathbed 
Monogrammist AA 
Graz, Landesmuseum Joanneum, Alte Galerie, inv. no. 392. 
paper 
43 x 28 cm. 
1519 
Linz, Pastor Dr. R. Knabl; his gift 1874. 
Ba1dass, 1913-14, pp. 290-93; Suida, 1923, p. 33; 
Ankwicz-Kleehoven, 1937, pp. 59-67; Stange, 1964, p. 
122; Linz, 1965, p. 158, no. 383; Innsbruck 1969, p. 66, no. 
259; Biedermann, 1982, pp. 171-73; Campbell, 1990, pp. 
14, 194, no. 211; Innsbruck, 1992, pp. 365-66, no . 182; 
Toledo, 1992, pp. 459-60, no. 200. 
In addition to the copies below, a copy was recorded in an 
inventory of the collection of Elisabeth of Austria, Queen 
of France, taken on her death in 1592 (see Voltelini, 1894, 
cxvii (12154/104)). 

A1aximilian I on his Deathbed 
Anonymous 
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Location : 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date : 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 12.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

MAXIMILIAN 11 

Type Number: 1 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Checklist 

Innsbruck, Tiroler Landesmuseums Ferdinandeum, inv. no. 
3152 
panel 
45 x 33 cm. 
1519 
Copenhagen, art market, 1967. 
Innsbruck, 1969, p. 67, no. 260; Mechelen, 1987, pp. 6(). 
61 , no. 18; Utrecht and ' s-Hertogenbosch, 1993 , p. 53 , no. 
36. 
Inscription : ' UNO 1ST GESTORBN MIT JEDERMANS 
BETRIEBNUS ALS ER GELEBT 68 HAR 9 MONAT 
UNO 19 TAG BIS AUFN 12. JEN ER Ao 151 9' . 

Maximilian I on his Deathbed 
Anonymous 
Vienna, ONB, Cod . Vind. 3415 (Ehrenspiegel des Hauses 
Osterreich) 
manuscript illustration 
unknown 
1555 
imperial collection 

Made for Johann Jakob Fugger in 1555. 

Fig. 194 

Maximilian If as a Child 
Monogrammist ' BB ' 
Vaduz, Princely collection of Liechtenstein, inv. no. 950 
panel 
120 x 63 cm. 
1529 
unknown 
Baldass, 1940, p. 259; Fudickar, 1942, pp. 38-9, no. 50; 
Locher, 1962, pp. 37, 39; Bregenz, 1965, no . 5; Locher, 
1967, p. 60 ; Salzburg, 1969, p. 232; Froning, 1973, p. 52; 
van der Osten, 1973, pp. 251-52; Schloss Schallaburg, 
1974, no. 278;Yadu~ 1979, p. 36,no. 8;Baum~ar~ 1980, 
no . 126; Locher, 1985, p. 77; Kusche, 1991 , p. 19; 
Li.ibbeke, 1991, pp. 391-92; Locher, 1994, p. 289; Locher, 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 2.1* 

Subject: 
Atiist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

PHILIP THE FAIR 

Type Number: 1.1* 

1995, pp. 12-16; Locher, 1999, p. 220, no. 80. 

Fig. 176 

Maximilian If as a Child 
Jakob Seisenegger 

Checklist 

The Hague, Koninklijk Kabinet van Schilderijen, 
Mauritshuis, inv. no. 271 
panel 
43.4 x 34.4 cm. 
dated 1530 
The Hague, Mauritshuis 1821 as Leonardo da Vinci. 
FriedHinder, 1895; Gltick, 1934, p. 179; Locher, 1962, pp. 
90-1, no. 48. 
Inscription: 'MAXIMILIANUS FERDINANDJ 
HUNGARlE ET BOHEMl REGIS FILIUS PRIMO 
GENITUS ANNO 1530'. Part of a set with portraits of 
Anna of Austria and Elisabeth of Austria, in the same 
location. 

Maximilian 11 as a Child 
Workshop of Jakob Seisenegger 
Brussels, Royal collection 
panel 
39 x 33 cm. cm. 
1532? 
Turnhout, Mary of Austria, 1556, no. 27 ('Ung tableau de 
l 'effigie apres le vyf du premier jils du Roi des Romains, 
don Fernand [presumably this should be Maximilian}, 
tenant une pomme en une main et en l 'autre une dague a 
manche, paincte jaulne et noir'); royal collection 
Locher, 1962, p. 99, no. 101 and p. 97, no. 85. 
Paired with a portrait of Anna of Austria in the same 
location. 

Fig. 18 
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Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Numbet·: 1.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type N urn bet·: 1.3 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Philip the Fair ·with a Hunting Falcon 
Master of the Princely Portraits 

Checklist 

Paris, Musee de la Chasse et de la Nature (on extended loan 
from the Musee du Louvre), inv . no. RF 1969-18. 
panel 
27 x 17.5 cm. 
c. 1493 
Paris, Tudor-Wilkinson collection; Paris, Hotel Drouot, 
sale no. I 0, 3 July 1969, lot 76. 
Friedlander, 1967-76, xii , p. 94 , no. 31 (as by the Master of 
the Magdalen Legend) ; Perier-D'Ieteren, 1990, pp. 2-19 (as 
by the Master of the Princely Portraits). 

Philip the Fair ·with a Hunting Falcon 
anonymous after Master of the Princely Portraits 
unknown 
panel 
unknown 
after c. 1493 
Paris, Montferrand collection 
Maquet-Tombu, 1929, p. 281 ; Wescher, 1941 , p. 275, and 
Friedlander, 1967-76, xii , p. 94, no . 31 a. 
Erroneously attributed to the Master of the Magdalen 
Legend in the literature. An inferior copy of the work by 
the Master ofthe Princely Portraits. 

Fig. 17 

One wing of the Melbourne Triptych, 
Master of the Princely Portraits 
Melbourne, National Gallery of Victoria, inv. no. 1247/3. 
panel 
113 x 37.2 cm. 
c. 1492 
Vienna, F. J. Gsell, by 1886; his sale, Vienna, Georg Plach, 
14 Mar. 1872, lot 215 (as Memling). Bt Sedelmeyer; 
London, Lady Leyland, until 1922; bt National Gallery of 
Victoria, 1922. 
Hoff and Oavies, 1971; Perier-0 ' Ieteren, 1986; Perier-
0 'Ieteren, 1990; Perier-0 'Ieteren, 1994b; Perier-D 'Ieteren, 
1995. 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 2.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments : 

Type Number: 2.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments : 

Type Number: 3.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Fig. 19 

Philip the Fair 
Master of the Princely Portraits 
's-Heerenberg, Stichting Huis Bergh, inv. no . 740. 
panel 
24.5 x 15.5 cm. 
c. 1495 
Earl ofNorthbrook collection. 

Checklist 

Onghena, 1959, pp. 78-80, no . 6; Bruges, 1992, p. 73 , no. 
46. 

Philip the Fair 
After the Master of the Princely Portraits 
Arras, Bibliotheque Municipale, MSS, 266, fol. 67 (Recueil 
d ' Arras) 
drawing 
unknown 
sixteenth century 
unknown 
Maquet-Tombu, 1929, p. 284; Ghent, 1955, no . 316; 
Onghena, 1959, pp. 198-200, no . 88. 

Fig. 23 

Philip the Fair 
Pieter van Coninxloo? 
Paris, Musee du Louvre, inv. no. R.F.2085 
panel 
41.8 x 26.8 cm. 
c. 1490-1500 
Acquired in 1828. 
Maquet-Tombu, 1929, pp. 282-84; Michel , 1953, pp. I 03-
05, no . 2202 b; FriedUinder, 1967-76, iv, p. 81 , no. 83b. 
Of the group this and the version at Banbury are of an 
equally excellent standard . 
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Type Number: 3.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 3.3 * 

Subject: 
Atiist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 3.4* 

Subject: 
Artist: 

Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Fig. 24 

Phdip the Fair 
Pieter van Coninxloo? 
Banbury, Upton House (National Trust) 
panel 
40 x 28 cm. 
c . 1490-1500 

Checklist 

London , C. Ho11ingworth-Magniac collection (sold 
London, Christie ' s, 2 July 1892, lot 75, as Flemish School); 
bt. Donaldson; London, Christie's, E. Steinkopff sale, 24 
May 1935, lot 73 , as by Coninxloo: bt. by Martin for Lord 
Bearsted. 
Onghena, 1959, pp. 82-3, no. 8; St. John Gore, 1964, pp. 
50-1; Riviere, 1987, ii , p. 433 , no. 8 (as by Bernard van der 
Stoct). 
Of the group this and the version at Paris are of an equally 
excellent standard. 

Fig. 56 

Philip the Fair 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
Vienna, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, Codex 
Vindobonensis 2606. fol. 82v. 
manuscript illumination 
28.4 x 21 cm. 
c. 1519 
imperial collection 
Innsbruck, 1969, p. 18, no. 39. 

Philip the Fair 
Anonymous Netherlandish (Master of the Guild of St 
George?) 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), inv . no. 4449 
panel 
36.5 x 27 cm. 
c. 1500 
imperial collection 
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Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 3.5* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 4* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 5* 

Subject: 

Checkli st 

Tombu, I 930, p. I 90; Onghena, I 959, no . 94; Innsbruck, 
1969, p. 27, no. 94; Friedlander, 1967-1976, p. 94, no. 32; 
Riviere, 1987, ii, p. 463 , no . 20 (as by Jacques van 
Lathem); Ghent, 1999, p. 169, no . 8. 

Philip the Fair 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
Collection of Her Majesty, Queen of Great Britain 
panel 
36.5 x 27 cm. 
c. 1500 
royal collection (Whitehall , Henry VIII coli , I 542 and I 547 
inventories) and thence by descent. 
Tombu, 1929, pp. 258-91 ; Onghena, 1959, pp. 93-5 ; 
Friedlander, 1967-76, iv, no. 83a; Campbell , 1985 , pp . 127-
8, no . 80. 

Fig. 30 

Philip the Fair 
Juan de Flandes 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no . 3872 
panel 
36.3 x 25.4 cm. (painted area 30 x 29.5 cm.) , 
1506? 
Imperial collection 
Gluck, I 93 I , pp. 31 5-16; Haverkamp-Begemann, 1952, p. 
241; Onghena, pp. 9 I -92, no . IS; Bermejo, I 962, pp. 24, 
45, no. 46; Demus, Klauner, and Schtitz, 1981, p. 178; 
Bermejo and Portus, 1988, pp. 14, 93 , no. 48 ; Innsbruck, 
1992, p. 379, no. 192; Toledo, 1992, pp. 420-21 , no. I 56 ; 
Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p. 122, no. 21 ; Toledo , 2000, p. 
I 80, no. 3. 

The Members of the Serment de la Grande Arbalete of 
Mechelen, with Phi lip I of Castile in the guise of St. George 
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Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 6.1 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 6.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Checklist 

Master of the G ui Id of St George 
Antwerp, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, IIW . 

no. 818 
panel 
105 x 174 cm. 
c. 1500 
Purchased by the museum, 1903 . 
See Friedlander, 1967-76, IV , p. 84, no . 1 07; 
Vandenbroeck, 1985, pp. 84-90 . 

Philip the Fair 
Follower of Bernard Striegel 
unknown 
panel? 
30 x 25 cm. 
c. 1516 or later 
London, Christie 's, Walsingham Abbey Sale, 25 November 
192l , lot57. 

Derives from or is related to Philip ' s portrait in the Family 
of Maximilian I (see Checklist, Group, no . 8.1 ) . See the 
photograph at London, Courtauld Institute of Art, Witt 
library. An independent portrait like this is mentioned in an 
inventory taken after 12 January 1659 of the palace at 
Brussels as '42 Un retrato a lo natural de Felipe el 
Hermose con un bonete rogo debago del sombrero': see 
Brussels, 1955, p. 438. 

Philip the Fair 
Follower of Bernard Striegel 
unknown 
panel? 
unknown 
c. 1516 or later 
London, Cracker Art Gallery, 1968. 

Derives from or is related to Philip ' s portrait in the Family 
of Maximilian I (see Checklist, Group, no. 8.1 ). See the 
photograph at London, Courtauld Institute of Art, Witt 
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Type Number: 6.3 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 6.4 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Checklist 

library. An independent portrait like this is mentioned in an 
inventory taken after 12 January 1659 of the palace at 
Brussels as '42 Un retrato a lo natural de Felipe el 
Hermose con un bonete rogo debago del sombrero': see 
Brussels, 1955, p. 438. 

Philip the Fair 
Juan Pantoja de la Cruz(?) after Bernard Striegel 
Madrid, Institute de Valencia de Don Juan 
canvas 
124 x 97 cm. 
1614? 
Painted for Palacio del Pardo Spanish royal collection. 
Sanchez Canton, 1923, p. 4, no . I ; Lapuerta Montoya, 
2000, pp. 29, 32 
Loosely derived from Philip ' s portrait in the Family of 
Maximilian I. 

Philip the Fair 
Anonymous after Bernard Striegel 
unknown 
canvas 
59 x 45 cm. 
I i 11 century? 
Duke of Anhalt collection 
Exhibited at Bruges, 'Toison d'Or' exhibition, 1907, no. 
79, as Guillaime de Croy. 
Derives from or is related to Philip's portrait in the Family 
of Maximilian I. Extended into a full-length and paired with 
a copy ofTitian's Charles V with a Baton. 

RUDOLF I OF HABSBURG 

Type Number: 1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Fig. 4 

Tomb of Rudolf I of Habsburg 
Hans Knoderer 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Sammlung ftlr Plastik 
und Kunstgewerbe, inv. no. P9. 
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Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

watercolour on canvas 
unknown 
c. 1500 
imperial collection 
Innsbruck, 1969, p. 163, no. 60 I. 

Checklist 

UNDETERMINED SITTER 

Type Number: 1 

Subject: 

Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

GROUP PORTRAITS 

Type Number: 1 

Fig. 67 

One of the Daughters of Philip the Fair and Joanna I of 

Spain as a Child 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
unknown 
panel 
22.5 x 19 cm. 
c. 1505-10 
London, Dowdeswell; Vienna, Figdor collection, 1930 

Die Sammlung Dr. Albert Figdor. Wien (Sale Catalogue), 

1930, iii, no. 49; Wescher, 1941, p. 272 ; Friedlander, 1967-

76, iv, p. 65 , xii , p. 94, no. 35. 
According to the catalogue for the Figdor collection sale 

the background is blue. On the rear a label with the mark of 

the collection of the Barons van Buttjings (?). 

Charles V or Ferdinand I 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
Cologne, Museum fUr angewandte Kunst, inv. no. KGM A 

1057. 
panel 
27 x 22 cm. 
c. 1515-25 
Munich, Heinrich Teodor Hoch collection; Munich, 

Wilhelm Clemens collection; his gift 1919. 

Hill er and Vey, 1969, p.1 03 (as Charles V). 

Fig. 14 
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Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 2 

Subject: 
Atiist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 3 

Subject: 

Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

A1aximilian I and Mary of Burgundy 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
Bruges, Bisschoppelijk Seminarie 
panel 
135 x 67 cm . 
dated 1480 
Ter Dunen Abbey . 
Baldass, 19 I 3-14, pp. 249-50. 

Checklist 

Emperor Maximilianl and Empress Bianca Maria Sforza 
Anonymous Tyrolean after Ambrogio de Predis 
Meran, City Collection 
panel 
51.5 x 68 cm. 
sixteenth century 
unknown 
Innsbruck, I 969, pp. 24, no. 73. 
The portrait of Maximilian is similar to that on the coinage 
by Gian Marco Cavalli made in Hall from 1506. 

Fig. 15 and Fig. I 6 

(I) Phi lip the Fair and (2) A1argaret of Austria 
(dismembered diptych) 
Anonymous Netherlandish 
I. Philadelphia, Museum of Philadelphia, Johnson 
Collection, inv. no. 1175. 
2. Musee National du Chateau de Versailles, inv. no . 3096 
panel 
29.2 x 24.1 cm. and 29 x 30 cm. each 
1483 
I . Brussels, Cardon collection 1883-6?; Haro 1908?; 
acquired by Philadelphia Museum of Art, 1914. 2. Charles 
X, 1828; Revoil collection. 
Wauters, I 9 I 4, was the first to note that the portraits of 
Philip and Margaret were originally a pair. Also see 
Demonts, 1925, p. 233; Gli.ick, 1931, p. 316; Winkler, 
1932, pp. 129-33 (established the identification of the pair 
in the 1516 and 1524-25 inventories of Margaret of 
Austria's collection); Adhemar, 1937; Wescher, 1941, pp. 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 4.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 4.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Checklist 

272, 275 (as the Master of the Joseph Sequence); Michel , 
1953, p. 83; Ghent, 1955, no. 129 (portrait of Margaret); 
Onghena, 1959, pp. 69-74, nos I and 2; Friedlander, 1967-
76, xii , pp. 93-94, no. 30 (as Master of the Magdalen 
Legend) ; Innsbruck, 1969, pp. 52-53 , no . 204 (portrait of 
Margaret) ; John G. Johnson collection. Catalogue of 
Flemish and Dutch Paintings, 1972, p. 57, no . 175; 
Prevenier and Blockmans, 1986, p. 207; Scott, Hess Dugan 
and Paschetto, 1994, p. 74; Eichberger and Beaven, 1993 , 
p. 243. 

Fig. 21 

Philip the Fair and Margaret of Austria, 
Workshop ofPieter van Coninxloo?, 
London, National Gallery, inv. no. 2613 
panel 
23.5 x 15.5 cm. each 
ea. 1493-95 
Rome, Prince Mario Chigi Albani della Rovere; London, 
Agnew's, 1904; London, George Salting; his bequest to the 
NG, 1910. 
Roblot-Delondre, 1913, pp. 8-10 and 153; Maquet-Tombu, 
1929, p. 284; Maquet-Tombu, 1930, p. 193; Wescher, 
1941 , p. 276; Davies, 1968, pp. 146-50; and Dunkerton, 
Foister, G01·don, and Penny, 1991 , p. 92; Campbell, 1998, 
pp. 110-15. 
Presumably derives from lost originals of the sitters. The 
portrait of Philip may derive from the picture of Philip at 
Paris (see Checklist, no. 3.1). 

Fig. 22 

Philip the Fair and Mm·gm·et of Austria 
Anonymous after Pieter van Coninxloo? 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), inv. nos 4446, 4447 
panel 
36 x 22 cm. each, 
c. 1490 
imperial collection 
Gllick, 1905a, p. 227; Maquet-Tombu, 1929, p. 284; 
Maquet-Tombu, 1930, p. 257; Wescher, 1941 , p. 275; 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 4.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 4.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Checklist 

272, 275 (as the Master of the Joseph Sequence); Michel, 
1953, p. 83; Ghent, 1955, no. 129 (portrait of Margaret); 
Onghena, 1959, pp. 69-74, nos I and 2; Friedlander, 1967-
76, xii , pp. 93-94, no. 30 (as Master of the Magdalen 
Legend); Innsbruck, 1969, pp. 52-53 , no. 204 (portrait of 
Margaret) ; John G. .Johns·on collection. Catalogue of 
Flemish and Dutch PainNngs, 1972, p. 57, no. 175 ; 
Prevenier and Blockmans, 1986, p. 207 ; Scott, Hess Dugan 
and Paschetto, 1994, p. 74; Eichberger and Beaven, 1993 , 
p. 243 . 

Fig. 21 

Philip the Fair and Mm·gm·et of Austria, 
Workshop of Pieter van Coninx1oo?, 
London, National Gallery, inv. no . 261 3 
panel 
23.5 x 15.5 cm. each 
ea. 1493-95 
Rome, Prince Mario Chigi Albani della Rovere ; London, 
Agnew's, 1904; London, George Salting; hi s bequest to the 

NG, 1910. 
Roblot-Delondre, 1913, pp. 8-10 and 153; Maquet-Tombu, 
1929, p. 284; Maquet-Tombu, 1930, p. 193; Wescher, 
1941 , p. 276; Davies, 1968, pp. 146-50; and Dunkerton, 
Foister, G01·don, and Penny, 1991 , p. 92; Camp bell , 1998, 
pp.l10-15 . 
Presumably derives from lost originals of the sitters. The 
portrait of Philip may derive from the picture of Philip at 
Paris (see Checklist, no. 3.1 ). 

Fig. 22 

Philip the Fair and Mm·gm·et of Austria 
Anonymous after Pieter van Coninxloo? 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), inv. nos 4446, 4447 
panel 
36 x 22 cm. each, 
c. 1490 
imperial collection 
Gltick, 1905a, p. 227; Maquet-Tombu, 1929, p. 284; 
Maquet-Tombu, 1930, p. 257; Wescher, 1941 , p. 275 ; 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 5* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 6.1 * 

Subject: 

Artist: 
Location: 

Checklist 

Onghena, 1959, p. 112, no. 32; Ghent, 1955, no. 127; 
Mechelen, 1958, no. 79; Bourg-en-Bresse, 1958, no. 5; 
Bruges, 1962, no. 62; Mechelen, 1973, no. 303; Heinz and 
Schi.itz, 1982, pp. 57-58; Utrecht and 's-Hertogenbosch, 
1993, p. 22; Innsbruck, 1992, p. 373 , no. 186; and 
Eichberger and Beaven, 1995, p. 243 . 
Presumably derives from lost originals of the sitters. The 
portrait of Philip may derive from the picture of Philip at 
Paris (see Checklist, no . 3 .I). 

Fig. 25 

Zierikzee triptych 
Master of the Joseph Sequence 
Brussels, Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, inv. 
nos2405,4168,2406 
panel 
125 x 48 cm. (wings), 126 x 105 cm.(centre), 124 x 47 cm., 
c. 1500 
Zierikzee (Zeeland), Town Hall, 1731. 
Maeterlinck, 1908 (first relates the portraits to the central 
panel of a dismembered altarpiece of the Last Judgement in 
Brussels); Demonts, 1925; Kaines Smith, 1949; Dijon, 
1951 , nos 34-35; Terlinden, 1954, p. 46; Ghent, 1955, no. 
66; Toledo, 1958, nos 65-66; Leuven and Utrecht, 1959, 
pp. 159-60, nos 228, 230; FriedHinder, 1967-76, iv, pp. 63-
65, 81, no. 82 (attributes the panels to the Master of the 
Joseph Sequence (Master of Afflighem Abbey)/Jacob van 
Lathem); Onghena, 1959, p. 122-26, no. 36; Bruges, 1969, 
no. 59 (as by the Master of St Lieven); Pauwels, Roberts
Jones, Laureyssens, Heesterbeek-Bert, Pacco, Wilde, and 
Bussers, 1988, pp. 26-27; Camp bell, 1990, pp. I 0 l-03, 128, 
236, no. 121. 
The triptych includes potiraits of Phi lip the Fair and Joanna 
of Aragon-Castile. Joanna's portrait is related to a lost 
original known through copies (see Checklist, no. I). 

Fig. 61 

Charles V, Eleanor of Austria, Isabel of Austria as 
Children 
Master of the Guild of St George 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), inv. no. 4452. 
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Media: 
Dimensions: 

Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 6.2 

Subject: 

Artist: 

Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Checklist 

panel, triptych 
each 36.5 x 18 cm. with frame, 31.5 x 14 cm. without 
frame 
1502 
Perhaps in the collection of Margaret of Austria in 1516: 
'Ung petit tableau! a trois feuilletz du roy et de madame 
Lyenor it Ysabeaul, ses seurs, quant ilz estoient bien 
josnes' (see Le Glay, 1839, ii , p. 482; and Le Glay, 
Dehaisnes, and Finot, 1863-1906, iv, p. 212) ; imperial 
collection. 
Gli.ick, 1905a, p. 227; Maquet-Tombu, 1930, p. 257; Gli.ick, 
1937, p. 165; Vienna, 1958, p. 14, no. 40; Bruges, 1962, 
pp. 156-57, no. 82; Mechelen, 1973, no. 304; Perier
D ' Ieteren, 1973-74, p. I 05; Heinz and Schi.itz, 1982, pp. 
61-62, no. 19; Innsbruck, 1992, p. 389, no. 204; Utrecht 
and 's-Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 42, no. 19; Bonn and 
Vienna, 2000, p. 131, no . 34. 
Inscriptions: ' Madame Leonora En laige de iiii ans ', ' due 
Charles En laige de deux ans et demi' arx:l 'Madame 
Ysabiau en laige de ung a et iii mois.' 

Fig. 62 

Charles V, Eleanor of Austria, Isabel of Austria as 
Children 
Anonymous English after the Master of the Guild of St 
George 
Location unknown (formerly London, Sotheby ' s, 12 
November 1997, lot 14), 
panel (triptych) 
38 x 61 cm. each 
1506 
Poss. given to Henry VII by Philip the Fair; bought c. 1869 
from Willson's Curiosity Shop in the Strand by Evelyn 
Philip Shirley M. P. , of Ettington Park, Warwickshire; 
Sellawis Evelyn Shirley, his son; bought c.l949 by Lord 
Leigh and thence by descent until sold by the Trustees of 
the Stoneleigh Settlement, London, Christie's, 20 
November, 1981 , lot 84; Mr. Chalaners Goodlin; London, 
Sotheby', 12 November 1997, lot 16; London, Sotheby's, 
21 March 2002, lot 5. 
Scharf, 1869, pp. 245-57; Kaines Smith, 1949, pp. 97-98; 
and Campbell, 1985, p. xxi. 
Both Scharf and Kaines Smith suggest the triptych 
presented by Philip the Fair to Henry VII on the investiture 
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Type Number·: 7 

Subject: 

Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 8.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Checklist 

of the Prince of Wales (Henry VIII) \·vith the Order of the 
Golden Fleece at Windsor on 9 February 1506. It is 
unlikely that the painting was brought to England 
intentionally as Philip arrived by accident in England (Jan
Mar 1506). Therefore probably a copy of an original in 
Philip 's possession. Kaines Smith suggests mispellings of 
'Leonara' and 'Ysabeau' indicate an English author. 

Fig. 63 

Charles V, Ferdinand I, Eleanor of Austria, lmbel of 
Austria, Mmy of Austria, and Catherine of Austria as 
Children 
Master of the Guild of St George 
Location unknown 
panel , diptych 
29 x 17 cm. each. 
c. 1507 
Cm·don Collection; Fetis Sale, 1909; Brussels, Mme. F. 
Franchomme, in 1935 ; Toledo, Museo de Santa Cruz. 
Roblot-Delondre, 1913, p. 19; Brussels, 1935, no. 162; 
Ghent, 1955, no . 130; Leuven and Utrecht, 1959, p. 134, 
no. 189; Hilger, 1969, pp. 12-13, 143 , no . I ; Davies, 1968, 
p. 149, n. 9; Brouwer, 1978, p. 96; Bourg-en-Bresse, 1981 , 
p. 82. 

Fig. 40 

Family of Maximilian I 
Bernard Striegel 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no . 832. 
panel 
72.5 x 60 cm. 
1516 
imperial collection 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 832. See 
Baldass, 1913-14, pp. 273-77; Weizinger, 1914, p. 142, no. 
22; Ba1dass, 1923, no. 16; Gltick, 1946, p. 77; Vienna, 
1958, pp. 15-16, no. 43; Rettich, 1959, p. 165 ; Ankwicz
Kleehoven, 1959, p. 191; Mackowitz, 1960, pp. 31-32; 
Otto, 1964, pp. 67 and 101, no. 57; Stange, 1967-78, ii, no. 
948; Hilger, 1969, pp. 143-4, no . 3; Thtimmel, 1980; 
Campbell, 1990, p. 137; Bonn and Vienna, 2000, p. 113, 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 8.2 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 8.3* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Checkli st 

no. 6. 
Includes portraits of Maximilian I, Mary of Burgundy (?) , 

Philip the Fair, Charles V, and Louis 11 of Hu.ngary. At 

some point the painting was acquired by Johannes 

Cuspinian who commissioned a radical and unprecedented 

transformation. On the reverse side was painted a portrait 

of the main branch of the Holy Kinship while on a second 

panel (now privately owned) his own family was portrayed 

as another branch of the Holy Kinship. In the Vienna 

portrait Maximilian is identified as Cleophas, the Virgin 's 

brother-in-law; on the other half of the diptych Cuspinian 

was depicted as Zebedee, his wife as Mary Salome and 

their sons as Sts .Tames the Great and John the Evangelist. 

For a discussion of this and alternative datings for the 

modification see Ankwicz-Kieehoven, 1959, p. 191 ; and 

Thi.immel, 1980. 

Family of Maximilian/ 
Anonymous after Bernard Striegel 

Paris, Private Collection. 

panel 
72.5 x 60cm. 
after c. 15 15 
Brussels, Jean Asselberghs collection, 1968. 

See Ankwicz-Kleehoven, 1959, p. 191; Otto, 1964, p. I 0 I ; 

Stange, 1967-78, ii , p. 216, no. 948a; Innsbruck, 1969, pp. 

148-49, no. 553; Hilger, 1969, p. 144, no. 3b; Nuremburg, 

1983, no. 237; Utrecht and ' s-Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 30. 

Family of Maximilianl 
Anonymous after Bernard Striegel 
Madrid, Museo de la Real Academia de Bellas Artes de 

San Fernando, inv. no. 856. 

panel 
73 x 60 cm. 
after c. 1515 
unknown 
Toledo, 1958, p. 111 , no . 129; Hilger, 1969, p. 144, no. 3a; 

Antwerp, 1995, p. 278; El Escorial, 1998, p. 469, no. 42. 
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Comments: 

Type Number: 8.4 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 8.5 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 9* 

Subject: 

Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Family of Maximilian I 
Anonymous after Bernard Striegel 
Versailles, Musee 
miniature 
unknown 
I 9th century 
unknown 
Hilger, 1969, p. 144, no. 3c. 

Family of Maximilian I 
Anonymous after Bernard Striegel 
Burg Kreuzenstein 
miniature 
unknown 
I 9th century 
unknown 
Hilger, 1969, p. 144, no. 3d. 

Fig. 95 

Checklist 

Legend of Notre-Dame du Sablon (includes portraits of 
Mm·gm-et of Austria, Philip the Fair, Philibert of Savoy, 
Charles V, Eleanor of Austria, Mmy of Austria, Ferdinand 
I, Isabel of Austria) 
Design by Bernard van Orley 
Brussels, Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, inv. 
no.3153. 
tapestry 
355 x 545 cm., 
after c. 1515 
unknown 
Crick-Kuntziger, 1930; Crick-Kuntziger, 1942; Crick
Kuntziger, 1956, pp. 32-35, no. 15; d'Hulst, 1960, pp. 139-
46, no. 17; Brussels, 1976, pp. 85-99, no. 23; Ainsworth, 
1982, pp. 35-39; Cahen-Delhaye, et. al, 1989, p. 79; Bourg-
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Comments: 

Type Number: 10* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 11.1 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Checkli st 

en-Bresse, 1981, pp. 86-89, no. 62; Utrecht and ' s
Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 36; Valladolid, 1998, pp. 270-71, 

no. 76. 
The attribution of the overall design of the tapestry to Van 
Orley has been questioned: see Dhanens, 1945-48; and 
Arnout Balis in Ghent, 1999a, pp. 200-0 I, no. 51. 

Fig. 124 

Wedding ~Medal of Ferdinand I and Anna of Hungary 
Attributed to Hans Daucher after Hans Schwarz 
Examples are at Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
Munzkabinett, and elsewhere. 
medal, bronze 
5.3 cm. diam. 
1523 
Herrgott, 1752-72, 11 , ii , pl.J I6; Domanig, 1896, no. 72; 
Habich, 1903, p. 14; Habich, 1929-34, I, i, no. 63 , fig. ix. l; 
Hilger, 1969, p. 176, no . 167. 
Numerous versions derive from the type (see Checklist, no. 

5). 

Fig. 6 

Maximilian I and Charles V 
Anonymous South German Artist after Hans Schwarz 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Kunstkammer, inv. no. 

4405 
alabaster relief 
8.3 x 11 cm. 
1529 
imperial collection 
For the relief illustrated see Braun, 1918, pp. 90-2; 
Bernhart, 1919, pp. 14, 41, no. 35; Bange, 1928, p. 39 ; 
Gaettens, 1957, p. 39; Vienna, 1958, p. 25, no. 54;Katalog 
der Sammlung fiir Plastik und Kunstgewerbe, 1966, ii , p. 
52, no. 272; Augsburg, 1980, ii, p. 149, no . 494; Innsbruck, 
1992, p. 398, no. 216; Neumann, 1997, p. 55; Ghent, 
1999~p.275,no. 163;Bonn,2000,p. 319,no.354. 
Inscription: 'MAXIMIL(IANI) AVG(VSTI) LIX I 
IMP(ERA TORIS) CAES(ARIS) KAROLI A VG(VSTI) I 
M.C.XXIX'. Charles' image follows Schwarz's portrait 

medal. 
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Type Number: 11.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 13* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 14* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 
Comments : 

Type Number: 15.1 * 

Fig. 127 

Meeting of Charles V and Ferdinand I 
Hans Daucher 
New York, Pierpont Morgan Library , 
stone relief 
17 .3 x 21.9 cm. 
c. 1522 

Checklist 

Meiningen, Dobner coli; Cologne, Opeenheim coli; 

Cologne, Felix coli. 
Hilger, 1969, pp. 169-70, no . 131; Toledo 1992, p. 436. 
Charles ' image follows Schwarz's p011rait medal. 

Fig. 139 

Anna of Hungary and Mmy of Austria 
Erhard Schon? after Hans Maler 
Nuremburg, Germanisches Nationalmuseum 
(inv.GS.l280) , Munich, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, and 

elsewhere. 
woodcuts 
15.2 x 11.8 cm. each. 
dated 1519 
Geisberg, 1924-30, nos 1279, 1280; Lubbeke, 1991 , pp. 

198-20 I. 
Printed by Wolfgang Resch at Nuremburg. Shows the 
sitters in architectural frames. As Lubbeke notes, the hands 
have 'been altered to depict a gesture as in speaking.' 

Ferdinand I and Anna of Hungmy 
Erhard Schon? after Hans Maler or Hans Schwarz 
Vienna, Albet1ina, and elsewhere. 
woodcuts 
26.6 x 39.2 cm. 
after 1526 
Geisberg, 1924-30, no. 1276; Hilger, 1969, p. 159, no . 72. 
Printed by Hans Wanderer. Ferdinand's image follows the 
1523 medal (see Checklist, Group, no. 1 0) . 

Fig. 162 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography : 
Comments: 

Type Number: 15.2* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 

Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 16* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 17 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 

Charles V and Isabella of Portugal 
Jan Mane 
Gaasbeek, Kasteel, inv. no. 0432 
Alabaster relief in gilded wooden frame 
53 x 56.5 cm. 
dated 1526 but probably after 1529 
unknown 
Gllick, 1933a, p. 198 ; and Bernis, 1962, pp. 64-65. 

Charles V and Isabella of Portugal 
Jan Mane 
Toledo, Museo de Sellas Artes 
bronze 
53 x 56.5 cm. 

Checkli st 

Although the example at Gaasbeek is dated 1526 this IS 

presumably a more recent copy. 
unknown 

Fig. 158 

Francis I and Eleanor of Austria, 
Anonymous English 
Collection of HM the Queen of Great Britain, inv. no. 321. 
panel 
81 x 56 cm. 
after 1530 
Royal collection. 
Campbell, 1990, pp. 206-07, no. 224. 

Fig. 160 

Charles V and Henry VIII 
anonymous 
Private collection 
panel 
90 x 60 cm. 
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Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 18 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 19 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 20* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Checklist 

1520s 
James West, Stratford on Avon, Alscot Park, 
Warwickshire; by descent to Captain W. R. West. 
Louvain and Utrecht, 1959, p. 239, no. 313 (as Charles V 
and Francis I); Greenwich, 1991, p. 56, no. V .1. 

Fig. 161 

Charles V and Ferdinand I 
anonymous 
unknown 
panel 
38 x 29.2 cm. each 
dated 1526 
Herbert Norris, 1930. 
Connoisseur, lxxxvi, 350, Oct. 1930, p. 251 (no. 799). 
Presumably copies after lost originals by an anonymous 

artist. 

Fig. 163 

Charles V and Jsabella of Portugal 
J an V ermeyen 
Thatcham, William Me1ion collection 

panel 
29.8 x 24.1 cm. each 
bef. 1529 
Knole, Lord Sackville collection; Chester, Edward Peter 
Jones Collection; his sale, London, Sotheby's, June 14 
1961, lot 123 (size given as 11-3/4 x 9-1/2 in.); bt. Sir 
Thomas K. Merton in 1964; by descent to his son William. 
London, 1930-31, nos 18 and 20; Gluck, 1933a, p. 198, pi. 
xvi; Leuven and Utrecht, 1959, p. 238, no. 311; 
FriedHinder, 1967-76, xii, p. 89, pi. 214A; Horn, 1989, i, 
pp. 8, 60-61, n.50, nos A14a and Al4b. 
Charles has long hair. Several anonymous copies follow the 
portrait types (see Checklist, nos 16.1 and 16.2). 

Fig. 180 

Charles V and Jsabella of Portugal 
Anonymous after Jan Vermeyen 
's-Heerenberg, Stichting Huis Bergh, inv. nos 86 and 87 
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Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 
Comments: 

Type Number: 21 * 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 22* 

Subject: 

Atiist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 

Bibliography: 

Comments: 

panel (diptych) 
16 x 17 cm. each 
after 1529 

Checklist 

Bt in London, Asscher and Koetser, 30 October 1923. 

Charles has short hair. lsabel's image is the same as 111 

Group Portrait Type 18 above. 

Fig. 188 

Charles V and Ferdinand I 
Christoffel Bockstorffer 
Examples survive at Madrid (Biblioteca Nacional), Vienna, 
Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, and elsewhere. 

copper engravmg 
20.3 x 27.8 cm. 
c. 1530 
Bmisch, 1803-21, viii, p. 294, no. 3; Hollstein, 1954-, iv, p. 
133, no. 5; Ghent, 1955, no. 262; Toledo, 1958, no. 215; 
Muller Hofstede, 1967, pp. 75-76; Hilger, 1969, pp. 51, 
161, no. 84; Madrid, 1993, p. 57, n.40; Bodart, 2000; 

Toledo, 2000, p. 301 , no . 107. 
The portrait of Ferdinand seems to derive from one of Jan 

Vermeyen's portraits. 

Fig. 191 

Charles V, Isabella of Portugal, Ferdinand I, and Anna of 

Hungary 
Hans Kels the Elder 
Hamburg, Museum fur Kunst und Gewerbe, inv .1891.280 

wood 
8 cm. diam 
dated 1537 
Hamburg, F.W. Martienssen, 1891; purchased by Museum 
ftir Kunst und Gewerbe, 1891. 
Habich, 1929-34, l, i, no. 772; Hilger, 1969, pp. 62, 65, no. 
145; Rasmussen, 1975, pp. 89-90, no. 12; Augsburg, 1980, 
no. 549; Brinckmann, 1984, p. 714; Utrecht and s'
Hertogenbosch, 1993, p. 30, no. 13; Toledo, 2000, p. 306, 

no. 113. 
The figure of Charles follows Amberger's prototype (see 

Checklist, no. 20.3). 
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Type Number: 23* 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location : 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 24 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions : 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 25 

Subject: 
Atiist: 
Location: 

Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Charles V, Ferdinand I and Maximilianl 
Hans Kels the Elder 

Checklist 

Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Sammlung fiir Plastik 
und Kunstgewerbe, inv. no. 4251 . 
wood 
8.4 cm. 
dated 1540 
imperial collection 
Kenner, 1886, pp. 4, 7-8; Brinckmann, 1894, p. 716; 
Domanig, 1896, no. 32; Schlosser, 1910, ii, p. 8; Baldass, 
1913-14, p. 321 ; Bernhart, 1919, no. 49; Habich, 1929-34, 
1/ i, no. 785; Hilger, 1969, pp. 65, 172-73, no. 146. 
The figure of Charles follows Amberger's prototype (see 

Checklist, no. 20). 

Charles V, Maximilianl and Ferdinand I 
Anonymous South German 
Vienna, Schatz des Deutschen Ordens 

medal 
unknown 
after 1530 
unknown 
Domanig, 1907, no . 113; Bernhart, 1919, no. 42; Habich, 
1929-34, l/i , no. 798; Hilger, 1969, pp. 64, 171, no. 141. 
Charles' image derives from Amberger's prototype (see 

Checklist, no. 20). 

Charles V and Ferdinand I 
Veit or Hans Kels the Elder 
MUnchen, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, mv. no. R489, 

and elsewhere. 
medal 
4 .5 cm. 
after 1530 
Bernhati, 1919, no. 47; Habich, 1929-34, lli , p. 117; Hilger, 

1969, pp. 65 , 172, no. 143. 
The figure of Charles follows Amberger ' s prototype (see 

Checklist, no. 20). 
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Type Number: 26.1 

Subject: 

Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 26.2 

Subject: 

Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Provenance: 
Bibliography: 

Comments: 

Type Number: 27 

Subject: 
Artist: 
Location: 
Media: 
Dimensions: 
Date: 
Bibliography: 

Checklist 

Fig. 186 

Anamorphic portraits of Emperors Charles V, Ferdinand I, 
Pope Clement VII, and King Francis I of France 
Erhard Schon 
Destroyed 1945 
woodcut 
44 x 75 cm. 
after 1530 
Berlin , Kupferstichkabinett. 
Rottinger , 1921 , p. 153 , no. 205 ; Geisberg, 1924-30, no. 
1197; Baltrusaitis, 1955, p. 15 ; Hilger, 1969, pp. 54, 161 , 
no. 86; Baltrusaitis, 1977, pp. 11-12; Baltrusaitis, 1984, pp. 
15-25 ; Toledo, 2000, p. 299, no. 104. 
This is also known in a later version that substitutes Pope 
Paul III for Clement VII (see Baltrusaitis, 1955, p. 14; 
Geisberg, 1974, no. 1197; Baltrusaitis, 1977, pp. 11-12). 

Anam01phic portraits of Emperors Charles V, Ferdinand I, 
Pope Pau!III, and King Francis I of France 
Erhard Schon 
unknown 
woodcut 
44 x 75 cm. 
after 1530 
unknown 
Baltrusaitis, 1955, p. 14; Geisberg, 1974, no. 1197; 
Baltrusaitis, 1977, pp. I 1-12. 
A later version which substitutes Pope Paul Ill for Clement 

VII. 

Fig. 171 

Ferdinand I and Anna of Hungary 
Anonymous after Jan Vermeyen 
unknown 
woodcut 
unknown 
after 1530 
Hirth, n.d. , ii, no. 840; Hilger, 1969, pp. 51 , 161, no. 83 . 
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Checkli st 

Comments: 
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x 15.5 cm. each, inv. no. 2613. 

Fig.23. Pieter van Coninxloo?, Philip 
the Fair, Paris, Musee du Louvre, 
panel, 41.8 x 26.8 cm., inv. no. 
R.F.2085. 

Fig.22. Anonymous after Pieter van 
Coninxloo?, Philip the Fair and 
Margaret of Austria, Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum ( e:xhi bited 
at Schloss Ambras), panel, 36 x 22 
cm. each, inv. nos 4446,4447. 

Fig.24. Pieter van Coninxloo?, Philip 
the Fair, Banbury, Upton House, 
panel, 40 x 28cm. 



Fig.25. Master of the Joseph Se
quence, Zierikzee triptych, Brussels, 
Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts de 

Belgique, panel 125 x 48 cm. (wings), 

126 x 105 cm. (centre), 124 x 47 cm., 

inv. nos 2405,4168,2406. 

Fig.27. Anonymous Netherlandish, 

Joanna I of Spain, Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, panel, 

36.8 x 24.5 cm., inv. no. 4450. 

Fig.26. Anonymous Netherlandish, 

Charles the Bold in armour holding a 

drawn sword, Dijon, Musee, panel, 45 

x34cm. 

Fig.28. Anonymous Netherlandish, 

Joanna I of Spain, Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, canvas, 

dimensions unknown, inv. no. 3495. 



Fig.29. Juan de Flandes, Joanna I of 

Spain, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 

Museum, panel, 36.4 x 25.5 cm. 

(painted area 29.5 x 19.3 cm.), inv. 

no. 3873. 

Fig.31. Attributed to Hans Burgkmair, 

Frederick Ill, Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum (exhibited 

at Schloss Ambras), panel, 78.5 x 

51.5 cm., inv. no. 4398. 

Fig.30. Juan de Flandes, Philip the 

Fair, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 

Museum, panel, 36.3 x 25.4 cm. 

(painted area 30 x 29.5 cm.), inv. no. 

3872. 

Fig.32. Bemard Striegel, Maximilian 

I in Armour, Destroyed 1947, for

merly Strasbourg, Musee des Arts, 

panel, 80 x 49 cm., inv. no. 56 



Fig.33. Workshop or Follower of 

Bernard Striegel, Maximilian I, 

Banbury, Upton House, panel, 39 x 30 

cm., inv. no. 213. 

Fig.35. Bernard Striegel, Maximilian 

I in Armour, Berlin, Deutsches 

Historisches Museum, parchment on 

panel, 76.5 x 48 cm., inv. no. DHM 

1988/1493, 1499. 

Fig.34. Benedikt Burkhart, 

Maximilian I, Halber Konigsguldiner 

from the MtinzsUitte at Hall, Tyrol, 

undated. 

Fig.36. Bernard Striegel, Maximilian 

I in Armour, Innsbruck, Tiroler 

Landesmuseums Ferdinandeum, 

panel, 84 x 51.8 cm., inv. no. 

Gem.136. 



Fig.37. Bernard Striegel, Maximilian 

/, Berlin, Gemaldegalerie, panel, 54.5 

x 36 cm., inv. no. 2111. 

Fig.39. Workshop or Follower of 

Bemard Striegel, Maximilian /, 

Kreuzlingen, Kisters collection, 

panel, 18.7 x 15.5 cm. 

Fig.38. Ambrogio de Predis, 

Maximilian /, Vienna, 

Kunsthistorisches Museum, panel, 44 

cm x 30.3 cm., inv. no. 4431, dated 

1502. 

Fig.40. Bernard Striegel, Family of 

Maximilian /, Vienna, 

Kunsthistorisches Museum, panel, 

72.5 x 60 cm., inv. no. 832. 



Fig.41. Bernard Striegel, Louis II of 
Hungary, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, panel, 29 x 22 cm., inv. no. 

827. 

Fig.43. Anonymous, Mary of Bur
gundy holding a Falcon, Gaasbeek, 
Kasteel, panel, 52 x 32 cm., inv. no. 
0408. 

Fig.42. Anonymous, Mary of Bur
gundy, Kreuzlingen, Kisters Collec
tion, panel, 47.5 x 35 cm. 

Fig.44. Anonymous South German, 
Mary of Burgundy, Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, panel, 
75.5 x 54.5 cm., inv. no. 4400. 



Fig.45. Anonymous South German, 

Mary of Burgundy, Vienna, 

Kunsthistorisches Museum (exhibited 

at Hofburg Schatzkammer), panel, 79 

x 46 cm., inv. no. 4402. 

Fig.47. Mary of Burgundy, 

Schauthaler from the Mtinzstatte at 

Hall, Tyrol, undated. 

Fig.46. Master H.A. (or A.H.), Mary 

of Burgundy, New York, Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, panel, 43.8 x 31.1 

cm., inv. no. 1975.1.137, dated 1528. 

Fig.48. Bemard Striegel, Bianca 

Maria Sforza, Innsbruck, Tiroler 

Landesmuseums Ferdinandeum, 

panel, 74.2 x 45.5 cm., inv. no. 100. 



Fig.49. Workshop of Bemard Striegel 
or Hans Mal er?, Bianca Maria 
Sforza, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum (Exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), panel, 76 x 43.5 cm., inv. 
no. 4404. 

Fig.50. Hans Burgkmair, Charles V 
between Virtue and Vice, Woodcut, 
14.4 x 9.1 cm. (from Johannes 
Pinicianus, Contenta hoc libello 
carmen ad libellu(m) vt sibi patronum 
querat Virtus et voluptas, Carmen de 
origine ducum Austrie, et alia. Car
men de armis Venetorum ( . . .), 
Augsburg, 1511, fol. vi). 



Fig.51. J an Mostaert, Mary of Burgundy witnessing Christ making his last farewell to his 
mother Mary in the company of the unbaptised souls brought from Limbo, Twenthe 
Enschede Rijksmuseum, panel, 24 x 16 cm., inv. no. 13 I Madrid Museo Thyssen

Bomemisza, panel, 24 x 16 cm., inv. no. 1930.76. 

Fig.52. Master of 1499, Margaret of 
Austria at Prayer, Ghent, Musee des 
Beaux-Arts, panel, 30.6 x 14.6 cm 
each, inv. no. 1973A. 

Fig.53. Master of 1499, Christian de 
Hondt at Prayer, Antwerp, Koninklijk 
Museum voor Schone Kunsten, panel, 
30 x 14 cm., inv. No. 256. 



Fig.54. Pedro Perret, Don Carlos of 
Spain, woodcut, dimensions unknown 
(from Juan Antonio de Vera y Zuniga, 
Epitome de la vida i hechos del 
Invicto Emperador Carlos V, Madrid, 
1622). 

Fig.56. Anonymous Netherlandish, 
Philip the Fair, Vienna, 
bsterreichische Nationalbibliothek, 
Codex Vindobonensis 2606, 28.4 x 21 
cm., fol. 82v. 

Fig.55. Jan Mostaert, Philibert of 
Savoy, Toledo, Museo de Santa Cruz, 
panel, 102 x 73 cm. 

Fig.57. Anonymous Netherlandish, 
Margaret of Austria, Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum (Exhibited 
at SchlossAmbras), panel, 31 x 20 
cm., inv. no. 5615. 



Fig .58. Anonymous, Isabel I of Cas
tile, Madrid, Palacio Real, panel, 43.4 
x 34.2 cm., inv. no. 10010174. 

Fig.60. Anonymous after Joos van 
Cleve, Maximilian I, Vienna, 
bsterrei chische National bi bli othek, 
Codex Vindobonensis 2606, 28.4 x 21 
cm., fol. 76v. 

Fig.59. Joos van Cleve, Maximilian I, 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
panel, 27 x 18 cm, inv. no. 972. 



Fig.61. Master of the Guild of St George, Charles V, Eleanor of Austria, Isabel of Austria 

as Children, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum (exhibited at Schloss Ambras), panel, each 

36.5 x 18 cm. with frame, 31.5 x 14 cm. without frame, inv. no. 4452. 

Fig.62. Anonymous English after the 

Master of the Guild of St George, 

Charles V, Eleanor of Austria, /sabel 

of Austria as Children, Location 

unknown, panel, 38 x 61 cm. each. 

Fig.63. Master of the Guild of St 

George, Charles V, Ferdinand /, 

Eleanor of Austria, Isabel of Austria, 

Mary of Austria, and Catherine of 

Austria as Children, Location un

known (formerly Toledo, Museo de 

Santa Cruz), panel, 29 x 17 cm. each. 



Fig.64. Anonymous Netherlandish, 
Charles V as a Child, Location (for
merly, London, F. Sabin, 1930), 
support, and size unknown. 

Fig.66. Anonymous Netherlandish, 
lsabel of Austria as a Child, Location, 
support and dimensions unknown. 
(formerly London, Dowdeswell, early 
20th century). 

Fig.65. Anonymous Netherlandish, 
Charles V as a Child, Aix-en-Pro
vence, Musee Granet, panel, 21 x 17 
cm., inv. no. 860-1-521. 

Fig.67. Anonymous Netherlandish, 
One of the Daughters of Phi lip the 
Fair and Joanna I of Spain, Location 
unknown (formerly Figdor collection, 
1930), panel, 22.5 x 19 cm. 



Fig.68. Anonymous Netherlandish, 
lsabel of Austria, Collection of HM 
Queen of Great Britain, panel, 36.2 x 
24.1 cm. 

Fig.70. Master of the Magdalen 
Legend, Two Female Donors with the 
Saints Magdalene and Margaret, 
Schwerin, Staatliche Gemaldegalerie, 
panel, 121 x 75 cm. , inv. no. G 196. 

Fig.69. Master of the Magdalen 
Legend, Charles V at the age of seven 
with a hunting falcon, Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum (exhibited 
at SchlossAmbras), panel, 49 x 35.5 
cm., inv. no. 4430. 

Fig.71. Anonymous South German, 
Charles V in Armour holding a 
Sword, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum (Exhibited at Schloss 
Ambras), panel, 60 x 42.5 cm., inv. 
no. 5618. 



Fig.72. Anonymous after Pieter van 
Coninxloo?, lsabel of Austria, Mu
nich, Bayerische 
Staatsgemaldesammlungen, panel, 30 
x 20 cm., inv. no. 4706. 

Fig.73. Anonymous South German 
after Pieter van Coninxloo?, Eleanor 
of Austria, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, manuscript painting, c. 53 x 
37 cm. (folio); c. 27.5 x 18. 3 cm. 
(illustration). 

Fig.74. Anonymous South German 
after Pieter van Coninxloo?, Mary of 
Austria, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, manuscript painting, c. 53 x 
37 cm. (folio); c. 27.5 x 18. 3 cm. 
(illustration). 



Fig.75. Anonymous Netherlandish 
after Michel Sittow, Charles V, 
Bruges, St.-Sauveur, panel, 43.5 x 
31.5 cm. 

Fig.77. Anonymous Netherlandish, 
Charles V, Petworth House, panel, 
39.6 x 27.4 cm., inv. no. 291. 

Fig.76. Anonymous Netherlandish 
after Michel Sittow, Charles V, Rome, 
Villa Borghese, panel, 42 x 22 cm., 
inv. no. 281. 

Fig.78. Anonymous Netherlandish, 
Charles V, leper, Stedelijk Museum, 
panel, 37 x 27.5 cm., inv. no. 739. 



Fig.79. Anonymous German, Charles 
V, Location unknown (formerly Paris, 
Tudor Wilkinson collection), panel, 
38 x 30 cm. 

Fig.81. Michel Sittow, Christian II of 
Denmark, Copenhagen, Statens 
Museum for Kunst, panel, 31 x 22 
cm. inv. no. Sp. 789. 

Fig.80. Anonymous Netherlandish, 
Ferdinand I, Location unknown (Lu 
Hulpe, Baron Charles Emmanuel 
Janssen collection in 1962), panel, 29 
x 21 cm. 

Fig.82. Michel Sittow, Christian II of 
Denmark (x-ray) 



Fig.83. Anonymous Anglo
Netherlandish, Henry VII of England, 
London, National Portrait Gallery, 
panel, 42.5 x 30.5 cm., inv. no. 416 

Fig.85. Anonymous Netherlandish, 
Margaret of York, Paris, Musee du 
Louvre, panel, 20.5 x 12 cm., inv. no. 
R.F. 1938-17. 

Fig.84. Michel Sittow, Portrait of a 
Lady (here identified as Mary Rose 
Tudor) , Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, panel, 28.7 x 20.8 cm., inv. 
no. 5612. 

Fig.86. Lucas Horenbout, Mary I of 
England, London, National Portrait 
Gallery, watercolour on vellum, 4 cm. 
diam. , inv. no. 6453. 



F 

Fig.87. Workshop of Bernard van 

Orley, Charles V, Bourg-en-Bresse, 

Musee de l'Ain, panel, 37 x 26.6 cm., 

inv. no. 980.15 E (on extended loan 

from Musee du Louvre, inv. no. R.F. 

2031). 

Fig.89. Workshop of Bemard van 

Orley, Isabel of Austria, Krakow, 

National Museum, panel, 33 x 23.7 

cm. 

Fig.88. Anonymous after Bemard van 

Orley, Charles V, Vienna, 

bsterreichische Nationalbibliothek, 

Codex Vindobonensis 2606, 28.4 x 21 

cm., fol. 91r. 

Fig.90. Workshop of Bernard van 

Orley, lsabel of Austria, Collection 

HM the Queen of Great Britain, 

panel, 37.5 x 27.1 cm. 



--------------------

Fig.91. Workshop of Bernard van 
Orley, lsabel of Austria, Location 
unknown (New York, Parke-Bernet, 
Watkins sale, 4 June, 1942, lot 48), 
panel, 44.45 x 35.55 cm. 

Fig.93. Anonymous, Last Judgement 
altarpiece from Helsingr/Jr, Copenha
gen, National Museum, panel, 233.5 x 
155 cm. 

Fig.92. Jacob Cornelisz. van 
Oostsanen, lsabel of Austria, Madrid, 
Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, panel, 
33 x 23 cm., inv. no. 1930.16. 



Fig.94. Attributed to Martin Bussert, 

Isabel of Austria, Copenhagen, Na

tional Museum, stone sculpture, 330 x 

117 cm. 

Fig.95. After Bemard van Orley, 

Legend of Notre-Dame du Sablon, 

Brussels, Musees Royaux des Beaux

Arts de Belgique, tapestry, 355 x 545 

cm., inv. no. 3153. 



Fig.96. Workshop or Follower of 
Bemard van Orley, Eleanor of Aus
tria, Collection HM the Queen of 
Great Britain, panel, 37.5 x 27 cm. 

Fig.98. Jan Gossart, Eleanor of Aus
tria, Private collection, panel, 28 x 36 
cm. 

Fig.97. Bemard van Orley, Christian 
I/ of Denmark, Madrid, Museo de 
Lazaro Galdiano, panel, 37 x 26.5 
cm., inv. no. 2710. 

Fig.99. Jan van Battel, Charles V, 
Mechelen, Stedelijk Museum Hof van 
Busleyden, panel, 88 x 56 cm. (cen
tre), 90 x 25 cm. (wings), inv. no. SI 
10, 1517. 



Fig. lOO. Workshop of Bemard van 
Orley, Margaret of Austria, Bourg-en
Bresse, Musee de l'Ain, panel, 37 x 
27 cm., inv. no. 975, 16AB. 

Fig.lOl. Nicolaas Hogenberg, Death 
·of Margaret of Austria, woodcut, 32.5 
x 23.5 cm. 

Fig.102. Nicolaas Hogenberg, 
Margaret of Austria on her Deathbed, 
woodcut, 32.5 x 23.5 cm. 



Fig.103. Workshop ofBemard van 
Orley, Margaret of Austria as the 
Magdalen, Munich, Bayerische 
Staatsgemaldesammlungen, panel, 36 
x 24 cm., inv. no. 11331723. 
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Fig.105. Monogrammist AA, 
Maximilian I on his Deathbed, Graz, 
Landesmuseum Joanneum, Alte 
Galerie, paper, 43 x 28 cm., inv. no. 

392. 

Fig.104. Anonymous after Bemard 
van Orley, Margaret of Austria ador
ing the Virgin and Child, Location 
(formerly Mons, Lescartes collec
tion), support and dimensions un
known. 

Fig.106. Bemard van Orley, Charles 
V, Budapest, Szepmtivesti Muzeum, 
panel, 72 x 51.5 cm, inv. no. 1335. 



Fig.107. Anonymous, Hat badge of 
Charles V, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, gold and enamel, 4.9 cm. 
diam., inv. no. 1612, dated 1520. 

Fig.109. Hans Weiditz, Charles V, 
woodcut, 39.5 x 20.4 cm. 

Fig.108. Anton Woensam, Charles V, 
woodcut, dimensions unknown (from 
the Vita et Gesta Karoli Magni, 
Cologne, 1521). 

Fig.llO. Imperial Portraits Workshop, 
Charles V, Cambridge, Fitzwilliam 
Museum, panel, 34.3 x 23.8 cm., inv. 
no. 2309. 



Fig.111. Imperial Portraits Workshop, 
Charles V, Location unknown (for
merly Lucerne, Galerie Fischer sale, 
1974, lot 2273), panel, 44.5 x 33 cm. 

Fig.l13. Imperial Portraits Workshop 
after Joos van Cleve, Maximilian I, 
Enschede, Rijksmuseum Twenthe, 
panel, 24 x 16 cm., in. no. 378. 

Fig.112. Imperial Portraits Workshop 
after Joos van Cleve, Maximilian I, 
Longleat, Marquess of Bath collec
tion, panel, 44.45 x 33 cm. 

Fig.114. Imperial Portraits Workshop, 
Charles V holding an upright Sword, 
New York, Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, panel, 29.5 x 22.5 cm., inv. no. 
32.100.46 (88149). 



Fig.115. Imperial Portraits Workshop, 
Charles V holding an upright Sword, 
Location (formerly Paris, Charpentier 
sale, 10 June 1954, lot 42), support 
and dimensions unknown. 

Fig.l17. Anonymous Netherlandish, 
Charles V holding a Sceptre, Madrid, 
Galeria Caylus, panel, 46 x 35.5 cm. 

Fig.116. Anonymous Netherlandish, 
Charles V holding an upright Sword, 
Kettering, Boughton House, Collec
tion of the Duke of Buccleuch, panel, 
44 x 33 cm., inv. no. 91. 

Fig.118. Anonymous Netherlandish, 
Mary of Austria, Location unknown 
(London, Sotheby 's sale, 24 June 
1970, lot 6), panel, 53.5 x 45.7 cm. 



Fig.l19. Hans Schwarz, Ferdinand I, 
medal, bronze, 5.5 cm. diam. 

Fig.121. Hans Schwarz, Charles V, 
medal, bronze, 7.3 cm. diam. 

Fig.l23. Hans Schwarz, Charles V, 
medal, bronze, 6.5 cm. diam. 

Fig.l20. Hans Schwarz, Ferdinand I, 
medal. bronze. 5 cm. diam. 

Fig.122. Hans Schwarz, Charles V, 
medal, bronze, 7.2 cm. diam. 

Fig.124. Attributed to Hans Daucher 
after Hans Schwarz, Wedding Medal 
of Ferdinand I and Anna of Hungary, 
medal, bronze, 5.3 cm. diam., 1523. 



Fig.125. Attributed to Hans Daucher after Hans Schwarz, F erdinand I I Anna of Hungary, 

medal, silver, 5.5 cm. diam., 1524. 

Fig.l26. Hans Daucher, Equestrian 
Portrait of Charles V, Innsbruck, 
Tiroler Landesmuseums 
Ferdinandeum, Honestone relief, 19 x 
12.5 cm., inv. no. P169, signed and 
dated '1522 HD'. 

Fig.l27. Hans Daucher, Meeting of 
Charles V and Ferdinand /,New 
York, Pierpont Morgan Library, stone 
relief, 17.3 x 21.9 cm. 



Fig.128. Anonymous after Hans 
Schwarz, Charles V, Location un
known (formerly Budapest, Mezey 
Sale, 21 November 1927, lot 4), 
panel, 29 x 24 cm. 

H,_...,.,• · 1 1 1.1. 

Fig.130. Anonymous after Hans 
Schwarz, Charles V, Linz, 
Landesmuseum. woodcut, dimensions 
unknown, 1522. 

Fig.129. Daniel Hopfer after Hans 
Schwarz, Charles V, woodcut, 22.5 x 
15.5 cm. 

Fig.l31. Loys Hering after Hans 
Schwarz, Charles V, Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, stone, 
15.1 x 12.2 cm., inv. no. 4371. 



Fig.132. Charles V, Tal er from the 

Mtinzstatte at Ltibeck, undated. 

Fig.134. Anonymous South German, 

Ferdinand I as a Child, Vienna, 

Kunsthistorisches Museum, panel, 31 

x 22 cm., inv. no. 4455. 

Fig.133. Felipe Vigamy, Identification 

portrait of Charles V as one of the 

Three Kings, Granada, Cathedral, 

Capilla Real, polychromed wood, 90 

x35x226cm. 

Fig.135. Anonymous South German, 

Louis //of Hungary as a Child, 

Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 

panel, 31 x 25.5 cm., inv. no. 4453. 



I 
Fig.136. Hans Maler, Anna of Hun
gary, Madrid, Museo Thyssen
Bornemisza, parchment on panel, 44 
x 33.3 cm., inv. no. 1937.2. 

Fig.138. Hans Maler, Mary of Aus
tria, Schweinfurt, Georg Schafer 
collection, parchment on panel, 32.5 x 
22.5 cm., 1519. 

Fig.137. Workshop or follower of 
Hans Maler, Anna of Hungary, Loca
tion unknown (formerly New York, 
Sotheby Parke Bernet, 31 May-3 June 
1980, lot 233), panel, 35 x 27 cm. 

Fig.139. Erhard Schon? after Hans 
Maler, Anna of Hungary and Mary of 
Austria, woodcuts, 15.2 x 11.8 cm. 
each. 



Fig.140. Hans Maler, Anna of Hun
gary with a Dog, Private collection 
(Netherlands), parchment on panel, 
51 x 38 cm., 1520. 

Fig.142. Hans Maler, Ferdinand /, 
Dessau, Anhaltische Gemilldegalerie, 
panel, 24 x 20 cm., 1521. 

Fig.141. Hans Maler, Mary of Aus
tria, London, Society of Antiquaries, 
parchment on panel, 48.4 x 36 cm., 
inv. no. 26, 1520. 

Fig.143. Hans Maler, Ferdinand /, 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
panel, 25 x 20.5 cm., inv. no. 831. 



Fig.144. Hans Maler, Anna of Hun

gary, Innsbruck, Tiroler 
Landesmuseums Ferdinandeum, 

panel, 27 x 19.5 cm., inv. no. 1919, 

1521. 

Fig.146. Hans Maler, Ferdinand /, 

Oxford, Christ Church, drawing 

(watercolour on paper), 38 x 26.8 

cm., inv. no. 1108. 

Fig.145. Anonymous after Hans 

Mal er, Anna of Hungary, Berlin, 

Gemaldegalerie, panel, 34 x 28 cm., 

inv. no. 592A. 

Fig.147. Hans Maler, Ferdinand /, 

Florence, Uffizi, panel, 33 x 23 cm., 

inv. no. 747, 1524. 



Fig.148. Workshop or follower of 
Hans Maler, Ferdinand I, location 
unknown, panel, 37 x 26 cm. 

Fig.150. Albrecht Dtirer, Maximilian 
I, woodcut, 43 x 32.5 cm. 

Fig.149. Albrecht Dtirer, Maximilian 
I, Vienna, Graphische Sammlung 
Albertina, drawing, 38.1 x 31.9 cm., 
inv. no. 4852. 

Fig.151. Albrecht Dtirer, Maximilian 
I, Nuremberg, Germanisches 
Nationalmuseum, canvas, 83 x 65 
cm., inv. no. Gm 169. 



Fig.152. Albrecht Dtirer, Maximilian 
/, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
panel, 74 x 61.5 cm., inv. no. 825. 

Fig.154. Lucas van Leyden after 
Albrecht Dtirer, Maximilian I, copper 
engraving, 25.5 x 18.3 cm. 

Fig.153. Hans Weiditz? after Albrecht 
Dtirer, Maximilian /, woodcut, 38.1 x 
31.9 cm. 

Fig.155. Anonymous Netherlandish 
after Albrecht Dtirer, Maximilian /, 
Location unknown (formerly London, 
Christie's, Lincoln Sale, 31 March, 
1929, lot 32), panel, 45.9 x 31.75 cm. 



Fig.156. Attributed to Lucas 

Horenbout, Charles V, London, 

Victoria and Albert Museum, Water

colour on vellum, 4.2 cm. diam., inv. 

no. P.22-1942. 

Fig.158. Anonymous English, Francis 

I and Eleanor of Austria, Collection 

of HM the Queen of Great Britain, 

panel, 81 x 56, inv. no. 321. 

Fig.157. Anonymous after Lucas 

Horenbout, Charles V, Collection HM 

the Queen of Great Britain, panel, 

43.8 x 32.4 cm., inv. no. 246. 

Fig.159. Anonymous, Christian II of 

Denmark, Hiller~d, 
Nationalhistoriske Museum paa 

Frederiksborg, panel, 31 x 22 cm., 

inv. no. A 4371. 



Fig.160. Anonymous English, 
Charles V and Henry VIII, Private 
collection, panel, 90 x 60 cm. 

Fig.161. Anonymous Netherlandish, Charles V and Ferdinand I, Location 
unknown (formerly Herbert Norris Collection, 1930), panel, 38 x 29.2 cm. 

each, dated 1526. 



Fig.162. Jan Mone, Charles V and 
/sabella of Portugal, Gaasbeek, 
Kasteel, Alabaster relief in gilded 
wooden frame, 53 x 56.5 cm., inv. no. 

0432. 

Fig.163. Jan Vermeyen, Charles V and /sabella of Portugal, Thatcham, William 
Merton collection, panel, 29.8 x 24.1 cm. each. 



Fig.l64. Giovanni Britto after Titian, 

Charles V, woodcut, 49.4 x 34.8 cm. 

Fig.166. Anonymous after Titian, 

Charles V, Prague, Narodnf Galerie, 

dimensions, support, and inv. no. 

unknown. 

Fig.165. Peter Paul Rubens after 

Titian, Charles V, England, Private 

Collection, canvas, 118 x 91.5 cm. 

Fig.l67. Parmigianino, Charles V, 

New York, Rosenberg and Stiebel 

Inc., canvas, 172.7 x 119.4 cm. 



Fig.l68. Jan Vermeyen, Ferdinand /, 

Hannover, Niedersachsisches 

Landesmuseum, panel, 54 x 45 cm., 

inv. no. PAM 960. 

Fig.170. Workshop of Jan Vermeyen?, 

F erdinand /, Location unknown 

(formerly Stanley Mortimer collec

tion), panel, 40.5 x 30.5 cm. 

Fig.169. Jan Vermeyen, Ferdinand /, 

Location unknown (formerly Paris, 

Tudor-Wilkinson collection), panel, 

48x34cm. 

Fig.171. Anonymous after Jan 

Vermeyen, Ferdinand I andAnna of 

Hungary, woodcut, dimensions un

known. 



Fig.172. Workshop of Jan Vermeyen, 

Ferdinand I, Vienna, 

Kunsthistorisches Museum (Exhibited 

at Schloss Ambras), panel, 25 x 20 

cm., inv. no. 4059. 

Fig.173. Barthel Beham, Charles V, 

woodcut, 20.9 x 13.5 cm., dated 1531. 
Fig.174. Barthel Beham, Ferdinand I, 

woodcut, 20.9 x 13.5 cm., dated 1531. 



Fig.175. Jakob Seisenegger, 
Ferdinand I, location (formerly 
London, Arcade Gallery, 1939), 
support, and dimensions unknown. 

Fig.l77. Jakob Seisenegger, Arch
duchess Anna, The Hague, Koninklijk 
Kabinet van Schilderijen, 
Mauritshuis, panel, 43.4 x 34.4 cm., 
inv. no. 270. 

Fig.176. Jakob Seisenegger, Archduke 
Maximilian, The Hague, Koninklijk 
Kabinet van Schilderijen, 
Mauritshuis, panel, 43.4 x 34.4 cm., 
inv. no. 271. 

Fig.l78. Jakob Seisenegger, Arch
duchess Elisabeth, The Hague, 
Koninklijk Kabinet van Schilderijen, 
Mauritshuis, panel, 43.4 x 34.4 cm., 
inv. no. 269. 



Fig.179. Jan Vermeyen, Charles V, 
Brussels, Musees Royaux des Beaux
Arts de Belgique, panel, 23.5 x 18 
cm., inv. no. 8723. 

Fig.181. Jan Vermeyen, Mary of 
Austria, New York, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, panel, 54.6 x 45.7 
cm., inv.1982.60.26. 

Fig.180. Anonymous after Jan Vermeyen, Charles V andlsabella ofPortugal, 's 

Heerenberg, Stichting Huis Bergh, panel, 16 x 17 cm. each, inv. nos 86 and 87. 



Fig.182. Jakob Seisenegger, Mary of 
Austria, Paris, Musee Jacquemart
Andre, panel, 49 x 38 cm., inv. no. 
694, signed and dated 1530. 

Fig.184. Christoph Amberger, 
Charles V, Siena, Pinacoteca, panel, 
51 x 61 cm., in. no. 489. 

Fig.183. Christoph Amberger, 
Charles V, Berlin, Nationalgalerie, 
panel, 66.7x.50 cm., inv. no. 556. 

Fig.185. Workshop of Christoph 
Amberger, Charles V, Erlangen, 
UniversiUitsbibliothek, woodcut, 46.6 
x35.7cm. 



Fig.186. Workshop of Christoph 
Amberger, Charles V, Bamberg, 
Staatsbibliothek, woodcut, 38.8 x 
25.1 cm., inv. no. IIIA217. 

Fig.188. Christoffel Bockstorffer, 
Charles V and Ferdinand /,copper 
engraving, 20.3 x 27.8 cm. 

Fig.187. Workshop of Christoph 
Amberger, /sabella of Portugal, 
Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek, woodcut, 
38.8 x 25.1 cm., inv. no. Ill A 218. 

Fig.189. Hans Reinhart the Elder, 
Charles V, medal, silver, 6.6 cm. 
diam., 1537. 



Fig.190. Anonymous South German, 
Charles V, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, sculpture, alabaster, 14.2 
(H) x 12.9 (W) cm., inv. no. XII a 82. 

Fig.191. Hans Kels the Younger, 
Charles V, Isabella of Portugal, 
Ferdinand I, and Anna of Hungary, 
Hamburg, Museum ftir Kunst und 
Gewerbe, wood, 8 cm. diam., 
inv.l891.280. 



Fig.192. Lucas Cranach the Elder, 
Hemy the Pious, Duke of Saxony, 
Dresden, Staatliche 
Kunstsammlungen, Gemaldegalerie, 
panel transferred to canvas, 184 x 
82.5 cm., inv. no.1906 G. 

Fig.193. Lucas Cranach the Elder, 
Catherine of Mecklenburg, Duchess 
of Saxony, Dresden, Staatliche 
Kunstsammlungen, Gemaldegalerie, 
panel transferred to canvas, 184 x 
82.5 cm., inv. no.1906 H. 



Fig.194. Monogrammist 'BB', Arch
duke Maximilian, Vaduz, Princely 
collection of Liechtenstein, panel, 120 
x 63 cm., inv. no. 950, 1529. 

Fig.195. David Frumiere after Hans 
Krell, Louis II of Hungary, 
Gripsholm, Nationalmuseum, canvas, 
197 x 116 cm., inv. no.596. 

Fig.196. Hans Krell , Mary of Austria, 
Queen of Hungary , Munich, Alte 
Pinakothek, 45 x 36 cm., inv. 
no.3564, 1522. 



Fig.197. Workshop of Jakob 
Seisenegger, Charles V, CastleAshby, 
Marquess of Northampton, canvas, 
222 x 111 cm., dated 1532. 

Fig.198. Barthel Beham, Charles V, 
Munich, Bayerische 
S taatsgemaldesamml ungen (exhibited 
at Burghausen, Staatsgalerie, 
Hauptburg der Burg), panel, 42.3 x 
34.6 cm., inv. no. 2558, dated 1535. 



Fig.199. Titian, Charles V with Dog, 
Madrid, Museo del Prado, canvas, 
192 x 111 cm., inv. no. 409. 
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Fig.200. Jakob Seisenegger, Charles 
V, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Mu
seum, canvas, 205 x 123 cm., inv. no. 
A114. 


